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THE POWER OF DIGITAL! 
- Command the highest audio quality, reliability and flexibility with the 

technical authority and leadership you've come to expect from 
Mitsubishi. For tracking, mixing and mastering, the 32-track X-880 arci 

the 2-track X-86HS Prodigi format tape machine are the logical choice. 

Incorporating the latest in digital technology and building on the decade 
long success of Mitsubishi's 800/850 family of products, the X-880 offers impor-
tant improvements in reliability while significantly reducing machine size, weight 
and power consumption. With the industry's most robust error correction 
technology, even significant tape damage remains inaudible. A new tape trans-
port mechanism, plus proven glass-filled ferrite technology combine to provide 
longer head life. 

And with the X-86HS, you can get the highest sampli ng rate of the X-86 
series of digital two-tracks, recording at 96 kHz and setting new quality standards 
for master tapes. You can extend your recorded frequency range all the way to 
40 kHz and record and playback at 48/44.1 kHz. And now, made more affordable 

to you with Siemens financing. 

The Power of Digital — The Logical Choice. 

H©ye Exclusive North American Distributor of 

MITSUBISHI 
A Siemens Company DIGITAL PRO AUDIO 

CT: (203) 744-6230 NY: (212) 956-6464 TN: (615) 329-9584 CA: (213) 461-6383 • TORONTO: (416) 365-3363 



THE POWER PACKAGE 
Neve VR Console • Flying Faders Automation • 

Mitsubishi 32-Track Digital Tape Recorder 

DAgM RegeKwe 
49 Music Square West • Nashville, TN 37203 

Tel. (615) 327-1200 
Contact: Richard Stevens 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

W are quickly coming upon 
another major trade show, AES Europe, scheduled for March 
13 to 16 in Montreux, Switzerland. In case you haven't 
heard, this particular show is a hot topic among industry 

I. 
- insiders. A group of manufacturers has chosen not to 
support the convention this year, in protest of what they 
consider an inadequate and inconvenient venue. The 
proliferation of "must attend" trade shows, with their as-
sumed costly obligations, is a deeper-rooted concern. 

....,. In just a few short years our industry has diversified to 
ep the point where it is unreasonable to attend all of the relevant 

trade shows. At the same time, the technology has become 
so peripherally influenced that limiting one's participation 
to a single industry puts a severe drag on career develop-
ment. 
There is a movement afoot to form another industry 

organization to monitor and advise those in the business 
of trade event planning, in order to avoid conflicts such as 
AES and SMPTE falling over the same days on opposite 
coasts. Many other issues, such as convenience of accom-
modations, quality of exhibitor services and security 

considerations, have become critical concerns for partici-
pating companies. Event organizers now face mighty 
challenges to keep their flock returning to the fold. 

It's little wonder that many manufacturers are deciding 
against trade event presence in all but the best of circum-
stances. But is it necessary to create an organization to link 
the trade with the show? Is it even possible to find one 
body to adequately represent the wide-ranging concerns 
of these manufacturers? And if such a group develops, can 
it be effective without interfering with the organizers' rights 
to create and manage a show within their business pur-
view? 

In the end, we must choose for ourselves. Is this oppor-
tunity important to me, and worth my time and money? 
Over time, the worthwhile shows will prosper and the 
unnecessary ones will gradually fade away due to lack of 
attention. It's the way of the world. 

oF 

Keep reading, 

David Schwartz 
ditor-in-Chief 
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Hard disk digital audio... 
for much less than $50,000? Yes. 
Starting at less than $6,500 *, you can 
gain total creative control with the most 
powerful and cost effective hard disk 
digital recording/editing system available 
—proof that digital audio for most any 
studio doesn't cost a fortune. Dyaxis is 
your opportunity to step into digital 
audio editing—and step up to Studer— 
in one affordable move. 

Only one hard disk system is 
backed by Studer resources. And that's 
Dyaxis. With over 200 systems delivered 
worldwide, Studer is the leading supplier 
of professional digital audio hard disk 
systems, and the only major pro audio 
supplier currently delivering such systems. 

Dyaxis achieves supreme audio 
quality in the best tradition of Studer. 
Through superior A-to-D and D-to-A 
converters, and proprietary analog filter 
and circuitry design, the performance 
of Dyaxis is unmatched by other hard 
disk systems. 

PICTURE YOUR AUDIO 
Powerful all-digital signal 
processing functions, 
including time compression 
and expansion— 
without pitch change. 

Direct SMPTE/1-77r read 
and write capabilities, 
lock to house sync, film 
tach or time code. 

... 
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DIGITAL AUDIO HARD 
RECORDING. MASTERING. TV. 

VERY AFFORDABLE. 
Direct digital interface for all 

major digital formats—DASH, ProDigi, 
1610/1630/601 PCM Processors, DAT, 
D1 and D2 video machines eliminates 
the costs of external boxes, operational 
complexity, and the signal degradation 
produced by additional analog gener-
ations. Editing, cross fading, processing, 
multiple mixes, multiple generations— 
all are performed in the digital domain. 
Dyaxis delivers first generation audio, 
in the right digital format, everytime. 
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Easy interface -to all major 
digital formats as well 

— as analog. Direct digital 
I/O from DI and D2 video 
machines. 

Virtual machine interface 
for video editor and 
video hard disk control. 
Machine-controllable from 
Abekas A60 Series. 

DISK FOR ANY STUDIO. 
VIDEO POST. FILM. RADIO. MIDI. 
VERY CAPABLE. 

Only Dyaxis slaves perfectly to 
SMPTE/EBU, VITC, Tach, MIDI & Video. 
A fast and cost-effective production tool 
for .delivering digital audio sound-tracks 
for film and video, Dyaxis provides full 
time code synchronization for sub-frame 
accurate lock-to-picture with outstanding 
audio quality. 

Dyaxis stores from 10 minutes to 
over 6 hours of stereo digital audio. 
For recording and editing master mixes... 
for time slipping mono/stereo tracks in 
multitrack sessions...for Compact Disc 
premastering...for sound effects editing 
and mixing...for producing multiple 
versions of soundtracks, with full inter-
lock to film or video. 

The new Dyaxis 2+2 providing 4 
channels of simultaneous operation 
is available soon, featuring multichannel 
record/playback, overdubbing and 
track assembly. 

Studer Editech Corporation— 
designers of Dyaxis—is an innovative 
and entrepreneurial high-tech 
company based in Silicon Valley. 
Their pioneering achievements in hard 
disk recording/editing combined with 
Studer's recognized world leadership 
in professional audio, create an industry 
force with longevity, commitment and 
purpose. All to serve you. 

No ad can tell you all that Dyaxis 
can do for you. So call us at 800-366-4900 
for our 12-page Dyaxis color booklet 
and read about your exciting future in 
digital audio with Dyaxis. 

Picture your sound. On Dyaxis. 
From Studer, a name you can trust. 

STUDER REVOX 

Studer Revox America, Inc. 
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • (615) 254-5651 
New York (212) 255-4462 • Los Angeles (818) 780-4234 
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto (416) 423-2831 

'Price not including time code optam and Apple Macintosh compwer. 
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PASSPORT 
EXPANSION 
Passport Designs, the Half Moon 
Bay, Calif., producer of electronic 
music software, has acquired all 
rights to AlchemyTm, Blank Soft-
ware's award-winning sample 
editing program for the Macintosh. 
The purchase includes Blank Soft-
ware's complete line of music 
software and proprietary digital 
technology, which Passport hopes 
to incorporate into a series of multi-
media sound design products to be 
released early this year. 

Alchemy won the 1988 MacUser 
Eddy Award as the top new music 
software program and is especially 
popular for its distributed audio 
network ( DAN), allowing sample 
transfers from any sampler that 
follows the MIDI sample dump 
standard. 

Donny Blank, founder of Blank 
Software, will assume a consultancy 
position with Passport. "Passport 
has exactly what's needed to main-
tain support for Alchemy and to 
take the technology to the next 
level," he says. "The association 
we've started here is the best thing 
that could have happened to the 
program." 

In related news, Passport aug-
mented its Music Data Library by 
acquiring Golden MIDI Music, a 
supplier of "Music Data" disks 
containing songs that can be played 
by any MIDI sequencer supporting 
standard MIDI files. 

For further information, contact 
Anastasia Lanier at Passport: (415) 
726-0280. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRY REPORT 
It may seem like old news to some, 
but investment bankers Veronis, 
Suhler & Associates, Inc., have 
released the seventh annual Com-
munications Industry Report (1984-
1988), showing that revenues of 

publicly reporting companies in the 
recorded music industry rose to $2.7 
billion in 1988, up 34.5% from 1987. 
The recorded music segment led 
the communications industry in 
1988 revenue growth. 

The 187-page report examines 
the historical, financial perform-
ance of 275 publicly reporting com-
panies in various segments of the 
communications industry: radio 
and TV broadcasting; cable TV; 
filmed entertainment; recorded 
music; newspaper, book and 
magazine publishing; business in-
formation; advertising agencies; 
and miscellaneous communica-
tions. 

Each segment's analysis contains 
five-year company data on revenue. 
pretax operating income, operat-
ing cash flow and assets, along with 
calculated growth rates, margins 
and rates of return. Companies also 
are ranked by profitability and prof-
itability growth. 

The $500 report can be obtained 
by contacting Eugene Braigen at 
Veronis, Suhler & Associates: (212) 
935-4990. 

LABELING LAW 
IN PENNSYLVANIA 
In a move that the Recording In-
dustry Association of America says 
will create a "chilling effect" on 
consumer sales, the Pennsylvania 
House of Representatives passed 
legislation prohibiting the sale of 
records, tapes or CDs that contain 
explicit lyrics, " unless the cover of 
such material contains a parental 
warning that the lyrics contain vio-
lent messages." The bill is still under 
consideration by the Pennsylvania 
Senate. 

Although it is the manufacturer 
who is responsible for labeling the 
product, it is the retailer who is li-
able. If found guilty of selling un-
labeled material, a retailer may be 
fined up to $300 and sentenced to 

90 days in jail. 
According to the legislation, the 

warning shall read, "WARNING: 
May contain explicit lyrics descrip-
tive of or advocating one or more 
of the following: suicide, sodomy, 
incest, beastiality, sadomasochism. 
adultery, sexual activity in a vio-
lent context, murder, morbid vio-
lence, use of illegal drugs or alco-
hol. PARENTAL ADVISORY." 

Jason Berman, president of the 
RIAA, says, " In addition to the First 
Amendment constitutional issues 
raised by the legislation, there is a 
serious question about its retroac-
tive impact. We intend to challenge 
the constitutionality of the bill if it 
is enacted." 

CONVENTION NEWS 
AES Europe will be held in Mon-
treux, Switzerland, March 13-16, 
1990 (see Editor's Notes). In addi-
tion to the educational program and 
awards banquet, a number of tech-
nical tours have been planned, 
including stops at Studer AG and 
Nagra Kudelski. 

The 88th AES convention will 
include sessions on: microphones, 
systems and measurements, loud-
speaker systems, acoustics, record-
ing, history, digital audio, sound re-
inforcement, psychoacoustics, and 
studio and broadcasting. 

More than 140 exhibitors are ex-
pected to participate. For more in-
formation, contact AES Headquar-
ters in New York: (212) 661-8528. 

Video Expo San Francisco will 
be held in that city February 21-23, 
1990, and will bring together for the 
first time the North American Tele-
vision Institute (NATI) and Com-
puter-Aided Multimedia Presen-
tations (CAMMP), an organization 
devoted to interactive presenta-
tions. 

For more information, call (800) 
248-5474. In New York, call (914) 
328-9157. 
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Up to 405 times faster* Ulari rual ldne ... that Otari's T-70011 laser-based video 
duplicator! 

The T-70011's endless-loop design gives you the advantage of continuous operation, 
so you can produce uniformly high quality VHS duplicates over two times faster than other 
high speed systems now on the market. 

Plus, the T-700Ifs "panc:ake" duplication approach saves time in Q.C. because it 
albws statistical sampling rather than the time consuming batch methods necsary with 
ree;me duplication. 

So if you're looking for uniform, high quality cassettes, plus lower labor costs and 
redced floor space requirements, cal Otani at (415) 341-5900. 
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M INUTE FOK M INUTE. PAK FOK PAK 
ON THIS YOU CAN RELY 

erOVIPI X 

Now SAFER STORAGE AND EASIER L.ABEIG WITH DATPAK — AMPEX'S UNIQUE STORAGE SYSTEM 
Ampex Recording Media Corporation • 401 Broadway • Redwood City • CA 94063 • (415)367-3809 

LENGTH AFTEK LENGTH. CASSETTE AFTEK CASSETTE. 
ON THIS YOU CAN RELY 

Now OFFERING 1301I-I TYPE I AND TYPE II CASSETTES IN SEVEN LENGTHS- FROM 5 TO 90 MINUTES. 
Ampex Recording Media Corporation • 401 Broadway • Redwood City • CA 94063 • (415) 367-3809 
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INDUSTRY NOWS  
Philips Consumer Electronics pro 
moted Dr. Jean-Pierre Isbouts to 
director of worldwide development 
of CD-I production tools in Knox-
ville, TN. . . In NYC WaveFrame se-
lected Martin Audio Video Corp. 
as its New York-area rep...James 
Goodman moved up to national 
sales manager of Otan i Corp. in 
Foster City, CA...Hybrid Arts out-
grew its old home; you can reach 
the company at: 8522 National 
Blvd., Los Angeles. . Tom Laugh-
lin joined Sony of Canada (Willow-
dale, Ontario) as professional audio 
specialist . . . SoundSphere Inc. 
changed its name to Auris Corp., 
and relocated to 1801 Maple Ave., 
Evanston, IL...The new director of 
sales at Neve Electronics Interna-
tional (Hertfordshire, UK) is Hazel 
Simpson. Other appointments in-
clude Joe Naccarato as general 
manager and Main Despatie as 
technical services engineer at Ru-
pert Neve Canada (Toronto, On-
tario) . . At the fall AES Conven-
tion, SPARS members elected Steve 
Lawson to the board of directors 

.Bob Demuth is now director of 
technical operations at Westwood 
One in LA., where part of his duties 
include overseeing construction of 
KQLZ "Pirate Radio"... In NYC, 
video company VSC Post promot-
ed Shelly Riss to vice president of 
sales and marketing, and hired 
Tami Feldman as director of ani-
mation and special effects . . . "Stra-
tegic communications agency" The 
Benjamin Group hired Patricia 
Iamb as director of public relations 
in Santa Clara, CA. . . Editel/Chica-
go promoted Richard Mandberg to 
VP/general manager...Carla Camp-
bell moved up to Eastern regional 
sales manager of Panasonic/Ramsa 
Professional Audio in Cypress, CA 
... Paula Micallef is now account 
executive at Producers Color Serv-
ice in Clawson, MI. Other person-
nel changes: Katrina Riedl as in-
side sales coordinator and John 
Graye as senior customer service 
rep, video cassette duplication divi-

sion... Hybrid Arts (LA.) has two 
new Canadian dealers: Commer-
cial Electronics Ltd. (Vancouver, 
BC) and Tele-Tech Electronics 
(Toronto, Ontario) .Audio Inter-
visual Design of LA. will act as the 
U.S. agent for W. Albrecht GmbH 
Studiogerate, West German manu-
facturers of sprocketless magnetic 
film recorder/reproducers...John 
B. Kilcullen joined Solid State 
Logic (NYC) as treasurer/controller 
...Personics, Redwood City, CA, 
announced a $ 15 million round of 
fund-raising for its custom-cassette 
system ... In NYC, Heitaro Nalcaji-
ma accepted the AES Gold Medal 
in recognition of his contributions 
to compact disc development... 
AudioLine hired the following: 
Denny Bergstrom as sales rep in 
the Kansas City, MO, branch; Bar-
bara Guticnecht director of market-
ing; and Shannon Novack and Paul 
Schaleger (contracted sound) at 
the home office in Milwaukee, WI 
... Keith Clark joined Electro-
Voice as PR director in Buchanan, 
MI ... Gauss Loudspeakers (Sun 
Valley, CA) named World Wide 
Electronics ( Ft. Lauderdale) as its 
Florida rep...In Bloomington, MN, 
Coda Music Software named form-
er Berklee instructor Gary Brunotte 
as general manager...Audio Plus 
Video International (Northvale, 
NJ) promoted Beth Simon as head 
of sales, Jonna Gaston as opera-
tions manager, and hired Joe Di 
Frisco as chief engineer... In Hol-
lywood, CA, Alan Gordon Enter-
prises hired Fred Ginsburg, CAS., 
as sales manager in charge of mo-
tion picture and video support 
equipment...In Los Angeles, the 
Association of Visual Communica-
tors held its annual elections. Here 
are some of the results: Glenn 
Otto, president; Peggy Kenline, 
VP/membership; Phil Shuey, VP/fi-
nance...Pro audio sales and serv-
ice company S.G. Audio hired 
Cathy Konrad as office manager 
and Mike Acldin as a new sales-
person. 
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SESSIONS 
AND STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
At Scream studios in Studio City, Virgin 
Records artist The Origin was in record-
ing vocals and mixing with producers 
Paul McKenna and David Kershen-
baum. McKenna mixed the record on 
the studio's Mitsubishi 32-track digital 
recorder... Columbia artist Warrant 
was working on tracks at Studio-Masters 
in Los Angeles, with Jayni Lane produc-
ing. Brad Cox was at the console with 
Greg Grill assisting...At Artisan Sound 
Recorders in Hollywood, engineer Greg 
Fulginiti mastered LPs for Oingo Boingo 
with producers Chris Lord-Alge and Jeff 
Lord-Alge, and for Trouble with produc-
er Rick Rubin...MCA recording artists 
Perri were in the studio recording their 
third album at The Bakery in North Hol-

lywood. The four sisters co-produced 
with Jon Baker...Private Life was at 
Amigo Studios in North Hollywood 
completing overdubs with producers 
Ted Templeman and Eddie Van Halen. 
Lee Herschberg engineered and Mike 
Scott assisted...Engineer Toby Scott 
(of Bruce Springsteen fame) was at Dev-
onshire Audio in North Hollywood 
building tracks with the studio's two 
Sony PCM-3324 digital 24-track ma-
chines for Patty Scialfa's upcoming re-
lease on CBS...Island artist Mica Paris 
was at Encore Studios in Burbank with 
producer Patrick Moten overdubbing 
and mixing with engineer Barney Per-
kins. Milton Chan and Elliott Peters 
assisted...Paul Lani was at Larrabee 
Studios in Los Angeles mixing Dono-

Glenn Phoenix of Westlake Audio congratulates Terry Lewis and 
Jimmy "Jam" Harris on the completion of their new Flytetyme studio 

complex in Edina, Minn. 

van's "One Night in Time" and "Dear 
Heart" for PolyGram Records...Origi-
nal Sound Recording artist the UZIEBROS 
were at Mr. Rogers Studio in Hollywood 
working on their upcoming LP. Will 
Griffin produced with Bernie Matthews 
at the controls... 

NORTHWEST 
Camper Van Beethoven traveled to 
Northglenn, CO, to record tracks for the 
single "I Was Born in a Laundromat" at 
Avalanche Recording. Dennis Herring 
produced and George Counnas engi-
neered, assisted by Chuck Edwards ... 
At Alpha 8z Omega Studios in San Fran-
cisco, Psychefunlcapus worked on a 
project for Atlantic Records with Mark 
Desisto producing and Anna Maria 
Scott assisting. Loni Ding remixed a 
Japanese version of her award-winning 
documentary Color of Honor for NHK-
Japanese Public Broadcasting. All audio 
post-production for both the English 
and Japanese versions was completed 
at Poolside Studios in San Francisco, 
with engineer David E. Nelson ... At 
Klub Key's Recording Company in Seat-
tle, Kent Nelson of Sahalla Musical Serv-
ices recorded his second Jack Gladstone 
album, with Scott Spain engineering... 
Also in Seattle, producer Steve Adamek 
was at Ironwood Studio with engineer 
Jay Follette, working with Enigma Rec-
ords artists Triathalon . . . Laurie Lewis 
and the Grant Street Band were at Dave 
Wellhausen Studios in San Francisco 
working on a new album engineered 
by John Altmann for Flying Fish Rec-
ords... 

NORTH CENTRAL 
While Bob Dylan was in Belmont Mall 
Studios in Belmont, IN, he asked John 
Cougar Mellencamp to direct his video 
for the song "Political World." Also, 
Dylan did some overdubs on "People 
Get Ready," to be included in the new 
Dennis Hopper film Flashback. Mike 
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750 Studios 

113 Cities 
32 Countries 

1 System 

• 

MASTER STUDIO SYSTEM 

Solid State Logic 

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU (0865) 842300 

London (01) 706 4948 • Paris ( 1) 34 60 46 66 • Milan (2) 612 17 20 • New York (212) 315 1111 • Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 
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Every 
sound 
engineer 
needs 
a silent 
partner. 
An investment ¡na recording console 

represents a partnership you plan to live 
with for some time.Which is why the 
Sony MXP-3000 series console is a 
sound business decision. 

Its design concept is based exten-
sively on sonic performance. Boasting 
features such as low-noise hybrid 
amplifiers, gold-plated connectors and 
large crystal oxygen-free interconnect 
cables that produce unparalleled sound 
quality. These ingenious features tell the 
inside story as to why this console is so 
quiet. And countless installations tell 
the outside story as to why this console 
is so successful. 

Of course, sonic performance isn't the 
only story behind our console. Flexibil-
ity is a necessity in the creative record-
ing process, as well. Naturally, the 
MXP-3000 offers a host of flexible fea-
tures at an unmatched value. 

For instance, you have your choice of 
five distinct equalizers, and five differ-
ent channel input modules. Plus, there 
are many other options available to suit 
your individual needs. All of which 
come housed in an ergonomically 
designed control surface. 

For a demonstration of the quietest 
addition to your control room, contact 
your Sony Professional Audio represen-
tative.Or call I-800-635-SONY. 

And remember, when you want a 
quiet mixer to back you, put a Sony 
MXP-3000 in front of you. 

SONY: 
Professional Audio 

01988 Sony Communications Products Co.. a division of Sony 
Corp. of America. 1600 Queen Anne Rd..Teaneck, NJ 07666. 
Sony is a trademark of Sony. 





NOW YOU CAN LEASE DIGITAL BY 
THE MONTH FOR THE PRICE OF 
RENTING ANALOG BY THE DAY.* 

The Fostex D-20 operates 
just like the most expen-
sive analog open reel 2-
channel recorders with 
SMPTE/EBU capability, 
and now we're offering a 
lease program which 
makes it easy for you to 
have all the benefits of 
even better performance 
at lower rates (see details 
below). 

With the D-20 profes-
sional digital audio mas-
ter recorder, you can post-
stripe time code on an 
existing DAT tape (re-
corded on any DAT ma-
chine), or you can record 
time code and stereo au-
dio on the D-20 and play that 
tape back on any other DAT ma-
chine with complete compatibil-
ity. 

The 20-pin synchronizer port 
allows, interface with all the 
popular synchronizer systems 
(ours included ) and there's an 
RS-422 port for control which re-
quires serial communication. 
There's an external sync input 
for composite video, plus Word 
Sync Input and Output capability 
- all standard on the D-20. 

Because of our 4-head recording 
system the D-20 features off-the-
tape monitoring so that you'll 
always know exactly what you 
have on tape - a very important 
feature considering the DAT's 
ability to record for two straight 
hours (no more multiple reels 
and alignment hassles). 

You'll be able to control all trans-
port functions by remote con-
trol—including punch-in/out. 
Built-in cross-fade timing gives 
you seamless punches. There's 

even a pitch control com-
plete with digital read-out. 

Most important of all, the 
D-20 sounds great. It rec-
ords and reproduces all 
the music completely, 
faithfully, and better than 
analog alternatives. So 
plug into the digital mas-
ter recorder that has the 
professional features you 
need now at a price you 
can afford now. 

* The analog recorder refer-
enced is the Studer A-80 1/2" 
with 3-track head nest; the price 
comparison is based on option 
(A) below and an average of 
published rates of major audio 
rental companies for the Studer. 

Details of the D-20 Lease Program: 
* A simple one page application is all 
that's required. • Maximum 48 hour 
turnaround approval. • Two attractive 
payment schedules: (A) $199.70 per 
month, 60 months, first and last 
payments in advance: 10% pur-
chase option. (B) $287.20 per month, 
36 months, first and last payments in 
advance; 10% purchase option. • Please 
note that this lease with option to pur-
chase is not offered through Fostex Cor-
poration. All documents and associated 
paperwork will be completed by Signet 
Lease Group. Call them directly at (215) 
783-6666. • High approval rating in 
the audio industry. 

D-20 
Digital Master Recorder 

FOSteX 
0(  1989 Fostex Corporation of America, 15431 Blackburn Ave.. Norwalk, CA 90650 (213) 921-1112 
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Wanchic produced and Bill Deaton 
engineered... In Warren, MI, Detroit 
band The Teen Angels recorded and 
mixed five songs to be used for upcom-
ing videos. Dave Sell engineered... 
David Brickner and Gina Moss were at 
Tone Zone Recording in Chicago mix-
ing tracks that were recorded live at a 
Jews for Jesus recital, with the assistance 
of Timothy Powell's Metro Mobile Re-
cording. Roger Heiss engineered the 
sessions...David Arkenstone recently 
completed the final mix of five songs 
for release on his Narada Mystique al-
bum at A.D. Productions in Milwaukee. 
Arkenstone co-produced the project 
with Eric Lindert. Bruce Sugar ran the 
board with assistance from David Hens-
zey. . . Refraze Studios in Dayton, OH, 
went remote to record the Gem City 
chapter of the Sweet Adelines in con-
cert. The direct-to-DAT recording was 
engineered by Gary King and John 
Hughes... Das Krieg completed a three-
song demo aimed at alternative metal 
markets at Seagrape Recording Studios 
in Chicago. Mike Konoplca engineered 
and mixed the project... 

SOUTHWEST 
Stevie Nicks took time out from her 
concert tour to record the audio for her 
new video "Whole Loua Trouble" at 
Goodnight Audio in Dallas with Dan 
Nash. The video features live footage of 
Nicks' Houston concert... Liz Davis was 
at Studio East in Tucson working on two 
new songs for her project with limy D. 
Lizzy D. produced, with Harvey Tom 
and Taylor Smith engineering.. . Donny 
Ray Ford brought his band to Planet 
Dallas Studios in Dallas to co-produce a 
project with engineer/producer Rick 
Rooney. Steve Batchelor and Marian 
Ross assisted at the console... 

SOUTHEAST 
Engineer Bill Deaton was at Nashville's 
Sounds Unreel Studio A mixing Exile 
for Arista Records. Tim DuBois and Ran-
dy Sharp produced...Also in Nashville, 
Tanya Tucker stopped by Music Mill to 
record tracks for Capitol, with Jerry 
Crutchfield producing and Jim Cotton 
and Paul Goldberg engineering... Plat-
inum Post Mobile (of Winter Park, FL) 
recently returned from Jamaica where it 
recorded more than 60 reggae artists 
and groups, including Ziggy Marley, 
Third World and Steel Pulse, who par-
ticipated in Reggae Sunsplash 1989. Gary 
Platt engineered the event, with Bruce 

Marshall as second engineer and Lance 
Brown assisting. Gene Pilarczyk was 
technical engineer and Phil Renghia 
was house sound specialist.. .Actor Riv-
er Phoenix is also a guitarist/singer/ 
songwriter. His band, Aleka's Attic, was 
at Reflection Studios in Charlotte, NC, 
recording a single for an upcoming al-
bum to benefit PETA (People for Ethical 
Treatment of Animals). Steve Haig,ler 
produced and engineered the project 
...Kansas was at Soundscape Studios 
in Atlanta working on songs for a new 
CBS album with Brendan O'Brien and 
Mitch Eaton engineering, and Ted Malia 
assisting... Benjamin Cannon was at 
Master Sound Studios in Atlanta to pro-
duce a new rap tune by Ernest T. "Co-
caine Is a Mind Thing" was engineered 
by Carlos Glover...Mark Lindsey, for-
mer Paul Revere and The Raiders vocal-
ist, started a new album at ICIVA Record-
ing Studio in Memphis, with Greg Ar-
chilla engineering... Pebbles was at 
Cheshire Sound Studios in Atlanta with 
the LA'Face Inc. production team of 
De'Rock and Kayo tracking her MCA 
album. Jim Dutt engineered and Mike 
Alvord assisted...At Nashville's Sound 
Emporium, Suzy Bogguss was in work-
ing with producer Wendy Waldman on 
overdubs for her Capitol album project. 

Dennis Richey was at the controls... 

NORTHEAST 
At Sanctuary in New York City, PolyGram 
artist Scott Parker locked out Studio A 
to record an album with producers Mary 
Kessler and Robbie Kilgore. Acar Key 
engineered the project, with Eric Rosen-
blum assisting... Power Play Produc-
tions artist Su Veneer was at Power Play 
Studios in Long Island City, NY, working 
with producer/engineer/studio owner 
Tony Arfi . In Manhattan, Tom Porn-
posello produced a promo spot for a 
film series entitled New York Goes to 
Hollywood in Videornix's audio sweet-
ening room. . . Mercury/PolyGram artist 
Doro Pesch was at Kajem Victory in 
Gladwyne, PA, remixing her single "Fur 
Immer/For Eternity" for re-release in 
Germany and Europe. Kajem's Mitch 
Goldfarb produced and engineered the 
remix, with Brooke Hendricks and 
Brian Stover assisting... The Daves, 
voted Philly's favorite unsigned band, 
took the act to Royersford, PA, to record 
material at Iris Sound. David Ivory pro-
duced and John Patterson engineered 

.Producer Al McLaren was at D&D 
Recording in the Big Apple tracking and 
mixing for artists Lin Que, Axis and 

THE DAT STORE e - -1 
We are the only Digital Audio Tape-Only ___ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

store in the U.S.A. and the largest — — — — — _ _ 
—  D.A.T. Dealer in the world. — — — — — 

_ = ____ 
SELECTION 

Digital We carry every major brand of D A.T. ‘e   AudioTape 
Recorders—Professional, Consumer, Home, &..- - _ _ STORE 
Rack Mount, and Portable—and not just one or two discontinued models. We 
keep in stock: PANASONIC, JVC, SONY, FOSTEX, AIWA, AKAI, NAKAMICHI, 
SHARP, CASIO, TASCAM, & PIONEER MACHIIVES; as well as:MAXELL, TDK, 
FUJI, DIC. SONY, & DENON Tapes; in addition to a vast variety of Accessories 
& Pre-Recorded Tapes. No deposits required. No long delays for delivery. 

QUALITY 
We employ only the most knowledgeable, experienced Sales Staff. We can answer 
your technical questions and provide you with the most complete information on 
all available D.A.T. options. We sell and stock ALL brands, so we are not 
restricted to pushing the units we have in stock that particular day. 

PRICE 
We will beat any verifiable retail price. Owing to our volume purchasing, we can 
guarantee the lowest prices on virtually every available DA.'T., as well as all 
related Accessories and Tapes. Exceptional quantity Discounts are available. 

WARRANTY/SERVICE 
We guarantee the finest, swiftest Service/Repair, as well as temporary Loaner 
Machines. Various Digital Modifications are also available from our experienced 
technicians. 

(213)828-6487/fax:(213)828-8757 
2624 Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica, California 90403 
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Forte for Warlock Records. Mike Rogers 
was at the board. .Also in the Apple, 
United Forces cut tracks at Pyramid 
Recording Studios, with George Sul-
mers producing, Mark Mandelbaum en-
gineering and Angela Dryden assisting 
...Brothers Figaro left their home in 
Los Angeles to track their new Geffen 
album at White Crow in Burlington, VT, 
with Pat Moran producing and engi-
neering... Paul Guzzone wrote and 
produced a PSA for Neighborworlcs at 
Brielle Music in New York City. Irwin 
Fisch arranged the spot and Bill Em-
mons engineered...Warner Bros. artists 
Grace Pool went to The Magic Shop in 
Manhattan to cut tracks for their new 
album, with Josh Abbie engineering and 
Andre Roquette assisting...At NYC's 
Eastside Sound, Quentin Vidor record-
ed his latest album with Jeff Ciampa 
producing and playing guitars . . . Island 
Records composer/performer Cornell 
Dupree cut basics and overdubs and 
mixed his latest release at Sound on 
Sound Recording in New York City The 
self-produced artist brought in Ted Sa-
bety to handle engineering duties. Peter 
Beckerman assisted... Marlene Ver-
planck was at Blank Productions in 
Stamford, Cl  cutting her new album for 
Mounted/Audiophile Records...Sing-
er/songwriter Tara Meyer stopped by 
Crystal Sound Recording in Manhattan 
with producers Chris Meredith and Da-
vid Krebs to record and mix a new song. 
Johnny Byrne engineered with assistant 
Beatrice Winkler...At Bayside Sound 
Recording Studios in Bayside, NY, Beat 
Generation produced Buster Poindex-
ter's new single, "International Play-
boy," for RCA Records. Rick Huerta edit-
ed, and John Fig and Pete Puleo engi-
neered... 

STUDIO NEWS 
New York's Sound on Sound added a 
Synclavier and has upgraded its Disk-
mix Moving Faders automation system 
...Under the new ownership of Mat-
thew Stoneman, Hollywood's Kitchen 
Sync upgraded its facility from 16-track 
to a 24-track Otan i MX-80. Also included 
in the upgrade was an Amek Angela 
console. Professional Audio Services 
supplied the equipment . . . Cereus Re-
cording in Tempe, AZ, opened a second 
studio, Studio B, with a Kurzweil MIDI-
board allowing complete MIDI capabil-
ity. . . Power Play Studios' Studio A con-
trol room was entirely redesigned and 
rebuilt by the team of Cary Dean Hart 
and Gordon Etches...Hatchery Stu-

dios of Warren, MI, added a pair of Tan-
noy NFM-8DMT near-field monitors and 
a 20-meg hard drive for its Emax... Par-
adise Sound Recording began construc-
tion of a new facility in Index, WA, in 
the heart of the Cascade Mountains. 
Chips Davis designed the control room 
... Music & Sound Design Studio in 
Somerset, NJ, announced that all record-
ing and production will be digital and 
"tapeless." Everything, including voice, 
will be recorded to its Synclavier Direct-
to-Disk system . . . Todd AO/Glen Glenn 
studios in Hollywood, CA, purchased an 
additional three ADAP digital audio re-
cording and editing systems, bringing 
the facility's total to six...NBC ordered 
two more Amek BCII consoles for its 
Burbank, CA, facility. Both are 24-posi-
tion chassis with 21 stereo input mod-
ules... Sunset Sound Recorders in 
Hollywood, CA, united the GML mov-
ing fader automation system with its 56-
input custom console in Studio 1. The 
room is fully compatible with Studio 2, 
which features a 64-fader GML automa-
tion system integrated with an Amek 
APC-1000 console . . . John Storyk 
teamed up with Ed Montgomery to de-
sign and build Context Music, a six-
room rehearsal/recording facility in 
Manhattan's Lower Fast Side. The 5,000-
sq.ft. converted warehouse features float-
ing floors for isolation and an Atari-
based MIDI production area...Giant 
Sound Recording in New York City up-
graded its facilities with the purchase of 
a 56-input SSL with G Series computer 
and Total Recall. Other equipment pur-
chases include a second Otan i MTR-90 
and a Lexicon 480 . . . Harvestworks, an 
audio arts organization in Manhattan, 
installed a digital audio workstation 
based on the 4-meg Macintosh llx and 
Digidesign's Sound Tools. The upgrades 
were made possible with the support of 
the Belle Fund, New York State Council 
on the Arts, Digidesign and Apple Com-
puter...Martin Audio Video Corpora-
tion installed an Amek Mozart console 
at Brielle Music in New York City... 
Southlake Recording Studios in Metai-
rie, IA, purchased a Neve 8232 console 
as part of its studio expansion ... Al-
though NYC's Record Plant Studios 
closed its doors in October, the remote 
truck is still rolling. Kooster McAllister 
purchased the truck and rights to the 
name, Record Plant Remote, at auction 
and intends to renovate the control 
room and body...Criteria Recording 
Studios in Miami and Studio in the 
Country in Bogalusa, IA, recently pur-
chased Studer A820-24 analog recorders 

... Russian Hill Recording of San Fran-
cisco purchased two multitrack ma-
chines, an Otan i MTR-100 with onboard 
Dolby SR and A, and an Otani MTR-90, 
bringing the total number of Dolby SR 
and A channels up to 48. . . Multimedia 
Productions completed construction of 
its new studio in downtown Baltimore. 
Equipment acquisitions include a Mac-
intosh IIcx with Digidesign's Sound 
Tools, C-Lab's Notator sequencing/no-
tation software and a Sony PCM-2500 
DAT recorder...Davis Sound Studio in 
Davis, CA, has added a Yamaha SPX900 
digital effects processor with an RCX-1 
remote control unit, an E-mu Systems 
Proteus XR and a J.L. Cooper FaderMas-
ter MIDI Command Controller. . . 1n At-
lanta, Turner Broadcasting installed a 
48-channel digitally controlled AMS Vir-
tual Console System in Control Room 
C... Telemation, a production/post-
production facility in Seattle, purchased 
a Lexicon Opus Digital Audio Produc-
tion System . . . BMG/RCA Recording 
Studios completed renovation of its 
three-studio complex in midtown Man-
hattan with the installation of a new 60-
input Neve VR with Flying Faders auto-
mation in Studio A... Zoetrope Studios 
in San Francisco ordered a TimeLine 
Lynx Post Production System, which in-
cludes a Lynx Keyboard Control Unit 
and three Lynx Time Code Modules, to 
be used for electronic editing of ADR 
material. The newly constructed dialog 
editing room will include an Otani 
M1d1I-8 8-track as the source and an 
Otani MX-80 as the destination . . . Nash-
ville's Digital Recorders purchased a 
Sony 48-channel PCM-3348 digital mul-
titrack The studio is also equipped with 
24-channel Sony DASH hardware... In-
satiable Sounds of North Hollywood, 
CA, recently installed a 32-channel 
Soundcraft 600 Series console to be 
used for master recording and mix-
down . . . Trident Audio USA has taken 
an order for three of its new Vector con-
soles from The Nashville Network for 
use in its remote trucks and live broad-
cast studio...Among the studios instal-
ling the Soundmaster Integrated Audio 
Editing System were Score One Record-
ing in Hollywood, CA, and The Burbank 
Studios in Burbank... Flytetyme Stu-
dios, a 24/48-track production facility in 
Minneapolis, recently acquired two Tas-
cam DA-50 DAT decks...In Memphis, 
KIVA Studios added a new Tom Hid-
ley-designed suite to its facility. The 
room features a 56-input Solid State 
Logic SL4000 G Series console with G 
computer. 
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The  

Bottom Line. 

The fact is: it just doesn't get any better than the D&R Dayner Series when you need great 
specs, more inputs in less space, functions, and features like D&R's "Floating Subgroup System" 
and custom configurations utilizing the in-line and split formats together. You get all this and 
more for thousands less than our competition. 

Now that's THE BOTTOM LINE! 

mixing consoles 

D&R USA • Rt. 3, Box 184-A • Montgomery, Texas 77356 • Phone (409) 588-3411 
D&R Holland • RijnIcade 15B • 1382 GS Weesp • The Netherlands 
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COMING SOON 
TO AN ATARI 
NEAR YOU 

SIUND TOOLS o 
QG 

FOR THE ATARI 

Sound Tools ' — with well over 1000 systems 

installed — is the most widely used digital 

hard disk recording and editing system in 

the world. Today Digidesign brings this 

highly acclaimed technology to the Atari' 

computer. 

digiciesign 
1360 Willow Road, Suite 101 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 

415.327.8811 

• 16 bit, 44.1 kHz stereo direct- to-disk digital recording 

and playback 

• Available for the Atari Mega ST2 and Mega ST4 

• Digital I/O: AES/EBU & S/PDIF formats 

• Non-destructive playlist editing 

• Stereo time compression/expansion 
• Real-time parametric/graphic E0 

• SMPTE synchronization 
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THE FAST LANE 

by Stephen St. Croix 

I GAN SEE FOR 
MILES AND MILES 

Wow! It's really 1990! I never thought 
that this would actually happen, but 
that was my last wrong prediction. 
I have decided to dedicate this 

month's column to predictions that 
will turn out to be right. I will not cop 

 out and offer only obvious ones in the 
interest of playing it safe. Even though 
I wrote this month's column way back 
on December 5, 1989, I will go out on 
a limb and offer you St. Croix's Kos-
mik Predictions for 1990. 

There is one important caveat, 
however. This is a "CCC," or Com-
pletely Contentless Column. I am 
aware that many of my readers enjoy 
searching my columns for relevant 
content, and find satisfaction and a 
special kind of peace when they do 
locate it, much as they might with a 
truly convoluted crossword puzzle. I 
appreciate this, and usually try my 
best to make it a challenging 
search. 

It is for those individuals 
that I give this CCC warning. 
Relax. Don't bother this 
time. 

And now, on to the 
actual predictions. 
Though you may 
find them startling 
at first, please 
wait until the 
end of the 
year before 
you judge 
m e — I 
think 
you 

will be impressed by my accuracy. 
First, a significant number of you 

who remain analog will give up and 
go digital, some because you want to 
and others because you have to. 

Next, almost all of you will receive 
a subscription renewal notice from Mix 
magazine. Most will respond, some 
will not. Those who do not will slowly 
lose contact with the recording com-
munity, and within six or seven 
months will be so hopelessly confused 
and uninformed that they will be 
forced out of the business altogether. 

Sixty-five percent of these dropouts 
will end up selling used cars, 

11% will go into MI 
sales, another ej..4 

e 11% will go 
.,/L. into 
'4 lines 
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THE FAST LANE 

of work where discretion is required, 
9% will become commercial air traffic 
controllers and the remaining 4% ( all 
in the California area) will dedicate 
their lives to the pursuit of their 
dream—professional surfing. David, 
Sandy, "Hotdog" Bill and JoAnne will 
each break shoulders or arms in 
pursuit of the ultimate wave, and their 
children will run away in shame. 

This comes to 100%. I used a cal-
culator. 

Of those who respond and renew, 
99% will stay in the business. One 
percent will marry the talent they were 

recording and leave for the bliss of 
family life outside the zoo. 

Disco will suddenly return, enjoy a 
raging success and then die. This will 
begin on April 10 at 3:44 a.m. and end 
on April 10 at 3:48 a.m. Almost all of 
us will be fortunate enough to miss it. 

Many will discover that digital data 
format "standards" are a myth at best, 
and a cruel joke to some. 

Three of you will take apart an old, 
messed-up CD player and look into 
the laser while it is on. Only one of 
you will do it again. 

One of you will make a major late-
night talk show with the claim of going 
an entire year without a hard disk 

To add audio to your vi 
editing system, you'll n 
the following supplies: 

The only equipment you'll need to add audio to your 
video editing system is the Phantom H VTR Emulator from 
Cipher Digital. The Phantom II can interface any video 

editing system that uses Ampex, Sony, or CMX 
protocol with 77 different tape machines — 

even older VTRs like the VPR-2. 

To find out if your equipment is compatible with 
the Phantom II, or if you'd like a copy of our complete 

list of compatible audio transports, just give us a 
call toll-free at 1-800-331-9066. 

D Coher cigtal inc. 
5734 INDUSTRY LANE, FREDERICK, MD 21701 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-331-9066 
(301) 695-0200 FAX: (301) 694-5152 TELEX: 272065 

crash. Subsequent interrogations will 
reveal this to be a hoax, and the 

DISCO WILL 
SUDDENLY RETURN, 
ENJOY A RAGING 
SUCCESS, THEN DIE. 
MOST OF US WILL 
BE FORTUNATE 
ENOUGH TO MISS IT 

perpetrator will be sentenced to one 
year in QC at Rodime in Scotland. 

Well over 1,200 of you will join a 
sort of "techno-cult" and share the 
belief that man can listen directly to 
AES/EBU data and understand it. The 
leader, an ex-owner of a major New 
York studio, claims to prefer listening 
to all Dire Straits CDs this way, thereby 
"avoiding all D-to-A conversion arti-
facts." He will further claim that he fell 
onto this amazing discovery one day 
when his D/A converter failed and put 
raw digital data out to his preamp 
while he was "groovin' to the latest 
Metallica CD." He claims he "could 
hardly tell the difference when the 
converter lunched." 
HDTV will come, but the television 

industry will become paranoid be-
cause the quality is so good that, as 
they will put it, "viewers will not be 
able to distinguish the screen image 
from reality, and therefore may feel 
that it is permissible to tape it for their 
own use, much as they currently use 
video cameras to tape children's birth-
day parties." 

Following the lead set by the re-
cording industry when the deadly 
threat posed by cassette and, later, 
DAT technology fell upon us, the 
Television Broadcaster's Association 
will lobby heavily and get a kind of 
"visual copy-protection" law passed. 
The law will require all HDTV moni-
tors sold in the United States to have 
a 9-inch wide vertical black stripe 
permanently etched down the center 
of the screen. Proponents of this law 
will state that "the average viewer will 
hardly notice it after a while." They 
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TAC 
wialer 

EXPANDI NG YOUR OPTIONS 

Like all TAC products, the BULLET 

has redefined industry standards for 

sonic performance and construction 

quality. BULLET is perfect for many 

demanding professional applications, in-

cluding sound reinforcement, broadcast 

production, video post-production and 

location recording. 

The options available on this out-

standing mixer are continually being 

expanded. The new large chassis is con-

figured 28/8/2 and 30/4/2. The small 

frame, which can be rack-mounted, is 

configured either as 10/4/2 or as an 

all-input 12/2. Up to 8 stereo line input 

modules, which include Remote Start 

switches and an RIAA equalized preamp, 

can be fitted to any format. Eight sub-

group formats also have 6 stereo effects 

returns, whilst four subgroup formats 

have 4 stereo returns. 

The BULLET AFV is a version of the 

10/4/2 designed to work in conjunction 

with the Sony BVE900 video editor. 

The audio signal can 'follow' video edit 

operations, enabling audio crossfades to 

be made under editor control. 

Electronically-balanced outputs are 

now an option on all group, auxiliary and 

stereo buss outputs and VU meters may 

be fitted instead of the proprietary 15-

segment LED meters. 

AU this. in addition to the extensive 

equalization, signal flow, routing options 

and control possibilities make the TAC 

BULLET the only choice in small-

architecture professional console tech-

nology. 

Total Audio Concepts 
Unit 17, Bar Lane Industrial Park, Bar Lane, 
Basford, Nottingham NG6 OHU. 
Telephone: 0602 783306. 
Telex: 37329, Fax: 0602 785112. 

In the USA: 
108(5 Burbank Blvd,. North Hollywood, 
California 91601. 
Telephone: 818/508 9788. Fax: 818/508 8619. 
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Fortunately there is one 
tape company that's as demanding as you are. 

In this business, people are always 
striving for perfection. Always raising their standards and expec-
tations. At 3M, we share that commitment. Because we realize that 
you can't afford a tape problem. And neither can we. So when it comes 
to products and service, we have one primary goal. We won't be satisfied until you are. 
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THE FAST LANE 

will go on to say that " it will even help 
generate more revenue for the ailing 
American television manufacturing 
industry, as the missing nine inches 
becomes even less noticeable as you 
get into larger screen sizes." 

One spokesman will be heard to 
say, "If you can afford the 75-inch 
Sashimi 300X HDTV system, you can 
actually see all of Cher in her new 
video, 'Guns and Hoses,' even when 
she stands in the center." 
A small Santa Monica, California, 

company will come out with a $300 
kit to remove this black stripe, called 
"CHDTV." They will sell out in two 
days. Amazingly, the television indus-
try will survive. 

Someone will invent a 16-bit A/D 
converter that converts the 16th bit. 

Someone else will claim that a new 
24-bit converter is ready. Thirteen 
thousand of you will believe it. 

Disneyland will go totally digital on 
July 1. Disneyland will crash on July 
9. This will be big news. 

The last U.S.-owned bank in Los 
Angeles will turn Japanese. The vis-
ual copy-protection law will be re-
pealed. 

The age-old "Pin 2/Pin 3 Hot" 
controversy will be resolved, finally. 
Yes, standardization will be achieved 
inexorably, allowing West and East 
Coast gear, and even European and 
British gear to be pin for pin, phase-
compatible. Pin 1 will be declared hot 
for the entire world. 

Radio Shack ("The Technology 
Store") will come out with the "Data-
Mirror" for under $5. This ingenious 
little device will convert today's stand-
ard, uni-directional, fiber optic com-
munication lines to bi-directional with 
a simple mirror and prism arrangement 
in a 1-inch plastic add-on adapter. 
Tandy stock will soar as the company 
follows with a high-grade 40-channel 
digital console for under $2,000. 

Elvis will book a six-week lockout 
at Westlake. 

Linda Ronstadt will enter her Afri-
can Tribal Chant period and release 
two very successful theme albums. 

The first digital virtual recording 
system for automotive use will be 
announced in Southern California, 
where commuters may spend as much 
as four hours a day driving to and from 
the studio. Known as "CAR-DAT" 
(Continuous Audio Recording Device, 
Automotive Technology), it will turn 

out to be just more vaporware, unfor-
tunately. 

RCA jacks will be outlawed. Finally! 
Predictive Delta Modulation A/D 

converters will be perfected by Jeanne 
Dixon. 

In response to today's growing 
health consciousness, the world's first 
combination recording studio/health 
spa will open in, yes, Marin County, 
California. Known as the Billie Holi-
day Health Spa-dio, it will enjoy 
unprecedented success. With alfalfa 
sprouts replacing last decade's cocaine 
as the commodity of choice, the 
musical end-product will have a much 
more healthy, solid sound, even if it 

Blank or 
Prerecorded 

takes a bit longer to record. 
Westlake offers 50% off of a six-

week block, to cover a no-show. • 

Contributing editor Stephen St. Croix 
looks like this: 

How to load 
a dozen, a six-pack, 

a gross, a set, 
don, a case 
r just one. 

It's easy and economical. Use 
Electro Sound's 1850 Cassette 
Loader with blank tape and empty 
cassettes in bulk and save. 
The 1850 sets to load the exact 

time or length you need. One, or 
hundreds, at a time. 

Automatically, and at a fast 360 
inches a second, the 1850 splices and 
loads magnetic tape onto a cassette. 

Its built-in microprocessor 
monitors every function and stops 
operation in case of a problem, 
preventing production losses 

11 ...• 
I__ electro sound inc. 
L MARK IV company 

—saving extra production costs. 
So simple to operate, one 

operator can handle three 1850's 
simultaneously. Plus, it's easy to 
maintain, with built-in diagnostics 
and lift-top cabinet. 

Call to order your 1850 and a 
Loading a Sound Success 
brochure—full of tips on how to 
load your own cassettes. Fast 
and Economically. 

It can take a load 
off your mind. 

408/245-6600. 

160 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 TEL: (408)245-6600 FAX: (408) 733-0632 TLX: 34-6324 
Audiomatic Corporation: International Representative 
400 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017 TEL: (212)308-6888 FAX: (212) 308-5817 TLX: 12-6219 
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INSIDERAUDIO 

by Ken C. Pohlmann 

FOR ROCKET 
SCIENTISTS ONLY 

D
espite lingering skepticism, occasional 
muddled thinking and higher prices, 
digital audio has changed the topog-
raphy of the playing field. Without 
question, this young technology holds 
all the answers to the future of the 

 audio profession. Moreover, thanks to 
incredibly fast (too fast?) evolution, 
that future is approaching rapidly. 

Recently, digital audio took another 
tremendous step up the evolutionary 
ladder with the advent of so-called " 1-
bit" architectures. These new chip sets 

requires laser trimming of the con-
verter current summing ladder, even 
with calibration of MSBs; quantization 
error and zero-cross distortion are 
manifested as non-linearity at low 
levels; and analog converters refuse 
higher degrees of chip integration. Al-
though purveyors of 18- and 20-bit sys-
tems would certainly disagree, one 
could argue that PCM architecture has 
reached the limit of its performance. 
In other words, a whole new scheme 
is required. 

16 bit 
1 fs 

 > DF 

Figure 1 

MASH 

19 bit 

processing 

11 value 

321s 

PWM 

conversion 

-› PAM 

conversion 

1 bit 

768f s 

L(+) 

—> L( —) 

—› R(+) 

—› R( — ) 

banish forever two of the diehard evils 
of traditional PCM architecture: steep 
analog filtering and parallel conver-
sion. By removing these from the 
signal chain, noise, distortion and non-
linearity drop close to their theoreti-
cal limits. In short, this technique has 
generated yet another revolution in 
digital audio. As with all revolutions, 
it's wise to be fully informed. But be 
warned: 1-bit technology isn't easy; 
you don't exactly have to be a rocket 
scientist to understand it, but it would 
sure help. 

Traditional PCM architecture is 
hindered by several problems: Trou-
blesome analog lowpass filters are 
needed, particularly with low over-
sampling rates; adequate linearity 

One-bit archi-
tectures satisfy 
this need. They 
avoid the prob-
lems endemic to 
PCM and offer po-
tentially higher 
performance lev-
els. One-hit sys-
tems are charac-
terized by very 
high oversam-
piing rates, noise 
shaping and 1-bit 
conversion. How-
ever, as we shall 
see, the several 1-
bit systems that 

have been devised are quite dissimi-
lar from one another; in fact, 1-bit 
architecture offers far more design 
latitude than PCM. 

Fundamentally, a PCM system 
represents the analog waveform as an 
amplitude signal, storing information 
that measures the amplitude sample 
by sample. However, the method is 
flawed when quantization introduces 
errors in that amplitude representa-
tion. Because a multiplicity of bits are 
used to form the representation, and 
because each bit has an error unequal 
to the others, the overall error varies 
with each sample, and there is no easy 
way to correct it. 

By contrast, a 1-bit system takes a 
radically different approach. It em-

Figure 1: 
Signal flow in 
the Matsushita 
MN6471 chip, 
which con-
verts 16-bit 
data to 1-bit 
streams at 
768-times 
oversampling. 
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ploys only one bit, at a very high rate, 
to represent the signal. Instead of an 
amplitude representation, a 1-bit 
system uses time division to represent 
the signal. Because only one bit is 
used, the error is constant and, hence, 
there is no relative error. In theory, 

represent a signal formerly occupying 
16 bits. Line A in Fig. 2 shows the re-
quantization noise floor with 1-bit 
conversion. Line B shows re-quanti-
zation noise when noise shaping 

OdB 

A 

Requantization noise shifts up to higher range. 

O (1/2 )fs   Frequency (,)fs 

Figure 2: Requantization noise floor, with and without 
noise shaping. 

neglecting jitter, an error would pro-
duce only an offset, and could easily 
be removed from the signal. Because 
time division is inherently more accu-
rate than an amplitude representation, 
1-bit is inherently better than PCM. 
Looked at in another way, PCM is an 
analog conversion method, whereas 
1-bit is a digital conversion method. 

Although all 1-bit systems use this 
basic approach, the details differ 
considerably. By way of example, let's 
consider the MASH system introduced 
by Matsushita (through co-develop-
ment with Nippon Telegraph & Tele-
phone) and used in both consumer 
and professional CD and DAT prod-
ucts. MASH is a multistage noise-
shaping method, and its current D/A 
incarnation, the MN6471 chip, is 
shown in Fig. 1. It accepts 16-bit words 
at a nominal sampling frequency, and 
a digital filter stage performs 4-times 
oversampling and outputs 18-bit 
words. A noise-shaping circuit outputs 
data as an 11-value signal, at a 32-times 
oversampling rate. D/A conversion is 
accomplished via PWM (pulse width 
modulation), outputting 1-bit data at 
a 768-times oversampling rate. 

The key to the system, and to 1-bit 
systems in general, lies in the concept 
of noise shaping, sometimes called bit 
compression. It describes, in the case 
of D/A conversion, how one bit can 

employed. Overall, both noise levels 
are the same; however, with noise 
shaping, noise is decreased at some 
frequencies and increased at others. 
Specifically, noise in the audio band 
(from 0 Hz to one-half the sampling 
frequency) is decreased. In other 
words, with noise shaping, 16-bit 
performance (or much more) can be 
achieved with a single bit. 

The real excitement and innovation 
associated with 1-bit systems comes 
in the design of noise-shaping algo-
rithms. The more complex the algo-
rithm, the lower the noise in the audio 
band. Fig. 3 shows three noise curves, 
for single-order noise shaping, sec-

ond-order and the third-order MASH 
circuit. The MASH noise shaper is 
shown in Fig. 4; it contains two loops, 
a single integral circuit and a double 
integral circuit. The re-quantization 
error of the first is re-quantized by the 
second, and corrected by it. The sig-
nal is output from the circuit as 11 
values (±5, ±4, ±3, ±2, ± 1, 0). These 
values, non-intuitively, represent the 
audio signal; for example, Fig. 5 shows 
the spectrum of 20kHz input data. The 
output signal is reproduced with a 
S/N ratio of 106 dB. 

The final element in the system is 
D/A conversion. The 11-value signal 
is converted into pulses, each with a 
width corresponding with one value. 
It is important to note that the width 
of the pulses carries the vital informa-
tion; the amplitude of this signal cart 
only he high or low. Because great 
timing accuracy can be achieved 
through crystal oscillators, the widths 
are very accurate; hence, the error of 
the signal is low. Positive- and nega-
tive-going pulses are output, to can-
cel common noise. This high-speed 
(768-times the sampling frequency). 
1-bit data forms a PWM representa-
tion of the waveform, as shown in Fig. 
5. Proof of performance can be illus-
trated by looking at the linearity of the 
system; Fig. 6 shows that the system 
is linear through -110 dB. 

With architectures such as MASH, 
some of the lingering problems with 
digital audio are well on their way 
toward oblivion. And the future looks 
even brighter. This generation a-
chieves 18-bit resolution, but resolu-
tion of 20 bits or more is already 
possible. Moreover, these systems are 
applicable to both output and (halle-
lujah!) input stages. For the first time 
in a long time, professional recorders 
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(a) Output spectrum of single integral type noise shaper 

(b) Output spectrum of double integral type noise shaper 
(c) MASH output spectrum 

o 8f. 
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Figure 3: Three noise curves associated with 1-bit con-
versions. 
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New Standard. 

The Josephson C-603, with its wide 
selection of interchangeable capsules, is 
sure to become the new standard in your 
studio, too. It's manufactured in 
Germany by MB Electronic, and 
provides the unaltered, transparent 
sound pickup that's made MB mics 
famous since 1966. Hear it at your 
favorite pro audio dealer, or call us for 
information. 

)SEPHSON 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 
3729 Corkerhill, 
San Jose, Calif. 95121 
(408) 238-6062 
fax (408) 238-6022 

 tools of the trade 

INSIDER AUDIO 

will have the chance to compete NA ah 
the performance of consumer players. 
In short, 1-bit architecture is an excit-

columns we'll return to look at 1-bit 
technology from companies such as 
Sony, Philips, JVC and others, and use 
research from Robert Adams and 
others to plumb this new technology. 

— 

A 
Single integral type noise shaper 

- (± 3,±2.±I.0) (± 5, ± 4, ± 3, ± 2, ± 1.0) 

+   y 
Integrator Input + Vq1 

Delayer  

Double integral type noise shaper - - - - 
+ 

Integrator — 

Qz 

8 
(±2, ± 1,0) 

112 

Integrator Input +Vq2 

Hz 
Delayer  

. Q? Local quantizer 

Figure 4: The 
MASH noise 
shaper. 

ing development in digital audio; I 
predict that in time, all professional 
digital audio systems will use 1-bit con-
version on both input and output. 

Trust me, when it comes to fast-break-
ing audio technology, "Insider" will 
take care of you. If you're into rock-
etry, you're on your own. 

Digital signal 
D/A (PWM 

-* IL P.F1 
Analog signal 

Figure 5: In the DIA process, the 768-times oversampled 
signal forms a PWM representation of the waveform. 
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 Figure  6: Perform-
ance is linear 
through - 110 db. Ideal value 

—0- Time 

But we've only scratched the sur-
face of 1-bit systems. There is consid-
erable diversity among them, both in 
noise-shaping algorithms and DIA 
conversion methods. In upcoming 

Ken C. Pohlmann is director of the 
Music Engineering program at the 
University of Miami, where his stu-
dents arefully expected to know all this 
stuff 
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WE CARE 

AGM 

Aerosmith—the band that taught a 
generation to "Walk This Way." 
They've been turning hard rock into 

gold and platinum for almost twenty 
years. 

Today, Aerosmith is using a new hit-
making formula: bias-compatible AGFA 
PEM 468. "Only AGFA captures the inten-
sity of our music—the life of it," says lead 
singer Steven Tyler. "We need a tape 
as dynamic as our music...a tape that 
delivers all our energy and emotion." 

fn the studio, these music mas-
ters are master craftsmen. They 
care about their audio tape 
because they know it's more 
than just a recording session. 

It's "Sweet Emotion." 
AGFA magnetic tape-

from research and develop-
ment, through man-
ufacturing, to 
delivery and 
service— 
we care!  

Agfa Corp, 100 Challenger Road, 
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 Telephone (201) 440-2500 
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Find the red grain of sand 
in the middle of the 

pile. Now put it on top. 
Do not disturb any 
of the other grains. 

You have 0.04 seconds. 
Instant locating. Instant copying. Instant sliding and back-
timing. Any segment, on any track. That's the edge 
PostProsTM true random access technology gives you. Best 

of all with DESCTM, our new controller/editor/locator, 
PostPro's most advanced editing features now have the intui-

tive feel of the tape remotes you're used to. One more thing: the PostPro is 
designed with your growth in mind. Add an on-line SFX library with our 2Gb 
Optical Disk. Or double your number of PostPro tracks with our new track 
expansion software option. With all this going for it, r 
no wonder PostPro is an instant success. To find out N gland 
more call 1-800-848-4400 ext 356 (9 to 5 EST). 

PostPro and DESC are trademarks of New England Digital. © 1989 New England Digital. 49 N. Main St., Box 546 White River Junction, VT 0500 
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JUXTAPOSONS 

by Mel Lambert 

CREATIVE 
SYNERGY 
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE STUDIO 

art 2 
Creativity—on both sides of the glass 
—should involve a seamless transfer 
of musical expression from the artist 
to the attentive audience. The collec-
tive goal, as v1/4 e ply our musical, tech-
nical or production expertise, must be 
to maximize the creative interplay in 
the studio or live performance. Last 
month I discussed the specific needs 
of musicians and performers; now I'll 
consider the engineering and techni-
cal staff's role in establishing a mood 
or environment in which creativity can 
find a practical outlet: 

Essentially, an engineer's role dur-
ing a session or live gig is to capture 
a sonic performance and then trans-
fer it to a medium capable of relaying 
the audio information to the listener's 
ears. The first step is to ready the en-
vironment. Just as any flight crew fol-
lows a procedure 
prior to takeoff, a 
good engineer 
should develop an 
intuitive sense of 
what needs to be 
checked before a 
session or live date 
gets under way. 
We should run 
audio quickly 
through the board 
and detect that all 
is well with the 
various signal 
paths and that the 
input-to-output 
flow is clean and 
transparent. Musi-
cians and artists 
place a great deal 
of trust in the indi-
viduals handling 
the technical 
aspect of a date. 
Many of them 

have engineering chops of their own. 
It's disrespectful to be unprepared. 

The performance area should be 
ready from the start of the session. No 
holdups! Mics, headphones and mon-
itors ought to be checked and situated 
close to the musician's working posi-
tion. Communication systems be-
tween the mixer, support crew and 
artists need to be in place. Anything 
less is an insult to your technical craft. 

Breaking down the session into its 
composite parts helps avoid unneces-
sary delays. For example, during a re-
cording session, what basic instru-
ments should we track? Band mem-
bers may be unused to playing on their 
own and will need to record most in-
struments together during the track-
ing dates, with selective solo overdubs. 
In what order should the composites 
he recorded? It's often a compromise 

Ir 4" 4. 4 4 4 4. 4 4 4. 4.4 4. 4-4.4:•:.•.:•;•: 
4" 4 4 4 4 4 V .4 4. 4.. 4. 4. 4.. •.; • • • • 
r I" s" m•ss/ses 

feff fief, 49". 1,1". 
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effects processor 
lets you up PLAY 

twelve effects 
simulià N owl 

• Roland GP-15 

How many times have you said to yourself," What 
I need is a rack-mounted unit that'll give me com-
pression, distortion, picking filter, phaser, parametric 
EQ, noise suppression, short delay chorus, auto pan-
pot, tap delay reverb, and lineout filter all at once?" 

Probably never. But that's only because you never 
imagined something like the GP-16 was even possible. 

It's a rack-mounted effects processor that not 
only allows you to play up to 12 effects at a time, it's 
also equipped with the most advanced digital signal 
processing technology available. 

And, since delayed chorus sounds different from 
chorused delay we made it so you could define the 
order of most of the effects. 

We even gave it a memory that's so extensive, it 
can handle 128 different patches—remembering not 
only the on/off and parameter settings, but also the 
effect routing order. 

So what exactly can you do with an effects pro-
cessor like the GP-16? There's • 
only one way to fmd out Roland' 
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 (213)685-5141 
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JUXTAPOSITIONS 

between an ideal and a practical 
reality. 

From an isolation point of view, 
we'd maybe like to have the piano 
basics recorded separately from the 
drums and bass. From an aesthetic 
point of view, however, most of us 
would agree that a track recorded by 
a collection of musicians playing as 
an ensemble offers more cohesiveness 
than one developed over a period of 
days or weeks. 

In essence, an engineer or techni-
cian provides three complementary 
functions during a recording session 
• Objectivity, by which the occupants 
of the control room can maintain a 
definitive overview of the project and 
assess its development from a raw idea 
or creative spark, through the various 

COMMUNICATION 

SYSTEMS NEED 

TO BE IN PLACE. 

ANYTHING LESS IS 

AN INSULT 

TO YOUR CRAFT 

intermediary stages to the finished 
commercial product. 
• Communication, by which the pro-
ducer, engineer and other musicians 
working in the control room can 
provide a focused, tight view of the 
proceedings to the individuals at the 
microphones. (Critical assessments 
from people whose judgment we 
value—and actively enlist—is impera-
tive during any creative process. An 
artistic endeavor should be an attempt 
to communicate an emotion, attitude 
or belief; it is helpful to run those nas-
cent ideas by a group of sensitive 
individuals before they see the light 
of day!) 
• Rationality, by which an engineer 
can offer alternatives that might bet-
ter fit the mood of the piece, or de-
velop sonic textures—acoustically or 
using electronic manipulation—that 
complement the musical ideas from 
the studio or performance area. 

These functions manifest them-

LEARN THE ART OF RECORDING 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP IS THE WORLD'S LEADING SCHOOL FOR " HANDS-ON" 

TRAINING IN MUSIC RECORDING TECHNOLOGY, IN OUR INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM, 
YOU'LL LEARN THE CREATIVE OPERATION OF PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
WE'LL TEACH YOU THE JOB SKILLS NEEDED TO SUCCESSFULLY START YOUR CAREER AS A 
RECORDING ENGINEER, PRODUCER OR STUDIO MUSICIAN. 
>6 STUDIOS FILLED WITH THE LATEST EQUIP- > INTENSIVE, 5-WEEK PROGRAM GIVES YOU 
MENT: DIGITAL RECORDING TO HARD DISK, MORE QUALITY, IN-STUDIO EXPERIENCE 
DAT MASTERING, AUTOMATED MIXING, MIDI THAN MOST LONG-TERM SCHOOLS 
AND MUCH MORE >JOB/INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 

>SMALL CLASSES, PERSONAL ATTENTION > FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED > LOW-COST, ON CAMPUS HOUSING 

FOR FREE BROCHURE, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2510 
455-X MASSIEVILLE ROAD, CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 45601 
OHIO STATE BOARD OF SCHOOL AND COLLEGE REGISTRATION #80 07 0696T 

989 THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 

THE 
RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 
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FINANCIAL SUCCESS IN RECORDING 
IS NOT EASY, 

BUT IT IS POSSIBLE!! 

Al Stone's Complete Business Plan 
"could become to studio owners/mana-
gers what John Woram's Recording 
Studio Handbook is to engineers" 

—Mix Magazine ( Dec. 88 

Ogaà 
Acct. # 

Most«Gird 

Exp: 

If using Credit Card, your signature please 

Find out how to take that pile of 
equipment you call a studio and turn 
it into a money-maker! Al Stone's 
Business Plan is working for hundreds 
of studio owners throughout the U.S. 
and Canada. It can work for you, too! 
No matter what your set-up, your 

backgound, your needs: 

if your're just starting out and need 
investors, 
if you operate a small home studio, 
if you're a synthesist with a midi set-up 
trying to do jingles, 
if you're running a big studio but not 
making the big profits. 

THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU, 
GUARANTEED! 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 
FREE BROCHURE 

1-317-776-9909 
Or to order: 

Send $ 75.00 (plus $5.00 
shipping/handling) 

TO: C.A.S. Productions 
377 Hall Court 
Noblesville, IN 46060 
(Indiana residents add 5% 
sales tax) 

*Sorry No C 0 D s. Street address requued for UPS 

**Canadlan Orderr add $ 1000 slupping and 

handling 

••• ' US and Canada Sf....  
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JUXTAPOSITIONS 

selves in lesser or greater amounts, 
depending on the session. In this era 
of specialization, few production 
engineers who work regularly on rock 
dates would or should offer an opin-
ion on signal processing for classical 
or jazz sessions; we assume that what 
comes off the floor is what the audi-
ence and ensemble members expect 
to be captured on tape. Similarly, a film 
re-recording engineer works with 
many sound elements that, through 
the actions of layering and blending, 
may be processed far beyond their 
original character. 

While setting up the basic tracks, 
a good engineer scopes out the poli-
tics of the situation: who is the leader 
of the ensemble; how rehearsed are 
they and/or how well do they play 
together; what friction points might 
exist; how technically competent are 
the members; how prepared are they 
to begin recording; and how do they 
react to comments from the studio 
staff? Obviously, if none of you have 
ever worked together, or if it is a venue 
new to the group or yourself, this 
period of adjustment is going to take 
a little longer than if you are about to 
begin your third album with the same 
crew in the producer's home facility. 

Studio Headach 9 
SOLVED 

Studio Psychologist • 
It used to be musicians couldn't control what they heard in their 
monitors Today, the Intel& Studio Psychologist makes it 
possible Give each musician individual control with our 
remotely controlled monitor mixing system Turn up the guitar, 
pan the horns to the right, soften the bass each artist mixes 
his own 

When musicians hear themselves better, they 
perform their best 

See what recording studios nationwide 
are talking about. Call ( 608) 273-6333 
for your nearest mfflefix representative. intelix 

INTELLIGENT ELECTRONICS 

5618 Odana Road Madison WI 53719 • Fax (608) 273-5483 

THE TRUTH MAY 

NEED TO BE 

COUCHED IN MORE 

REVEALING TERMS 

THAN A SIMPLE, 

"LET'S TRY THAT 

ONE AGAIN." 

During overdubs, we get the op-
portunity to explore the depth and 
texture of a project, and we begin to 
work with the band members in isola-
tion. Now people skills become more 
and more important, as each perform-
ance explores new territory. During the 
overdubbing process, the producer 
can elect to add as many parts as seems 
appropriate, making sure that every-
one understands why this might be 
necessary. Just as importantly, it is the 
session engineer's responsibility to 
express why that last take didn't work 
as well as the first. Again, the truth 
always stands us in good stead, al-
though it may need to be couched in 
more revealing terms than a simple, 
"Let's try that one again." 

And while the tracks are being built, 
it is essential that we retain a cohesive 
overview of the session, documenting 
every take and alternate. It's also a 
good idea to clean up the tapes as you 
go, if only to prevent confusion dur-
ing remix and/or to make it easier on 
anybody who might need to remix 
your tapes for an extended dance 
remix, house mix or other special 
product. 

Taking our creative cues from the 
artist and producer, while giving free 
rein to our own impressions of the 
material, we can begin to craft the 
material into a cohesive balance. Here, 
we have a tremendous responsibility: 
to honor the performer's aims, inten-
tions and aspirations while blending 
together the various vocal, instrumen-
tal and electronic elements to form a 
balanced, attractive-sounding mix.• 

With over a dozen years of active in-
volvement with professional audio on 
both sides of the Atlantic, Mel Lambert 
now heads Media&Marketing, a high-
tech consulting and marketing service 
for pro audio firms and .facilities. 
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Confused About "Exciters"? 
Read the Facts. 

Seems like a good thing always leads to 
imitators. Which is why there seems to be a 
rash of so-called "brightness enhancers' 
"phase correctors" and "exciters': 
The Aphex Aural Exciter ® is a patented audio 

process that will recreate and restore missing 
harmonics. When added, they restore natural 
brightness, clarity and presence, and actually 
extend audio bandwidth. All without adding 
any appreciable power to the signal. 
As a result, the Aural Exciter has become a 

standard tool in the recording, film, broadcast 
and sound reinforcement industries around 
the world. It has been licensed for use in prod-

.\11 Aphex products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A. 

© 1989 Aphex Systems Ltd. 
Aphex and Aural Exciter are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd. 
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ucts sold by Yamaha, Numark, AKG, Proton, 
Gentner Engineering, MacKenzie Labs, 
and Vestax. 

Other "brightness enhancers" only boost 
existing high frequencies, pumping as much 
as an additional 12dB, which can distort the 
amp or even blow your speakers ... in addition 
to sounding unnatural. In fact, you could 
probably achieve the same effect more flexibly 
and economically by using any equalizer. 

Don't be confused by hype. Listen to any 
device claiming to do what only an Aphex 
Aural Exciter does, then listen to the real 
thing. Your ears will hear the difference. 

APHEX 
SYSTEMS 

11068 Randall Street 
Sun Valley, CA 91352 
(818) 767-2929 
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tudio owners and designers go 
Ito great lengths to create envi-
ronments conducive to artistic 

creation. Anything that creates stress 
is avoided, yet most recording profes-
sionals on both sides of the glass will 
testify that the status of headphone 
monitoring systems remains in the 
dark ages. 

Until the popularity of multitrack 
recording took hold in the late '60s, 
the recording environment was sim-
ilar to the performance stage, lacking 
only a paying audience. 

Multitrack recording and the over-
dubbing ease it provides now places 

musicians in an unnatural environ-
ment, isolating them not only from 
each other, but from the final artistic 
product. The natural electricity gen-
erated by simultaneous performance 
was and still is often lost. 

Lifeless, sterile final mixes are often 
blamed on technology getting in the 
way of the art. Musical artists need to 
concentrate on their performances 
with as few annoyances as possible. 
Malfunctioning and inadequate studio 
equipment adds to tension. As studio 
tension increases, creativity decreases. 
Modem recording techniques re-

quire musicians to hear each other 

o — 1 

through headphones, an unnatural 
situation to begin with. With today's 
technology, why can't we create head-
phones or speakers that are as good 
as the naked ear in focusing our at-
tention on the sounds we want? 
On the modem concert stage, we 

have engineers who mix monitors 
solely for the performers. The studio 
performer has no such luxury. During 
basic tracks or live sessions, studio 
performers often must settle for a 
compromise of what everyone wants 
to hear, with no overall volume 
control. 

Typically, cue systems are driven 
from the prefader auxiliary sends of 
the main studio console. This allows 
a special mix to be generated inde-
pendently from the control room 
monitor mix. Most consoles can route 
talkback signals to the aux bus, per-
mitting voice communications be-
tween the performer and the control 
room personnel. 

In many situations studios use a 
mono system to keep things simple. 
A 2-channel system can send separate 
mixes in order to give the rhythm sec-
tion or vocalists a different mix. Larry 
Brown of 440 Sound in Glendale, 
Calif, takes a different approach to 
monitoring. He prefers to send the 

Fig. 1: Mass-feed systems use a 
single amplifier that supplies 
multiple headphones. 
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A.R.T. INTRODUCES THE FIRST "eel 
SIGNAL PROCESSORS OF 
THE 21ST CENTURY 

THE SGF MACH 
The stunning new Wonder-processor offering 
12 effects simultanously! The Mach II has over 
70 different effects including an exciter, equalizer 
compressor, limiter, noise gate, expander, sampler, 
env. filter, pitch transposer, line EQ, stereo panner, 
stereo chorus and flange, 12 killer distortions, 
21 delay types (2 full seconds) and 24 different reverb 
algorithms! Real time midi, 200 memories and 
bandwidth to 20 kHz. 

THE DR-N 
The all new Studio Digital Reverberator/Dynamics 
Processor/Pitch Transposer/Sampler offering 160K bytes of 
audio ram, bandwidth to 20 kHz, sampling, 10 simultaneous 
audio functions, an exciter, equalizer, compressor, limiter, 
expander, noise gate, stereo panner, stereo chorus and 
flange, 21 different delays (2 full seconds), 24 reverb 
algorithms, 200 memories, amazingly comprehensive' real 
time midi control. 

THE MULTIVERB III 
A new age of technology and 400% more processing offers digital 
reverb and spatial enhancement that defies descripticn! The 
Multiverb Ill has over 53 effects to choose from (up to four 
simultaneously) including sampling, steneo chorus and flanging, 
21 delay types (2 full seconds), stereo panning, pitch transposing, 
24 reverbs, 200 memory locations, full programmabiliity and 
Performance Midi'. 

THE MULTI VERB LT 
The Multiverb LT gives you the power cr' the Multivern with the simplicity 
of 1-touch control. The LT has 192 of the finest studio multi-effect 
combinations ever created! For those Mho don't have time for the 
complexity of programming, the LT gives you all the Dower you can 
use at a great price! Midi addressable. 

r4 

F 'pint Distribulors: 
THE NET HERLANDS/Auclioscript B.V./Soest/02155-20441,FINLAND/MS-Audiotron/Helsinki/90-5664644/SWEDEN/Muskantor 21, 
ColMoIncial/011-878080/FRANCE/High Fidelity Service, SA/Paris/11142.8!.00.40/CANADA/Yorkville Sound LTD./Scarbo, ou/ 

416- 751-8481/ITALY/Ital C.I.D.A. SPA/Parma/0521 690158/WEST GERMANY/PME Audio/Hauffweg,/07136-6029/ 
SWITZERLAND/Musikengros P. Gutter/Sissach/061-983:57/HONG KONCT/Audio Consultants LTD./Kowloon/3-7125251'. 

JAPAN/Nihon Electro Harmonix/Tokyo1031232-7601/THAILAND/Beh NgieD Seng Musical Instruments/Bangkok/222-528V 
INDONESIA/PT Kirana Yudha Teknikdakarta/3806222/SINGAPORE/Lingtec PTE. LTD./7471951/SPAIN/Aplicaciones Elect onicas 
Quasar SA/Madric1/6861100/TURKEY/Kadri Cadmak/Ista abul/1111661672/ AUSTRALIA/Hi-Phon Distrib. Pty. LTD./Chatsweod 

NSW/024177088/DENMARK/M.I. Musik/Kobenhavn/1-E 54800/U.K./Ham-on U.K./ Slough/075376911/NEW ZEALAND/Mascr 
Digitek/Aukland/444-3583/4/ISRAEL/More Productions/el Aviv/01-454(M S-442697/ARGENTINA/Lagos Sarmiento/Buenes Ai. es/ 

40-6455/NORWAY/AUDIOTRON/OSLO/2 35 20 96 

APPLIED RESEARCH RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY INC 215 Tremont Street, Rochester, New York 14608, ( 716) 426-2720, TELEX 4949793 ARTROC, FAX (716) 436-3942 
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performers the same mix he hears in 
the control room. This way he always 
knows what they are hearing. The only 
disadvantage is that he cannot use his 
solo system. 
No one has been unhappy with his 

or her cue mix since Brown adopted 
his current method. The studio drives 
the headphones with a classic McIn-
tosh hybrid amplifier. Brown says that 
a smooth amp makes a big difference. 
Other than wanting to get solo back, 

he would like the ability to add or 
subtract specific signals from the over-
all cue send. He stresses that adding 
the right amount of reverb and delay 
to the mix helps all the performers, 
especially vocalists who need to stay 

on pitch and at a consistent level. 
It's true headphones need little 

power for full output—often as little 
as one-half watt is adequate. Most 
amplifiers are rated at 8 ohms, while 
most studio headphones are 600 
ohms. When driving headphones, 
both stability and voltage swing are 
important, and some amplifiers will 
create nasty artifacts if not loaded as 
designed. I recommend traditional 
amplifiers of at least 50 watts when 
using 600-ohm headphones, especial-
ly if passive attenuators are used to 
control the individual volume of each 
headset. Another nice touch is peak 
monitoring meters or LEDs to make 
sure the amp is not clipping. A new 

Cotteetet 
Studto 

Ian 

All the experience and sucess acquired in the internationally 

renowned studio "LE CHATEAU" is now applied in the new 

"COULEURS STUDIO", wich manager Laurent THIBAULT 

has settled in AUVERS sur OISE ( FRANCE). 

He chose the NEVE VR with FLYING FADER automation and 

Recall - MITSUBISHI DIGITAL - QUESTED MONITORS 

BOSENDORFER GRAND PIANO. 

SOCIETE D'ENREGISTREMENT LAURENT THIBAULT 

16, RUE FRANÇOIS COFFEE - F-95430 AUVERS/OISE 

TEL (33-1) 30 36 11 76 - FAX (33-1) 30 36 16 00 

generation of amplifiers—designed 
specifically for headphone applica-
tions—is now on the market, and a 
few of them specify performance into 
600 ohms. If you use such high-im-
pedance headphones, shop with care. 
The headphones are a critical link 

in the chain. Sonic quality, reliability 
and comfort are important. The most 
popular brands are AKG, Audio-Tech-
nica, Beyer, Fostex and Sennheiser. 
Most of the higher-end headphones 
are high impedance (600 ohms) but 
some are in the 30- to 70-ohm range. 
The lower impedance models will 
provide more volume when fed direct-
ly by many consoles, tape recorders 
and Walkman-type players, but do not 
fit well into mass-feed systems. 
Headphones are generally classified 

into two types: open air and enclosed/ 
isolating designs. Open-air types al-
low outside sound in, providing a 
more natural feeling, especially for 
singers who need to hear some of 
their own voice acoustically. Some 
open-air styles sit on the ear with foam 
pads, while others fit around the ear 
and rest on the head (circumaural). 
Certain open-air designs—such as the 
AKG K-240—might appear to be iso-
lating headphones, although they 
have back vents that allow sound 
movement. Popular open-air types are 
the AKG K-240, Fostex T-20 and Senn-
heiser HD-520. 

Enclosed/isolating headphones are 
helpful in situations where the studio 
sound level might drown out the 
headphone sound. Popular isolating 
types include the AKG K-270, Audio-
Technica ATH910, Beyer DT770 and 
Sennheiser HD-250. Isolating head-
phones are often more expensive be-
cause it's more difficult to achieve 
good reproduction within a small, 
sealed space. 
Headphone systems seem to be the 

last vestige of home-brew in the stu-
dio. Help is at hand, as equipment 
manufacturers have begun to address 
this need over the past few years. 
There are three types of headphone 
distribution systems on the market 
today: 

MASS-FEED SYSTEMS 
pically, mass-feed systems (Fig. 1) 

consist of a central power amplifier 
that may have optional mixing inputs. 
This amplifier either feeds a parallel 
set of headphones directly or may of-
fer separate passive output attenuators 
for each headphone. Individual atten-
uator packs may be added to such sys-
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Finally, MIDI 
programmable 

equalizers 
that make sense. 

99 memory locations 
and one button. That's it. 
Set your levels and push 
a button, the MEQ 14 will 
do the rest. 

Recall? Touch a button. 
Programming? It's just 

as easy. LEDs light up 
the settings and the touch 
of a button sets them. 
MIDI Programmable EQs 
have never been this easy 
The MEQ 14 also features EQ curve 

comparison, independent MIDI access for 
each channel, standard ISO frequency 

Now you can customize your curves  and store them 
in 99 locations with the touch of a button. 

MEQ 28 Programmable Single Channel 1/3rd Octave Graphic Equalizer 

centers, non-volatile mem-
ory and a full security 
lock-out system. 

DigiTech MIDI Pro-
grammable Equalizers 
also come in 4-channel, 
MEQ 7, and single-chan-
nel, MEQ 28. Try one on 
at your DigiTech dealer. 

Spending less time with 
your equalizer will give 
you more time to make 

music. Now doesn't that make sense? 

: Meech 
Start at the top 

MEQ 7 Programmable Quad Channel 1-1/3rd Octave Graphic Equalizer 

!!).,abc:, • Quad -7•••••_- ... • • Otçpreech 

DigrTech is a registered tradeoff,* of lb, 11(H) Electron'', ( .,frp 1989 DOD Electronics Corp. Manufactured in the 631f South Riley Lon,', Solt 1 Ake lily. fiat; 84107 1,4011 26,4-8400 
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IT'S THE 
LITTLE THINGS 
ABOUT THE 
IL SERIES 

THAT YOU'LL 
APPRECIATE. 

Take a close look at the Soundtracs IL 

Production console. An outstanding console that's 

achieving acclaim amongst commercial recording 

studios around the World. Designed to meet a 

production climate that's radically changing with 

engineering that matches efficiency with vision. 

More important, though, listen to the 

way it sounds. This 32 bus console offers very low 

noise, minimal crosstalk and a degree of sonic 

transparency that sets new standards. 

Combine these attributes with a 

sensitive yet effective equaliser section to create 

one of the sweetest sounds to be found anywhere, 

perfect for high quality track laying. 

And while our crystal 

clear layout is 

free of gimmickry, 

we've included a number of 

unique features and sophisticated circuit 

designs which, together with Soundtracs 

Tracmix fader automation, provides versatility 

to set your creativity free. 

Little things in themselves. But 

in the Soundtracs IL, add up to a 

rather special production console. 

IL4832 
IL3632 

SOUNDTR 'CS., 

CREATIVE  ENGINEERING 

SOUNDTRACS PLC, 91 EWELL ROAD. SURBITON. SURREY 

KT6 6AH ENGLAND TELEPHONE (01) 399 3392/8101 

FAX (01) 399 6821 TELEX 8951073 STRACS G 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

0 48 OR 36 CHANNELS O 104 OR 80 INPUTS ON REMIX 

▪ INTERCHAN NE L CROSSTALK BETTER THAN —88dB 1kHz 

O MIX NOISE 32 INPUT ROUTED BETTER THAN —82d8. 

EXCLUSIVE US DISTRIBUTOR: 

SAMSON®  
Technologies Corp. 
SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, 485.19 

SOUTH BROADWAY, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. USA 

TELEPHONE )516) 932 3810 FAX (516) 932 3815 



tems to allow each performer local 
control of volume. In systems using 
passive attenuators, attention must be 
paid to the fact that the amplifier's 
maximum output swing will be re-
duced by the attenuator and must be 
proportionally higher to avoid clip-
ping. Mass-feed systems featuring re-
mote attenuator packs are offered by 
Furman Sound and USAudio. Simon 
Systems makes the CB-4, a unit that 
interfaces four high-impedance head-
phones to standard amps at 8 ohms. 

DISTRIBUTED-FEED SYSTEMS 
Providing separate amplifiers for each 
headphone, distributed-feed systems 
include individual volume controls 
located on the amplifier for each 
headphone (Fig. 2). Most systems 
have a common input for all amplifi-
ers, while others have individual in-
puts that can be driven by separate 
mixer sends. The volume for each 
performer's headphone must be con-
trolled at the amplifier. Since these 
systems use separate amplifiers in a 
single package, headphones of various 
impedances can be mixed in a sys-
tem. Distributed-feed systems are of-
fered by Gentner, Rane, Stewart, Loft/ 
Goldline, Symetrix and Tascam. 

Fig. 2: In distributed-feed systems, 
a separate amplifier circuit 
drives each set of headphones. 

0 — 0- 0 - 0 

A A 

INDIVIDUAL TOTAL MIX CONTROL 
Other than hiring a stage monitor mix-
er and installing a matrix monitor con-
sole, studios have two options for 
providing artists with individual total 
mix control. One is to run a parallel 
snake through the studio and give 
each performer an individual line-lev-
el mixer and amplifier. [One such 
system, employed by White Crow Au-
dio in Burlington, Vt., was spotlighted 

in the May 1989 Mix—Ed.] The other 
is the Intelix Studio Psychologist, a 
remote control matrix mixing system. 
The Studio Psychologist (Fig. 3) in-

cludes a compact mix pack for each 
performer and a central remote-con-
trolled matrix mixing box. The cen-
tral mixing system feeds an amplifier 
array which in turn feeds the individ-
ual headphones; thus each performer 
can access all available tracks for total 

Tired of buying your 
console from a car 

dealer? 
Give API a call. We'll talk about things like 

"Headroom" and 'Tone"... 
...Things that most companies save 'till last. 

Then we'll talk about Discrete circuitry, 
48 busses, GML automation... 

...Then we'll talk about LEDs, computers, and knobs... 
...Then we'll talk about free lys, one-touch tuning, and built in microwave ovens...if we 

get desperate... 

API Audio Products, Inc. 703-455-8188 
7951 Twist Lane, Springfield, VA 22153 
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Fig. 3: The Intelix Studio Psychol-
ogist system provides remote 
mixing stations for each 
performer. 
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SR-1 
THE UTMAfl 

TIME CODE REFRESHER 

--> 
OWE Coos RELINSlif, SR _I, 

AFTER 

Whether you need to dub time code from one tape machine to 
another, restore its readability (... at any speed) or just change its 
level, the SR-1 is for you. With today's studio equipment relying so 
much on time code, it is always vital to have it properly shaped. 
The success of your next session could depend on it! 

The SR-1 features: • Very high input sensitivity (threshold below -30db) 
• Adjustable output level (from full off to +8db) 
• Switchable output rise time (Eau/smrrE/square wave) 
• $159.50 List price. 

Call us for more information: 

(213) 475-7570 
1515 Manning Avenue, suite 4 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

40.›. 
BRAINSTORM 
ELECTRONICS. INC 

...Intelligent Solutions For The Recording Studio 
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control over his or her cue mix. Alter-
natively, an overall premix could be 
on one mix channel and important 
individual tracks on the other chan-
nels, allowing the performer to hear 
more of a desired track. 
The Intelix system uses IAN digital 

technology for communication be-
tween the studio remote mix packs 
and the central matrix located in the 
control room. Besides controlling the 
headphone mix, the microprocessor-
driven central matrix can also be pro-
grammed to provide universal remote 
control functions such as speaker 
switching, lighting control, security 
interface and HVAC integration. In a 
typical studio, this system could inte-
grate visual signaling functions and re-
mote control of mechanical functions 
through a common set of wires. 

Is this the end? Perhaps not, as sys-
tems such as the Studio Psychologist, 
as well as continual improvements in 
headphone design, may signal the be-
ginning of a coming revolution, and 
we may at last be emerging from the 
dark ages of studio monitoring 
systems. 

Audio equipment designer and for-
mer recording engineerjonathan Lop 
is aiso the president of Full Compass 
Systems, a supplier of professional 
audio gear in Madison, Wis. 
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- OFTEN-
IMITA ED... 

...NEVER 
EQUALLED. 

Compatible with existing skills and equipment, AMS AudioFile is 
opening doors for facilities throughout the world, allowing them to 
offer a fuller, more comprehensive professional service to clients. 

And the bottom line? The bottom line is your bottom line because 
dollar-for-dollar AMS AudioFile can generate a higher rate of return 
on investment than any other audio hardware. The increasing number 
of users taking second and third systems is a testament to the unique 
profit performance of AudioFile. 

Not only do AMS have the skill to put together a hard disc system with 
more features and flexibility than any other manufacturer, we now 
have experience of facilities — some possibly very similar to yours — 
which are now enjoying a high level of success with AudioFile. 

• or 
e I • 
e • 

085 

CIUDIOFILE 
For information and literature contact. 

AMS Industries plc 
Billington Road, Burnley BB11 5ES, UK 

Tel: (0282) 57011 Fax: (0282) 39542 

AMS Industries Inc 
PO Box 31864, Seattle, WA 98103, USA 
Tel: (206) 633 1956 Fax: (206) 547 6890 
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Mixing Made Flexible 
PRO-LINE 18-211  from 
(  

arse 'eallesig0,"' 

Operates as a 12-4-2, 16-2, 
16-4-2 or even as a 20-4-21! 

II The rackn-iount mixer for ALL of your 
mixing needs, with the right features 
from the start. 

• Perfect for keyboard, live reinforce-
ment, permanent club installs 
and multi track recording, with 
specifications and features 
usually found in mixers 
costing much more. 

II Features include: 
• 12 balanced microphone inputs 

• 12 mono line iflouts 

• Direct outs 

• Inserts on channels and 
master outputs 

• 4 group outputs 

• 4 stereo line inputs (or 8 mono) 
for a total of 20 line inputs 

• 3 band EQ with mid sweep on channels 
1 thru 12 

• 3 band fixed EQ on stereo input channels 
13 thru 16 

• 4 aux sends per channel 

• 48 V phantom power 

• 100 mm faders 

• Channel mute switch per channel with on/off status 

• Solo on channels/groups and aux 3 & 4 

• Insert active LED indicators 

• Headphone output w/level 

• RIAA switchable phono pre amps on stereo inputs 

STUDIOMASTER, INC. 
3941 Miraloma, Anaheim, CA 92807 
Tele4ax (714) 524-5096 Telephone (714) 524-2227 
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( nnmercially viable third dimen-
ion in audio is imminent. After 
several decades of devising 
better and more complex ways 
to create sound, theindustry 
has begun re-examining the 

way it is re-created and in the process 
redefining the parameters of that most 
basic industry standard—stereo. The 
current significance of the sfratial ma-
nipulation of audio lies in the factthat 
the marketing types—pro and con-
sumer—are as active as the techies, 
an indication that major douars, and 
a possible new level of industry stand-
ards, are at stake. 

The scientific side of the equation 
revolves around psychoacoustics, 
which examines the way the brain 
perceives sound. Finally, the human 
element is being looked at as the first 
in the sequence of events instead of 
the final one. The marketing side 
shows a concentrated effort to attack 
markets along a varied front—audio 
facilities, film companies, television 
networks, and consumer hardware 
and software manufacturers—all by 
a growing group of mostly new com-
panies attempting to stake daims in a 
relatively uncharted region. 

It's important to note that while all 
the new systems coming down the 
pike have an effect on the stereo 
image, they use radically different 
approaches with widely differing 
results. There are claims associated 
with some of these products and 

PART ONE 

SPATIAL MANIPULATION 
THE FUTURE OF STEREO 
BY DAN DALEY 

technologies that do not necessarily 
match the claimed results. This stery, 
from a debate as to what three-dimen-
sionality is. According to Dr. Elizabeth 
Cohen, principal consultant to Char-
les M. Salter Associates, Inc. (an acous-
tical consulting firm in San Francisco), 
3-D sound is "accurate and natural re-
production of spatial environments." 
All the systems that this writer heard 
have some effect on the stereo image; 
only one, QSound, actually produced 
a three-dimensional image from two 
speakers. 

1
 n this first of a two-part series we 
look at systems by Audio & De-
sign, B.A.S.E. and QSound. Next 
we'll cover technologies from Au-
ris Perceptual Engineering, Crys-
tal River Engineering, Holophon-

ics, Hughes Aircraft and Pete Myers. 
While these systems differ considera-
bly in what they can do—and what 
they can't do—they seem to share sev-
eral criteria: Some lay dahu  to primacy 

and singularity of effect, and, to one 
degree or another, they are going after 
similar markets: combinations of pro-
fessional audio, cinema, broadcast 
television, aerospace and car audio 
markets. Apparently, the marketing 
side of these entities are carrying the 
ball now, an indication that these tech-
nologies are well along. In fact, sev-
eral are in their second generations. 

‘MBISONICS L mbisonics is the 
name of a tech-
nology devel-
oped by Audio 
Design, which 
manufactures 

the Ambisonics control unit; AMS In-
dustries manufactures the 4-capsule 
microphone that encompasses the 
other aspect of the system. According 
to Nigel Branwen, president and gen-
eral manager of AMS, the micro-
phone's capsules are arranged in such 
a way within the mic that a natural 
sound pattern is recorded, and then 
the signal is passed through a phased-
frequency amplitude matrix (phase, 
frequency and amplitude manipula-
tion) within the control unit. This ar-
rangement makes the Ambisonics 
system hardware-dependent in both 
recording and playback aspects. It is, 
however, mono/stereo-compatible, 
and Branwell says some degree of 
aural enhancement is perceptible on 
Anibisonic-encoded software, even 

Bedini Audio Spacial Environment 
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without playback processing. 
Ambisonics is an analog process-

ing system that will have digital com-
ponents in its next generation. 
Branwell feels that stereo television is 
driving much of the research and 
financing of the spatial manipulation 
industry, and that this in turn affects 
the pro audio industry by virtue of the 
fact that more and more audio work 
is done for video purposes. 

An Ambisonics package goes for 
about $3,000; the consumer decoder 
sells for around $300. Presently, the 
Nimbus CD catalog uses the system, 
and Branwell says high-end audio and 
automotive sound markets are tar-
geted. 

B.A.S.E. he Bedini Au-
dio Spacial En-

vironment unit is 
the result of years 
of tinkering and 
experimentation 

by John Bedini, best known as a maker 
of high-end consumer stereo amplifi-
ers. Bedini Amplifiers and Bedini R&D 
were acquired by Gamma Electron-
ics, which markets the B.A.S.E. unit 
via a combination of placements in 
film, television and audio recordings, 
in which the unit price of $6,000 can 
he mitigated by endorsements by the 
users. 

Using B.A.S.E., which operates 
totally in the analog domain, stereo 
elements in a mix can appear at the 
outermost edges of the spectrum and 
mono elements can he moved left or 
right and increased or decreased in 
gain, thus affecting the listener's 
perception of depth of field. 

Michael Fishman, president of 
B.A.S.E. and executive vice president 
of Gamma Electronics, says that 
B.A.S.E. corrects inherent flaws in the 
concept of stereo through Delta tim-
ing, the nanosecond-measure interval 
of sound travel between ears relative 
to the sound source. "With recorded 
sound in stereo, the only depth infor-
mation comes from gain. That's a major 
shortcoming in stereo," Fishman notes. 
"B.A.S.E. creates imaging in depth... it 
only does a one-time left/right can-
cellation. In normal stereo, at least 70 
percent of the mix is down the middle. 
That's a double canceling of the sig-
nal. It loses crispness and depth." 

Fishman points out that in post-pro-
duction, the B.A.S.E. system can 
rebalance an image without a com-
plete remix. "It can increase the ster-

co spread without losing the center 
and can increase the center without 
losing the spread." As for its record-
ing applications, Fishman claims that 
B.A.S.E. gives users an ability to re-
create live sound and ambience with 
minimal use of outboard effects, while 
making the sweet spot broader. 

In the mixing stage, B.A.S.E. does 
not produce discrete sound localiza-
tion, Fishman acknowledges; how-
ever, he did say that when it's used in 
the recording of tracks, it can locate 
sounds discretely. A product demon-
stration I attended at the recent AES 
show in New York did not support 
that assertion. 

B.A.S.E, is a stand-alone device that 
requires no encoding or decoding and 
can be inserted anywhere in the chain 
from recording to mixing to playback. 
One of the characteristics of this new 
wave of spatial and sonic processing 
is that it isn't intended solely for pro-
fessional applications; consumer 
markets are also on the agenda. 
Gamma is currently negotiating with 
several prospective licensees to build 
its hybrid chips as a component for 
other consumer audio hardware. 

QSOUND "*" Ow working 
out of a laby-
rinthine build-
ing in Calgary, 
Alberta, with 
18 employees, 

QSound's senior vice president for de-
velopment, Dan Lowe, began work-
ing on enhancing stereo eight years 
ago at home. A guitarist-turned-scien-
tist and partner, John Lees, reviewed 
existing dummy head models initially, 
hut Lowe says their research became 
far more intense and in-depth, focus-
ing on both the muscular and neural 
aspects of the human auditory re-
sponse system. 

Developing its own software as it 
went along, QSound made computer 
models of human hearing patterns and 
sound wave characteristics, which 
have become the heart of the QSound 
system for sound localization. 
"Through understanding the brain's 
relationship to the localization proc-
ess, you gain the insight necessary to 
overcome the physical limitations in-
herent in stereo," Lowe explains. The 
research was largely predicated on 
empirical results culled from hours of 
testing approaches and theories to 
arrive at what Lowe calls the "ultimate 
averaged model—one that truly re-

flects the real world." 
Lowe is careful in his explanations, 

a caution induced by some sniping that 
QSound has endured from the indus-
try and media stemming from a pre-
mature announcement of the unit's 
availability last May. Lowe states that 
the system will be ready for use this 
year. 

As Lowe explains it, audio input 
signals are sampled at 192 kHz ( i.e., 
4-times oversampling). The math is 
computed at 56-bit precision with 
output samples available at 16- or 24-
bits, accommodating current industry 
standards. The input signals are then 
distributed ( based on their frequen-
cies) to a series of DSPs in the unit, 
synched via an internal CPU because 
lengthy impulse responses take longer 
to process. The results are output 
digitally at either the 44.1 or 48kHz 
rate, as well as analog. The system is 
designed to work outboard of a re-
cording console, using a remote 
control that has an I/O for each chan-
nel and a 6-axis joystick. The encod-
ing takes place in the studio during 
mixing; decoding equipment is unnec-
essary since, as Lowe puts it, the lis-
tener's auditory system itself is the de-
coder. 

At a demo I heard in Calgary, at 
QSound's studio, the results were quite 
dramatic. Placement of individual 
instruments in a mix are precise and 
discrete, with no perceptible change 
in frequency response when com-
pared with the same mix in standard 
stereo. The image is broad yet still 
maintains an aural integrity. The main 
drawback is that the effect is reduced 
considerably when the listener moves 
to either side. However, Lowe asserts 
that this will be solved with a second 
layer of processing by the time the sys-
tem is released. This year, QSound's 
current range of about 180 degrees will 
also expand to a maximum of 320 
degrees, Lowe adds. 

QSound has lined up some respect-
able audio industry names behind the 
technology: Producer Jimmy Iovine is 
on its board of directors; engineer 
Shelly Yakus has been working closely 
with QSound during its development; 
and investors are primarily potential 
users of the system, including film 
sound company Todd-AO. A version 
using its software mapping codes will 
be released this year on a new edition 
of Nintendo's popular video game, 
which will include a handheld control 
panel with stereo speakers built in. 
Lowe, however, adds that music ap-
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Guidelines for 
Critical Listening 
to 3-D Sound 
Processing 
The term "3-D sound' is often used 
quite randomly to describe a wide 
range of technologies, some of 
which have explicitly different aims 
and capacities. This family includes 
binaural recording for reproduction 
over headphones, loudspeakers, 
surround sound processing and en-
vironmentalirocrm simulators. What 
all these technologies share is the 
desire to improve the accurate and 
natural reproduction of spatial 
environments. Advances in our 
understanding of psychoacoustics 
and the advent of digital signal proc-
essing technology have enhanced 
artistic control over the spatial di-
mension of sound and reproduc-
tion of natural-sounding spatial en-
vironments of 3-D sound. 

The parameters an artist may 
have control over, which must be 
examined by the engineer for ro-
bustness throughout the reproduc-
tion chain, are: direction, distance-
depth, source motion, image size, 
image stability and consistency, 
positional precision, type and size 
of listening environment, and 
timbre. Anyone interested in 3-D 
spatial imaging must understand the 
degree of control one has over these 
parameters. 

To begin your exploration of this 
diverse family of 3-D sound repro-
duction processes, start by listen-
ing to binaural recording technolo-
gies over headphones. Try sketch-
ing the path of the sound around 
you on a piece of paper. Is it inside 
or outside your head? Are the 
sources/instruments placed in 
space discretely? 

Although lateral imaging is quite 
good, most listeners do not hear 
frontal images and sometimes do 
not hear externalized images. In 
addition, these recordings often 
generate front-to-back position 
confusion (Durand,Begault, NASA). 
The seriousness of these drawbacks 
depends on a number of parame-
ters, including choice of recording 
method, type of "dummy head," set 
of ears used during the recording 
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process, equalization techniques. 
your ears and your headphone sys-
tem. Some of the new 3-D sound 
systems offer improved externali-
zation by using a head-tracking sys-
tem (Wenzle, Wightman, Kistler 
and Foster, ASA S Vol. 84, 1988, 
IEEEE 1989, W. Martins, AES, 
October 1989). 

The next thing you might do is 
unplug your headphones and play 
the same recording over your loud-
speaker system. This lack of com-
patibility is the main reason that 
binaural recordings have not been 
commercial wunderkincl. 

If you have followed the sug-
gestion above and listened to a 
number of binaural recordings, you 
will probably agree that it is pretty 
easy to make an impact with a 
recording having spatial informa-
tion on it. Now for the caveat emp-
tor section. 

Neisser wrote, "Expectations can 
have cumulative effects on what is 
perceived." Plausibility mecha-
nisms are common to perceptual 

processing hypotheses. Perceptual 
weighting based on a listener's ex-
pectations about the reliability and 
plausibility of directional cues is 
evident from both rigorous scien-
tific experiment and common 
sense. For example, if you are lis-
tening to a 3-D sound demo over 
headphones of a match being lit as 
an example of the technique's abil-
ity to form frontal images success-
fully, just think about how many 
times someone lights up a match 
behind your back! 

Suggested criteria for critical lis-
tening to these systems are derived 
from experience and recom-
mended standard practices. Listen 
to a broadband spectrum of sounds 
in a variety of listening environ-
ments, over a number of speaker 
systems within the same environ-
ment, from different locations 
within the environment , and evalu-
ate the following parameters: 
Image. Is the image decoupled 
from the speaker location? 
Reproducibility. What portion of 

the illusion remains space invari-
ant? Is it seating-location independ-
ent? Does it reduce sensitivity to 
seating location? (Sketch out that en-
larged sweet spot.) What happens 
if you play the demo in another 
room, over a different sound sys-
tem? How robust is the illusion as 
a function of room parameters? 
Timbre Changes. There should be 
no artificial changes in source iden-
tification. The appropriate timbre 
changes due to source motion 
should be reproduced. Timbre 
should not jump or change voices 
when a source is moving from front 
to interior to surround. 
Distance-depth. What kind of im-
provement do you notice? Do you 
have both independent and coor-
dinated control over distance im-
aging? 
Elevation. Do you get any? Is it a 
monaural effect? 
Motion Cues. Are they smooth? Do 
they induce appropriate or inappro-
priate timbre changes? 

—Elizabeth A. Cohen, PhD 

plic•ations are prime motivators behind 
QSound. 

[(wine is emphatic about QSound's 
singularity as a three-dimensional 
audio device. "QSound stands alone 
as a sound placement technology," he 
says. " It is the only speaker-compat-
ible system that gives an audio engi-
neer the tool with which he can place 
a large number of discrete sound 
sources or tracks in 3-D space using a 
standard, 2-channel speaker system for 
playback. At this point in time QSound 
is the only system that can do this." 

QSound will not sell the unit to end-
users; rather, the company will pro-
vide it to individual projects with 
record companies footing the tab, 
based on the length of the project. The 
record companies will then tack on a 
premium to the cost of these QSound-
encoded releases. The proceeds will 
be distributed as a royalty between the 
company, the artists and QSound. 
QSound has chosen this method to 
avoid having the technology "used as 
a gimmick," says Lowe. Larry Ryckman 
of QSound's parent company is con-
fident, based on intitial conversations 
with labels, that consumers will pay 
the premium once they hear the dif-

ference. Ryckman is equally confident 
about the future of the spatial audio 
enhancement industry as a whole. 
"This industry is very much like cable 
TV was in its early stages," he says. " It 
takes something you're familiar with 
and uses it in a new and exciting way." 

S
ome of the players in this game 
have gone the endorsement 
route with a vengeance, in 
some cases associating mar-
quee-value names with their 
technologies—Jimmy Iovine 

and Shelly Yakus with QSound, for 
example; B.A.S.E. including endorse-
ments from Greg Laclanyi and Alan 
Howarth in their literature. Another 
complicating factor has been the fact 
that at least two companies involved 
in spatial image manipulation, B.A.S.E 
and QSound, both use public sales of 
stock for financing. "For a while I was 
getting more calls from stockbrokers 
than from audio industry profession-
als," Dr. Cohen states. "This technol-
ogy is capable of being masked by 
lots of hype, and it prevents those who 
can truly do it from being taken seri-
ously." 

Whether these technologies live up 
to the hyperbole touted by their 
marketers will be determined in the 
fairly near future by performance. But 
many formats, all aiming at similar 
markets, will inevitably lead to a Dar-
winian process of elimination that will 
probably be determined more by 
power lunches and boardroom meet-
ings than whizzing slide rules. In any 
event, the way things sound is going 
to change very soon. 
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BUSINESS 
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100 dB, it is fully compatible with digital 
audio. 

BUSY 
'Way, some of the world's busiest stu-

dios are built around the AMR 24 con-
sole. Designed for a higher standard of 
performance, the AMR 24 offers more 
inputs, more flexibility and the highest 
levels of audio quality for day-to-day 
recording and mixdown. 

TRACKING 
As a tracking console, the AMR 24 

consistently achieves superior results 
the first time — no re-recording requir-
ed. With exceptionally low crosstalk 
and noise, and a total dynamic range of 

MIXDOWN 
Configured for mixdown, the AMR 24 

offers unrivaled flexibility. It handles all 
kinds of inputs — up to 84 of them in a 
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and the 24 efrack Select switch changes 
the monitor returns to full-function line 
returns normalled to a second 24 track 
or to synchronized MIDI "virtual tracks!' 
Simple switching creates an additional 
24 inputs through the cue faders for 
effects returns. 

Up to 64 channels can be automated 
with a wide range of factory fitted sys-
tems available. 

Of course, these DDA design innov-
ations are complemented by the highest 
quality components and designs that 
feel right. 

INVESTMENT 
Studio owners know why the AMR 

24's track record represents an impres-
sive return on their creative and finan-
cial investment. If that news sounds 
interesting, write us on your letterhead 
for full information. 
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Luniniumv Yvuiri 

by Mr. Bonzai 

THE PASSIONS 
OF PETER GABRIEL 
It was 1977's "Solsbury Hill" and the 
first of Peter Gabriel's solo albums that 
grabbed me initially—and still holds 
me with its wit, quirky rhythms, bizar-
ro sounds and soaring spirit. Gabriel 
has followed through with a diverse 
series of daring and exquisitely crafted 
excursions culminating in 1989's Pas-
sion. He is a painter with a master's 
command of acoustic oils, electronic 
pigments and gutsy brushstrokes. 

Gabriel began his musical career in 
public schooi with a group called Gar-
den Wall, which evolved into Genesis 
in 1967. After eight years of recording 
and highly theatrical touring, Gabriel 
launched his solo career, which so far 
has resulted in seven albums, two film 
scores, experimental music videos 
and a record company that transcends 
national boundaries. 

His British utopia called Real World, 
a complex Of recording and perform-
ance facilities [see "A Real World 
Tour], is designed to meet individ-
ual artists' requirements, with visual/ 
audio workshops, R&D labs and inspi-
rational accommodations. I haven't seen 
it in person yet, but I had a colorful, 
transglobal chat with the man at the 
controls... 

Bonzai: How are things going on 
your side of the Real World? 
Gabriel: Very well, thanks, but we've 
been working through most of the 
night so I am a little ga-ga today. 
Bonzai: You're working on a new 
video? 
Gabriel: Well, it's a new video from 
an old toncert—could I call you back? 
I'm getting one of those echoes... 

• • • 

Bonzai: Is this better? 
Gabriel: Yes, much better—no echo. 
Bonzai: I know how irritating that can 
be when you're trying to talk and your 
voice is repeating in the back of your 
skull. 

Gabriel: Yes, but in fact I've used it 
for humorous effects at some of our 
village functions. I give people tongue 
twisters to repeat while they are wear-
ing headphones with odd echoes and 
delays. It can be very entertaining. The 
aim is to say the tongue twister with-
out spluttering or repeating yourself 
and win some token prize. 

Bonzai: I read in one of your inter-
views where you talked about an ex-
periment with some Czechoslovakian 
musicians who were put under hyp-
nosis and told they were among the 
world's greatest virtuosos. Amazingly 
enough, they performed far beyond 
their abilities.... 
Gabriel: Yes, I read about this and it 
made a lot of sensé to me. I believe 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

we are our own worst enemies. Musi-
cians are often looking for that mo-
ment of inspiration when they are free 
and can lose themselves. I think we 
are fairly flexible and talented as a 
species, but we don't get to realize 
most of what we are capable of. 
Bonzai: The muse—the old idea that 
there is a guardian angel for the artist. 
Do you have any ideas in that direc-
tion? 
Gabriel: Well, I don't think I've met 
my muse, but there are definitely 
times•when you get the spine-tingling 
sensation and you know that some-
thing extraordinary is happening. 
Bonzai: When did that happen most 
recently? 
Gabriel: While I was listening to the 
Guo Brothers. They're Chinese and 
extremely soulful—very beautiful flute 
playing. 
Bonzai: You've been taking many 
excursions around the world to tap 
into the music of other cultures. Can 
you tell me your reasoning behind 
this—the overall goal? 
Gabriel: Originally, around '76 or '77, 
I started listening to bits and pieces of 
music from other places. On one side, 
I started off as a drummer and was 
always fascinated by rhythm. I was 
introduced to a drum machine, and 
suddenly the concept of being able to 
program my own rhythms was excit-
ing. I started thinking, with all these 
possibilities, what is it I actually want 
to work with? I started listening out 
for other grooves. 
There was a moment around that 

time when they changed the wave-
length of the radio station I had been 
listening to and I began hunting across 
the dial. I came across a Dutch radio 
station that was playing some very 
strange things, including one piece of 
African music with very beautiful har-
monies. I tracked it down, and it was 
the first African record I bought. Al-
though I had heard things before, that 
was the moment when I thought there 
was something I wanted to learn 
about and try to use for my own work 
Bonzai: How do you balance the 
electronic music with the raw, "un-
sample-able" music of ancient cul-
tures? 
Gabriel: You just mix to taste, really. 
I'm still very ignorant about all sorts 
of music. It's such an enormous sub-
ject, so it's very naive what I do some-
times, but it feels as if it works in 

terms of straightforward gut reactions 
and composition. It might be grooves 
that find me, and I will try and pro-
gram them or develop them in one 
way or another, playing with harmony 
or structure in composition. The con-
tent and the various musical forms I've 
listened to for the past ten years have 
really changed the way I work. It's 
opened me up a lot. I think it should 
be a normal part of every musician's 
diet, and not something for the eclec-
tic or the eccentrics. 
Bonzai• Let's go back to your youth 
—what type of music first affected 
you? What inspired you to follow a 
path of music in your life? 
Gabriel: I have quite a few musical 
relatives—my mother and her five sis-
ters all played and sang together. Her 
mother sang opera, as did my father's 
sister. There was music around, al-
though classical music wasn't what 
excited me most. I was inspired when 
I heard early rock music, but church 
music was another influence when I 
was a kid—hymns in particular. I still 
write hymn melodies quite often. 
Bonzai: Yes, there is a cathedral qual-
ity to your music. Tell me about col-
laboration—you were associated with 
a major group for many years, then 

The Reel 
Difference 

a 

you went on your solo career, and 
now it seems that you are collaborat-
ing again with many different people. 
How does that chemistry of collabo-
ration work for you now after all of 
these experiments? 
Gabriel: Well, it's a thing that is al-
ways exciting and from which I learn 
the most. I feel very fortunate in that I 
can work with so many different types 
of musicians. There is such a wide 
range of people I can get turned on 
by, contact someone, and have a 
chance to work with them. That's a 
big buzz for me. 

In a band situation you become a 
creature of habit. You have certain 
ways of relating, certain power struc-
tures build up and certain negotiating 
skills are acquired. 
I feel a lot freer in my own work as 

I've gotten more confidence and an 
understanding of what I'm trying to 
do in developing a style. It means 
being able to work well with other 
people in an open way and under-
stand what I can and can't do, and 
what they can and can't do. That's 
largely what I am trying to do with 
these studios—create a place where 
things can happen and hopefully we 
can get great performances. 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

Mike Large, who used to work with 
SSL, runs the studio for me. He was 
the person, whenever we had any 
problems, who would come down 
and bail us out—in exchange for a 
good meal, usually. It was Daniel 
Lanois who suggested to me that Mike 
would be a great person to involve in 
this new studio idea, which has 
worked out really well. 

MUSICIANS 
ARE LOOKING FOR 
THAT MOMENT OF 
INSPIRATION WHEN 
THEY ARE FREE 
AND CAN LOSE 
THEMSELVES. 

Mike has kept his S,SL connections, 
and we are a three-SSL studio now. 
We did think long and hard about get-
ting a mixture of desks, but what is 
really great about our situation is that 
if you start work in one room and 
want to carry on in another, you're 

Back to 
Stereo 

not suddenly thrown and the audio 
computer work discarded. 
Bonzai: Has computerization in the 
studio helped you to realize your 
goals better? 
Gabriel: Without question. I have a 
philosophy about these sorts of things. 
I think there are two ways in which 
we function as musicians. One is with 
what I call "Energy A," which is ana-
lytical, and for that the computer is 
wonderful. It allows you to pinpoint 
any small section of a piece, any 
sound, and have a very high level of 
control over it. However, that is quite 
slow and thoughtful, and produces a 
different type of music than "Energy 
Z," which is what happens when musi-
cians are in the same room together 
and responding to what each person 
is doing. This is what happens when 
musicians see a red light go on and 
they know they must live on the spot. 
It's what happens during improvisa-
tion. You can have the same musician 
doing the exact same line in both 
ways, and it will come out with very 
different feelings as a result. 

For me, the ideal equipment in the 
studio is that which allows you to 
work in layers. At each stage of the 
process you allow for this spontane-

AMS introduces the ST-250 Stereo Microphone: 

• Patented four-capsule tetrahedral array 
• Truly coincident, phase-coherent stereo 

imaging with perfect mono compatibility 
• End-fire or side-fire 
• M-S or X-Y stereo output 
• Remote control of all functions, including 
continuous and independent control of effective 
capsule angle and polar patterns 

• Powered by mains, phantom, or standard batteries 

For music, sampling, sound effects, film and video, 
the ST-250 offers no-compromise performance both 
in the studio and in the field. 
Call Studio Consultants for a demonstration. 

AKG, AMS, API, Bryston, Calrec, Gefen Systems, 
Soundcraft, T. C. Electronic, Westlake, White 
Instruments, and other exceptional audio products. 

tticIia Carustalltaants, Inc.  
321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212) 586-7376 

Equipment, support, and design services for professional audio facilities and 
broadcasters. 

ous, adrenalin-pumping, red light of 
Energy Z to really milk the most out 
of a performance. Then you go back 
and pull out Energy A and go over it 
with a microscope and correct it and 
improve it and build on it. 

Say you're working with a synthe-
sizer. You do your first pass to estab-
lish melody. Red light on—improvise. 
Then switch over to the analytic ener-
gy to correct and improve, which is 
perhaps a standard procedure. In the 
second layer, you may have various 
sounds available, perhaps on a joy-
stick. Put the red light on and you're 
off again. You are doing a perform-
ance, but this time you're working 
with the melody you've defined and 
you're mixing in new sounds. If you 
have an array of different sounds 
around this joystick, you can mix dif-
ferent quantities of each according to 
the position. You do it with the red 
light on with a definite performance 
vibe and then go back and analyze it. 
In level three you might play with the 
performance parameters—set your at-
tacks, decays and vibratos, put the red 
light on and improvise with those 
parameters. Then go back and correct 
and improve. 

It's a way of trying, at each level, to 
allow both parts of our capacity to 
work for us—improvising and being 
spontaneous, with the capacity to ana-
lyze and improve slowly and in detail. 
Bonzai: It's really a different type of 
musical creation than was possible in 
the past, as if we are participating in 
the evolution of the mind and the 
spirit, the way that music is created. 
Gabriel: If you can really get the stuff 
you're feeling and thinking out, what-
ever communication device you have 
—music, art, dance, written word— 
then it does improve your ability to 
communicate, and therefore, perhaps 
to grow. 
Bonzai: In terms of improvising, who 
are the most amazing artists you've 
worked with? 
Gabriel: On the last record, Passion, 
Music for The Last Temptation of 
Christ, I named three in particular: the 
vocalists Youssou N'Dour and Nusrat 
Fateh Ali Khan, and the violinist L 
Shankar. They all make me feel like a 
klutz, with their various talents. In-
credibly spiritual musicians. 
Bonzai: How do you feel these days 
as a hero in music and a spiritual lead-
er in your own right? 
Gabriel: I feel there are a lot of peo-
ple doing interesting work, and that I 
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BRYSTON DESIGN PHILOSOPHY: MUSICAL ACCURACY, 

LONG-TERM RELIABILITY AND PRODUCT INTEGRITY 

Musical accuracy is reflected throughout all Bryston 

power amplifiers. This includes the necessity for wide-

band transient accuracy, open loop linearity ahead of 

closed loop specifications, and power supply design as an 

integral part of the overall sonic and electrical 

performance of a power amplifier. 

We have found that a simple carbon film resistor can 

contribute more static distortion to a signal than the entire 

circuitry of the amplifier. We discovered that some 

parameters of transistors must be controlled as much as 

1000 times more closely before their contribution to 

audible distortion is rendered negligible. 

Each of the steps or stages in every Bryston 

amplifier, from the input section to the output section, 

Bryston 10B electronic crossover 

without exception, are designed to optimize the musical 

experience. 

We consider reliability to be exceedingly important. 

We have applied techniques and materials in our everyday 

construction of electronic equipment more typically 

utilized in the military and aerospace industries. 

Bryston 4B power amplifier 

All components used in Bryston power amplifiers are 

specified for continuous duty at maximum power, with 

typical safety margins of 250%. 

The power transistors used in all Bryston amplifiers 

are 100% tested for safe operating area, both before and 

after installation in the circuit. They are then taken to a 

"burn-in" table where they are given a capacitor load, a 

square-wave input signal, and set at slightly under 

clipping for a period of 100 hours. During this time, the 

input signal is cycled three hours on to one hour off, to 

exert additional thermal stress. 

Following the burn- in period, the amplifiers are 

monitored for DC bias stability for approximately another 

full day. At this point, they are returned to the test bench 

for another complete checkout of all operating parameters 

and functions, at which time a test sheet is made, and 

included in the packing with the unit. 

Bryston takes very seriously the correct functioning 

and long term reliability of its products. 

D GdUrrh:U1 ID 
Bryston Marketing Ltd. 

Tel: (416)746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308 

Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: 1-800-673-7899 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

am part of a process. I get a buzz if I 
feel I am picking up on something 
early on. In terms of appreciation by 
audiences or the media, I get a good 
dose of ego gratification, and then I 
don't take it too seriously. 
Bonzai: How do you replenish and 
recharge your spirit? 
Gabriel: By traveling, hearing other 
forms of music and from visual expe-
riences such as films and paintings... 
Bonzai: Painting—is there a painter 
who visually approximates what you 
are doing in music? 
Gabriel: I wouldn't say it's what I'm 
doing in music, but Picasso comes to 
mind. He's a good example, and the 
ol' rip-off argument comes up. Picasso 
went to an exhibition of African masks 
and was so influenced by it that he 
started the "Mademoiselles D'Avig-
non" painting, which begat cubism 
and a lot of other revolutions in mod-
em art. I don't consider myself a Pi-
casso, but it is a good example that 
music is not the only field where peo-
ple are accused of stealing. 
The distinction I always make is be-

tween what is healthy and what isn't, 
between vomit and shit. In both cases, 

stuff goes in through the mouth and 
is chopped up. One comes back up 
in pieces and doesn't feel good. The 
other goes through the system and 
nourishes it. I think there is a healthy 
way and an unhealthy way to take 
from other cultures and other people. 
Artists really have a responsibility to 
work with the things that most fire 
them up and most excite them. The 
problems only emerge when money 
and attention are only going in one 
direction. There is a responsibility for 
any artist who takes from other cul-
tures to help promote the artists and 
the music that they are in turn in-
spired by. 
Bonzai: Do you plan to continue 
scoring films? 
Gabriel: Well, I've done two: Birdy 
and The Last Temptation of Christ I've 
done an album and a tour and then a 
film score. That's worked well for me, 
'cause I can function as an instrumen-
talist and an arranger, and I love film 
and working with such strong direc-
tors as Alan Parker and Martin Scor-
sese. It's a great way for me to learn 
about film, and I hope to continue. 
Bonzai: You've really taken the op-
portunity to use music videos to con-
vey your work, your music. Are we 

"The new Hollywood Edge 
Sound Effects Library... 

The best without a doubt!" 
Oliver Stone, Director 

(Born on the Fourth of July, Platoon) 

SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY 

The first sound effects library recorded, edited 
and mastered by award winning Hollywood 

sound editing and recording engineers. 
If you buy sound effects for your company, call us 

today and we will send you a CD demo at no charge 

Call 800-292-3755 In CA 213-466-6723 
7 0 6 0 Hollywood Boulevard, Salle 711M, Hollywood, CA 90028 

going to see more of that? 
Gabriel: Yes, I hope so. I really en-
joyed working on the "Sledgeham-
mer" video. We had a whole team of 
people throwing in ideas. I worked 
for a couple of weeks with Stephen 
[Johnson], and then with two teams 
of animators, Aardman Animation and 
the Quay Brothers. It was almost like 
a little community, and we had to 
work fairly fast with a comparatively 
tight budget. It was a very enjoyable 
experience. 
Bonzai: What can we look forward to 
in the next year from you? 
Gabriel: I'm beginning work on an-
other album as soon as we finish this 
concert tour video. I'm trying to avoid 
all other distractions, but there is one 
other project that has been an ongo-
ing thing for a number of years. We're 
trying to put together an "experience" 
park, which is where the amusement 
park may end up in the next century. I 
envision a place where artists of all 
sorts can be involved in the design of 
experiences in the form of permanent 
or semi-permanent installations. It's 
like a Disneyland concept where you 
pick your favorite artists—whether 
they be filmmakers, painters, musi-
cians, writers—and tell them they can 
create anything they want for people 
to experience and interact with. 

For a number of years it's been a 
fantasy, but people are beginning to 
take it a little more seriously. We've 
been talking to the Olympic Commit-
tee in Barcelona and the Minister of 
Culture in France. We've developed 
our ideas with a group of people, and 
I've been talking to artists like Brian 
Eno and Laurie Anderson. It's not go-
ing to be an overnight thing, but there 
are a lot of people and technologies 
moving in that direction. The "virtual 
reality" technologies are just about 
getting to their adolescence. We're 
trying to raise the initial funds, and if 
we get something going, then within 
18 months to three years we should 
be a working organization. 
Bonzai: It sounds like trying to es-
tablish a museum... 
Gabriel: Yes, but with a lot more fun 
and spirit than your average museum. 
Bonzai: Do you have one last word 
to the world? 
Gabriel: I do like that idea that you 
have to empty stuff to create enough 
space for something to happen. • 

Editor-at-large Mr. Bonzai occasion-
ally resides in the real world. 
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ran soun 
for less than 1/3 

of a grand! 

The impressive 
new AT4031 Studio Cardioid 

Capacitor Microphone. 

Our new AT4031 makes a great 
first impression. And it builds 
from there. The sound is effort-
less and natural over the entire 
spectrum of voices and musical 
instruments. It's the result of 
wide, flat frequency response, 
low distortion, and excellent 
dynamic range. 

Very fast transient 
response 

The outstanding performance 
is the product of uncommon pre-
cision inside the fixed-charge 
element. The diaphragm is only 
0.00016" thick (just 4 microns), 
including the ultra-thin vacuum-
deposited gold conductive layer. 
Very fast transient response and 
wide bandwidth are assured. With 
its high sensitivity ( — 44 dBm) 

and low distortion, the AT4031 
meets the stringent dynamic 
range demands of today's stor-
age and playback media. 

Uniform, predictable 
performance 

You'll find the AT4031 very 
easy to use. The uniform, predict-
able cardioid pattern translates 
into off- axis attenuation, not col-
oration. An integral second-order 
high-pass filter lets you roll off the 
bass at 12 dB per octave, when 
wind noise or room rumble must 
be controlled. An effective foam 
windscreen is also standard. 

No-compromise 
performance 

The AT4031 is intended for 
those professionals who will 

accept no compromise in per-
formance, yet need a tough, reli-
able microphone. But, listen for 
yourself. Based on extensive field 
tests in studios and on stages 
around the country, we think 
you'll agree that what you hear is 
precisely what you need...the 
new AT4031 Studio Cardioid 
Capacitor microphone. 

audio-technica. 
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floors up. Built of the characteristic 
local yellow sandstone—Bath stone— 
it was once a water mill, und it still 
straddles the stream today. Around it 
is a cluster of smaller buildings, many 
built of the same materials. This is Real 
World. 
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es• Real World Associates, 
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ment. 

completely self-contained, with a 
kitchen and master bedroom down-
stairs and an open-plan, split-level 
upper floor :hat can provide extra ac-
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A new generation of epic adventures has drawn audiences back to 
the cinema. Their sophisticated soundtracks bring a realism to the 
action that is both dynamic and exciting. Film scores are regularly 

in the chart. 

Solid State Logic produce the world's most advanced audio 
production systems for film. Under the creative control of engineers 
at Lucasfilm, Disney/MGM, Todd-AO/Glen Glenn and Universal, 

they are creating new standards in entertainment. 

Solid State Logic 
AUDIO PRODUCTION SYSTEMS FOR FILM 

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU (0865) 842300 

London (01) 706 4948 • Paris ( 1) 34 60 46 66 • Milan (2) 612 17 20 • New York (212) 315 1111 • Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 

• Toronto (416) 363 0101 • Tokyo (03) 320 1101 

U.S. Toll Free Number 800 343 0101 

'HOTO COUR TESY OF LUCASFILM LTD. © ( 1989) Lucw.film Ltd. All Rights reserved 



with its 64-channel Solid State Logic Peter Gabriel in Control Room One, 
console and pcnd view. 

commodation 11 desired, or be set up 

as a demo studio. A little further away 
is a recreation facility. Satellite TV is 
everywhere. 

The idea of Real World is to pro-
vide a complex of recording and 
performance facilities that are linked 
together. To this end, you can hook 

up virtually any of the rooms in the 
building by virtually any kind of 
medium: audio, data, MIDI, video, 

— -machine cztrol, you name it. They 
are completing the design and instal-
lation of their own system for sending 

MIDI data over long cable rut% with-
out degradation and with minimal ciee 
lays, and a unique active foldback 

system. Characteristic Real World 
connector panels are installed 
throughout the facility and allow any 

control room to use any recording 
room. In fact, the concept at Real 
World is that there should be as little 
division between "mixing" and "track-
ing" as possible—Gabriel's own tech-
nique involves mixing essentially as 
he goes along. Everything is designed 
for maximum flexibility. "We've tried 

not to make any rules as to how a room 
is set up," Large says. "People can 'in-

vent' their own environment, move 
equipment around, wheel acoustic 

screens into the control room to make 
a booth there, or partition off instru-

ments. Tape machines can be in the 
room or outside it as you want." 

Each recording environment has a 
different sound and a different feel— 

a teseattony to the fine acoustics work 
of Neil Grant, in cooperation with a 
group of top architects, engineers and 

artists. And you choose the one that 
suits your project best. At Real World 
the rooms have character because that 
was a fundamental design criterion— 

it was built-in. 
Going into the main building, the 

first room Large took me to was the 

smallest control room of the three, 
known as the Production Room. It's 

aboht 6 by 5 by 4 meters and boasts 
some remarkable views of the river. 
Despite its relatively smal size, the 
room is very comfortable. In the center 
eis the console, a 40-channel Solid State 

LogI's with G Series computer. All the 
coreles here are SSL, making Real 
World a skliowpiece for this manufac-
turer. Monitoring is on UREI 813Bs 
(driven by E2A amps, like Neil Grant's 
Boxer monitors elsewhere in the 
building), but there's a wide choice 
of near-fields. The multitrack here is 
the latest Otan i MTR-90. The room has 

a good collection of outboard equip-
ment, as do all the rooms, and there's 
an Apple Macintosh with Opcode 
MIDI interface. There are well over a 

dozen Macs of various types all over 
the complex, and every control room 

has one. 
There's also a Sycologic M16 MIDI 

routing matrix. Since Syco Systems 
merged with Stirling Audio, Real 
World, with a shareholding in Syco, 
took over the product and placed it in 

the hands of Pete Holmes' Real World 
Designs. It will be re-released shortly 
with 16-into-48 capability and re-
named the M48. Its main featule is 
negligible delay. Real Nebrld'swn 
units have been moçlified with their 
proprietary "long-range MIDI" deers. 

With multiservice connector pan-
els in every room, there's plenty of 
flexibility with interconnection. Large's 

team has also developed a so-called 
"Universal Tape Machine Interface," 

or UTI, which enables any of their 
machines to be hooked up to any of 
their remote systems. "It converts any 
tape machine to a standard, more-or-
less SSL, format," he comments. "It 
means that if someone needs another 
multitrack, for instance, we can just 
wheel it in and plug it into the wall-
panels." 

Next to the production room is the 
Stone Room—about 6.5 by 6.5 by 6 
meters. It's situated right over the mill 
race—the river drops several feet at 

the edge of the building and flows 
under the floor! Thick, multiple-layer 
glass panels allow a view of the river, 

with lights available to illuminate the 

scene. As its name implies, the Stone 
Room is a very live recording environ-
ment. The Bath stone walls, flagstone, 
and glass floor and a unique ceiling 
give the area a tight, dense reverber-

"We've tried not 

to make any 

rules as to how a 

room is set up. 

People can 

'invent' their own 

environment." 
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ant sound. The ceiling is a three-di-
mensional RPG (reflection phase 
grating)—it's the materials that make 

it particularly unusual: square slabs of 
Welsh slate suspended at different 
heights by stainless steel threaded 

rods. "Neil Grant calculated the se-
quence—and then we messed it up 
by putting this catwalk through!" 
laughs Mike. "But apart from that, it's 

a proper RPG—in three dimensions 
rather than two." 

Next we went into the main stu-
dio. To create this room, two floors 

have been removed to form a three-

story space some 14 by 6.5 by 9 meters. 
There are several different recording 
areas, on several levels, including a 

suspended platform of damped mesh 
and a mezzanine. I asked Large what 

effect the design emphasis on steel 
cables, struts and mesh had on the 
acoustics. "The room has a sound and 
probably some of that is the stuff 
resonating. But I think if you try and 
design a room with no sound, it will 

be very boring. It's much better to have 
several rooms that you like being in; 
it's very likely that one room will sound 
right for what you want." 

The upstairs control room, other-
wise known as the Workroom, is on 
the top floor of the building and has 
excellent views across the mill stream. 
It's a large room, 13 by 7 by 5 meters, 

and has a lot of natural light thanks to 
expansive skylights. It's where Peter 
Gabriel works when he is here, and 

the room benefitted from this through-
out the design phase. It has its own 

live room attached, but it is equally 
possible to record in the control room. 

The console upstairs is an SSL 4048E 
48-channel unit with G Series com-
puter and equalizers, integral synchro-
nizer and eight stereo channels. It was 
originally bought by Gabriel to record 
the So album, and has since been 
heavily modified. The console has 

been fitted with Real World Design's 
ASM (Automated Send Matrix) mod-
ules, which provide four extra auto-
mated aux sends per channel. There 

are a pair of Studer A820 24-tracks, plus 

an A820 half/quarter-inch machine 
with center time code, and, of course, 
R-DAT. Monitoring is on a Neil Grant-
designed Boxer system, plus the usual 
gamut of near-fields.. 

It was now time to leave the origi-
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( "I'm pleased with the sound 
I'm getting, especiallKwit-
new mixer That's really blowing 
me away—it has the cleanest, 
warmest sound of any board 
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The Musicians of the Nile recorded an album for the Real World label at 
the studios last year. 

nal mill building and enter the new 
extension that houses Control Room 
One. Built partially underground, with 
a landscaped gassy hill covering some 
of it ("Our toboggan run in winter," 
Large points out), this room also 
features vast windows looking out 
over the mill pond. 

The windows can afford to be big. 
The room itself, the latest to come 
online at Real World (in late February 
1989, the rest of the complex having 

opened in late 1987), is immense. 
Imagine a room 15 by 17 meters (about 
2,500 square feet) with three windows, 
each a good few meters high, occu-

pying much of one of the shorter 
dimensions, looking out across the 
small lake and its fountains, with huge 
Boxer monitors mounted in concrete 
pillars on either side of the central 
window. Imagine a complex and so-

phisticated system of tilted absorbers 
high in the ceiling over a large, cen-
tral sunken area mostly occupied by 
the biggest SSL console you've ever 
seen, plus an array of outboard gear 
in mobile racks and an AudioFrame 
system. Now imagine that central area 
surrounded by a raised platform big 
enough to partition musicians off from 
each other. A lot of musicians. Three 
walls are covered with intricate ab-

sorbers, and filling the rear wall is an 
immense diffusor of wood, metal and 
glass. 

At the time I was there, the room 

was a wonderful mixture of times, 
places and technologies. A group of 

Chinese musicians—recording an 
album for Real World Records—was 
doing overdubs. recording instru-
ments designed a millennium ago on 
that huge 64-channel board, sur-
rounded by the WaveFrame and Akai 
samplers. "This is how I like to see a 
room being used," Large enthuses. 
-Everything's happening in the 
room—you get a fabulous rapport 
between the producer and the musi-
cians. There's no way that a musician 

feels stranded, or out on his own." 
The console is an 80-channel frame, 

but only 64 modules are installed at 
present. Neve Prism modules provide 

alternate mie inputs, while a Real 
World Design ASM provides additional 
console sends. The console has been 
heavily modified in other ways, too. 
'There's a status computer that lets you 
have any combitration of SSL statuses 

on any bank of eight modules—right 
down to things like line output to 

meters and other facilities that are 
normally only console-wide," says 
Large, who used to work at SSL. "You 
can work this board so that groups 25 
through 32 can perform as stereo 
subgroups and be mixed down, so it's 
a bit like an SSL 6000 in that respect— 
although you might well call it an 
'8000: I worked with Al Smart, who 

also used to be at SSI  , and when we 
got hold of this console we did every-

thing to it that we'd ever wanted to do 
to an SSL. So that was quite fun. 

"There are Studer 1/2-inch and 1/4-

inch machines here, too, and the 

facility also has a Mitsubishi 32-track. 

A lot of the stereo mastering at the 
facility is performed to 1/2-inch, of-
ten with Dolby SR, which is also 
available on the multitracks. Peter 
Gabriel generally masters to a hard 

disk-based editor. "But digital hasn't 
become the standard—stereo or 
multitrack—that I thought it would," 
Large comments. 

Near the big control room is a small 
recording area with an adjacent booth. 
It was originally going to be a recep-
tion area, but it turns out it has very 
useful acoustic properties. It was still 
being finished when I was there. 

Expansion is still going on at Real 
World. Another stone building is being 
converted to become an offline video 
editing suite for another Real World 
company, Post Haste Television. 
Nearby are some industrial-looking 
buildings, one of which houses a 
rehearsal room—where Tears for 
Fears were working at the time—and 
behind that are the offices of WOMAD 
(World of Music, Arts and Dance) run 
in conjunction with Real World Rec-
ords. There's a fine art printing com-
pany here, 107 Workshop, although 
it's not part of the group. And now 
Real World is planning expansion 
overseas, with proposals for a rather 
unique theme park project in Barce-
lona for 1992. The park will focus on 
art and music from all over the world, 
and will combine that artistry with the 
latest presentation technology. "The 
project is in its infancy," Large says. 
"I've been working on this with Peter, 
Brian Eno, Laurie Anderson and vari-
ous other people." 

There's a lot going on here. It really 

isn't your average British get-away-
from-it-all rural residential studio, 
which, of course, is deliberate. Things 
happen at Real World, and the whole 
place has a businesslike feel to it. You 
get the impression that here, work will 
be done. Creative work, but work 
nonetheless. Says Large, "The studios 
themselves are peaceful, but there are 
people around doing other interest-
ing things in their own right. It is a 
place to work in." • 

Richard Elen is a freelance writer 
based in England. 
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the international organization of audio 

and video professionals, is now conducting 

a worldwide search for the rock/pop 

music cassette that best exemplifies the 

creative interplay of music, technology, and 

design. The winner will receive the 

1990 AUDIO AWARD - to be presented in a 
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RESIDENTIAL 
AN ANSWER TO 
THE CHANGING 
NEEDS 
OF THE RECORDING 
STUDIO 

by Paul Calderon 

The UK studio world as a whole is in 
peril. There are too many studios 
chasing too little work, and while stu, 
dio rates are going down under the 
pressure of fierce competition, the 
weaker studios are going down with 
them. The past few years have seen 
the closure of many a British 'Studio, 
and even some managers of well 
established studios are admitting pri-
vately that times are hard and that 
their rooms are sometimes empty for 
weeks, if not months. Silence is not 
golden. 

Despite all this, residential studios 
are springing up everywhere in the 
UK, especially in London. Sometimes 
they're completely new, but more 
often existing studios invest in resi-
dential facilities, in an apparent at-
tempt to keep an edge on the compe-
tition. During the last one-and-a-half 
years, half a dozen London studios 
went residential, including top studios 
like Marcus, Mayfair, Sarm West and 
Eden. Grand old institutions like Ab-
bey Road and Air are said to be plan-
ning to go residential in the near fu-
ture, too. 

It was Rockfield in Wales that pio-
neered the residential concept 25 
years ago. Located deep in the Welsh 
mountains, it provided guests with 
some simple beds to save them the 
bother of driving back to the hotel in 
the middle of the night. 

In 1972 The Manor Studios capital-
ized on this idea and opened a state-
of-the-art recording complex with lux-
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Above, Wool Hall 
is located in Bath, 
about an hour west 
of London. At left, 
Farmyard's studio is 
housed in a barn 
originally built in the 
early 1800s. Below, The 
Mews, Mayfair Studio's 
residential facility. 



STUDIOS  

Above, Chipping Norton was among the first of 
Britain's residential studios. Above right, the Pavilion 
Studio at Great Linford Manor, with an aerial view of 

the estate. 

PHOTO POET BELL 
The Mill, below and at right. 
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STUDIO SPOTLIGHT: 

The Mill 
A new British residential facility, 
The Mill Recording Studios in Cook-
ham, Berkshire, is one of the first 
in Europe to install a Neve VR con-
sole with Flying Faders and recall 
ability 
The studios, originally owned by 
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"A Focusrite dynamics processor 

gives more control and sounds better 

than anything else you can buy". 

Believe it or not, there are many who regard a 

dynamics processor as nothing more than a 

necessary evil. 

At Focusrite, we're realistic enough to 

recognise that where problems can occur in the 

process of getting music to tape, they will do. 

And that to produce the best solutions you 

need a tool that is not only powerfully creative 

and sonically transparent but, above all, musical. 

Which is why the performance of our ISA 

range of dynamics processors is just as astonishing 

as that of our equalizer units. 

Available in both classic 7U upright and 19" 

rack mount versions, these modules incorporate 

every control function you need to iron out life's 

little problems while maintaining the finest audio 

quality: 

Like a text book compressor/limiter where the 

transition between the two functions is totally 

seamless; 

A de-esser/exciter which not only removes 

unwanted sibilance but also breathes 

personality on even the most 

recalcitrant vocals; 

A noise gate/expander that is 

extraordinarily fast and sensitive yet, 

significantly, is completely silent in 

operation; 

And a simplified version of the 

famous Focusrite equalizer, together 

with a full filter section, that can be 

employed in either the main signal 

path or the compressor and gate 

side chains. 

Providing such a degree of 

functionality and audio excellence 

in a single unit has a cost, we'll admit, but listen to 

an ISA 130 or ISA 131 and you'll agree -vith the 

studios around the world 

who already use them; 

the result is worth it. 

NOTHING SHORT OF EXCELLENCE 
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urious residential facilities about an 
hour's drive from London. Shortly af-
terwards, Chipping Norton Studios fol-
lowed with a similarly upscale ap-
proach, and the concept of the record-
ing retreat, a band and a producer 
locking themselves away in the mid-
dle of nowhere to record an album, 
started to take hold. 

Eighteen years later, the residential 
idea is well-established worldwide. 
The European continent features 
many residentials, and their numbers 
are also expanding in the U.S. Yet it's 
in the cradle of the residential where 
things have really caught fire: Today 
there are well over 50 residential stu-
dios in Great Britain. 

Neville Farmer is the editor of the 
UK trade magazine Studio. He signals 
an almost exponential rise in the 
number of British residentials in the 
last four to five years: "I think that 
people are more and more realizing 
the advantages of staying on-site while 
recording an album. That's why more 
and more London studios are starting 
to offer residential facilities, although 
many people still prefer the peace and 
quiet of the countryside." 

Internationally renowned Mayfair 
Studios was one of the first London 
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APOGEE ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 
1517 20th Street Santa Monica 
California 90404 U5A 
Tel: (213) 828 1930 Fax: 828 9720 

-FROM PAGE 65, THE MILL 

Elton John's record producer, Gus 
Dudgeon, are set in a picturesque 
water mill on a private tributary of 
the Thames. New owners HSH Mu-
sic Ltd. bought the complex from 
Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page, 
who called it The Sol. 
The Mill has been completely 

re-equipped and refurbished. Be-
sides the Neve VR 72/60, there is a 
Mitsubishi X-880 digital recorder 
and two Studer A827 multitracics, 
plus a 9-foot Bechstein grand piano 
with MIDI. 
HSH Music Ltd. is operated by 

studios to go residential. About two 
years ago they opened The Mews, a 
completely new residential studio just 
across the road from the original May-
fair premises. At that time many peo-
ple thought Mayfair had taken leave 
of their senses, especially since the 
new studio was top mid-range, an al-
ready overgrown market. The idea that 
anybody might want to go residential 
in the pollution and chaos of London 
was regarded by many as near insanity 

Yet studio manager Kate Hudson 

musicians Rod Hailing, Roy Ship-
ston and Simon Holmes, and in-
cludes the trio's production com-
pany. The Mill was formed just over 
a year ago as a composition, pro-
duction and recording facility. Ma-
jor projects have included the score 
for a full-length feature film called 
Mountain Surfers, the music for an 
Australian TV documentary set in 
the Outback, and the tracks for a 
CD project called CDQ, a sophisti-
cated quiz game for which HSH 
had to accurately re-create nearly 
400 Number One hit singles from 
1953 to 1988. 

has a clear vision of the market The 
Mews wants to serve. She asserts, "Af-
fordable residentials in Central Lon-
don are something the record com-
panies desperately need. Recording in 
the country may sound romantic and 
ideal, but a lot of A&R-types just don't 
have the time to travel up and down 
to remote recording locations. Also, 
there are many artists who actually 
like to record in the middle of the city 
with all its facilities." 
The Mews proved its raison d'etre 

e Difference 
Over the past few years, Apogee has become 

famous for enhancing the sound of 

digital audio recorders and processors. 

Now Apogee quality' is available for 

virtually any digital audio system, with 

the introduction of the AD1000 and DA1000 

Portable Reference Converters. 

They're free-standing, 

can be battery-powered, and use 

the very' latest Apogee digital 

components. They'll interface 

with most systems with digital 

I/O, including DAT machines 

and EIAJ processors. 

Contact us 

today for full 

details. 

Then hear the Apogee 

difference 

for yourself. 
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many times over in the last two years. 
Originally conceived to cater for up-
and-coming bands, it also saw acts like 
George Michael, Art of Noise and the 
Bee Gees. Hudson says, "Many artists 
like to lay tracks in The Mews and 
mix in Mayfair." 
The Mews has cheaper rates than 

Mayfair, but it also has a definite 
charm of its own. "The Pretenders 
came in with producer Mitchell Froom 
to choose a studio to work in, and 
they straight-away decided in favor of 
The Mews because they liked the at-
mosphere so much," remembers a 
studio assistant. 
The Mews is, as the name says, 

housed in a former mews, which in-
cluded stables, hayloft and a residence 
for the groom. Now the stables are 
housing luxurious accommodations 
for six people, and there is a separate 
cottage for one, named "The Produc-
er's Cottage." 
The aesthetic design of the studio 

is the brainchild of Hudson, and it's 
inspired by the work of the Dutch 
painter Mondrian. There's lots of 
white and gray, complemented by 
blue, red and yellow surfaces, delin-
eated by black lines. Hudson says, 
"People have to work for a long time 

in an environment like this, so the 
environment becomes very important. 
I [wanted] something that was strong 
and exciting, and at the same time 
relaxing and soothing. I took a risk 
with this design, but it seems to have 
worked out well." 

Equipment-wise, studio designer 
John Hudson (co-owner of Mayfair 
with his wife, Kate) has left nothing 
to chance. A 32-channel SSL 6048 
dominates the control room. The 24-
track is Studer A80, and there are Lex-
icon 224XL and PCM70 reverbs, and 
Fl and 1610 digital and Studer 1/2-inch 
and 1/4-inch recorders for mixdown. 
An array of MIDI facilities, keyboards 
and drum machines fill out the room. 

Surcharges for accommodations and 
food is common practice with London 
residential studios, because they also 
rent their studios without these facili-
ties, whereas the residentials in the 
countryside work with an "all in" 
price. (British customers pay an extra 
15% tax.) They work almost exclusively 
with longer-term total lockouts, finan-
cially lucrative and good for the stu-
dio manager's peace of mind. The fur-
ther away from London, the more 
generally the need for seclusion and 
the longer the lockouts. 

One such studio located deep in 
the heart of nowhere is The Wool Hall. 
It's situated close to Bath, just over an 
hour west of London, but within easy 
reach of Heathrow. Typical of almost 
all country residentials, Wool Hall is 
an old, converted, historic building 
surrounded by idyllic scenery. In this 
case it's a former wool market, dating 
from medieval times. 

Pete Dolan is the manager and also 
one of the studio's five directors. 
Dolan was in charge of the building 
and renovation work, which started in 
1984, to transform the "historical curi-
osity" into a state-of-the-art studio. 
This involved, among other things, 
building a special steel cage with sev-
eral tons of sand in the floor to hold 
and isolate the control room. 

In Dolan's opinion the studio's re-
moteness is one of its main attrac-
tions. "People can work here com-
pletely undisturbed and in complete 
concentration. It's an ideal place to 
work on long-term projects. Working 
here contains the energy and gives a 
constant focus to a project. But be-
cause we're so remote we have to 
have our own in-house maintenance 
well-organized." 

Equipment-wise, The Wool Hall is 
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top-of-the-range. There's a 56-channel 
SSL 6000 G Series desk and a choice 
of either 48-track analog (with Dolby 
SR as an option), 32-track digital with 
a Mitsubishi X-850, or combinations 
of digital and analog. Of course, 
there's the usual selection of outboard 
gear: Lexicon, AMS, Yamaha and EMT 
valve plates. Another attraction is The 
Keyboard Club. It's a MIDI program-
ming room, at its conception one of 
the first in the country, with an array 
of MIDI gear and keyboards, includ-
ing a Synclavier, PPG Wave 2.3, Emu-
lator II with hard disk drive, Prophet-
5, Super Jupiter, E-mu SP- 12 and many 
more. 
Accommodations at The Wool Hall 

are extremely stylish and comfortable 
(maximum 11 people), and the stu-
dio has seen many top artists working 
within its walls. Van Morrison is a 
regular guest, and from the States the 
Cars' bassist Ben Orr worked here on 
a solo album, while Joni Mitchell re-
corded part of Chalk Mark in a Rain 
Storm at the West England studio. 
Another top residential studio is 

Great Linford Manor. Described as the 
"Rolls Royce" of the British studio 
world, its facilities are certainly im-
pressive. Great Linford Manor is locat-

ed about 40 minutes north of London, 
on the edge of the British new model 
town of Milton Keynes, and studio 
owner Harry Maloney sees the studio's 
proximity to Milton Keynes as a big 
asset. "When you're recording in very 
remote places it becomes a problem 
when you need a bit of a break and 
want to go out to refresh yourself. 
Here, shops, cinemas, restaurants and 
sports facilities are all within minutes' 
drive, but we're secluded enough to 
guarantee peace and quiet." 

This is true, since The Manor is 
located in the middle of a large, land-
scaped park, with facilities for water-
skiing, windsurfing, swimming, horse-
back riding and tennis. Part of the 
British heritage, the main studio is 
situated inside a 1688 Gregorian 
manor house, built by a member of 
Parliament as a country retreat. Resi-
dential facilities, offices, kitchen, din-
ing room, the control room and the 
superb studio (a former ballroom 
with excellent acoustics) are all lo-
cated here. This studio is equipped 
with a 48-channel SSL 4056 E Series 
desk, Mitsubishi 32-track digital and 
Studer A820 analog. 
One-hundred-fifty yards away from 

The Ballroom is The Pavilion, a re-

stored 18th-century stone pavilion that 
has its residential facilities in an adja-
cent 17th-century almshouse, com-
plete with extra serviced cottages 
available for larger numbers of guests. 
If The Manor is a Rolls Royce, The 
Pavilion is at least a Bentley, because 
only the best in gear and acoustics is 
found. Again, there are Mitsubishi 32-
track digital and Studer A820 analog 
machines, but the studio's main attrac-
tion and identity comes from the up-
graded Neve desk, custom-rebuilt. 
Many producers love the sound of 

the Neve, so it's not unusual that they 
use The Pavilion for laying tracks and 
the fully automated SSL in Studio 1 for 
mixing, although some like to go even 
further. Recently, American producer 
Mike Fraser (Aerosmith) came in with 
EMI band Thunder and block-booked 
both Studio 1 and 2 for six weeks. 

Another top studio, but again with 
slightly different accents and aspects, 
is Farmyard Studios, located 30 min-
utes northwest of London. Although 
the setting of the studio is definitely 
rural and scenic, it still is close to one 
of London's underground stations. Ac-
cording to studio manager John Acock, 
this is a long-term asset, since all the 
travel times mentioned in this article 
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are driving times, and London traffic 
is only getting worse. Public transport 
has become more of a preferred 
option. 

Transport issues apart, what really 
must have been Farmyard's biggest 
ace is the influence of top producer 
Rupert Hine. Ten years ago he helped 
drummer Trevor Morals turn his re-
hearsal room into a real studio, and 
today they are co-directors. Hine has 
been responsible for a string of hits 
and hit albums from artists such as 
Tina Turner, The FiXX, Howard Jones 
and, recently, Stevie Nicks. 

Yet Farmyard has facilities to stand 
up to scrutiny purely on its own right, 
without famous producer/directors. 
An SSL 4000 E Series desk with G Se-
ries computer, 48-track analog with 
48-track Dolby SR and the best out-
board gear available are among them. 
English history in this case is provided 
by the accommodations (eight dou-
ble bedrooms), which are inside a 
large Jacobean manor house. The stu-
dio is housed in a barn, built in the 
same period (early 1800s). The con-
trol room provides lots of space for 
keyboards. The recording area is short-
ly to be enlarged to 60x40 feet, featur-

ing various spaces separated by glass 
doors and windows. 

Residential studios in Britain tend 
to be top-of-the-range studios, but this 
is changing. Within the wave of new 
studios opened in the last few years, 
there is a new phenomenon: the mid-
level residential. One of the studios 
covering this middle ground is Picnic 
Studios, opened about three years ago. 
This studio is aiming clearly at track-
laying customers, exemplified by the 
versatile live room, which boasts 500 
square feet of floor space, 20-foot-high 
ceilings and many reversible acoustic 
panels. The desk is a DDA AMR 24, 
the recorder is a multitrack Studer A80 
MkIV, and despite the studio's track-
laying bias, there's a healthy array of 
Lexicon, AMS, Yamaha and other proc-
essing boxes. 

Apart from the above, studio man-
ager Colm Sexton speaks of other 
qualities that attract customers. First, 
there's in-house engineer Mike Banks, 
a highly qualified and experienced 
engineer who's worked with artists 
ranging from The Shadows to Sam 
Brown; and second, there's the loca-
tion. The studio is located on the edge 
of a small village, 45 minutes south-

EXCELLENCE is the result of uncompromising 
dedication to quality and service. 

JRF is proud of its reputation as a leader in the field of magnetic 
heads. Our technical and engineering staff is committed to providing 

the finest products and services: 

• Magnetic Head Refurbishing 
• Optical/Digital Assembly 
Alignment 
• Full line of replacement heads 
IN STOCK 
• MCl/Sony parts dealer 
• 3M parts dealer 
• Technical Assistance 
• Fast,reliable service that's 
unmatched for quality 

MAGNETIC SCIENCES 
Responsive to the needs of 

the recording industry, we at JRF feel 
there can be no substitute for EXCELLENCE. 

Kennedy Road • P.O. Box 121 • Greendell, NJ 07839 
Tel: (201) 579-5773 • Fax (201) 579-6021* Telex 325-449 = 

east of London, in the middle of a 
"traditional Kent fruit farm." Accom-
modations are for up to six people, 
with a local Edwardian mansion pro-
viding overflow facilities. 

Last but not least there's Chipping 
Norton Studios, one of the residential 
pioneers. Located just over an hour 
northwest of London in the middle of 
The Cotswolds (one of Britain's favor-
ite countrysides), it can be classed as 
sub-top, or top-middle. Sixteen years 
ago it was among the first to offer 
luxury accommodations. Chipping 
Norton helped introduce a concept 
that is now most heralded and pro-
moted: service. 

Richard Vernon, studio manager 
and co-owner, says, "Everybody can 
fill a room with equipment and rent it 
out, but the secret of a successful stu-
dio, and I mean successful also from 
the point of view of the client, that he 
or she is satisfied with their product, 
is the way it's run and the care of the 
management. Service and atmosphere 
are of crucial importance." 
He adds that when he started the 

studio with brother Mike (producer 
of Fleetwood Mac, Eric Clapton and 
The Yardbirds in the '60s, and more 
recently, Level 42), their incentive had 
much more to do with their love of 
music than any business considera-
tions. What they wanted to create was 
a creative and technological environ-
ment that would breed good music. 
Over the years Chipping Norton has 

seen clients like Durán Duran, Alison 
Moyet, Waterfront and Jeff Beck within 
its walls, and it is still very much in 
demand today. One seeming idiosyn-
cracy is the desk: a Trident TSM 32-
channel model. When the music in-
dustry was feverish with remix craze a 
few years ago, there were some book-
ing problems, but Vernon asserts that 
he sees no point in upgrading the 
desk: "Most of our clients come here 
because they like the Trident, and it's 
been that way for a long time." 
The Vemons have recently seen 

more and more producers use the 
Trident to mix their projects, even 
though it is not automated. Back to 
the old hand work, as it were. The 
English certainly do have a way with 
history. 

Paul Calderon is a London-based 
freelance writer who contributes to 
music and studio trade magazines 
in Europe and the U.S. He's also a 
songwriter, singer and guitarist. 
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Hot Cakes That Cook. 
Producers want their duplicated 

recordings to sound as hot as 
the master. So, you've got 
to use tape that lets their 
music really cook. Tape 
that's especially hot on 
the top end. 
CintasCHROMETm pancakes 
really stack up to BASF* 
and AGFA* when it comes 

MANUFACTURING PLANT 
Av. 19 Norte No. 130-13 
Centro Industrial Los Pinos 
La Mesa, Tijuana. B.C. 

Fax USA: (619) 575-6814 

to delivering those steamy hot 
highs, low noise and 
consistency, pancake after 

pancake. 
There's just one difference. 

When you use CintasCHROME 
Audio Duplicating Tape, you'll 
save a lot of dough. For your free 
samples, call Bob Piselli at (904) 

445-5545. 

CintasVAC 
A Division of Cintas Technologies, Inc. 
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Dolby SR. The sound investment 
for analog multitracks. 

When everyone else was making noise about 
digital, we quietly developed Dolby SR. But it's no 
secret: Dolby SR makes analog multitrack recording 
a cost-effective alternative to digital. 

Improves the preferred sound of analog 
At both 15 and 30 Ills, Dolby SR 

dramatically increases headroom, 
and virtually eliminates tape hiss 
and modulation noise. Dynamic 
range is improved by more than 
25 dB over unassisted analog, pre-
serving all the warmth and purity 
of the original sound. 

Increases the return on your investment 
Dolby SR upgrades your multi-

track at a fraction of digital's cost. Add our Model 
XP SR (configured for up to 24 channels), or update an 
existing Dolby mainframe with plug-in SR modules. 
If you are in the market for a new multitrack, Otani 
and Studer offer models with Dolby SR built-in. 

Simple to use 
Set-up is quick and easy with Dolby SR. A unique 
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Auto Compare feature lets you instantly verify fre-
quency response and playback calibration. 

And editing is as convenient as ever, with no need 
for special equipment. 

Worldwide acceptance 
I apes recorded with Dolby SR 

can go anywhere, anytime. In fact, 
with more than 25,000 channels in 
over 30 countries, analog with 
Dolby SR is a firmly-established 
format you can't afford to ignore. 

Put it to the test 
Call your Dolby dealer to 

arrange for a demo at your facility. 
Hear for yourself why Dolby SR is 

the sound investment for analog multitracks in 
today's competitive marketplace. 

DO Dolby 
100 Potrero Avenue. San Francisco. CA 94103-4813 Phone 415-558- 0290. Telex 34409. FAX 415-863-1373. 346 

Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP, Phone 01-720-1111, Telex 919109. FA)( 01-720-4118. Dolby and the Double-D 

symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. e Dolby Laboratories Inc.. 1989. S89/13676 



L
ive in hotels, visit foreign lands, 
work with exotic audio gear 
you've never seen before, learn 
the fine art of living with per-
manent jet lag, be on the road 
for months at a time, surround 
yourself with people who don't 
speak English, explore the un-
known. Sound like an ad for 

Army intelligence? Wrong. It's record-
ing internationally, a new sport for 
engineers and producers who seek 
excitement and adventure and are 
willing to risk their sanity. 

It's taken several years for me to 
develop long-distance work Initially, 
I had a production that I thought 
would be suited for the European 
market, so I packed up my record 
company and studio directories and 
went visiting. I became familiar with 
some European labels, studied the 
market and began the long process of 
making contacts and building rela-
tionships. It's a continuing process, 
and it's difficult to stay abreast of 
who's hired, fired or just plain moved 
on, but that's a big part of what it 
takes. If you're intrigued by such pos-
sibilities and you're looking for some 
tips, I invite you to read on. 

Talk with foreign artists, managers 
and A&R people at every opportunity. 
Stay on top of it after you have met 
them. Send them samples of your 
work, write, call and fax them to let 
them know you are serious about 
working together. If possible, offer 
them something—an artist, a gig, a 
label and artist that might have poten-
tial in their market—or use your 
American contacts to try to get your 
foreign artist distribution or perform-
ance opportunities in the States. I am 
currently working on an American re-
cording contract for an English artist, 
another for an Italian artist, an Italian 
publishing deal for a Canadian act, a 
European recording deal for an Amer-
ican act, and production deals for my-
self in France, Italy, Canada and the 
States. Even when nothing comes of 
your efforts, they will be greatly ap-
preciated, and it takes only a couple 
of successful deals to make it all 
worthwhile. 

Nothing beats a personal appear-
ance if you have serious interest from 
a potential client or if you are inter-
ested in a particular artist. Cash in your 
frequent flyer miles, tie it in to anoth-
er trip, do whatever you can to get to 
the artist's home turf. Brush up on 
your French, Italian, German or what-
ever, talk with them about their proj-

ILLUSTRATION: HALSTEAD HANNAH 
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Markertek! 

MARKERFOAM'TM ACOUSTIC FOAM 
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KILL. NOISE QUICK! Soundproof studios, rehearsal spaces, 
vans, rooms with super-effective, E-Z mount, 2" thick studio 
gray or natural blue (specify color). Markerfoam offers outstand-
mg sound absorption qualities. Immediate shipping. Add $3.50/ 
sheet shipping. NYS residents add 7% tax MC Visa • Amex/ 
COD Check Terms 3-Inch sheets also available at $29.99. 
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MARKERTEK PATCHADAPS' 
America's largest selection of highest quality studio patch 
cOrds-60 types let you interlace anything quickly to your 

patch panels. 

DIGITAL AUDIO.ON EDITED Du B DA T 
MASTER cirmi,s, MASTER CLONE 

MARKER MARKERS" 
America's largest collection of over 500 hot orange status 
labels plus blank pin- fed 8 laser labels for audio 8 video 

Get our FREE 120-page catalog of 
over 3,000 exclusive and hard-to-
find supplies for audio & video. 
800-522-2025 America's most unique 

(In NY 914-246-3036) catalog for audio & video! 

MAR ERTEK 
145 Ulster Ave . Saugerties 
New York 12477 USA VIDEO SUPPLY 
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DifYOMM** 
• • • 
Enter the exciting and lucrative 

world of the entertainment industry! 
Learn the business and the technical 
aspects of music & video production 
from top professionals! An 18 month 
degree program. Check choice of 
school location below. 
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CALL TOLL FREE, OR wen 

1-800-424-2800 
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The Art Institutes 
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ect and let them know what you have 
to contribute. Remember that there 
are good engineers and producers in 
every country, and clients need a rea-
son to hire you, transport you, feed 
you and put you up. Be aware that it 
could be your personal style, your past 
credits or even your haircut that 
makes a difference. This approach 
takes a substantial amount of time and 
money, but it works. 
Once you've got the gig, assume 

nothing Your work has barely begun. 
There are lots of arrangements to 
make, including transportation, lodg-
ing, meals, studio selection, sched-
ules, rental equipment—you need to 
know who is paying for what. If you 
don't make all these arrangements 
clearly and in advance, you'll proba-
bly end up spending half of what you 
make on basic survival and transpor-
tation. Leave no details for later. When 
you go, bring hard copies of all pre-
vious communications, including budg-
ets, invoices and notes from tele-
phone calls. It's amazing how items 
get forgotten or misplaced and terms 
get altered. All the same problems you 
encounter at home are heightened by 
language barriers and different ways 
of doing business. 

It seems that studios everywhere 
have a Macintosh computer. So I have 
created personalized software on the 
Mac for international projects, such as 
invoices, payment guidelines, produc-
tion schedules, travel itineraries, equip-
ment request forms, mic and mix con-
sole setup sheets, track sheets, contact 
directories, etc. All the data for each 
project gets updated as we go, and at 
the end, I leave a copy for the client. 
Even with all this careful organization, 
you still get surprises: the rental car 
you had for a month that was sup-
posed to have been on the record 
company's account, or the hotel bill 
someone neglected to prepay and 
your flight leaves in an hour. It helps 
to have some serious credit cards, and 
you should invoice for reimburse-
ment immediately, because you can 
bet it's going to take forever. 

STUDIOS 
Call or fax your studios in advance to 
let them know what you need in the 
way of recording formats, alignment 
parameters, automation requirements, 
console setups, mic setups, tape stock 
and so on. Have them send you equip-
ment and mic lists. Find out if the 
assistant ( if there is one) speaks 
English. 

Sometimes we're spoiled by what 
we have at home. Once I booked an 
overseas studio for a three-week mix 
with an SSL G Series with a digital 
32-track and all the trimmings. I 
mixed the first song for two days, went 
to store the setup and discovered 
there was no Total Recall. Of course I 
had to remix a week later. Assume 
nothing. 
Sometimes you get what you ask 

for and sometimes not. Recently, I 
arrived at an overseas session to be 
informed that all the outboard gear I 
had requested had been located, but 
we were changing studios. My digital 
32-track, two Lexicon 480s, two PCM-
70s, two TC delays, Eventide H3000s 
and racks of Aphex and Focusrite dy-
namics and EQ didn't mean much 
with a 28-input console. What to do? 
Stay flexible, or go crazy. 

Monitoring is a major problem 
when you work in many different 
rooms, and different countries have 
regional preferences: soft dome tweet-
ers, horns, mid-field, near-field with 
mid-field speakers, etc. Be flexible. 
Always bring some familiar reference 
CDs and DATs, or your own speakers 
(easier said than done considering 
customs regulations in some coun-
tries). I use records that I recorded 
and/or mixed. It takes that kind of 
intimate releationship with the music 
to evaluate a monitor system accurate-
ly and determine if it can work for 
you. Unfortunately, I find only about 
50% or 60% of studios' main monitors 
really useful. My personal monitors 
that I use in the States are too big to 
travel with, but after two years of lis-
tening to smaller speakers I found 
some self-powered, accurate monitors 
that I actually can carry. Watch for my 
endorsement! 

TRAVEL 
Try not to pay for your own air fare or 
rental cars. Once it's on your credit 
card, chances are it will sit there for a 
while and you'll be paying the inter-
est. Have your client prepay your air 
fare in their currency. Don't even go 
to the airport until you have confirmed 
your ticketing with the prepay desk of 
the carrier. Make your own travel 
reservations and fax them to your cli-
ent. It's a lot more fun to travel when 
and how you choose. Join all the fre-
quent flyer clubs. This will pay off 
down the line. Have baggage insur-
ance, and carry on all valuables, like 
your portable DAT recorder, your 
notes and your favorite pair of shoes. 
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Twice in two years I have lost all or 
part of my baggage (never to be 
found), and clothes shopping wasn't 
written into the album budget. 

Educate yourself about the immi-
gration and customs regulations of 
your host country. Some countries, 
such as England, have some very 
tough laws concerning foreign work-
ers. Italy, on the other hand, welcomes 
you to work there, but they want you 
to pay income tax (supposedly recoup-
able). In some cases, it's difficult for 
foreign employers to get all the ap-
propriate work permits, and although 
I would personally never recommend 
lying to any immigrations official, 
sometimes it's just better to be on 
vacation. This is one more reason not 
to carry around any more equipment 
than you have to. Leave those racks of 
electronics at home. 

PAYMENT 
If you have never met the client be-
fore, or if it is your first job for him or 
her, it can be difficult to get an ad-
vance payment. They don't know if 
you're even going to show up. In this 
case, I would travel to the project site, 
maybe work for a few days to feel 
things out, but then insist on the 
advance. I strongly advise against 
doing the bulk of a project with no 
payment. It's extremely difficult to 
collect your fee once you're 6,000 
miles away. Once you've developed 
trust with a client, it shouldn't be a 
problem to secure an advance to be 
paid before you leave home. And if 
you've had payment problems with a 
client, you should insist on an ad-
vance, and don't complete the project, 
or at least don't leave the country, 
until the balance of your fee has been 
given to you or deposited directly to 
your bank account. Make sure that 
there is a written agreement concern-
ing payment in explicit terms. 

Establish a cancellation policy. Last-
minute cancellations are a spectacu-
lar way to lose a lot of money. When 
you have turned down work at home 
and spent a lot of time and money 
preparing for an extended internation-
al trip, you don't want the client to 
cancel or postpone everything three 
days before you leave. 

If you accept foreign currency, re-
member that you will be charged an 
exchange fee (a percentage) when 
you convert it to dollars, and that 
exchange rates can fluctuate widely 
and rapidly. What you are paid one 
day can be worth less the next. 

Try not to pay for 
your own air fare or 
rental cars. Once 
it's on your credit 
card, chances are 

it will sit there 
for a while. 

The most effective payment I have 
found is a bank-to-bank electronic 
transfer made in U.S. dollars. This way 
your client pays the exchange fee and 
you pay only a minimal service charge 
to your bank. When dealing with a 
large, multinational label, have the 
host country's A&R or finance depart-
ment arrange payment through its 
American offices. It's very simple—no 
foreign taxes to pay and no exchange 
fees. I usually contract to be paid in 
full before I leave the host country, so 
I just call my bank at home and check 

if I have received a transfer. If not, I 
stick around and bother them. 
I once had the reverse situation, 

where the project was finished, all 
mixes and edits were completed, but 
they held me hostage for four days 
(by not paying my substantial hotel 
bill) so that the artist had some time 
to live with the mixes. (Fortunately, 
all the mixes were approved.) 
I forecast an active decade in the 

international marketplace. Europe, in 
particular, will be very active in the 
'90s, with the open market approach-
ing and the Eastern bloc opening up. 
There will be more and more music 
freed from the barriers of economics 
and language. It is also my hope that 
there will be more acceptance in 
America of non-English language 
songs and different musical styles. 
With all the preparations, precau-

tions, risk, and extra energy and pa-
tience that international work involves, 
it's an adventure every time out. Pass-
port, please? 

Milan, London, Montreal, Paris, Van-
couver, Zurich, San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, Nashville and New York are 
all familiar stomping grounds for en-
gineer/producer Stephen A. Hart. 

Room Service 
Our computers aren't the only 
things with a good menu. 
Your table is ready at Plat-. 
inum Post. Cooking 
in the main room 
is a Neve" V-60 
with Flying 
Faders" to 
make your mix 
a piece of cake. 
In the deli 
there's 3 Syn-
clavierTM suites 
(for the sweet) 
to create your 
own MegaByte 
sandwich with 
a generous helping of Direct-
to-Disk:" Our 48-track mobile 

delivers to your room any time day 
or night. There's a spicy uplink-

downlink sausage served on 
our own satellite 

dishes. And 
seriously, we 
have a five-
star menu in 

our kitchen to 
go with our 

five- star 
studios (9 of 

them in all). The 
only thing we 
spoil is you. 

Because even 
when you've 

got the gear, the service is what 
counts. Ken 

A Siemens Compam 

CASUAL ATTIRE • RESERVATION S GGESTED 
3300 University Blvd., Winter Park, FL 32792 (407) 679-6333 
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ELECTRIC SOUND & PICTURE, THE NEW NAME BEHIND FAIRLIGHT, PROUDLY PRESENTS THE 
LATEST SERIES III UPGRADE - XDR, A POWERFUL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENT 

THE XDR SOLUTION 
XDR is Electric Sound & Picture's first 
release for the Series Ill, and incorporates 
many users' requests and suggestions 
from recent years.lt significantly increases 

Series Ill productivity and comprises ESP's Waveform 
Supervisor, Rev 8 Software, Digital Input Module, Dynamic 
Output Router and expanded Waveform RAM card. 

SAVE TIME 
The heart of XDR is the Waveform 
Supervisor central processor.Based on 
the Motorola 68020 32 bit CPU and 68881 
Math Co- Processor, the Waveform Super-
visor brings dramatic improvement in system speed. Series Ill 
users say that the addition of the Waveform Supervisor with 
Rev8 software is doubling their throughput on some projects. 

REV8 
Rev 8 integrates our new hardware devel-
opments with powerful new software tools. 
CAPS is expanded and improved, Cue List 
is enhanced with many new features, a 

Global Information Window is provided and MIDI time code 
and System Exclusive are supported. 

SHHHH! 
ESP's new stereo input module 
utilizes the Motorola 56001 DSP 
processor and provides digital AES/ 
[BU and analog inputs with 64 times 
oversampling! This new card delivers an impressive im-
provement in signal to noise, high frequency clarity and 
stereo imaging. 

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY 
Up to 32 megabytes of Waveform RAM can 
now be installed providing six minutes of 
sound storage. To take advantage of the 
increased memory capacity we have 

introduced an 8 megabyte Waveform RAM card, slashing 
last year's WRAM prices! 

TRAFFIC CONTROL 
The Rev 8 Dynamic Voice Allocation 
capability is complemented by ESP's 
new Router Output Module.This permits 
Fairlight voices and sub-voices to be dy-
namically assigned to up to twenty four polyphonic outputs. 

Expand the capabilities of the Fairlight Series Ill with the XDR upgrade - the next step towards the ultimate solution. 

JAPAN 
NANIWA GAKKI CO.. LTD 
4-2-9 UCHIKYUHOJI-

MACHI CHUO-Ku OSAKA 
Tel ( 06) 764-1191 
Fax . ( 06) 764-5514 

U.S.A. & CANADA 
THE DIGITAL SUPPORT 

GROUP 
626 N. Beachwood Drive 
LOS ANGELES, C.A. 9004 

Tel ( 213) 460-4884 
Fax: ( 213) 460-6120 

FRANCE 

STUDIOS DE LA 

FRETTE - PARIS 

Tel: ( 1) 43 47 46 64 

Fax: ( 1) 39 78 25 35 

MC SOUND & PICTUR 

SWITZERLAND 

EMM STUDIO AG 

-BASEL-

Tel: ( 061) 281-2045 

Fax ( 061) 281-2042 

FAIRLIGHT ESP P/L 

30 Bay St. Broadway, 

NSW Australia 2007 

Tel: + 61(2) 21- 6111 

Fax: +61(2) 281-5503 

SCANDINAVIA 

SU T - STUDIE OG 

LYDTEKNIK - DENMARK 

Tel: ( 31) 71-3344 

Fax: ( 31) 71-3976 

JAPAN 

STUDER REVOXjAPAN 

1-45-13 TOMIGAYA 

SHIBUYA-KU.TOKYO 151 

Tel ( 03)4652211 

Fax: ( 03)4652214 

GERMANY 

ELMULAB 

-MUNICH-

Tel: ( 089) 812-0574 

Fax ( 089) 812-7429 

BENELUX 

TRANS EUROPEAN 

MUSIC- BELGIUM 

Tel ( 02) 466-5010 

Fax: ( 02) 466-3082 
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PRODUCERS DESK 

by lain Blair 

DANIEL LANOIS 
SONIC ATMOSPHERES 

hy'd it take me so long to finish 
Acadia?Basically because I kept get-
ting sidetracked into doing other 
records that I just couldn't say no to." 

Daniel Lanois is sitting in an office 
at Warner Bros. Records, Burbank, 
talking about his debut album, which 
follows hot on the heels of the Neville 
Brothers' Yellow Moon and Bob 
Dylan's latest, Oh Mercy, two of the 
projects that the soft-spoken French-
Canadian producer just couldn't say 

no to. 
"I originally signed to 

Opal Records, Brian Eno's 
label, back in the begin-
ning of 1988, and 
started some of the 
songs for Acadia 
down in New Or-
leans," Lanois says. 
"But then I bumped 
into the Neville 
Brothers and that 
was that. I had to 
produce their record. 

So I just stepped 
back from 
mine for a 
while, fig-
uring I'd 

finish it up after the Yellow Moon ses-
sions. 

Lanois eventually got back to his 
own project, but only after agreeing 
to also produce Bob Dylan's new 
album, again in New Orleans, where 
he had set up a studio in an old house. 
"I thought if I went down there to 
work, I'd be left undisturbed and I'd 
get the album finished pretty quickly, 
but it didn't quite work out that way," 
he laughs. 

"But it all worked out for the best, 
because I originally had planned an 
instrumental record that was going to 
be very reflective and relatively quiet," 
Lanois reports. "After working with the 
Nevilles and Dylan, it turned into a 
vocal record with a much harder edge 
and, I hope, much stronger lyrics. They 
both inspired me to push myself a lot 
more." 

The result is an eclectic, intriguing 
collection of 11 original songs (and a 
shimmering interpretation of "Amaz-
ing Grace") produced, naturally, by 
Lanois, and featuring guest appear-
ances from the likes of U2's Adam 
Clayton and Larry Mullen Jr., Brian and 
Roger Eno, the Neville Brothers and 
Mason Ruffner, among others. 

As a producer and engineer, Lanois' 
musical portfolio is 
one of the most im-
pressive in contem-
porary music. His 
credits range from al-
bums for Peter Gab-

riel (So) and U2 ( The Unforgettable 
Fire, The Joshua Tree) to Robbie 
Robertson's 1987 self-titled solo debut, 
and over the years his musical vision 
has remained remarkably true to his 
original philosophy of recording: 
"Create a unique environment for each 
record wherever possible." 

Born in Ottawa in 1951, Lanois 
began his recording career at an early 
age when, along with his brother Bob, 
he built his first studio in the family 
basement. "In the end we drove my 
mother crazy with the studio in her 
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PRODUCERS DESK 

house, so we moved to a big house 
nearby in Hamilton, which became 
Grant Avenue Studio," he recalls. It 
was here that the Lanois brothers 
produced a string of hits for local 
Canadian acts, including three albums 
for the Toronto-based band Martha 
and The Muffins (featuring his sister 
Jocelyn on bass), for which Daniel was 
named Canada's Producer of the Year 
three years running. 

These successes, which included 
pioneering aural explorations with 
Brian Eno, quickly led to the string of 
prestigious projects mentioned above. 

Mix: What music did you listen to in 
your teens? Who were your idols? 
Lanois: As a young guitarist I was a 
big fan of Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton 
and Cream, but also more obscure 
artists like Django Reinhardt and lots 
of jazz artists. But probably Hendrix 
and Clapton were the biggest influ-
ences. 
Mix: How did you meet Brian Eno? 
Lanois: He heard a tape I'd done at 
Grant Avenue of a band called the 
Time Twins, who he met in New York. 
He really liked the sound, so he came 
to the studio to visit, and I didn't know 
who he was, but he just showed up 
and we started working on some ideas. 
He really opened my eyes and showed 
me how you could manipulate sound. 
In those days, engineers were very 
conventional in their approach to 
sessions. You recorded everything as 
dry and flat as you could and then got 
everything right in the mix. But Brian 
had little respect for that theory, and 
everything he did went to tape already 
very manipulated and treated, and I 
thought that was really an interesting 
way to approach things. So we had 
this way of using a 36-channel con-
sole, where from channel 24 to 36 
would be effects returns, and they'd 
be bused not into stereo but into two 
channels all the time, as if you were 
ready to print all those channels all 
the time. So at any given moment I 
could print the effects very quickly, 
and at the time it seemed like a very 
extreme idea, because back then 
people only really monitored effects. 
So if something sounded good with 
an effect, within two seconds I could 
get it down on tape. Technically 
speaking, that's the kind of thing we 
came up with. 
Mix: Producing 1. 12 was an important 

step for you. How did that happen? 
Lanois: It was through Brian. This was 
before the Unforgettable Fire record. 
They were interested in finding a new 
sonic direction for their sound, and 
they felt Brian Eno would be a good 
choice. At that time, Brian and I had 
been working together for a few years 
in Canada, and we were in the studio 
and it seemed like a good idea to bring 
me along. That's how we met. 
Mix: How did you hook up with Peter 
Gabriel? 
Lanois: He heard some of the work 
I did with Harold Budd, specifically 
Plateaux ofMirror, which we did with 
Brian Eno, and at that time Peter was 
looking to work with someone on a 
soundtrack for a film called Birdy. He 
wanted to work with someone who 
was good at treating sound, and he 
just called me up. 
Mix: Any interesting stories about the 
So sessions? 
Lanois: They were all pretty much 
sketched out first by Peter, myself and 
David Rhodes, and we had a strong 
house rule—we wouldn't rely on 
fixing things in the mix, but we'd try 
to capture a really strong mood for 
each track using just the three of us 
and a rhythm box. Most of it was clone 

in the contol room at Peter's studio, 
and we hardly ever used earphones 
at all. We just used the monitors for 
the vocals. And even more unusual, 
most of the drums and bass tracks were 
overdubbed. I usually like to capture 
as much of the live playing as possible 
in any session, but these were really 
the reverse. It was sort of like over-
dubbing the rhythm section on top of 
a demo. That was the spirit of the 
record. 
Mix: What about working with Rob-
bie Robertson? 
Lanois: He operates in a very visual 
sense. He's loved films ever since he 
was a kid, and his writing is very visual. 
I like that a lot because I work the same 
way, and it's nice to share a philoso-
phy with someone you're working 
with. 
Mix: Let's talk a little about the Nev-
illes. What were you aiming for on 
Yellow Moon? 
Lanois: The main idea was to create 
a very natural-sounding record and to 
let the band have a lot of input. They'd 
made a couple of records where the 
approach was pretty much dictated by 
the producers, and even the rhythm 
section had been excluded from some 
of that work, which is a real sin. That's 
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the whole point of this band, so to 
make an album with a drum machine 
and ask the drummer to overdub is a 
mistake. I wanted to draw as much 
out of the band as possible, and I set 
up a portable studio in their neighbor-
hood, I brought in some portable 
equipment, and just did the album in 
this old apartment house. It worked 
well because the whole focus was on 
them and the music. IFor more on the 
project, see the August '89 Mix.] 
Mix: What can you tell us about the 
recording of the Dylan album, Oh 
Mercy? 
Lanois: It took seven weeks to re-
cord, and we did it in a big house in 
uptown New Orleans. We took the 
house over, but mostly did everything 
in just one room, in the control room. 
All the musicians set up there, includ-
ing the drums. We only used the next 
room for the grand piano. It was a very 
intimate layout. I'd sit next to Bob, and 
Willie Green, the NeviIles' drummer, 
sat on the other side. So it was a very 
tight little circle, and there's a kind of 
communication you get from being 
physically close that's hard to repro-
duce with cans or monitors. So it was 

very intimate, though some of the 
tracks were really rocking. 
Mix: What sort of equipment did you 
use? 
Lanois: I used a Studer A80 24-track 
with Dolby A—my favorite. A lot of it 
was cut at 15 ips, which I like because 
it gives you a great bass sound, really 
rich. On Bob's vocals, we used a Sony 
C-27A, a valve mic, through an LA-2A 
tube compressor, with a Neve 4-band 
preamp, a 1976 model, I think. So I 
went for the old sound in his voice 
and got a great, big, warm sound that 
also has a lot of presence. We punched 
that right into the patch bay, right to 
tape. The LA-2A has a volume con-
trol, an output level controller, so 
rather than use a fader, we just worked 
that control. The console I used is a 
[TAC] Matchless, which we used more 
for line returns than recording. For 
recording, we remained faithful to the 
outboard Neve system. Essentially, we 
taped on Neve and then monitored 
and mixed through the Matchless. 
Mix: Can you choose one track and 
break down the recording process in 
some detail? 
Lanois: Well, there was one song 
called "Most of the Time," which is very 
powerful and textural, and we'd tried 

to lay it down with the full band and 
failed. The track just wasn't happen-
ing. So we then decided to go with a 
time reference using a Roland 808, but 
just the pulse. We played it in a very 
intimate way, just Bob and I and 
Malcolm Byrne, the engineer, and 
overdubbed on top of this box two 
guitars and a keyboard and a vocal. It 
was very simple, and not unlike my 
approach to the So sessions with Peter 
Gabriel. Then I overdubbed the bass 

next, a hook-type response in the 
chorus, and then two Les Paul guitars, 
using my Les Paul Junior and a Vox 
AC30 Cranked up all the way. It's a real 
heavy guitar sound, but I set it away 
in the distance in the mix, so you just 
get this sense of power, hut it's like a 
lid holding down the pressure. So in 
terms of aural perspective, the vocal 
is very much in the foreground and 
these power guitars are way off in the 
distance. Then, finally, Willie Green 
overdubbed the drums and Cyril 
Neville played percussion, so it was a 
kind of backward approach, but it's 
one of the most interesting tracks in 
terms of texture. There's a lot of anger 
bubbling under the surface. 
Mix: How did you approach the mix? 
Lanois: That song was very difficult. 
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We tried a lot of mixes, and Bob wasn't 
even sure the song should go on the 
album. But then one day I hit on the 
answer, which turned out to be a 
strange balance, but it worked the best. 
It ended up with the percussion being 
very upfront, and the drums are set 
back with a lot of echo. It's really off-
balance, but it works. 
Mix: What about the mixes in gen-
eral? 
Lanois: We had a policy of mixing at 
the end of every day, so if we did a 
vocal, we'd do a mix, and quite often 
that would end up being the final mix. 
The rough mix would capture what 
we wanted. We mixed everything to 
DAT, so if a rough mix turned out well, 
we had the quality. 
Mix: How was it working with Dylan 
in the studio? 
Lanois: You know, he's an incredi-
bly committed lyricist. I've never seen 
anyone work that hard on lyrics. He'd 
only work at night, starting around 8 
p.m., and, of course, it got later and 
later as the record went on. By the end, 
he'd be arriving around midnight, and 
we'd go all night. Anyway, he had this 
fantastic concentration with the lyrics, 
and he'd come in with this page of 
words, and by the end of the night he'd 
have added on so much that this page 
would be a mass of graffiti that only 
he could decipher. 
Mix: Tell us about your studio. Where 
is it? 
Lanois: It's currently in New Orleans, 
and it's basically a portable setup. 
Everything fits in cases, even the 
Studer A80, which is a giant machine. 
I just like the idea of being able to go 
anywhere and record. The console is 
really the main backbone, and the 
reason I use the Matchless is because 
I can carry it anywhere. Actually, since 
doing the Dylan album, I've bought 
the API console out of the Record Plant 
in New York. It's an early 70s model, 
one of the biggest APIs ever made, and 
I'm going to restore that in New Or-
leans in anticipation of having a more 
permanent studio in the future. It's 
essentially a private studio, although 
friends will call up and insist that they 
record there! 
Mix: What other equipment do you 
have? 
Lanois: I use a Studer A80 1/2-inch, 
2-track, 30 ips analog machine for 
edits. I mix to DAT, and if I need to do 
an edit on the spot, I'll transfer that to 
the 1/2-inch and do the edit. That 
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— FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

works well. In fact, some things seem 
to improve with that extra generation. 
You get more of a mechanical sound 
and the bottom seems to improve. 

As for the outboard gear, I use the 
big Lexicon reverb units, and I like 
Korg DDL-3000s—they're old favor-
ites and I've got four of them. I prefer 
using them instead of direct boxes for 
instruments, because they've got a 
fantastic front-end amp. It sounds 
better than any DI box I can think of. 
That way, it also gives me the oppor-

tunity to mess around a little with the 
sound if I want to print an effect. I use 
API outboard preamps and equaliz-
ers, 4-band and 3-band, four LA-2As 
and a pair of old Decca compressors, 
which have this great warm sound I 
really like for vocals. As for mics, I 
really like the Sony C-37As. They have 
a real fat sound. I also use SM58s on 
some singers. For monitoring the 
musicians, I use earphones, but 
wherever possible I try to encourage 
the use of stage wedge monitors, so 
it's almost like a small P.A. system in 
the performance area, driven by 
heavy-duty Crest amps. As for the main 
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monitors in the control room, I use a 
pair of old Tannoy Golds in Lockwood 
cabinets. To this day they are my 
favorites, and I've tried 'em all. I always 
come back. 
Mix: Why do you like to record in 
unusual places? 
Lanois: Simply for the excitement. I 
like the idea of arriving somewhere 
new and transforming it into a studio. 
I like the strange rooms that you find 
in old houses and buildings. And also 
it gives you a sense of focus that you 
just don't get when you're in a big 
complex. You get a sound that's 
unique to that record, a sonic signa-
ture, if you like. 
Mix: Tell us about your new solo 
album, Acadia. 
Lanois: Most of it was recorded at the 
same house in New Orleans we did 
Dylan's album. In fact, after Bob's 
project, I just carried on with mine, 
because I couldn't face changing 
locations again. So it was the same 
equipment, same everything. But 
some of the record was done at Brian 
Eno's studio in England. He has a 
Harrison console and an MCI 24- track 
system. I spent two weeks there while 
he overdubbed some keyboards and 
did some background vocals. Again, 
it was the same working method, with 
everything being done in the control 
room. Then I moved to STS studio in 
Dublin, a little place that U2 uses for 
their demos, and as they were set up 
there at the time, I just moved in with 
my tapes, and Larry [Mullen] and Adam 
[Clayton] added some overdubs. 
Mix:What was your overall approach? 
Lanois: The main thing I wanted to 
capture was a very natural-sounding 
record, like with the Nevilles. I also 
wanted a blend of acoustic sounds 
with electronic sounds. As you can 
hear on the record, there's a lot of 
breathing on my vocals, which is 
natural, and I didn't want to delete all 
that stuff. Similarly, if a feel was good 
but there was a little mistake on gui-
tar, I'd just keep it. Too much polish 
on a record just doesn't work for me 
anymore. 
Mix: Any advice for kids starting out 
who want to be producers? 
Lanois: Get the most you can out of 
any given piece of equipment. If you 
like a certain sound, become a mas-
ter at using it. From that will come a 
focus. 

lain Blair is a freelance writer based 
in Southern California. 
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Not your average woofer and tweeter. 
Loudspeakers are wholly man-

made devices. In the evolutionary 
calendar of man, the loudspeaker is 
just milliseconds old. By sheer 
ingenuity. man has refined a system 
which is capable of mimicking 
natural sounds. 

The degree of realism, and 
hence the quality of natural repro-
duction, can simply be defined as 
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sound. The quantification of these 
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decipher whether the sound is real 

or reproduced by a loudspeaker on 
the end of an audio system. 
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techniques which will min 
imize or eliminate these 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

by Paul Potyen 

HERBIE HANCOCK'S 
DESKTOP 
PRE-PRODUCTION OF 'HARLEM NIGHTS' 

o  ne of the nice things about being in the editorial department of Mix is that 
if I talk fast enough, I can get away 
with a lot (or so it would seem). So 
last month I told you that this column 
would include evaluations of software 
I deemed to be of interest to persons 
of the professional audio persuasion. 
And in my second month—hmm, 
what have we here—an inter-
view Well, as 

my high school 
English teacher used to say, a foolish 
consistency is the hobgoblin of little 
minds. Let's just say I thought this was 
too good to pass up. 

Herbie Hancock has long had the 
respect of musically aware moviego-
ers as well as jazz buffs. His first film 
score was Michaelangelo Antonioni's 
Blow-Up in 1966, and since then he 
has chalked up credits for the sound-
tracks for Colors, A Soldier's Story, 
'Round Midnight, and now the new 

movie produced by Eddie Murphy, 
Harlem Nights. Hancock viewed this 
latest project as an opportunity to take 
advantage of some of the current 
available "desktop audio pre-produc-
tion" software. And I viewed this as 
an opportunity to hear his views on 
how well it worked for him. 

Mix: How was 
music production on this film differ-
ent from your previous scores? 
Hancock On every previous film I 
did all of the arranging and orches-
trating as well as composing. I had only 
two-and-one-half weeks to do the 
music for this film, so I had to con-
stantly come up with music and there 
was really no time to be writing it 
down. Fortunately, with the new tech-
nology you can immediately play the 
ideas, and depending on what instru-
ments you have, you can come very 
close to the sounds that you're hear-
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How To Get The 
Perfect Mix. 

With MAGI II Console Automation Series from J.L. Cooper Electronics. 

.1. he mix down process isn't what it used to be. 
Recording engineers are 

finding it increasingly difficult 
to maintain calm, creative con-
trol over both the console and 
the battery of outboard gear. 
As these demands escalate, 
the need for console automa-
tion is further amplified by the 
need for perfection. The MAGI 
Hand MAGI Ili Console Auto-
mation Series from J.L. Cooper 
Electronics are designed to 
save you time, money and 
give you the ability to achieve 
perfection! 

Freedom 01 Choice 
Both MAGI II and MAGI Ili 
interface with virtually any 
console to provide precision 
SMPTE-locked automation for 
8 to 64 channels. The MAGI II 
is an outboard system for the 
audio facility preferring "por-
table" automation that can 
be moved from desk to desk. 
The MAGI Hi is an internally 
installed system that uses the 
console's existing faders. 

Flexibility & Control 
MAGI II memorizes fader, 
mute and other real time 
events. These events can be 
performed in as many passes 
as you wish, or you can work 
on the mix one section at a 
time, or even one track at a 
time. MAGI II can be used to 
automate effects sends and 
sub-groups as well as control-
ling your outboard effects pro-
cessors. The MAGI II allows 

1 

MAGI II External System 

a very complicated mix to be 
quickly constructed, edited, 
and refined in real time or off-
line with absolute accuracy. 
In addition, these mixes can 
be saved to disk for future use. 

Fast, Intuitive & 
Transparent! 

Every aspect of MAGI II has 
been designed for the working 
engineer. MAGIII features a 
straight ahead user-interface 
incorporating clean, unclut-
tered moving fader graphics 
that make it extremely easy to 
learn and use. Even a "guest 
engineer" can be up and run-
ning in 15 minutes! 

MAGI II and MAGI Ili 
Features: 

Both the MAGI ll and MAGI ffi 
feature high quality dbx VCA's 
for audio transparency. The 
MAGI II Controller reads and 
generates all SMPTE formats. 
The powerful software 
program runs on either a 
Macintosh or Atari computer. 

Mixes may be performed and 
edited in real time, or off-line 
with MAGI II% powerful cue 
list Cut, Copy, Paste, Merge, 
Undo, Redo, and other precise 
numeric edit decisions are 
fully supported. Our MIDI 
Event Generator allows the 
recording and triggering of all 
types of MIDI events. Film and 
Video composers can take ad-
vantage of our hit list to spot 
cues in real time. No other 
automation system gives you 
this flexibility! 

The Bottom Une 
Other manufacturers would 
like you to believe that an auto-
mation system musi have a 
high price tag to be on the cut-
ting edge. The MAGI II dispels 
that myth. The MAGI system 
with its wealth of profes-
sional features starts atjust 
$5,000.00, and it works! That's 
the bottom line. 

MAGI is being used in a 
number of applications from 

standard music recording, to 
film, l'V, broadcast, commer-
cial and live sound. MAGI is 
automating consoles from 

Soundcraft, Allen 
& Heath, Harrison, D & R, 
Biamp, Neotek,'Pascam, DDA, 
Soundworkshop, Soundtracs, 
AMEK/TAC and Ramsa. 

Guaranteed 
Satisfaction! 

J.L. Cooper Electronics and its 
Authorized Dealers are confi-
dent that once you own MAGI 
II, you'll never go back to man-
ual mixing again. So confident 
that we're putting our money 
where our mouth is. For a lim-
ited time, our participating 
dealers are offering a money 
back guarantee If you're not 
totally satisfied within 30 days, 
return the system and they'll 
refund your money. 

With the cost of perfection 
finally within reach, why wait? 
Call us today for the location 
of a dealer in your area. It's 
time to see what MAGI II can 
do for your mixes. 

The Video 
You can preview the MAGI II 
with our video demonstration. 
This Video offers a complete 
overview of the system's oper-
ation. It'sjust $13.95 and can 
be charged to your VISA or 

MasterCard. lb order, contact 
J. L. Cooper Electronics at: 

(213) 30G-4131. 

eil0OPER ELECTRONICS 

limited restrictions may apply, contact your local deakr for details 13478 Beach Avenue • Marina del Rey, California 90292 • FAX 213-822-2252 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

ing in your head. Thanks to Vision I 
was able to use my Mac II as a tape-
less recorder. On previous films I 
always used Performer,  but Vision has 
so many excellent features. 

Garnett Brown did the orchestra-
tions, and I also had Dave Blumberg 
assist me. His basic job was to tran-
scribe the music I came up with. I 
would make a cassette of the music I 
created in Vision, and he would tran-
scribe the cassette. 

Often Dave worked with Cue in 
setting up the score pages and laying 
out the bar charts. He knows the whole 
process: the software, the Mac, and 
composition and orchestrating. Some-
times he would suggest a tempo or an 
alternate orchestration. He got credit 
on the film as creative assistant. He 
could take the timing sheets and 
prepare the next cue for me on one 
Mac while I was doing composition 
on another one. 
Mix: How did your music editor fit 
into this scenario? 
Hancock: My music editor, Bunny 
Andrews, took rough notes at the 
spotting session at Paramount. Then 
they made 3/4-inch videocassettes 
with time code and window dub. We 
used the tapes to play back the scenes 
and take accurate notes of the timings. 
She entered all the cues into Cue. 
Whenever there were any changes, 
she could then bring a disk over here 
and I could make adjustments. 
Mix: Did that happen very much? 
Hancock: She had to come over three 
or four times, each time with several 
changes. 
Mix: What happened next? 
Hancock: I formatted it the way I 
wanted to see it—there are several 
ways to format in Cue. Once I chose 
a tempo, I wanted to see musically 
where the different hit points landed, 
so I told Cue that I wanted to see it in 
terms of music rather than in terms of 
numbers. Then I would print it out on 
my LaserWriter. Sometimes I would 
print out score sheets and the or-
chestrator would fill it in. Other times 
David would just make a piano re-
duction. 
Mix: Once you had a tempo map in 
Cue, did you import that into Vision? 
Hancock: I did that a few times, but 
I ran into problems when I tried to go 
from Cue to Vision. Some of the 
Opcode products are not very forgiv-
ing with Inits and CDevs. It's really a 

shame, because those things are very 
handy. They save a lot of time for me. 
Mix: Since you didn't import the tem-
plate from Cue, what did you do? 
Hancock: I just entered the tempo and 
the hit points manually in Vision. I 
wasn't using the software as an edit 
decision list; it wasn't necessary to use 
that feature in Vision. I simply tried to 
score it to picture, with the sequencer 
locked to the video via SMPTE. I work 
better that way. I would just play to 
the picture and make corrections if I 
needed to. 
Mix: What instruments did you use in 
connection with the Mac and the 
software? 

Thanks to Vision 

I was able to use 

my Mac II as a 

tapeless recorder. 

On previous films 

I always used 

Performer, but 

Vision has so many 

excellent features. 

Hancock: I had a Synclavier, an 
AudioFrame, an E-mu Proteus, a Korg 
Ml-R, a Roland D-550, a Kurzweil 
25ORMX, and a Yamaha TX802 and 
DX7II. I used all this stuff with a Studio 
3 MIDI interface, which reads and 
writes SMPTE and converts it to MIDI 
time code. That's a great convenience. 
When I got a chance to watch the 

film in my own environment, I would 
hear instrumental sounds in my head, 
and I could grab 'em and play right 
into Vision. 
Mix: What percentage of the MIDI 
tracks that you recorded were used 
in the final mix, as opposed to a com-
positional and orchestrational ref-
erence? 
Hancock: The majority of the film was 
done with live musicians. The film 
takes place in the late '30s. The odd 
thing is that one of the biggest orches-
trations was actually done with all 
synthesizers and samplers. There were 

some instances where the live play-
ers didn't cut it as well as what hap-
pened here in pre-production. Some-
times I beefed up the live performance 
with my MIDI tracks. I would say about 
20 percent of it was done right here in 
my studio. There were no cases where 
I really preferred to have acoustic 
music and I settled for sampled stuff. 
But occasionally I did use the MIDI 
tracks because they matched what I 
heard in my head. 
Mix: What do you consider to be the 
main advantages of this way of scor-
ing and how does it affect the creative 
aspect of what you are doing? 
Hancock: It's so fast. You can go right 
from the germ of an idea to grabbing 
a sound that you want so quickly with 
Vision. The fact that it's got these 
keyboard shortcuts is a great conven-
ience. Also, the editing on Vision is 
so easy. 
Mix: How do you feel about the end 
result? 
Hancock: Basically it worked out fine. 
I still have some questions as far as 
the accuracy of the SMPTE. There 
seemed to be some delays sometimes. 

Bunny would export streamer 
information from Cue into a new 
system that her husband developed 
for the Yamaha C 1 computer that 
creates punches and streamers. I was 
able to give her a tempo map on the 
day of the recording, and she could 
input new numbers and immediately 
come up with streamers electronically 
using this new system. 

Sometimes I ran into problems 
where my SMPTE numbers didn't 
match the numbers that came up on 
the screen when we were recording. 
That got me worried. Nothing really 
extreme, but as many as six to nine 
frames. I don't know if that's my 
hardware or some other software in 
my system or what. 
Mix: What would you like to have 
done that you could not do with this 
new technology? 
Hancock: One problem had nothing 
to do with Cue or Vision. The Syn-
clavier was made to work with the Mac 
as a dedicated front end. But I need 
to work with all the instruments in an 
integrated fashion. The only way I 
could do that was to know beforehand 
exactly which instruments I wanted to 
use on the Synclavier, assign them to 
the proper MIDI channels in the 
Synclavier software (which didn't 
seem to like MultiFinder), then I would 
have to exit that program and go into 
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THE BYTE BEAT 

Vision. It was a nuisance and it didn't 
give me the flexibility that I would 
have liked. I would like to have had 
a greater integration of the Synclavier 
with the other instruments. The tech-
nology should allow that. 
I would also like to be able to print 

out certain things in Vision. There's 
no provision in that program to print 
anything. When you port Cue into 
Vision it comes up as markers, and I 
would have liked to see that in hard 
copy. One of the advantages of hav-
ing markers in Vision is that the exact 
notes are assigned in a much more 
convenient way for musicians. 

Other than that, it all worked out 
very well. I loved the fact that you can 
make so many kinds of changes in 
Vision; if I did want to see what the 
music would look like in a music 
printing program I can designate the 
drum parts, for example, as non-trans-
posing instruments. 

Also, the controllers—that's some-
thing that blew my mind. In certain 
cases when I wanted to change or add 
a controller, I could just draw what I 
wanted and I could edit it. 

Chip Shots 
Audiomedia is the latest product an-
nounced by the folks at Digidesign. 
Described as that company's first 
product designed exclusively for the 
multimedia market, Audiomedia is a 
compact disc-fidelity digital audio 
recording and editing system for the 
Macintosh II, and, when used in 
connection with programs such as 
HyperCard or MacroMind's Director, 
it allows users to add CD-quality audio 
to their multimedia presentations. One 
key difference between this package 
and Digidesign's Sound Tools is that 
AID conversion (at a 44.1kHz rate) is 
performed within the computer, rather 
than using the DAT I/O interface used 
with Sound Tools. Each Audiomedia 
package includes a Mac II Audiome-
dia card (with two input jacks, two 
output jacks and a microphone jack), 
the Audiomedia application and a 
HyperCard stack for integrating re-
cording and playback of audio with 
other applications. Suggested list price 
is $995. Digidesign, Menlo Park, CA; 
(415) 327-8811. 

PRO-4, Passport Designs' profes-
sional sequencing program for the 
Macintosh, is now available. The 
package provides complete graphic 

and event list editing, graphic faders, 
SMPTE sync and much more. PRO- 4 
retails for $495. Also available now is 
Master Tracks Pro for the Amiga, Atari 
and IBM-compatible systems. The 
different versions share the same 
features and user interface. The PC 
version runs under Windows, and is 
one of the few graphic-oriented se-
quencing programs for that system. 
Suggested list price for Master Tracks 
Pro is $395. Passport Designs, Half 
Moon Bay, CA; (415) 726-0280. 

K4 VDS is the latest product to be 
released by Musicode, and is described 
as an editor/librarian/sequencer for 
the Kawai K4 and the Atari ST. The 
sequencer allows overdub, multichan-
nel recording and looping, and per-
formances can be saved as standard 
MIDI files. You can select, edit and 
mix patches while the sequencer 
plays. K4 VDS retails for $89. Musi-
code, La Mesa, CA; (800) 448-3601. 

Cubase, Steinberg/Jones' Desktop 
MIDI Recording System for the Atari 
ST, is now available for the Macintosh 
as well. Cubase comes with two other 
MIDI programs, Satellite and M-ROS 
Switcber, which turn the computer into 
a multitasking machine capable of si-
multaneously accessing up to ten pro-
grams. The package sells for $495. 
Steinberg/Jones, Northridge, CA; (818) 
993-4091. 

Performer Version 3.3 is now ship-
ping from Mark of the Unicorn. This 
newest version of sequencing software 
for the Macintosh incorporates graphic 
automated "sliders" for real-time 
control over continuous MIDI control-
ler data. The upgrade is free to regis-
tered users of Version 3, and $495 to 
others. Mark of the Unicorn, Cam-
bridge, MA; (617) 576-2760. 

AcoustaCADD is Mark IV Audio's 
sound-system design-assistance com-
puter program that runs on IBM 
compatibles. The program helps de-
signers accurately and quickly design 
acoustically superior sound systems 
for concert halls. It was developed 
jointly by computer scientists and en-
gineers in concert with acousticians 
at Altec and Electro-Voice, and is 
available to Altec and E-V sound 
product dealers, distributors and end-
users. Multiple-user site licensing is 
$925 for one year, renewable for $ 100/ 
year. Altec Lansing, Oklahoma City, 
OK; (405) 324-5311. 

Associate editor Paul Potyen is a re-
covering musician. 
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STUDIO VIEW 

by Dan Daley 

TURNSTYLE 
PRODUCTIONS 
A SMALL ROOM'S INCREASED SIGNIFICANCE 

V
iewed in the rarefied atmosphere at 
the apex of technology, 8- and 16-track 
commercial studios take on a quaint, 
almost antique glow. You'd almost 
expect to see an Edison Victrola at the 
terminus of the stereo bus. Sure, 8- and 
16-track formats are increasingly com-
mon in artists' and writers' home and 
personal studios, but the formats pale 
in comparison to the whiz-

bang stuff 
flowing in from Ja-
pan, Switzerland and Minnea-
polis. Everyone figuring to write these 
formats off for contemporary commer-
cial studio applications step forward. 

Not so fast. 
The so-called upper-echelon home 

recording formats—and even a num-
ber of smaller but more elaborate 
rooms with 24-track equipment—are 
making a comeback on the commer-
cial scene, and in so doing are chang-
ing the complexion of the recording 
industry marketplace, affecting a 
balance of power that was once ruled 
by budgets the size of Tiananmen 
Square. They are becoming, for lack 
of a better term, "project studios," 
facilities whose existence is based on 

a core of a few clients working within 
a single layer or two of the industry. 
One such studio is 3-year-old 

Tumstyle Productions, located on the 
fifth floor of an anonymous commer-
cial building in the Chelsea district of 
Manhattan. A control room that's a bit 
bigger than the recording room, a 
lounge and a small 

office are 
spread out over 
1,200 square feet. The physi-
cal plant took co-owner Michael 
Bramon less than $ 10,000 to construct, 
using the labor of a pair of unem-
ployed actor buddies over the course 
of six months. The rectangular record-
ing room is spare and simple, piled 
with amps and guitars and cables. It 
won't make the cover of this maga-
zine, but with a bit of input from local 
acoustical maven Al Fierstein, it works 
well enough. Double-sealed Plexiglas 
on the windows keeps the noise out 
and the sound in. The only problem 
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STUDIO VIEW 
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Bramon encountered was when the 
photographer who used to work next 
door used his strobe light. "The lights 
would dim and the computers would 
glitch," he remembers ruefully. 

The multitrack machine is the 
venerable TASCAM MS- 16 1-inch 
deck; the mixing decks are an analog 
TASCAM 52 and a Sony 1000 DAT ma-
chine. The console is a 20 x 16 TAS-
CAM M-520. Hardly the Power Sta-
tion, yet high-profile clients like J. 
Walter Thompson, BBD&O, Colum-
bia Pictures and Showtime are regu-
lar customers, and the studio produces 
work for major video clients like 
HBO's Max Headroom and Coined). 
Channeland network television's late. 
lamented The Equalizer 

Bramon originally built the place 
as a laboratory for his band. Pleasure 
Head, in 1986, shortly after he arrived 
in New York from Montreal. He began 
to take in the occasional outside 
project to help cover the overhead and 
make contacts. "At that time there 
weren't a lot of 1- inch, 16-tracks 
around," he recalls. "Next thing I knew 
I had 15 clients looking to use the roc« 
for the same reason I was—a nice 
place to do pre-production and 
demos." 

Turnstyle charged $50 per hour in 
the beginning, about the same as many 
budget 24-track rooms in New York's 
strangulated market. But Bramon 
notes that the 16-track format makes 
projects go faster, the speed factor 
increasing as his engineering chops 
became honed and as he took on more 
of the production work personally. 
Now Bramon is charging—and 

getting—$60 per hour for demos, $75 
for television and film work, and $ 150 
for jingle finals. He says the major ad 
firms are beginning to realize they are 
getting the same quality as they did at 
much more expensive rooms in many 
cases. He installed a producer's table 
behind the console similar to ones 
found in audio-for-video facilities to 
make the gray flannel-types more at 
home. "It really worked to our advan-
tage once thel Walter Thompsons and 
the McCann-Ericksons came down," 
he explains. "They felt they could deal 
with it as long as they could order from 
Sarge's la popular deli with the Madi-
son Avenue crowd]." 

Bramon is aware he has to main-
tain a certain level of quality to 
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They survived 7.0 on the Richter Scale. 

Their owners are members of the National 
Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences®, San 
Francisco Chapter. 

3. They are world-class recording facilities staffed by 
professionals who can handle any project and any 

budget. 

Many of their projects have received Grammy® 

Award nominations. 

[:11 5. All of the above. 

"The S.F. Bay Area has it all." 

* For the correct answer, call 415-441-0662. 
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STUDIO VIEW 

—FROM PAGE 90 

Compete with larger rooms, which he 
does by paying attention to detail. He 
recommends: Always use high-bias 
cassettes, make sure all the copies 
leaving the studio are perfect, con-
stantly calibrate the cassette decks. "A 
guy at McCann-Erickson will listen to 
the cassette in his office," he says. "He 
doesn't care about the process that 
went into making it. It can happen in 
some fancier studios that use normal-
bias cassettes because it's cheaper, or 
they let an assistant run the copies after 
everyone's gone home and it winds 
up having distortion on it." 

Advertising clients expect certain 
amenities, Bramon has realized, as 
anyone who deals with them eventu-
ally must. "They want Sarge's, they 
want their sushi," he says, "but any 
restaurant can deliver that. They want 
a phone they can make long-distance 
calls on, they want coffee. We have 
all that here. They can get that at Power 
Station and other big studios, but they 
can also get that here and it sounds as 
good, and they save a lot of money. 

As a salesman, that's exactly the pitch 
I use. I say listen to the quality and 
compare the cost." 
Now one might think this angers 

some of the bigger kids on the block. 
One would be right. Bramon won't 
mention names, but he acknowledges 
that some of the larger studios and 
production houses around town have 
put a bit of heat on him, mostly in the 
form of phone calls that initially in-
quire about rates and end up venting 
dissatisfaction about a lost client. In 
response, Bramon says he offers 
similar quality for less money, and he 
pays all the fees and taxes that any 
business must in New York; his lower 
overhead is simply a bit of good for-
tune that he sees no reason to feel 
guilty about. 

Michael Bramon gives the impres-
sion that he has seen the future. 
Technology keeps getting better and 
cheaper and more accessible, and that 
bodes well for him and others like him. 
"When the tapeless environment fi-
nally hits home—literally—I don't 
know how the major [studios] will 
compete," he says. 

"From my own standpoint, I'm 

happy to see this whole accessibility 
thing happening. When I came to New 
York, I wondered why are these big 
studios ripping off these clients [with 
exorbitant rates]? [It's because] the 
advertising people just didn't know 
any better. It's not like I'm trying to 
save advertising companies. I'm trying 
to make some money for myself. It's 
the whole parcel of how the studios 
were dealing with the companies— 
the condescending way the engineers 
would treat the clients. [Advertising 
clients] may say stupid things some-
times, hut they're not stupid people. 
They're just [technologically] unedu-
cated. In addition to giving them as 
good as they got from the big studios, 
I also try to treat them on a one-to-
one basis. People are more educated 
now, both clients and musicians. And 
people are exchanging information. 
You never got that with the big stu-
dios." 

Dan Daley is a Mix contributing edi-
tor. When not wining and dining in 
Manhattan, he ekes out a meager 
living as a sharecropper near Tupelo, 
Mississippi. 

SAMPLE STEREO. 

Sony's ECM-MS5 stereo microphone puts high quality 
stereo miking from a single point within your reach. 
Incorporating Sony's MS (Mid-Side) capsule technology the 
MS5 brings true stereo imaging to your recordings. Coupled 
to Sony's TCD-D10 PRO portable DAT recorder, the MS5 
provides digital sampling results of startling clarity and realism. 
To find out more call 1-800-635-SONY 
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ECM-MS5 
• Three matched condenser capsule MS design 
• Light weight: 7.6 oz. 
• Six position adjustable directivity (0-127 degrees) 
• Accepts 12-48V external power 
• Optional DC-MS5 DC power supply allows 20 hour 

operation on a single AA alkaline battery 
• Low-cut roll off switch 

Sony Communrcatrons Products Company, 
1600 Queen Anne Rd . Teaneck. NJ 07666 
ID 1989 Sony Corporason of Amerrca Sony Is a regstered trademark of Sony 
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AUDITIONS 

by George Petersen 

PRODUCT 
CRITIQUES AND COMMENTS 

RODUCTS AND PROMISE: 
KICKING A FEW TIRES AT AES 
rule annual U.S. convention of the Au-
dio Engineering Society is a lot of 
things to a lot of people. It's commu-
nication: Papers are presented, work-
shops and sessions transpire, ideas 
arise, arguments ensue, agreements 
occur, deals develop. From scrawled 
schematics on cocktail napkins, to 
high-level meetings behind locked 
doors in plush hotel suites, it's busi-
ness. And for the illuminati of the 
audio industry, this is the place to be 
and be seen. 

Certainly, the main attraction to 
most AES attendees is the convention 
floor, where the real action is happen-
ing. Manufacturers have a two-fold in-
terest: revealing their latest toys to a 
technology-hungry engineering pub-
lic, and, of course, checking out the 
competition. I, for one, was particu-
larly impressed with this 87th AES 
convention. Besides having a chance 

to investigate new products first-hand 
and kick a few tires, my presence at 
the show kept me about 3,000 miles 
away from Oakland's earthquake-rav-
aged Cypress/I-880 freeway, where I 
would have been precisely at 5:04 on 
that fateful day, had I not gone to the 
show . . . Hmmm . . . New York never 
looked so beautiful. 

Past AES conventions have always 
been full of products and promise, 
and this show was no exception. 
There was plenty to see—no shortage 
of innovation here, with a plethora of 
new ideas, new approaches and even 
new twists on older technology. 

In that last category, the first annual 
George Petersen "Why Didn't I Think 
of That?" Awards go to AKG's K270-S 
and Bryston's 280-B. The K270-S is a 
version of AKG's popular K270 sealed 
parabolic headphones, but includes a 
microswitch that automatically shuts 
the unit off when the phones are re-
moved from the wearer's head, thus 

Demonstrations 
of the Symetrix 
DPR-100 
Macintosh-
based " Digital 
Audio Work-
place" 
attracted 
steady crowds 
throughout the 
convention. 
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automatically eliminating feedback 
problems and sonic "bleed" from 
unused headsets in the studio. The 
Bryston 280-B is an interface that 
mounts under a Nagra IV-S and ac-
cepts two Dolby SR cards. The com-
pact ( less than 1- inch thick) unit can 
be powered either externally or di-
rectly from the Nagra, and a power 
save feature only delivers power to 
the SR cards when tape is rolling. 

As always, consoles were big news. 
Soundcraft started the show off with 
unveilings of its 3200 and Delta 200 
Series. Available in 24- and 32-bus 
versions, the flagship 3200 console 
features a split design with internal 
noise gates ( full external key and side-
chain access) on every channel and 
monitor input, as well as a flexible 
routing system allowing up to 20 aux 
sends. Identical EQ facilities on the 
channel and monitor inputs provide 
for true 68- input operation from a 
36x32 configuration, and a maximum 
of 100 fader-controlled line inputs are 
available for mixdown. The Delta 200 
updates the successful 200B, with a 
host of new features, including a 
choice of four input modules: stand-

ard, deluxe, stereo and dual line. 
Using 12 of the latter and a single 
master module, a Delta 200 could ac-
commodate 24 line inputs in a single 
rack-mount frame. 

Trident showed the Vector 432, an 
in- line console available in 32/40/ 
48/56-channel versions. The Vector 
includes 44 VU meters, eight aux 
sends, 4-band EQ and an extensive 
muting system with up to 16 automute 
groups under manual, SWIM or MIDI 
control. 
By now, just about everybody on 

the planet knows about the Sound 
Workshop acquisition, but still, it's 
going to take awhile to get used to 
seeing the Otan i name on mixers. That 
may change soon, with the delivery of 
the first Series 54 console to R.O. Stu-
dios (near San Francisco) and the 
announcements of DiskMix 3 moving 
fader automation and TC-100. The lat-
ter is a compact, high-performance 
analog console designed for transfer-
ring audio source material from one 
medium to another, particularly in the 
video and film post-production en-
vironments. 

U.K.-based Novation Intl. created 
quite a stir with the U.S. AES debut of 
its Alpha, an assignable, digitally con-

trolled analog mixing console featur-
ing 999 snapshots and Total Dynamic 
Automation of all console functions. 
With 32 channels, 32-track routing and 
32 monitors in an in-line frame, up to 
72 inputs can be accommodated in a 
space that's barely over five feet wide. 
Alpha's lightweight console control 
unit can be located up to 25 meters 
from the audio electronics rack. 
Taking a different approach is API, 

which showed a production version 
of its all-discrete, in- line recording 
console. The board allows configura-
tions of up to 96 inputs, 48 track as-
signs, ten aux sends and GML Series 
2000 moving fader automation as 
standard equipment. The first two 
consoles in the series have been deliv-
ered to NYC's Messina Music and for 
mobile installation in David Hewitt's 
new super truck at Remote Recording 
Services in Pennsylvania. 
Now under the direction of former 

Soundcraft chairman Phil Dudderidge, 
Focusrite Ltd. had a strong presence 
at AES, exhibiting its ISA range of 
equalizers, preamps and dynamics 
processors, while celebrating the 1989 
deliveries of Model 8924 consoles to 
NYC's Electric lady Studios and Mas-
ter Rock in London. Development of 



a second-generation console is now 
underway, with availability expected 
sometime early this year. 
The surprise winner in the console 

category at this AES was Audio Tek-
nology Inc.'s (of Durham, Oregon) 
Paragon sound reinforcement board. 
Designed to handle either house or 
monitor mixing chores, the Paragon 
is available in 32- and 40-channel ver-
sions, with dynamics sections (com-
pressor/limiter and noise gating) on 
each input module, along with 4-band 
EQ, 16 effects sends and comprehen-
sive metering of nearly every console 
function (three LED bar graphs on 
each channel—for gating, compressor 
and gain) as well as 23 stereo fluores-
cent meters on the bridge. Its mic pre-
amps are of the padless, high-voltage 
variety, said to be able to handle a 
dynamic range of up to 160 dB at a 
THD of under 0.005%. Retailing for 
under $75,000 (for the P32 model), 
this sleek, high-performance machine 
makes a quantum leap toward bring-
ing sound reinforcement mixing into 
the next century. 
A truly revolutionary unveiling was 

Sony's SDP- 1000 Digital Audio Effec-
tor, designed for mastering applica-
tions. With its large-screen display, 

400 

Bill rlrelkeld and David Kimm of Soundcraft unveil the Delta 200. 

central processing unit and keypad/ 
sliders/trackball controller. the SDP-
1000 resembles a personal computer 
at first glance, hut instead offers 32-bit 
internal signal processing with 24-bit 
(AES'EBU, SPDIF) and 20 bit (SDIF-
2) I/0 word lengths. Features include 
digital 4-band equalization, HF/LF 

shelf and cut filters, and limiter/ex-
pander/compressor/gating—all driv-
en by SMPTE or MIDI for automated, 
dynamic effects control. Digital I/O is 
standard, 44.056/44.1/48kHz sampling 
rates are supported, and expect a price 
in the $25,000 range when shipments 
begin early this year. 

ONLYA MACHINE THIS SUPERIOR 
COULD MAKE $35,000 
SOUND LIKE A BARGAIN. 

If you think $35O00* for the ATR-80 sounds like a lot of money, try 
to find a machine as good for under $50,000 

Found one yet? Didn't think so Because, at that price, the ATR-80 is 
simply the best 2" 24-track around. 

Best in editing characteristics: special circuitry provides transparent 
punch-ins for gapless edits. 

Best in lock-up capabilities, too: lightning fast and limited only by 

the performance of your other equipment. 
So get into your Tascam dealer today and check out the ATR-80. 

Sit down and admire the craftsmanship firsthand. Feel the power, the 
speed, the smooth response Experience the incomparable sonic qualty 

With the ATR-80, you'll see how much $35,000 will buy 
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AUDITIONS 

A little less lofty was Rane's launch 
of the Flex Series in the new HR (half-
rack) format. Addressing the problem 
of standardizing the mechanical 
mounting requirements of half-rack 
gear was no easy task, and after an 
initial effort by ART, Ashly, Crown, 
dbx, Furman, Rane and Symetrix (fol-
lowed by talks with over 35 other 
manufacturers) HR was born. The Flex 
Series includes a variety of mixers, 
splitters, EQs, filters, compressors, 
limiters, gates, delays and other proc-
essors. Inputs/outputs are XLR, termi-
nal strip or 1/4-inch, and the units can 
be mounted horizontally or vertically. 

Making its AES debut was Zoom Cor-
poration (Redwood City, Calif.), a 
company founded by a number of for-
mer Korg engineers. The flagship 
Zoom 9010 is a hot 4-in/4-out digital 
multi-effector with reverb, chorus, de-
lay, pitch shifting, compressor, phas-
ing, etc.—all with internal control of 
mix levels and a unique "multirout-
ing" system that, among other things, 
allows the use of several effects simul-
taneously, or different processors can 
be accessed as separate, discrete ef-
fects. It's MIDI-controllable, of course, 

and ROM cards provide additional 
programs and routing options. The 
Zoom 9010 marks a most impressive 
entrance from a serious new contend-
er in the marketplace. 

"What's-New- Is-What's-Old" Award: 
Tubes were hot ( literally) as Summit 
Audio exhibited its EQF-100, a full-
range equalizer using hybrid vacuum 
tube/digital technology. Pro net-priced 
at $2,200, the handcrafted EQF-100 
features four bands of seven switch-
selectable frequencies, with up to 16 
dB of boost or cut, variable band-
width, high and low filters (each with 
three frequencies) and separate by-
pass switches for each section. This 
unit sounds oh-so-sweet, and best of 
all, it's available now. 
Meyer Sound Labs and B.A.S.E. 

shared honors for the "Can a Hotel 
Demo Suite Be Packed Fuller than a 
Rush-Hour Subway Car?" Award. 
B.A.S.E. made the first public showing 
of the Bedini Audio Spacial Environ-
ment to steady crowds, anxious to 
hear the ambience enhancer first-
hand. Another popular product demo 
was the Meyer HD-1 High Definition 
monitors. At a list price of $4,135, this 
self-powered, self-contained, compact 
speaker system is not inexpensive, but 

has an absolutely wonderful sound, 
and is flat down to 32 Hz. Hats off to 
all the folks at Meyer Sound labs for 
this impressive accomplishment. 
There was plenty of big news on 

the digital recorder front—Studer held 
the first public showing of the D820-
48 digital recorder, offering 48-track 
capability on 1/2-inch tape in the DASH 
format. According to a company 
spokesman, the "competitively priced" 
machine will begin deliveries this 
year. Elsewhere in the DASH camp, 
Sony announced the sale of its 600th 
digital multitrack and reported strong 
sales of the PCM-3348: 21 of these 48-
track digital recorders have been sold 
since their introduction a year ago. 
Meanwhile, Mitsubishi celebrated the 
10-year anniversary of the unveiling of 
its first digital recorder, the X-80 2-
track, which took place at AES in Octo-
ber 1979. 

Ready for a new digital format? Ya-
maha showed a working model of its 
DMR8X All-Digital Personal Produc-
tion System, which integrates an 8-
track digital recorder (plus cue and 
time code tracks), digital mixer that 
handles up to 24 channels of audio, 
internal digital signal processing (the 
equivalent of three SPX900/1000s), 



locator and moving fader automation 
into a single unit. The system uses a 
stationary head format, with proprie-
tary Yamaha 8mm tape cartridges that 
offer up to 20 minutes of record time 
at 44.1/48 kHz. All signals within the 
unit are handled as 24-bit digital audio 
(with up to 32-bit processing) and 
stored on tape with 20-bit resolution. 
A DRU8X expander unit syncs auto-
matically to the DMR8X, adding eight 
additional tape tracks for 16-track re-
cording (or 24-track capability with 
two DRU8X units). Don't go to the 
stores yet—first shipments are slated 
for this summer—and prices are esti-
mated to be about $30k for the DMR8X, 
with the DRU8X priced somewhere 
in the $15k to $20k range. 
Another big development came 

from Akai, whose DD1000 provides 25 
track-minutes of 4-track digital audio 
recording on each side of a standard, 
Sony 650-megabyte (removable and 
rewritable) optical disk. Built-in SCSI 
ports allow up to seven units to be 
slaved together, and both digital 
(AFS/EBU and optic fiber) and analog 
inputs are standard. Instantaneous 
random access replay of samples can 
be referenced to a smpTE cue list or 
triggered in real time. While the unit 

Yamaha 
DMR8X digital 
8-track 
recorder/mixer. 

is applicable in any number of pro-
duction tasks, the DD1000 seems ideal 
for the storage of custom sound ef-
fects, music beds and stings in the 
audio- for- fi m/v ideo environment. 
Deliveries begin this year, with pric-
ing tentatively in the $13k range. Speak-
ing of pricing, Akai was able to lower 
the price of its A-DAM 12-track digital 

recorder (reviewed in this issue) from 
$35,000 to $25,000, thanks to a better 
exchange rate and improved produc-
tion efficiency. Akai has since taken 
the unprecedented action of rebating 
the difference to customers who pur-
chased machines at the higher price. 
Bravo, Akai! 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 122 
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OR, FOR JUST $13,999 
YOU COULD BUYA NEW MSR-24. 

Maybe at one time it was worth risking second-hand sound, iffy 
reliability and outmoded technology to save money on a used 24-track. 

Not any more. 
At $13,999* the MSR-24 actually costs thousands less than most used 

machines. And its cost-effective one inch format saves you even more 
But despite its low price, the MSR-24 has micro-electronically con-

trolled functions that recorders even a year or two old can't match. 
And when it comes to lock-up speed, no used 
machine can compete. 

Best of all, the MSR-24's incredible 
sound will knock you out, thanks to features 
like our superior head design, gapless punch 
in/out and spot erase. And, of course, you 
also get Tascam's legendary reliability 

See your Tascam dealer and try out the 
brand-new very affordable 
MSR-24. And let Al keep 

„ the hand-me-downs. 
Manufacturers suggested retail puce 
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PREVIEW 

SOUNDTRACS PCX 
Designed for cost-effective 
studio production, the PCX 
is a new 24-bus, in-line 
console from Soundtracs 
(distributed in the U.S. by 
Samson Technologies, 
Hicksville, NY). Features 
include mute automation 
(up to 100 mute memories 
can be stored and recalled 
via MIDI, time code or 
manually), balanced group 
and master buses, 4-
band sweepable EQ, and 
32- or 48-module frame 
sizes (both with patch 
bays). The tape monitors 
include equalization and 
can be used as extra 
inputs, for a potential of 
more than 100 inputs. 
Options include stereo 
input modules and addi-
tional effects returns. 
Circle #001 on Reader Service Card 

PAST EQUALIZER 
New from Professional 
Audio System Technology 
(Haverhill, Suffolk, UK), 
the PAST equalizer is based 
on the popular Neve Series 
80 technology. The single 
rack-space unit includes 
four overlapping bands 
with 18dB cut/boost con-
trol, highpass and lowpass 
filters (each with five 
selectable frequencies), 

NEW PRODUCTS 
FM 801A POWER AMP 
Based on FM Acoustics' 
(Wadenswil, Switzerland) 
proprietary class-A input 
voltage gain circuitry, the 
FM 801A Precision High 
Power Amplifier delivers 
430 W/channel into 8 
ohms, 750 W/ch into 4 
ohms and 1,500 W/ch into 
1.5 ohms—with a continu-
ous output current capabil-
ity above 40A RMS per 
channel. An ingenious pro-
tection system is said to be 
able to differentiate 
between audio signals and 
error signals, to provide 
100% amplifier protection, 
even while driving imped-
ances below 1 ohm. 
Circle #003 on Reader Service Card 

transformer-balanced line 
and mic inputs (phantom 
powering is optional), 
phase reverse switch, and a 
VU meter that is switchable 
to input or output. Gold-
plated XLR inputs and 
outputs are standard, as are 
1/4-inch jacks for patching 
to balanced or unbalanced 
instruments. 
Circle #002 on Reader Service Card 

ROLLS HALF-RACK GEAR 
Rolls Corporation, of Salt 
Lake City, UT, has 
unveiled a new series of 
half-rack audio devices (all 
compatible with the new 
HR mounting standard), 
including the HR11C mic 
preamp/processor, 
HR6MX/HR6MQ submix-
ers and HR100 power amp. 
The HR11C ($310) includes 
a high/low input imped-
ance switch, phantom 
power, 1/4-inch and XIII 
in/out connectors, notch 
filter, 10-band graphic EQ 
and a compressor/limiter. 
The 6 x 1 submbcers are 
available as the HR6MX 
($320, with XLR inputs and 
switchable phantom 
power) and the HR6MQ 
($260, with 1/4-inch inputs); 
the mixers feature over-
load LEDs on each channel 
and a master output level 
indicator. The HR100 is a 
single-channel, 100-watt 
(into 4 ohms) MOSFET 
power amp, priced at $320 
Circle #004 on Reader Service Card 

GENELEC 1035A 
MONITORS 
Now available from Quest 
Marketing (Auburndale, 
MA) is the Genelec 1035A 
control room monitor, a 
self-powered system said 
to produce levels up to 144 
dB with low distortion. 
The system consists of two 
3-way enclosures (each 
with double 15-inch woof-
ers) and an external elec-
tronics rack that provides 
stereo tri-amplification (up 
to 1,000 watts to each LF 
section), as well as cross-
overs, power-up sequenc-
ing and a driver-protection 
processor. The dual 5-inch 
midrange drivers and 1-
inch HF compression 

driver are mounted on a 
panel that can be rotated 
90 degrees for horizontal 
or vertical use. The 1034A 
is à similar system having a 
slightly lower acoustic 
output with smaller 
enclosures. 
Circle #005 on Reader Service Card 

DAWN WORKSTATION 
New from Doremi Labs 
(Covina, CA) is DAWN, the 
Digital Audio Workstation 
Nucleus. This Macintosh-
based system features 
direct-to-hard disk or RAM 
operation modes, 2 input 
and 8 output channels, vari-
able playback speed (for-
ward, backward and 
scrub), SMPTE time code 
cueing, MIDI in/out, and a 
SCSI port for connecting 
additional storage devices, 
such as WORM drives, tape 
backup, erasable optical 
drives and additional hard 
disks. Specs include select-
able sampling frequencies 
(44.1/48/96 kHz), a 20kHz 
bandwidth, 16-bit linear 
resolution and expandable 
RAM capacity: to 16 MB, 
providing 2.78 track-
minutes at 48 kHz. 
Circle #006 on Reader Service Card 

FURMAN QN-44 GATE 
The QN-44 ($399) from 
Furman Sound of Green-
brae, CA, is a 4-channel 
noise gate featuring indi-
vidual controls for thresh-
old, attack, release and 
depth. Available in bal-
anced or unbalanced ver-
sions, the QN-44 provides 
a maximum attenuation 
depth of 80 dB and 
includes an improved 
gain-control element, said 
to offer lower noise and 
distortion than gates using 
conventional VCA technol-
ogy. Other features include 
channel-on LEDs and key 
input jacks. 
Circle #007 on Reader Service Card 
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PREVIEW 
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MOTIONWORKER 
New from Motionworks 
(Chipping Norton, Oxford-
shire, UK) is Motion-
worker, a unique multi-
systems interface that 
brings machine control to 
any console automation 
system. The unit can con-
trol Adams-Smith, Audio 
Kinetics and TimeLine 
synchronizers, either as a 
stand-alone device or from 
the computer interface of 
Amek, GML or SSL automa-
tion systems. Motion-
worker enables engineers 
to operate many studio 
functions directly from the 
console's automation 
computer. In tapeless stu-
dio environments, Motion-
worker's virtual machine 
system allows automation 
control from an external 
time code or MIDI time 
code source; or the system 
can drive a sequencer from 
the console automation. 
Circle *008 on Reader Service Card 
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ENSONIQ SOUND 
SELECTOR 
Billed not as a hearing aid 
but as a "high-resolution 
listening instrument" is the 
Sound Selector from 
Ensoniq of Malvern, PA. 
Housed in a case the size 
of a conventional hearing 
aid, the unit can be pro-
grammed to detect and 
compensate for an indi-
vidual's hearing loss across 
13 frequency bands, and 
can be tuned with ldB 
resolution. Based around a 
custom VLSI chip, the 
Sound Selector has a 
bandwidth much higher 
than conventional devices, 
providing usable gain at 
frequencies up to 8 kHz. 
Circle #009 on Reader Service Card 

TAC MAGNUM 
Magnum is a new 24-bus 
console from Amek/TAC 
U.S. (North Hollywood, 
CA). Features include an 
in-line design, all-new FET 
muting system, 8 discrete 
aux sends (all switchable 
to monitor), fader reverse, 
in-place solo and solo/PFL 
controlled by master status 
switching, 30-segment 
peak hold LED metering 
above each channel, and 4-
band equalization that can 
be split for simultaneous 
operation on channels and 
monitor signal paths. 
Options include fader 
automation and MIDI-
controlled muting via the 
new Amek MICE (Multiple 
Interface Control Ele-
ment), which provides 
MIDI control of up to 72 
mute switches, with snap-
shot recall of up to 999 
pages of muting 
sequences. 
Circle #010 on Reader Service Card 

GOLD LINE SPL-120 
A new, low-cost ($ 199.95) 
sound level meter, the 
Model SPL-120 is now 
available from Gold Line 
of West Redding, CT. The 
SPL-120 features a large 
numeric display, selectable 
auto-ranging SPL or highest 
SPL modes, and a choice of 
flat, A- or C-weighting 
scales. The basic SPL range 
is from 45 to 120 dB; an 
optional adapter allows 
measurements from 25 to 
152 dB. 
Circle #011 on Reader Service Card 
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LA RUE TCA-1 SMPTE 
TIME CODE 
AMPLIFIER/PROCESSOR 
The TCA-1 SMPTE Time 
Code Amplifier from La 
Rue Professional Systems 
(Markham, Ontario) can 
restore and reshape low-
level (down to -50 dBm), 
distorted or corrupt time 
code while maintaining 
transport synchronization 
data. This allows the re-
cording of lower- level sig-
nals, thus reducing their 
effects on adjacent chan-

nds. Housed in a compact 
aluminum enclosure, the 
device features a low-noise 
balanced input stage, up to 
50 dB of gain adjust, select-
able time code filter, var-
ious code level indicators 
(minimum, optimum and 
peak), selectable "hard-
wire' bypass and compen-
sating balanced/unbal-
anced output. It's simple 
to use, easy to set up and 
lists for $295. 
Circle #012 on Reader Service Card 

 HOT OFF THE SHELF   

Cititrax, from Hollywood 
Edge, is a 10-hour CD set 
of urban sound effects, 
including street ambiences, 
traffic, trucks, sirens, con-
struction noises, a variety 
of interiors and much 
more—all digitally 
recorded and edited. Call 
(800) 292-3755 or (213) 
466-6723...Now available: 
a video demo of the JI 
Cooper Magi H system, 
which brings SMPTE-based 
fader and mute automation 
to any console. The tape is 
$13.95, including second-
day air shipping. Call (213) 
306-4131...New for the 
Ensoniq VFX synthesizer 
is Version 2.0 software, 

adding new features and 
seven new effects algo-
rithms. Contact your dealer 
for details on this free 
upgrade...The capabili-
ties of the Lexicon 480L 
have been expanded with 
Program Cartridge 1.0, 
offering a new ambience 
effect, panorama, random 
hall and digital compres-
sion/expansion capabili-
ties. Call (617) 891-6790 for 
details... Operator hand-
books for the Flying Fad-
ers console automation 
system are now available 
for producers and mixing 
engineers at no charge 

from Neve. Contact Kris 
Gustafson at (203) 744-
6230 ... Koss has released 
"Sound Effects," a bro-
chure on hearing impair-
ment and protection; for a 
free copy, call (800) USA-
KOSS...The Hollywood 
Film Music Library 
offers 35 hours of digitally 
recorded production 
music CDs in a variety of 
styles: industrial, rock, 
sports, ethnic, classical, big 
band, country and more— 
all available on needle-
drop or per-production 
blanket rates. Call (800) 
373-3256 or (818) 985-
9997 for more info. la 
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FIELD TEST  

by George Petersen 

AKArs 
A-DAM SYSTEM 
DIGITAL MULTITRACK FOR THE REST OF US 
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igital multitrack. The words them-
selves have a distinctive, wonderful 
sound, bristling with a big-bucks 
image of world-class facilities and 
studios of the rich and famous. 
However, all that may soon be chang-

 ing with the introduction of the Akai 
Digital Audio Multitrack (A-DAM) 
system, which brings the dues for the 
digital multitrack club down to an af-
fordable $24,995. 

A-DAM is a 12-track recording 

package offering up to 17.5 minutes 
of recording time on readily available 
(and inexpensive) 8mm videocas-
settes. While a 17.5-minute recording 
capacity may seem short, it is actually 
longer than a 2,500-foot roll of 24-track 
tape running at 30 ips (which gives 
you 16.6 minutes). The system's 
maximum running time is based on 
using a 90-minute videotape at 44.1 
kHz (the maximum time at 48 kHz is 
somewhat shorter). Akai's research 
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The Complete 
Prescription 

The New 
Orban 
290RX 

Powerful Medicine 

Three unique 
processing functions 

An integrated system 

Orban quality 
and service 
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The New Orhan 290RX will bring your over processed, under 
sampled, and "older" material back to life! In broadcast, transfer 
records to tape with a "better than new" sound. In recording 
studios, dress up naked synthesizer or sampler tracks, or pull 
lost solo tracks back up out of the mud. In mastering, make 
your reissues sound fresher and years younger. 

The 290RX provides three unique processing functions in two 
independent channels of audio problem-solving power. Orban's 
patented Harmonic Restoration circuitry recreates the desirable 
even-order harmonics which give a signal sparkle and life, without 
the grainy side effects introduced by previously available "exciter" 
circuits. Our Spectral Restoration circuitry dynamically adds just 
the right amount of high frequency air and shimmer to dull, flat 
material. And our Open Sound' Noise Reduction circuitry's 
separately adjustable downward expansion and bandwidth control 
have been carefully integrated to produce outstandingly trans-
parent results while virtually eliminating noise modulation and 

preserving natural sounding highs. 

The 290RX is the complete prescription for curing your audio ills. 
The two channels can be operated independently or as a stereo-
coupled pair. The Restoration and Noise Reduction circuits provide 
outstanding value separately. and are unbeatable in combination. 
And, each channel has three separate LED displays to enable you 
to easily fine-tune the 290RX for peak performance on your most 
problematic material. 

Like all Orban products, the 290RX is built to work the same hours 
that you do, and is backed by a company-wide commitment to 
customer service. We employ unique and proprietary designs to 
bring you products that are worth listening to. Contact your dealer 
and arrange to try out the 290RX on your problem audio situations. 
Or call us. We will be happy to provide you with the name of one 
of the top quality ckalers carrying Orhan products worldwide. 

«bon 
Listen to the Difference 

a division of AKG Acoustics, no:. 
645 Bryant Street 
San Fraicisco, CA 94107 USA 
Phone (415) 957-1067 
Telex ' 7-1480 FAX (415) 957-1070 
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THE SOUND OF 
SILENCE 

GT4A NOISE GATE 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

• Unique optical system ensures 

absolutely quiet operation 

• Front panel key switches 

• Rack mounting • S395 

• Easy to use • 4 channel 

The Omnicraft GT4A is ideal for 
studio & live work. Available in 
NEW high-speed version. 

Call for literature, review or 
your nearest dealer. 

1 - 800 CT AUDIO 
C-T Audio, 

3050 SW 14th PI, Ste3, Boynton Beach, 
FL 33426. 

In Canada call: Reid King, 
(604) 222 8190 

Circle #021 on Reader Service Card 

CLEAN 
PATCH BAYS 
NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS 
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT BURNISHERS: 
Each used to eliminate noise caused by contamination 
of main contacts in normal patching situations. 

VERTIGO 114" TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
Each allows injection of cleaning solvent in breaking 
contacts (normals), to eliminate intermittency that 
occurs when patch cord has been removed. 

ONLY $34.95 Ea. (Cont. USA) Please write 
for additional information and order form. Used by 
Professionals Worldwide. US Patent No. 4,733,678 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. # 116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 
Telephone: (818) 907-5161 
Fax: (818) 784-3763 

FIELD TEST 

proved that 120-minute tapes are too 
thin for reliable operation, and the 
system will automatically eject such 
tapes. 

The method for recording tracks is 
proprietary to the system, which 
means tapes recorded on A-DAM 
cannot be duplicated or backed up 
using 8mm VCRs, as is possible with 
other video-based formats such as EIAJ 
(PCM-Fl-type) tapes. Also, before 
recording in the A-DAM format, tapes 
must be formatted, in the same manner 
that you would format a floppy disk 
in a computer system. This tape-for-
matting process must be carried out 
in real time (this can take place while 
you're miking the drums, letting the 
band take five or emptying out the 
ashtrays), and the user must select 
emphasis on/off and a sampling fre-
quency (44.1 or 48 kHz) for each tape 
prior to formatting. 

System specifications state a fre-
quency response of 20 to 20k Hz (+1 
dB, -1.2 dB), over 90dB dynamic range 
and 16-bit linear quantization. Features 
include selectable 44.1/48kHz sam-
pling rates, balanced +4dBm XLR 
inputs and outputs, independent 
digital delay on each track (up to 
66ms), ±6% pitch change (only oper-
able at the 44.1kHz rate), a choice of 
four crossfade times for smooth 
punch-in/outs, frame-accurate auto 
punch-in/outs, spot erase capability 
and storage of more than 100 cue 
points. With its fast, stable transport 
and an analog auxiliary track provided 
for cueing or time code functions, the 
system is ideal for synching to video 
or a MIDI system, as well as music 
production for albums or jingles. 

The recorder uses six rotary heads 
(three playback/three record), with a 
single head rotation equivalent to one 
frame of data. Since the heads rotate 
at 2,100 rpm, the system's frame rate 
is 35 frames per second. This internal 
frame rate does not affect synchroni-
zation with other systems. Double 
Reed Solomon Code—the same error-
correction used by DAT—is em-
ployed, and digital data is recorded 
on the tape using a group interleave 
(channel scrambling) scheme,where-
by data is spread out across three 
tracks, allowing continuous operation 
even if one of the playback heads is 
clogged or fails. 

The system is made up of the 
DR1200 recorder. DUI 200 program-

mable autolocator and DM1200 me-
ter bridge. Since the DL1200 can 
control up to three DR1200 transports 
simultaneously (without an external 
synchronizer), users can upgrade the 
basic 12-track system to 24- or 36-track 
operation with the purchase of addi-
tional DR1200/DM1200 units. 

The transport's rear panel includes 
ports for an external error-rate counter, 
37-pin digital I/O connector (for 
making clone copies to/from another 
DR1200 or for connecting the optional 
AES/EBU interface adapter), 25-pin 
"D" port for an external synchronizer 
(Akai recommends TimeLine Lynx and 
Adams-Smith 2600 and Zeta models), 
internal sync ports for slaving multiple 
A-DAM units, 1/4-inch in/out for 
analog aux tracks, and connections to 
the meter bridge and autolocator. 

All the components in the system 
are rack-mountable, although at nearly 
80 pounds, the DR1200 transport 
requires a fairly hefty rack. More 
important is the fact that the DR1200's 
rotary heads and tape path need 
thorough, regular cleaning (at least 
once or twice daily). A removable top 
plate allows quick access to the head 
assembly, so a pull-out, drawer-style 
mount is a necessity if the machine is 
placed in a rack. 
We put the A-DAM system to the 

test over a one-month period for the 
production of a pop album project, 
which provided plenty of opportuni-
ties for a test drive through all phases 
of tracking, overdubbing and mixing. 
I was pleased with the robust trans-
port and excellent sound quality. I 
guess I shouldn't have been too sur-
prised about the audio, since Akai has 
earned an excellent reputation over 
the years, especially with the indus-
try-wide acceptance of the superb 
S900 and S1000 digital samplers. 

Once A-DAM was set up in the 
control room, the first thing I noticed 
was fan noise, which wasn't over-
whelming (about as loud as some 
computer hard drives), but it was 
discernible. With the supplied cables 
for the meter bridge and locator (about 
25-feet long), you can place the trans-
port in the rear of the room or in an 
adjacent area. Akai offers optional 
cables that double the distance; both 
units use standard "D" connectors, and 
enterprising studios could easily put 
together custom cables for permanent 
installations. 

The DM1200 meter unit features 15-
segment LED meters for each of the 
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Warning: To Avoid 
Risk Of Shock, 

crown 41 
RCI*0-TECH 

---efffleufflli$111 

Ignore This 
Amp-To-Amp Confrontation. 

BGW GTB 

Iet's be frank. We're out to change your 
idea of what — and who— makes a 
professional power amplifier. So if 

you just bought a Crown MacroTech, turn 
the page — this comparison won't be a 
polite one. But it will stick to the facts. 

A look inside these two amps will give you 
a better idea of why BGW amps like the 
GTB Grand Touring Amplifier are built like 
no others in the world. And raise some 
questions about Crown MacroTechs. 

Left: The Macro Tech uses mostly air to dis-
sipate heat, not metal. The closely spaced fins 
are vulnerable to airborne dust and dirt. 

Right: BGW uses ten pounds of aluminum to 
absorb thermal transients, extending power 
transistor life. 

TAKING THE HEAT 

If the MacroTech heat exchanger reminds 
you of an air conditioner, you've grasped its 
design. This approach works, at least until 
dust and dirt clog the fins. But as soon as 
the air flow slows or stops, temperature 
rises. Soon after that. the Crown shuts off 
— it could even fail. 

The GTB uses massrve extruded aluminum 
heat sinks with widely spaced fins. The 

mass of metal absorbs thermal transients 
without straining the fan. And without quick 
changes in transistor temperature. That's 
important: Transient musical loads put the 
worst kind of stress on power transistors. 
The effects of thermal cycling fatigue may 
not show up until after the warranty, but 
they can destroy lesser amps. Meanwhile, 
BGWs keep right on delivering clean, reli-
able power. 

REAL SPEAKER PROTECTION 

Most amps today are direct coupled, so a 
blown output transistor (the most common 
failure) connects the power supply directly 
to the speakers. Earlier MacroTechs had 
no protection against DC. Now Crown has 
learned their lesson — or have they? The 
sensing circuit and relay they now use 
shuts off the power transformer, but allows 
the filter capacitors to discharge stored DC 
energy directly into your drivers — risking 
real damage. 

Left: Crown uses a slow-acting, less reliable 
relay It can allow the filter capacitors to dis-
charge stored energy directly into your drivers 

Right: BGW's modular power output section 
protects your speakers against DC damage 
with an instantaneous Thyristor Crow Bar. And 
the module is easily replaced in the unlikely 
event of failure. 

BGW pioneered DC speaker protection in 
1971. We stopped using relays years ago, 
when they no longer met our reliability 
standards for BGW amps. The GTB, like all 
BGWs over 200 Watts, uses solid-state 
Thyristor Crow Bars to keep DC from ever 
reaching your valuable speaker cones or 
compression drivers. 

Left: Time is money, and with Crown's Macro-
Tech you can lose plenty of both: You have to 
pull it out of the rack every time a fuse blows. 

Right: The GTB's power switch is also a rock-
er-actuated magnetic circuit breaker. You can 
reset it in a second if power lines hiccup. 

MAKE YOUR OWN COMPARISON 

Before you buy or spec your next power 
amp, call us at 800-468-AMPS (213-973-
8090 in CA). Well send you tech info on 
BGW amps and the name of your nearest 
dealer: He can arrange a demo of any 
BGW model against any amp you choose. 
Then you'll be able to appreciate the 
advantages of BGW engineering with your 
ears, as well as your eyes. 

SYSTEMS 

13130 Yukon Avenue, P.O. Box 5042 
Hawthorne, CA 90251-5042 

Tel 213-973-8090 • Fax 213-676-6713 
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Ask for our 

FREE CATALOG 
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RECORDING 
&11gUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

• 

Blank-Loaded 
AUDIO CASSETTES 

PI" 
CASSETTE BOXES 
LABELS • ALBUMS 
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TAPE 
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D 

Polyline " Empty 
REELS & BOXE 

Polyline Corp. 
1233 Rand Rd • Des Plaines IL 60016 

3'12 32903•5300 
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100% 
OF THE 

PERFORMANCE. . . 

re CRIMSON 

CT— 100A 

MOO 

60% OF THE PRICE. 

Full Line Including: 

* Microphone Splitting 
* Direct Box 
* Line Level Output 

Designed and Crafted 
in America 

CRIMSON AUDIO 
TRANSFORMERS 
(314) 547-8988 
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12 PCM tracks and a 12-segment level 
display for the aux channel. Front 
panel switches allow the user to tai-
lor meter characteristics, with a choice 
of two release times (fast-acing 319ms 
or a more gradual 1,277ms), as well 
as auto peak reset (with peaks dis-
played for about 1.5 seconds) or con-
tinuous display of the highest peaks. 

The DL1200 autolocator provides 
versatile and fast control of record and 
transport parameters. Features include 
105 memory points (five are single-
button selectable, with 100 more 
available in "stack" memory), pro-
grammable pre/post-roll times, frame-
accurate auto punch-in/out, repeat 
and return modes, a " rehearsal" func-
tion (for checking punch points be-
fore committing to tape), keypad entry 
or on-the-fly capturing of locate and 
patch points, auto playback muting 
(selectable on any track), "trans 
punch-in/out" (digital track-to-track 
copying) and four programmable 
preset combinations of channel-mode 
(record/playback) settings. The LED 
readouts of minutes/seconds/frames 
are large and easy to view, and the 
user can select time display in either 
absolute or relative modes. These, re-
spectively, are referenced from either 
the start of the tape or from any chosen 
point. 

The comprehensiveness of the 
DL1200 locator is almost overwhelm-
ing, yet the unit is simple to use. 
Perhaps the most revolutionary aspect 
of the A-DAM is that all of this autolo-
cation information can be stored in a 
TOC ("table of contents") section on 
the head of the tape and loaded in-
stantly, eliminating the need for tedi-
ous re-entry of locator points the next 
time you work on a tape. One caveat 
to bear in mind is that the procedure 
to save autolocation points is nearly 
identical to the "format tape" com-
mand. Watch out for this, particularly 
at the end of a late-night session. 

Punch-ins and outs were a breeze, 
and the user can choose from 
crossfade times of 12, 23, 46 or 93ms 
for seamless punches. One of A-
DAM's hippest features is "trans-
punch," which provides for digitally 
copying entire (or partial sections of) 
tracks. This is eminently useful in all 
kinds of situations: A "safety" track of 
a guitar solo could be copied before 
you begin a difficult punch, such as 
a single note in a complex riff. Trans-

punch also allows for digital editing 
capability. For example, one possible 
creative application is using three 
takes of a vocal performance (on three 
tracks) and copying various parts— 
say a first and third verse from Track 
2, choruses from Track 1, and a sec-
ond verse from Track 3—into a 
"perfect" version on an unused track. 
Once the desired track is assembled, 
the three original tracks can be erased, 
providing more tracks for backing 
vocals or solos. 

AUTOLOCATOR 
INFORMATION 
CAN BE STORED 
ON THE HEAD OF 
THE TAPE, THUS 
ELIMINATING THE 
TEDIOUS RE-EN-
TRY OF LOCATOR 
POINTS FOR YOUR 
NEXT SESSION. 

After using the A-DAM for a couple 
of days, I encountered the dreaded "E 
17" display, which indicates error code 
#7 on machine *1. This indicates a 
read/write error (excessive block error 
rate) originating either on the tape or 
from the heads. Whenever this is dis-
played, the A-DAM exits the record 
mode, although playback can con-
tinue. Aside from the remote possibil-
ity of mechanical/electronic problems, 
this indicates dirty heads or a bad or 
worn-out tape. 

With A-DAM's unconventional use 
of the 8mm medium, the system is 
fairly sensitive to the type of tape used. 
I experienced a disconcerting number 
of "E 1 7" crashes with TDK MP cas-
settes, a problem that disappeared 
when I switched to a Sony HG-A for-
mulation. For best results, Akai now 
recommends using Konica P6 xxP, 
Sony HG-A, Maxell MP and Sony MPn. 
Tapes said to provide acceptable 
operation are Maxell HG-M, Fuji Super 
HG and Scotch HG. Not recommended 
are Sony 1118 MP, MK H181\41' and 
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TDK MPn Super Strong. 
Unfortunately, the machine's oth-

erwise excellent manual is woefully 
inadequate in covering the critical 
head-cleaning procedure, which 
requires just the right amount of fin-
ger pressure. If you use Akai's recom-
mended head-cleaning routine (using 
an ethyl alcohol-moistened Kimwipe), 
there is a fine line between applying 
enough finger pressure to properly 
clean—or permanently damage—the 
delicate rotary head. Aware of this 
problem, Akai has issued a technical 
bulletin on head cleaning. 

While we're on the subject, Akai 
guarantees the heads for 1,500 hours 
(an internal meter keeps track of 
usage) and reports that several of its 
beta sites have logged 3,000 to 4,000 
hours before requiring replacement. 
A new head assembly is priced at 
about $2,200, and the replacement can 
supposedly be handled by the aver-
age studio technician. 

Overall, I was impressed with the 
solid operation and excellent audio 
performance of the A-DAM system, 
particularly after I mastered the head-
cleaning procedure. The album turned 
out nicely, with the entire tape budget 
for the project under $ 150! All the 
multitrack masters fit inside a shoebox, 
with room to spare—important for 
anyone with a packed tape vault. 
A major point to consider is whether 

12 tracks is enough. By striping the 
aux tracks with time code, synching 
to MIDI was no sweat, and this gave 
me 12 digital tracks, with another 24 
channels on my Atari ST-based se-
quencer. On several of the album cuts, 
I premixed 12 tracks to digital 2-track, 
then dumped them back onto new A-
DAM tapes, providing ten additional 
tracks for vocals and solos, with 
minimal signal degradation caused by 
the bouncing. 

Another option is to start with a 12-
track system and then expand into 24-
or 36-track operation. This will cer-
tainly appeal to many smaller studio 
operations, which can tailor the sys-
tem as their needs and finances grow. 
A 24-track A-DAM system can be put 
together for approximately $45,000. 
While the DASH- and PD-format 
recorder manufacturers have ignored 
the digital middle market, Akai has 
come out with an innovative solution: 
A-DAM, digital multitrack for the rest 
of us. 

Akai Professional, Box 2344, Ft 
Worth, TX 76113; (817) 336-5114. • 

• 

• 

• 

PROFESSIONAL 

• DESIGN • SALES 

• SERVICE • PARTS 

• INNOVATIVE 

FINANCING PLANS 

• RUSH DELIVERY 

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS 

A FEW EXAMPLES: 
• SOUNDTRACS IL4IVERIC/CMX/MRX STUDIO CONSOLES • AMEK 
MAGNUM/TAC SCORPION IVBULLET CONSOLES • C.A.D. 16 TO 48 
INPUT, DC SERVO POWERED MIXING CONSOLES • EVENTIDE 
H-3000S & B • NY'S EXCLUSIVE T.C. ELECTRONICS DEALER FEA-
TURING THE T.C. 2290 • AKGADR 68K DIGITAL REVERB • ROLAND 
R-880 DIGITAL REVERB & E660 DIGITAL E.Q. • CONDENSOR MICS 
BY JOSEPHSON, AKG, CROWN, NEUMANN, SONY & SENNHEISER 
• APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS (NY'S ONLY APPLE MUSIC 
DEALER • SOUNDTOOLS DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING & EDITING 
SYSTEM • TASCAM M5R-24 1" 24-TRACK BREAKTHROUGH PRICE 
RECORDER • MONITORS BY TANNOY, EV, JBL & UREI 

A KAI A. D .A.M. 12-TRACK 
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER 

NEW YORKS LARGEST 
PRO AUDIO INVENTORY 
• PROCESSORS BY EVENTIDE, LEXICON, DBX, 
SYMETRIX, VALLEY PEOPLE, ALESIS, T.C. ELEC-
TRONICS & AUDIO LOGIC • D.A.T. FEATUR-
ING THE SONY TC-DI 0 PRO & PCM 2500 AN I) 
THE PANASONIC SV-3500 & 5V255 • SAM-
PLERS FEATURING THE AKAI S-1000 & S1 000HI), 
THE ROLAND S-770, S-550, & S-330, THE EMU 
EMAX II, Ell' & PROTEUS • INTRODUCING D.A.R. 
DIGITAL WORKSTATION -POST PRODUCTION 
POWER TOOL. TASCAMATR-80 JAPAN'S FINEST 2" 24-TRACK 

723 SEVENTH AVENUE (THIRD FLOOR) 
N EW YORK CITY • 10036 • (212) 719-2640 
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Introducing... CD quality, stereo high fidelity, digital audio you record 
and playback on your PC-AT/286/386/Model 30 or compatible. 

Featuring.., real time direct to disk data transfer... 16-bit resolution... 
20Hz to 20kHz audio response.. .0.005% THD...6.25 to 50kHz program-
mable sample rate...92dB dynamic range...90db s/n... digital input... 
4 to 1 ADPCM compression. 
Use for digital audio recording, editing, mastering and transmission 

in broadcasting, entertainment systems, film production, audio/visual 
presentations and interactive CDI/DVI systems. 

If you're an audiophile with microcomputer resources call 1-800-338-
4231 (ex. CA.) for details on our Audio Pro... the Series 2/Model SX-10. 

ANTEX 
BUZ. ELECTRONICS 
16100S Figueroa St • Gardena, CA 90248 • Tel (213) 532-3092 • FAX (213)532-8509 
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LIVE SOUND 

by Mark Herman 

SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT NEWS 

Audio Techniques Inc. (Cala-
basas, Calif.) announced that it 
has contracted sound reinforce-
ment giant Maryland Sound 
Industries to operate and 
manage its touring accounts 
(including the band Chicago). 
MSI will use Audio Techniques' 
audio equipment inventory for 
its West Coast sound reinforce-
ment division. Bob Ludwig 
remains the owner and president 
of Audio Techniques and will 
continue to run the product sales 
division and consult on special 
projects. Ludwig says, "This 
move will benefit both parties. 
Between the two companies we 
can consolidate a lot of our 
equipment and ideas. As we 
upgrade with new gear, we'll 
gradually begin to standardize 
and strengthen the business 
association that we have already 
formed." 

Great Lakes Sound Inc. an-
nounced that it has moved into a 
new 4,000-square-foot facility in 
Toledo, Ohio. Five years ago 
Great Lakes started out as a 
sound company, but is now 
involved with lighting as well. 
Company president Bill 
Robison states, "We are a 
regional contract company that 
covers Toledo and the surround-
ing area within a 100-mile 
radius. At this time we do no 
touring, but it looks like we will 
in the near future. We do just 
about every type of act except 
rock bands; we steer away from 
them primarily due to lack of 
money in the Toledo-area rock 
market. Most of our work is with 
symphony, industrial and corpo-
rate clients." 

Great Lakes' console selection 
is pure Soundcraft, with a 32-
channel 500 out front and a 32-

channel 400 for monitors. 
Several smaller 200s are used 
when needed. The main P.A. 
uses custom TB1 proprietary, 
JBL-loaded, 3-way, full-range 
boxes with 15-inch, 10-inch and 
2-inch horns. Double 18-inch 
RCF-loaded custom subwoofers 
and/or large double-folded dual 
15-inch-loaded enclosures are 
used when more low end is 
required. Monitors are the new 
MacPherson 2-way wedges 
loaded with a 1-inch Radian 
driver and 15-inch E-V speaker. 
Robison says, "They sound great. 
They're efficient and cost-
effective. We're very pleased 
with them." Other monitors are 
JBL 4604 cabinets. 

Crest 8001 and 4001 amplifi-
ers power the main P.A. system. 
Each house amp rack is loaded 
with three 8001s and one 4001. 
The stage monitors are powered 
by Crest 7001 and 4801 amps. 
Carver 1.5s are used on several 
other systems that use Bose 
speakers for small events. Signal 
processing devices include a 
Roland 3000 delay, dbx 166x 
compressors, a dbx 900 modular 
series rack and Yamaha SPX90s. 

Recently, Great Lakes took 
delivery of the new Australian-
manufactured ARX Sixgate unit 
that features six gates in a 1-inch 
rack space, and the ARX 
Quadcomp unit with four com-
pressor/limiters in a 1-inch rack 
space. 

Toa Electronics has devel-
oped a surprisingly advanced 
multiuse digital signal processor 
for sound reinforcement and 
installation usage. The new 
SAORI is inserted after the 
mixing console outputs and 
before the power amplifiers. It 
performs a range of tasks 
equivalent to two 30-band EQs, 
two 4-band notch filters, two 4-
way crossovers, two constant-di-
rectivity horn compensators and 
eight digital delays—all in a 
compact, five-space, rack-mount-
able, expandable mainframe that 
holds individual signal processor 
modules. All parameters of each 
module are independently pro-
grammable via scrollable screens 
on a backlit LCD display, or 

Below: The TOA SAORI 
integrated sound processor, 
model IS- 100MF 
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MARTIN BRIDGES 
THE TECHNOLOGY GAP 

Martin is committed to solving your 
professional audio problems by 
integrating technologies from the 
past and the present — with a bridge 
to the future. 

No wonder recording studios, broad-
casters, post-production companies, 
advertising agencies — and just about 
everyone who needs professional equip-
ment and advice — have come to rely 
on our expertise. 

Martin Audio Video Corporation is one 
of the world's largest professional audio 
specialists. Our parts department stocks 
components from over 200 manufacturers 
— more than any other professional 
audio dealer. Chances are we have what 
you need — and best of all at the right 
price. 

Our clients include all the major broad-
cast and cable networks, HBO, Howard 
Schwartz, Superdupe Creations, Magno 
Sound, The Hit Factory, and virtually 
every major advertising agency in 
New York. 

Martin Audio Video Corporation... 
Your bridge to the future. 

And recently we've joined the growing 
team of Video Services Corporation 
companies. Together, we provide a level 
of service that is unrivaled in the 
business. 

We may be big, but we're not fat. Martin 
is still a lean group of dedicated profes-
sionals who'll work hard to sort out your 
equipment needs. We'll configure systems 
for you that utilize your existing equip-
ment, capitalize on today's technology — 
and let you embrace tomorrow's 
technology as well. 

You'd think such a high level of service 
would cost you dearly — but it won't. 
Martin's prices are no higher than others 
who'll sell you a box and then say 
goodbye. 

So call Martin Audio Video at (212) 
541-5900. For professional parts call 
(212) 489-4750. We'll answer your ques-
tions, give you professional advice, and 
configure a system based on what you 
need now, not what we'd like to sell. 

A VIDEO SERVICES CORPORATION COMPANY 

423 WEST 55 STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019-4490 (212) 541-5900 / FAX (212) 541-9128 
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WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO WORK 
WITH A LEGEND? 

MIX Magazine's reviewer hod this to soy about BIAMP's LEGEND recording 
console . . 

". . . the general construction of the board is quite impressive . . . the 
LEGEND's configuration, flexibility, and the bottom line . . . the way the 
board sounds . . . is first rate. Headroom, frequency response and overall 
sound warmth make the LEGEND a strong contender. . ." 

* Space saving in-line format 
* Modular construction 
* Balanced Group outputs and Tape Returns with complete tape monitoring 

* Four-transistor discrete preamplifier section . . . unexcelled sonic 
performance 

* Transparent sweepable EQ with switchable bypass and HPF 
* Complete control room and studio communication system 

Call us toll-free at 800-826-1457 for the name of the LEGEND dealer nearest you 
. and ask us about the LEGEND/J.L. Cooper automation package, too . . . 
affordable automation without sacrificing sonic performance. 

biamp>] AMERICAN SOUND 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

14270 N W. Science Park, Portland, OR 97229 
(503) 641-7287 

LIVE SOUND 

externally from a personal com-
puter. Crossover functions, for 
example, can be adjusted for 
filter slopes, roll-off frequency 
and independent selections for 
Bessel, Butterworth and 
Linkwitz-Riley filters. Eight com-
plete pattern-memory presets are 
provided; more are available 
with an external computer. The 
SAORI's digital converters 
incorporate 16-bit AID and 18-
bit D/A with 32-bit processing 
technology. 

This is the type of device that 
is better understood on personal 
examination. Several major 
sound companies and audio 
acoustical consultants have ex-
pressed interest in the versatile 
SAORI system, which is slated 
for delivery this summer and ex-
pected to retail for under 
$10,000. Personally, I think that 
the SAORI shows a glimpse of 
what the future will bring and 
has the potential of being very 
useful for touring and fixed-
installation work. In the long 
run, it promises to be cost-
effective and reduce rack space 
requirements, eliminate signifi-
cant signal degradation and 
provide more precise parameter 
control. 
Rumor Control...It's time to 

set the record straight on all the 
rumors regarding the status of 
TC Electronic, the manufacturer 
of the well-received 2290 digital 
delay. First, TC Electronic of 
Denmark is still in business, but 
TC Electronic of America 
stopped carrying the Dutch 
company's products last June. 
Virtual Designs Ltd. (N. Holly-
wood, Calif.) now has the exclu-
sive importation and distribution 
rights to the TC Electronic 
product line in the U.S. The 
original European company, TC 
Electronic Is. of Denmark, went 
bankrupt and last September 
sold the company to Gert 
Frederilcsen, who promptly 
changed the name to TC Elec-
tronic As. of Denmark. The 
address and telephone number 
remain the same. The company 
has reopened with the original 
staff intact, and the first ship-
ments of new product arrived in 
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There's a Tine Une 
that separates us from other 

keyboard controllers. 

Somebody once said that a picture is 
worth a thousand words. Unfortunately, 
most of the companies that make mother 
keyboards didn't seem to be listening at the 
time. Otherwise Roland wouldn't be the 
only company making MIDI controllers 
that actually give you a picture of your per-
formance parameters. 
Our A-80 and A-50 have a menu-driven 

liquid crystal display that lets you access 
25 different status screens. And while the 
best of our competitors limit you to seven 

Mom 

pre-set velocity and aftertouch ranges, our 
curves give you literally millions of combina-
tions to work with. 
You can even reconfigure your entire 

system with the push of a single button. 
There's so much ingenuity in our mother 

keyboards that we could go on for another 
thousand words, easy And in fact we will. Just 
call (213) 685-5141 ext 331 and we'll send 

you a brochure. Roland 
Complete 

RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, 
with pictures. Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 213 685-5141 
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LIVE SOUND 

the U.S. in late November. 
Virtual Designs' Ed Simeone 

says, "The [new] products are 
exactly the same as before. New 
owner Gert Frederiksen is a first-
class audio engineer who brings 
considerable enthusiasm, as well 
as needed capital, to the com-
pany. We showed two new 
products at the AES in New 
York: the 1280 stereo digital 
delay line and the 1380 multi-
tapped 1-in, 3-out digital delay 
line. Both list for $2,000 and are 
based on the 2290 converter 

technology." Designed for 
precise time alignment with 
distributed loudspeaker systems, 
the units have over 100 dB of 
dynamic range and come in 5-
microsecond steps with memory 
cards enabling up to 20 seconds 
of delay. Simeone says, "TC has 
heavily targeted the P.A. sound 
reinforcement industry for up-
coming products." 

The bulk of LA Sound's (N. 
Hollywood, Calif.) business is 
concentrated in the L.A. area. 
Now in its 12th year, owner 
Richard Ralke's company 

ANNUL CASES 
SUBSIDIARY OF ZERO CORPORATION 

15650 Salt Lake Ave., City of Industry, CA 91745 P.O. Box 1202, La Puente, CA 91747 

(800) FLY-ANVIL (800) 359-2684 

provides audio and visual serv-
ices for private parties, the 
annual L.A. Marathon, the Strand 
Club in Redondo Beach and 
most of USC's campus pro 
sound. Additional work includes 
concerts with Billy Vera and the 
Beaters and occasional installa-
tions. 
TAC Scorpion 32x8x2 house 

and 30x12 monitor consoles 
head the main LA Sound system. 
Wheatstone/Audioarts LM80 and 
8000 consoles are also available. 
The house P.A. consists of old-
model Meyer JM-3 cabinets 
(forerunner to the MSL-3), 
custom LASC 3-way cabinets, 
and EAW 800s for subwoofers. 
Monitors are proprietary LASC 
wedges loaded with PAS 
2580CXL 15-inch coaxial speak-
ers. Everything is powered by 
Crest 7001, 4001 and PL400 am-
plifiers. Crossovers are BSS 340, 
EQs are all Klark-Teknik, and 
processing is done with dbx 160 
and 166, Drawmer 201, Yamaha 
SPXII and REV7, and DigiTech 
delays. 

Last year, Manhattan-based 
American Sound Reinforce-
ment—owned by Mark Fried-
man—merged with New York 
sound and lighting company See 
Factor. Bob See remains the 
president of the new See Factor; 
Friedman heads the audio de-
partment. Multiple sound 
systems composed of Meyer 
speakers, Crest amps, and 
Yamaha, Midas and Ramsa 
consoles are kept busy on 
national tours, one-off concerts 
and New York-area events. On 
the choice of speakers, Friedman 
says, "See Factor is primarily a 
Meyer Sound Labs-based sound 
company when it comes to 
loudspeakers. We have a large 
inventory of all the Meyer main, 
sub and monitor cabinets." A 
proprietary two-box JBL-loaded 
system is also available as 
needed. Amplifier power is 
provided by Crest 4001 and 8001 
amps. The house mix shows 
Midas Pro 40, Pro 5 and Yamaha 
PM3000 consoles, while the 
stage uses either a Midas Pro 40 
or Ramsa WR-S840. A wide 
variety of outboard equipment, 
including Klark-Teknik, Lexicon, 
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LIVE SOUND 

Yamaha and Eventide, is stand-
ard in each system. Recent tour 
clients include Squeeze and 
David Byrne. 

Located just outside of 
Orlando, Dewey Bond Associ-
ates (Longwood, FL.) is a full 
production company formed a 
year ago by owner Dewey 
Bond. Bond started with staging, 
lights and a roof and recently 
progressed into the audio field 
with the purchase of a 24-box 
Electro-Voice MT-4 flying main 
P.A. system and 20 of Electro-

Voice's smaller DeltaMax cabi-
nets. The new company has 
been quite busy servicing na-
tional one-offs, festivals, hotels, 
conventions, corporate clients, 
industrials and regional mini-
tours. "We have been extremely 
busy and we are now gearing up 
to do national touring with 
sound and lights," Bond states. 
Richard Chimelis manages an 
additional office in Miami. 

The E-V main speakers are 
powered with Crest 8001s on the 
18s and 10s, and 7001s for the 
mid-highs and highs. Carver 1.5 
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Pro-Audio Rentals 

333 W 52ND ST 

NEW YORK, NY 

10019 

WE PROUDLY OFFER: 

• The largest selection of synthesizers, drum 
computers, and MIDI devices anywhere. 

• A comprehensive collection of vintage 
outboard and microphones. 

• All the finest in digital recorders: 

• Mitsubishi X-880/X-850/X-86HS/X-86 
• Sony 3348/3324A/3402/1630 
• AMS Audiofile IV • Studer D820X 

• 'Round the block support anywhere in the USA 

• The best on time record in the industry 

• Offices opened 7 days a week 

• Service available 24 hours a day 

WE'RE THE ONLY CALL YOU NEED TO MAKE! 

amplifiers power Woodworx 
monitor enclosures that are 
loaded with a JBL 12-inch and 2-
inch driver. Frontline mixing 
consoles are a 40-channel 
Yamaha PM3000 in the house 
and Ramsa WR-S840 on stage. 
Signal processing inventory is 
composed of Audio Logic gates, 
dbx 166 limiters, Klark-Teknik 
equalization, E-V crossovers, 
Yamaha REV7, SPX1000, SPX90 
and Lexicon PCM42 effects. A 
48-pair snake runs out to the 
house, and multipin connections 
are made with AMP Quicklatch 
connectors. 

Recent work includes a 
variety of equipment on several 
stages for a large, annual local 
event—Light Up Orlando—and 
a Latin music festival in Miami 
that involved Dewey Bond 
handling two stages that hosted 
40 salsa and merengue acts over 
a two-day period. MTV's "Sum-
mer Break Nights" shows at the 
Wet'n'Wild water amusement 
park in Orlando used Dewey 
Bond for 45 days last summer. 
Bond has worked with the 
Florida Symphony Orchestra, 
Julio Iglesias, Molly Hatchet, 
and this past summer provided 
supplemental main P.A., MT-4 
equipment support for Chicago-
based dB Sounds (no relation) 
tour ‘‘ ith the Allman Brothers. 

Performance Audio (West-
port, Conn.) is oriented to local 
work in the affluent Fairfield 
County area. Business ranges 
from corporate work in 
Stamford, Conn., with Fortune 
500 companies such as IBM, 
Chrysler, General Electric and 
GTE, to jobs for high schools, 
public events, theatrical presen-
tations and some concerts. Folk 
act Peter, Paul & Mary is a 
steady client... Performance's 
sound system consists of 
Yamaha 2404 and 2408 consoles, 
E-V S1202 full-range boxes for 
the house P.A., E-V FM1502 
wedges for monitors and Carver 
1.5 amplifiers. 

Mix sound reinforcement editor 
Mark Herman also operates a 
company specializing in console 
rentals for live sound and 
tor tring applications. 
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THE ROLLING STONES 

"STEEL WHEELS" /*#e 
TOUR 

I-1 istorically, mediocray has 
never been someth:ng as-

sociated with the Rolling Stones, 
and their latest North American tour 
is no exception. Sizable in form, 
function and profit, their latest foray 
across the continent was a spectacle 
of monstrous proportions featuring 
Mick and the boys frolicking in an 
elegantly industrial, stylized land-
scape. which complemen:s the 

"Steel Wheels" tour 
and album. 

The band looked and sounded 
great, offering a broad cross-section 
of their best material from the past 
quarter-century. , 

Visually, fans got their money's 
worth in the form of an innovative 
stage continuously awash in a sea 
of color provided by a state-of-the-
art lighting system. Giant video 
screens positioned at stage right 
and left supplemented the already 
larger-than-life display. Halfway 
through the show you could count k on an appearance by two inflatable 
55-foot-tall Honky Tonk Women, 

1 -- and to cap things off, before you 
t 1' left an ample dose of fireworks 

exploded in the sky during an 
Î. encore of "Jumping Jack Flash." 

.  All the visuals in the world 
wouldn't make much difference, 
however, if the sound reinforce-
ment system failed to live up to ex-
pectations. To fill the bill the Stones 
relied upon Dallas-based Showco's 
Prism Concert System to take on the 
rigors of the 36-city tour, which 
ended in December 1989. 

Requiring an 18-person crew to - 
operate and eight tractor-trailers to 
transport, the system could be 
viewed as three separate entities. 
To distinguish these three groups, 
Showco assigned a different "learn" 
leader to each: Jeff McGinnis over-, 
saw the operations of the Red Team 
System, David Conyers on the Blue 
Team System, and Gary Epstein on 
the Universal Team System The 
first two groups of equipment were 

awe 
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Top photo Lewis Lee. Other 
photos by Jay Blakesberg 

_ 

Above: Among the 
goodies at Benji Lefevre's 
house mixing pos tion at 
the Dallas shows were 
tv•.o Harrison HM-5 
consoles and a wealth of 
outboard gear. Insets at 
left: Mick and Keith rock 
it up, while the overleaf 
photo (taken at We 
Oakland, Calif., tour 
stop) indicates only a 
small fraction of the Steel 
Wneels set. 
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The "Steel Wheels" tour setup 
both day and night 

identical leapfrogging main speaker 
systems (i.e., one system is used for 
one show while the other is torn down 
and sent to the next concert site). Each 
package consisted of entire speaker 
arrays, including subwoofer systems 
and frontfills, a large portion of the 

The Keys to the 
"Steel Wheels" Tour 
While wailing guitars play a major 
part in defining that classic "Stones 
sound." the band has traditionally 
incorporated piano and organ 
tracks into their biggest hits over 
the years. For the North American 
"Steel Wheels" tour, the group 
selected session ace (and former 
member of the Allman Brothers) 
Chuck Leavell, who along with Matt 
Clifford brought their multi-key-
board talents along for the ride. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 121 

Right: Tour keyboardist Chuck Leavell 
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monitor system, and amps and effects 
for the opening act, Living Colour. By 
contrast, the Universal System, which 
traveled to every show, featured the 
house and monitor mixing consoles, 
along with the main effects rack fea-
turing two AMS reverb units, two AMS 
digital delays, two Yamaha REV7s and 
four "antique" CREI 1176s, among 
other things. 

While design credit for the Prism 
Concert System went to Showco's Clay 
Powers, Jim Brawley and Lee Har-
desty, the title of chief audio engineer 
fell squarely upon the shoulders of 
Benji Lefevre, who has logged 21 years 
in the business and served with the 
likes ofJack Bruce, Led Zeppelin, Peter 
Gabriel, James Taylor and George 
Michael. Lefevre, a Showco employee 
for more than a decade, chose two 
Harrison HM-5 consoles to better serve 
his mixing efforts, while monitor 
engineer Chris Wade-Evans sat behind 
a Harrison SM-5 (also outfitted with a 
20-channel expander). 

Once given the job, Lefevre con-
cerned himself with getting all the 
practical things out of the way. "I 
wanted to plan the whole thing out so 
it would be as easy as possible for the 
crew to install the large amounts of 
equipment we were dealing with," he 
said, while preparing for one of the 
tour's New York City dates. "Together 
with some key people, I came up with 
methods of installation that were 
simply delightful for the guys work-
ing on the tour." 

To facilitate the load-in and load-
out process, a passageway that ran the 
entire length of the stage from left to 
right was built underneath. Elevator 
bays extended from this passageway 
to the stage floor, which allowed the 
P.A. to be installed without the road-
ies ever having to touch the stage 
surface itself. As a result, the lighting 
could be installed overhead while the 
P.A. was set up from underneath, and 
getting ready for each show was 
accomplished in what Lefevre refers 
to as "record time." 

With logistics out of the way, 
Lefevre began thinking about how he 
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These days, it seems like everyone's 
putting in a plug for Crown. 

And we don't just mean celebrity endorsements, either. 
We're talking about Crown's exclusive Plug-In Panel 
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big names insist on touring with Crown Macro-Tech" 
amplifiers. 

Crown's unique P.I.P. modules slide easily into the back 
of any Macro-Tech amp, giving you dozens of additional 
amplifier functions as you need them. 

Electronic crossovers. 32-step precision attenuation 
(shown above). And now, for the first time ewer total 
remote control and monitoring of up to 2,000 amplifiers 
from one central computer (IQ System 20001 ). 

Only Crown gives you all these expandabk options. 
Plus a list of standard 
features that really wowed 
them at the Patent Office. 

Like Crown's exclusive 
Multi-Mode® (A,AB + B) 
and Grounded Bridge 

c‘i, crown 
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a glance. 
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parallel mono modes. And a transferable No-Fault 
Warrant? that only the most reliable amp in the industry 
could afford to offer: 3 years parts and labor, free round-
trip shipping, plus a 3-year extendible option. 
With this much going for it, it's no wonder Crown 

Macro-Tech is the most 
talked-about amp on the tour-
ing circuit today. Call us today 
for more information. Because 
chances are, you'll be putting 
in a plug for Crown one day, too. 

crown® *Contact a Crown representative for 
full details. 
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would approach his work. Initially, he 
spoke with the group while they were 
finishing the Steel Wheels album, and 
he expressed an interest in becoming 
involved in rehearsals as early as 
possible. Shortly thereafter, he found 
himself working with the band at 
Wykeham Rise, formerly a girls' board-
ing school in Washington, Conn. 
Sequestered in a separate area with 
his Harrison console, effects rack and 
small amounts of other gear, away 
from the main rehearsal room, he 
plotted exactly what he wanted to do 
and when. After the first couple of 
weeks, he was satisfied with his choice 
of microphones and their placement, 
and started to conceive of how he 
wanted to project the Rolling Stones 
to the public. 

"On the tour, I wanted to make the 
large stadiums we were playing as 
intimate as possible," he recalls. "I 
wanted to steer away from the mas-
sive big stadium sound that gives 
people a feeling of being remote and 
distant. My reasoning was that basi-
cally the Rolling Stones are an R&B 
band just like many bands you see in 
local bars. I wanted to project them 
just that way even though we were 
working with a very sophisticated 

500,000 watts of Crown amplifier 
power, driving Showco's Prism 
Conce:i System 

sound reinforcement system. I didn't 
want them sounding very polished or 
hi-fi, I wanted to have a raw edge, 
while at the same time being able to 
project over the entire audience in a 
uniform fashion." 

Lefevre's power to project over 
huge audiences was aided in no small 

part by 500.000 watts of Crown power, 
served up over 250 of the Elkhart, 
Indiana-based manufacturer's Macro-
Tech 1200 and PSA- 2 amplifiers. 
Chosen for their performance and 
reliability, the Crown amplifiers drove 
a version of Showco's Prism Concert 
System, which was configured care-
fully just for this tour. 

"Everything about the rigging 
scheme of the Stones' system was 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 138 
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To Mix 

Craig Anderton/MI Update 
Guitarist, synthesist, elec-
tronic music expert Craig 
Anderton reports on music 
technology and its effect 
on the audio, video and 
film environments. Craig is 

also editor of our sister publication, 
Electronic Musician. 

Mark Herman/SR News 
Mix sound reinforcement 

editor Mark Herman reports 
each month on concert 

sound, tour updates, new 
products, troubleshooting and 
everything else that goes with 

"sound on stage." 

Ken Pohlmann/Insider Audio 
Our monthly liaison 
between the old and the 
new, and an international 
authority on digital 
audio, Ken provides a 
technical and theoretical 
overview of the latest 

audio developments for the studio. 

Philip De Lancie/After-Mix 
With an eye toward 
new technology and 
market trends, Phil 

talks to the engineers, 
inventors and execu-

tives who shape the flow of tapes and discs 
from mastering room to the consumer. 

Mel Lambert/Juxtapositions 
in(11,11-v veteran and former editor of Re-

cording Engineer/Pro-
ducer Mel Lambert ex-
amines trends in audio/ 
video production tech-
niques and applications, 
with a view to inform, 
enlighten and connect. 

Stephen St. Croix/Fast Lane 
A musician, producer, 
designer, engineer and 

resident jack-of-all-trades, 
Stephen writes each month 
on futuristic audio concepts 
and technologies as they apply to the present. 
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—FROM PAGE 116 CHUCK LEAVELL 

Choosing Leavell for the tour was 
no surprise, because he played with 
the band on their European "Tat-
too You" tour and subsequently on 
their Undercover and Dirty Work 
LPs. On the latter, Leavell also col-
laborated with Mick Jagger and 
Keith Richards, writing "Back to 
Zero." Jagger later asked Leavell to 
play on She's the Boss, his first solo 
record. 

"For the most part my keyboard 
parts are organic: piano, organ and 
Wurlitzer," explains Leavell before 
a soundcheck at the Superdome in 
New Orleans, "and most of the 
coloration and other keyboard 
sounds—synthesizer and brass— 
are done by Matt Clifford, who does 
an excellent job with quite an array 
of weaponry up there. He does the 
cello and flute on 'Ruby Tuesday' 
and a lot of the brass sounds, on 
songs like 'Rock and a Hard Place' 
and 'Honky Tonk Woman.' Even 
the cowbell in the intro to 'Honky 
Tonk Woman' has been sampled off 
the record. It gets an amazing reac-
tion every night. People go nuts 
every time they hear that cowbell." 

Leavell's stage setup is based 
around the Korg SG-1D sampled 
grand, which provides piano 
sounds and serves as a master MIDI 
controller. "My main thing is to have 
a great piano sound," Leavell notes, 
"and the Korg SG-1D does it. It's 
great. Believe me, I've tried them 
all. I've been adamant about pianos 
throughout my career. When I was 
with the Allmans, I used to drag 
around a Steinway 9-footer. The 
crew hated me, but it sounded great. 

"In addition to the internal 
sounds, the Korg drives a Yamaha 
TX802 and a Korg Ml-R. The Stones 
use a lot of basic sounds—piano, 
organ and the Wurlitzer [electric pi-
ano] sound on 'Miss You' and 'Har-
lem Shuffle.' The TX802 gets the 
basic Wurlitzer sound, with a bit of 
the SG-1D's internal piano sound 
mixed in. I have a volume footpedal 
on the TX802, so I can adjust the 
blend immediately if I need to. I also 
have a B-3 that's been modified with 
a MIDI out so I can use the right 
hand up top for organ bits and the 
left hand on the bottom doing piano 
or whatever else I need. On a 
couple of occasions I use it with the 
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AUDITIONS 

—FROM PAGE 121, CHUCK LKIVI:U 

organ sounds—for example, on 
'2,000 Light Years from Home,' I use 
the organ sound and color it with 
the drawbars flowing in and out in 
addition to driving other instru-
ments via MIDI. Nothing sounds 
like a B-3, and that's why I'm car-
rying this one around." 

According to Leavell, "One of the 
most interesting things in the setup 
is the Conneaut Audio Devices 
Maxcon 2 mixer. It's 16 x 8 x 2, and 
having eight subs is so flexible. The 
mix to the monitors is one of the 
subs and all the other keyboard 

sounds are fed from me to the 
house, although the organ is miked 
separately. Benji Lefevre—the 
house engineer—and I discussed at 
length about what kind of keys 
mixer to use. We tested several, and 
when we heard this CAD mixer he 
was blown away. While it is a rather 
large mixer to have in a keyboard 
setup, Benji felt that it was the best-
sounding thing we could possibly 
get. It really sounds warm and clean, 
sparkly and beautiful. Benji's 
happy, I'm happy and it has sur-
vived 37 shows up to this point." 

—George Petersen 
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only fully modular loudspeaker of its kind. With 

15 available modules, each RAM300 can hold 3 
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possible combinations. The 
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changing a module in minutes. em 162 
The RAM300 is the new evolution in 

professional loudspeakers. 
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—FROM PAGE 97 

Of course, DAT remained a major 
topic of discussion among attendees, 
and there was plenty to talk about. 
Swiss manufacturer Stellavox (distrib-
uted in the U.S. by International Audio 
Technologies of Chantilly, Va.) gave a 
sneak preview of its Stelladat DC-
operated location DAT recorder proto-
type, which despite its extremely rug-
ged, all-metal chassis, weighs in at just 
3 kilograms. Stelladat is beautifully 
crafted and will offer a host of op-
tions: digital I/O (AFS/EBU, SDIF2, 
SPDIF, etc.), built-in mixers and 
SMPTE time code based on the newly 
proposed NHK standard. In other 
news, Fostex announced that a hard-
ware/software retrofit for its popular 
time code D-20 studio DAT would be 
available if the IEC chooses to adopt 
the NHK standard. 
At this point we come to worksta-

tions, that dreaded '80s buzzword, but 
I guess we're stuck with the term until 
somebody comes up with a decent 
alternative for this decade. But what-

Stelladat. 

ever you call 'em, the show offered 
considerable new activity in this area, 
with perhaps the biggest splash com-
ing from Symetrix, which debuted a 
pre-production version of the DPR-100 
(initial deliveries are expected in the 
next couple of months). Under devel-
opment for four years, and now 
dubbed as a "Digital Audio Work-
place'," the DPR-100 offers up to 40 
tracks of recording in blocks of eight, 
plus real-time level control, EQ, com-
pression, limiting and gating, with 
dynamic recall of every system param-
eter. Using a Macintosh II/lIx/IIcx 
merely as a system controller, all re-
cord and edit events can be locked to 
SMPTE/ EBU time code, VITC, house 
sync and/or internal word clock. No 
less than 42 simultaneous analog and 
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Paul Wolff demos API's all discrete console. 

digital in/out ports are provided for: 
primary inputs, track outs, stereo mix 
out, eight optional pre/post-fader or 
pre/post-EQ insert loops for external 
analog/digital signal processing, and 
four group effects sends and returns. 

Having acquired Integrated Media 
Systems, Studer was showing off the 
latest additions to the Dyaxis disk-
based production system, including 
the Dyaxis 2+2 simultaneoirs 4-chan-
nel playback system, an advanced syn-
chronizer for locking to house code, 
SMPIE or film tach, DAT backup and a 
"Time Scaling" option (for changing 
program length without a pitch 
change). In other news, Digidesign 
and Otan i have agreed to produce a 
high-end, disk-based recording sys-
tem. Alpha Audio unveiled the DR-2, 
a simple-to-use 2-track disk recorder 
that requires no host computer and 
offers up to 60 minutes of stereo. 16-
bit recording (with time code); pric-
ing starts at $ 10,000. Lexicon finally 
announced the arrival of the Opus/e, 
a stand-alone version of the digital 
audio editing system. Sans mixer, 
Opus/e is obviously less expensive 
than the original Opus system, and 
can be upgraded to the full Opus sys-
tem at a later time or serve as a "satel-
lite" workstation in a multisystem 
operation. 

Don't let all this digital talk lead 
you to believe that analog is dead—in 
fact, there were ample signs pointing 
to this medium's robust future. Otani 
previewed the MTR-15, a high-perform 
ance 2-track, available in four versions: 
1/4-inch NAB, NAB plus center-track 

time code, DIN stereo, and 1/2-inch 2-
track The MIR-15 also features auto-
alignment and memory storage of four 
tape formulations at each speed (33/4 
to 30 ips). Studer exhibited produc-
tion models of its A827 24-track. Sony 
boasted sales of 120 APR-24 analog 
multitraclçs in the year since its intro 
last fall, and now offers a new serial 
communications enhancement for 
using the deck in audio-for-video 
applications. 

"The Shape of Things to Come" 
Award goes to Thompson, a U.K.-
based firm that announced plans for 
the T24, a low-cost, 2-inch analog 24-
track that is controlled by a master 

computer. The PC handles autoloca-
tion functions, transport controls and 
auto-alignment parameters, along with 
high-resolution, onscreen metering 
... even track sheets and session 
notes. The T24's bold approach could 
influence the way tape recorders are 
designed for years to come. It will be 
interesting to check out the produc-
tion models, due for unveiling at the 
APRS show in London this summer. 

From a product standpoint, this AES 
was a resounding success—in fact, 
there were lots of neat doodads to be 
found, and we'll be presenting these 
in our "Preview" section in future 
months. Keep your eyes peeled. 

Overall, AES did a fine job of pre-
senting the 87th convention, with a 
couple of exceptions. Security was 
anything but top-notch, with innumer-
able stories of exhibitors being ripped 
off—before the show, during the 
show, after-hours—particularly with 
easy-to-fence items such as DAT decks 
and studio monitors. This situation 
must be addressed before the doors 
open on the next fall show, September 
21 to 25, 1990. And this problem is 
not just a "New York" thing. In Los 
Angeles last year, I walked onto the 
exhibit floor the night before the 
show and left with a new Tascam cas-
sette deck (loaned for the Mix TEC 
Awards ceremony), without ever be-
ing stopped or questioned at the door. 
A more important issue concerns 

the venue itself With the unquestion-
able success of the New York AES 
show, this convention has outgrown 
the Hilton as a venue, and expanding 
to the Sheraton is an inadequate solu-
tion. Exhibitors in the Sheraton were 
not happy about the poor attendance 
to that hotel (although it is only a 
half-block away from the Hilton), even 
with AES giving away free T-shirts as 
inducement to cross the street. Since 
the spacious Jacob Javits Center in 
Manhattan has proven to be an un-
popular site for SMPTE conventions, 

many exhibitors felt that AES should 
look to another East Coast town for 
the convention, with Boston and Or-
lando cited as possibilities. Now is the 
time to consider some alternatives. • 

Mix products editor George Petersen 
lives with bis wife and two musical 
dogs in a 100-year-old Victorian 
house on an island in San Francisco 
Bay. 
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TAPE & DISC 

by Phil De Lancie 

MASTERING 
IN THE DIGITAL 
DOMAIN 

The advantages of digitization in 
the storage and transmission of au-
dio are by now generally accepted. 
But even as digital recording and 
playback media proliferate, analog 
systems continue to hold their own 
in both the professional and con-
sumer realms. Sooner or later the 
balance is likely to shift, and the 
all-digital production /delivery chain, 
from studio to consumer, will be-
come the norm. In the meantime, 
we live in a hybrid world, using a 
wide range of recording, process-
ing and playback techniques—both 
digital and analog. 

Nowhere is this multiformat in-
tegration more evident, or more-
important, 
than in the 
mastering 
room. As the 
emphasis on 
digital has 
grown, both 
up and down-
stream from 
mastering, ana-
log consoles 
are increasingly 
being supple-
mented with 
devices that 
allow all-digital 
signal manipu-
lation. Because 
the expense of 
professional 
digital technol-
ogy has so far 
proven pro-
hibitive for 
widespread 
use in multi-

track recording desks, 2-channel 
applications have become an im-
portant initial focus for developers 
of digital consoles and "worksta-
tions." 

All the attention in this area has 
certainly had its benefits, with a 
variety of editing and signal proc-
essing options now available that 
extend capabilities well beyond the 
functions found in the typical 
analog mastering setup. But when 
it comes to real-world usage within 
the daily routine of the mastering 
room, does the gear currently on 
the market really live up to the high 
expectations aroused by stiff prices 
and ambitious claims? To find out, 

five mastering engineers, with the 
AES show fresh in their minds, were 
queried by Mix on digital master-
ing equipment and the incorpora-
tion of digital production into their 
work. 

Mix: Are you currently equipped 
to control level, equalization and 
dynamics in the digital domain? 
Scott Hull, Masterdisk, New 
York, N.Y.: We have the Neve DTC 
and the Harmonia Mundi EQ and 
compression modules. We use the 
Harmonia sometimes by itself, but 
more often in series with the Neve 
to give us greater flexibility, be-
cause the same EQ setting can 
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TAPE & DISC 

sound very different between the 
Neve and the Harmonia. Then there 
k the Lexicon 480, which is primar-
i I \ I or digital in and out reverbera-
tion, though there are some EQ and 
dynamics programs in there. We 
also have the Roland 660 digital EQ, 
but it's not really part of our regu-
lar arsenal. 
Peter Humphreys, Masterwork 
Recording, Philadelphia, Pa.: 
The Philadelphia market has not 
been too digitally oriented. Until 
this past year, the only people that 
we worked with on a regular basis 
that we needed to service digitally 
were the major labels, and we are 
not like houses in New York or L.A. 
that deal with the majors constantly. 
We've been striving to raise the 
awareness of the independent 
Philly labels as far as thinking CD. 
But so far, processing in the digital 
domain hasn't been something that 
we could get people to pay enough 
for to make back our investment. 
It hasn't really been a problem, 
because so much of our work 
comes in on 30-ips 1/2-inch or 
Dolby SR. We've been processing 
in the analog domain and digitiz-
ing when we go to 1630 for the CD 
master. But we are at the point now, 
with so many people bringing in 
DAT projects, that we will have to 
be able to also process in the dig-
ital domain to stay ahead of every-
body. 
TedJensen, Sterling Sound, New 
York, N.Y.: We do the bulk of our 
digital processing on the Neve DTC, 
and we also have the Harmonia 
Mundi EQ and level-control mod-
ules. The user interface on the Neve 
is very, very well worked out. The 
Harmonia sounds good, hut so far 
the automation and user interface 
have not been the best. But they 
are working on it, and we look 
forward to seeing the improve-
ments. Either system can he used 
in any of our four mastering rooms. 
Steve Marcussen, Precision 
Mastering, Hollywood, Calif.: 
We have the Neve DTC as well as 
all kinds of processing in the Har-
monia Mundi world, like EQ and 
compression. If a client comes in 
with a digital tape and they want to 
stay in the digital domain, we can 
process everything digitally. If they 
come in with analog, we usually 
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TAPE & DISC 

keep it that way until we go to the 
1630 CD master. But sometimes 
clients like to use the DTC because 
the time code-based automation 
makes it easier to make a lot of 
moves in critical passages. 
Glenn Meadows, Masterfonics, 
Nashville, Tenn.: We have been 
working with the JVC digital for-
mat since 1981. We felt it sounded 
the best, and the editing was far 
better than anything else on the 
market at that time. We expanded 
on that with the JVC DM-900, a 4-
in, 2-out digital console with aux 
sends and 4-band parametric EQ. 
It allows you to mix JVC proces-
sors with AES/EBU inputs, and do 
crossfades or overlaps in the dig-
ital domain. This is all interfaced to 
an IBM PC, which stores all your 
moves with time code on a floppy 
disk. Another part of the JVC pack-
age is the Cutting Delay 90, which 
gives you preview for your cutting 
lathe. For dynamics, we have the 
Sony DAL-1000, a digital limiter 
with instantaneous attack and re-
lease times and a compression ratio 
that is solely dependent on how 
hard you drive it. We've also been 
playing with the Valley Interna-
tional 2-channel digital dynamics 
unit, which works more like a 
conventional limiter/compressor. 
Mix: How has (or would) the 
addition of digital processing 
changed the way you work? 
Hull: Generally, if a project comes 
in analog, then we keep it analog 
until it has to go digital, and if it 
comes in digital, we keep it digital 
until it has to go analog. Where the 
original master is digital, we are 
now doing more of our cutting from 
prepared EQ masters, except in 
those cases where it takes us less 
time to run the EQ master while we 
cut. Either way, we like to have the 
disc sound as close as possible to 
the CD. Of course, if we need to do 
things to make the vinyl work that 
aren't needed for the CD, the two 
are done separately. 
Humphreys: The tendency earlier 
on was that if you start with analog 
masters, you cut your disc analog. 
But now that digital is so accepted, 
and there has been such a de-
emphasis on LPs, people are more 
likely to process with the CD in 
mind, and then just cut a good disc 
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from the 1630 CD master. The 
beauty of that is repeatability and 
consistency. Once you have a 
master that you are happy with, you 
don't have to do your magnificent 
changes live every time. I have a 
feeling that disc cutting will become 
more like a transfer process, be-
cause you don't really want it to he 
all that different from the CD. The 
exception to that would be with the 
12-inch [single], where you would 
cut it to get out of the lacquer what-
ever you can get out of it. 
Jensen: The big thing is the change 
in emphasis toward CDs. Before we 
had the Neve, we set things up ba-
sically as we would for the LP. Now 
the thinking starts with the CD, and 
if anything special has to be done 
for the vinyl, we take care of it after. 

If a project comes in on digital, 
we use the DTC for everything: CD, 
cassette and LP masters. If it comes 
in on analog, we can do all the 
signal processing in analog, if that's 
what the producer likes, and put 
off the conversion to digital as long 
as possible. Or we can convert im-

mediately and do all the process-
ing digitally. It's up to each engi-
neer and client as to how they want 
to proceed. Sometimes we'll go 
through each way, make a DAT of 
each and compare to decide which 
sounds better. It doesn't always turn 
out better one way or the other. 
Marcussen: It really has not 
changed any of our procedures. 
Having the first generation of dig-
ital console was in some ways 
limiting, because the Neve only has 
four bands of EQ. But since we 
added the Harmonia modules, we 
have more flexibility in the digital 
domain. 
Meadows: It didn't change the way 
we work. It just changed what the 
2-track format was and gave us a 
whole lot more flexibility. We can 
EQ analog tapes on our way into 
the system and cut in real time from 
analog. So the equipment didn't 
change our work, but the market 
has changed it. Probably 80 percent 
of the country charts are mixed to 
digital. At the same time, many of 
the country and gospel acts aren't 
even releasing on LP. So the whole 

mix of what we do in the master-
ing room has changed, and if you 
don't have some form of digital 
signal processing, you are at a sig-
nificant disadvantage. 
Mix: Do you foresee the continued 
coexistence of digital and analog 
processing in the mastering room, 
or will analog eventually exist only 
at either end of an otherwise all-
digital process? 
Hull: We still anticipate analog 
processing where it is cost-effective 
for the client. Not everybody has 
the digital budget. Many people are 
mixing to a digital format like DAT, 
but they don't have the money for 
digital mastering. We inform them 
as to what we think might be bet-
ter, but it is their decision. So we 
intend to maintain an analog envi-
ronment. 
Humphreys: For the next four or 
five years, the two will coexist in 
some form, but eventually things 
will move in the all-digital direction. 
If you have a good digital setup, 
you are going to want to get right 
in the digital domain. There is very 
little reason to mess around with 
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tape and put a lot of wear on the 
original source master. The only 
hesitation I have is the fact that some 
of the analog equipment out there 
is proven and great. There are 
analog equalizers that are superb, 
and that have a warmth that is 
missing from digital. So there will 
always be people who like the way 
that gear shapes the sound. But it's 
going to be so much faster, cleaner 
and quicker to move information 
around in the digital domain. What 
we'll probably end up having is an 
analog transfer room where any 
analog things can be done to a 
project, while the other rooms might 
be all digital. 
Jensen: They will definitely coex-
ist for quite a while—partly to keep 
as many options open as possible, 
and also because of cost. We charge 
a fair amount of money to use the 
Neve. A lot of people don't want to 
go for that. And there are still a lot 
of tapes that come in analog. If a 
room has good analog gear, there 
is no reason not to use it. 
Marcussen: We feel that if a client 
comes in with an analog source, 
they mixed to analog for a reason, 
and it's not our decision to say, "Hey, 
you should be working in the dig-
ital domain." It's their call. So the 
two will continue to coexist. 
Meadows: I anticipate coexistence. 
We have two rooms. Ninety-five 
percent of the projects I work with 
are on digital when they come in 
the door, and the room I work in is 
almost 100 percent digital process-
ing. Our other mastering room is 
geared more toward analog signal 
processing, but we are looking at 
adding digital processing capabil-
ity to it. 
Mix: How would you define the 
distinction between a digital mas-
tering console and a digital audio 
workstation? 
Hull: The chief bone of contention 
I have with the workstations is that 
they tend to be designed for envi-
ronments other than mastering, like 
sound effects and film or video post-
production. They can be made to 
work for us and do most of the 
things we need to do, but the func-
tionality tends not to be conducive 
to working quickly. I don't believe 
that because something looks like 
a computer it can't provide a fully 
functional mastering environment 

The interface flexibility that you 
have on a computer is enormous 
when compared to the traditional 
hardware interface of a console. I 
guess my "wish system" would be 
both, meaning a completely user-
definable piece of hardware. 
Humphreys: They can be very 
much the same, if they are done 
right. But right now, the worksta-
tion concept means working from 
a screen and doing everything with 
a keyboard and mouse, and maybe 
a scrubwheel to make you feel like 
you are touching something. 
Jensen: A workstation would 
imply that you've got an all-in-one 
package including a hard disk-
based editor. In some cases that 
might be convenient, but in others 
it would not because you have to 
dump everything on and off your 
disk. That really puts a crimp on 
your flexibility, and it seems to me 
that overall it would just take longer 
to do it that way. If there were some 
less cumbersome means of load-
ing information, something in car-
tridge form, like a Bernoulli drive, 
then it might be a bit more interest-
ing. The other problem with the 
"virtual console" approach, where 
you are looking at a screen with a 
picture of a console on it, is that 
everything that takes one button 
operation on a console is at least 
two keystrokes on a computer. And 
most of the software that I've seen 
has so many arbitrary things that 
you have to remember that it is just 
hard to use. 
Marcussen: In my definition of a 
workstation, you would have the 
ability to edit, crossfade, add echo 
and overlay one thing on top of 
another, or maybe even go back to 
the source and alter a mix. The 
existing workstations are trying to 
put together a mastering suite with 
an editing station, and I don't think 
they are excelling at the level of 
mastering for disc. All of them seem 
to be a little complicated to use. You 
have to be fluent in computer, as 
opposed to using an existing 
mastering desk and twisting the 
knobs. A mastering console is a 
dedicated unit, with a path that your 
signal passes through as you im-
prove it, whereas in a workstation 
you juggle with it internally. 
Meadows: With a digital console, 
you play a tape. the data goes 
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AMERICA'S BEST PLACE TO BUY 
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS 

• Best Prices 
• Best Service & Best Warranty 

II Newest Models in Stock 
• Demos Available 

IIII No Commission Sales Staff 
• DATAccessories, PCMs, more 

Don't be deceived by imitators. 
We are the original DAT stereo 

store in the USA! We're the 
1st and we're still the best. 
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AUDIO GALLERY 
"e4e étcfeetcle s'eieen 

213 • 829 3429 
2716 Wilshire Blvd 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 

FAX: 213 • 829 0304 
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SPECIAL OFFER 
25 EXTRA COPIES 
FREE "WITH AD" 
1-800 - 527-3472 

A + R RECORD & 
TAPE MFG. CO. 
902 North Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, Texas 75207 
214-741-2027 

MAJOR IN-HOUSE 
PRESSING FACILITY 

• Custom Albums • 45 RPM Singles 
• Mastering with Neumann 
VMS70 Lathe & SX74 Cutter 

• Digital Mastering Available 

TAPE DUPLICATION 
• Custom Packaging 
COMPACT DISCS 
• Custom Packaging 

1000 1 Color Custom $175 
Album Package 

1000 7" 45's 

2.00 
$582.00 

Quality You Can Hear 
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When You Need It 
We've Got It 
Switchcraft 
A nalfehsese Company 

Adapters 
Connectors 
Jack Panels 
Multi-Switch® 

Switches 

Call (800) 225-7924 

PRO SOUND 
a division of Cal Switch 

13717 S. Normandie Avenue 
Gardena, California 90249 
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Ca Printing 
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through the board, you EQ it in real 
time, and it comes out the other 
end. It also needs to be able to 
remember what you did and play 
it back. And if you have to change 
projects in the middle, you can take 
the tape out, stick another one in 
and go on to something else. 

In a workstation, the audio you 
work with is in some form of RAM, 
which has pros and cons. The high-
speed access to any point is great. 
But you have to twiddle your fin-
gers while you upload and down-
load in real time. Even if you can 
do that in the background, like on 
the Sonic Solutions box, you run 
out of memory. So it's very inflex-
ible if a client wants something on 
the spur of the moment, because 
you have to load something out to 
make room, then load in your 
project, then load it out again af-
terwards. If your facility is geared 
to productivity, a hard drive-based 
system, as they are currently con-
figured, is a real bottleneck. Plus, 
all the workstations we've seen so 
far are computer-bound, because 
you are stuck with menus and 
mouses and icons. They are not 
intuitive to the way a recording 
engineer likes to work. Give me 
buttons and knobs, or at least a 
bunch of function keys that I can 
pre-define for what I want to do so 
I don't have to search around on a 
screen while I'm working. 
Mix: Are you satisfied with the 
operation, capabilities and sound 
of the current generation of digital 
mastering gear, or do you feel that 
manufacturers still have a long way 
to L,' 
Hull: I think most have a long way 
to go. We are in the market to buy, 
but we haven't because no one has 
really done the all-in-one box for 
us. There are at least five or six units 
that I have gotten to spend some 
time with. The SSL 01 sounds good, 
and everything on the front panel 
does what you would expect it to 
on first look. But it still needs an 
onboard automation system, which 
they are supposed to be working 
on. Then it could he used as a real-
time console the way that we use 
the Neve, hut with the added flexi-
bility of disk-based recording and 
editing. 

Sonic Solutions is very good, hut 

it can't really be used as a console. 
The WaveFrame is an excellent-
sounding real-time unit, with a very 
nice universal digital interface, 
Í amazing EQ possibilities and an 
automation system, hut it was still 
being worked on when we saw it. 
DAR is more for video post, and 
Dyaxis seems like a small cousin 
to the Sonic Solutions, though I 
haven't seen it since Studer took 
over. So we are holding off because 
things are still settling. In order for 
the client to pay a lot more, it's got 
to he very clear that a device really 
made their record. And that's the 
area where the manufacturers are 
coming up a little hit short right 
now. Much of what they offer can 
already be done pretty well by 
existing boxes. So it's not always 
going to be obvious to the client 
that they have to use this new 
process. 

Humphreys: More than any other 
part of the business, mastering 
houses have always had their own 
individual ways of putting gear 
together. So I think you are going 
to see lots of combinations of things 
for quite a while. I don't think 
anybody is going to find just one 
package that does everything for 
them. I think we are quite a ways 
away from being able to buy one 
frame and just updating it with 
software. But there are some ade-
quate systems out there that do the 
job pretty well. The one I love is 
the Muse, hut I don't know if our 
business could bear the cost of it. 
It's from a real new company, so 
that makes me a little scared. But 
something like it is the perfect 
concept, where you are actually 
putting your hands on it, becom-
ing a part of the music, making your 
adjustments and being able to auto-
mate those moves. That's being 
able to interact with your equip-
ment. Digital processing on com-
puter with screens and mouses is 
very cost-effective, but it's really not 
flowing like music. It would be hard 
to work that way with an artist or 
producer and have them feel like 
they are really part of it. And the 
guy who has the things that make 
you feel a part of it is going to win 
out in the end. 
Jensen: The EQ on the Neve is a 
hit limited because you only have 
four hands to work with. and they 
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don't overlap as much as I would 
like. The sound of it is awfully close 
to perfect, though there are some 
by-products from the EQ that I wish 
weren't there. The only other real 
mastering console I've seen is the 
Muse, which certainly does the 
things I like in a lot of areas. The 
EQ is very flexible, even to the point 
of being able to program your own 
curves and coefficients. Of course, 
there is the danger that things can 
he so flexible that it can be hard to 
just select what you want. It remains 
to he seen whether it will eventu-
ally get to a workable final form, 
but so far it looks encouraging. 

The SSL 01, when I saw it awhile 
ago, took more of a post- produc-
tion workstation approach, but I 
think they may have made a few 
changes that would make it more 
interesting. They have said that they 
will get one to us to look at. As far 
as the computer-based virtual 
consoles, I haven't really compared 
the sounds or the features because 
I just don't care for that way of 
working. 
Marcussen: I think that current 
gear is satisfactory. We do run into 
situations where one piece won't 
clock to another, but we are in the 
infancy stage of this stuff, and one 
has to expect these types of prob-
lems. I know that three years from 
now there will he a lot more gear 
available, and it will be a lot easier 
to use. But there are some great-
sounding CDs being made now, 
which wasn't the case three years 
ago, because we've all got greater 
tools to work with. 
Meadows: Most of the stuff that's 
coming out has been designed by 
computer people in the lab. No-
body has really gone out and stud-
ied a broad cross-section of how 
people really work. The hardware 
should at least be designed to work 
in the environment that it is going 
into. At the AES Convention there 
were computer screens and graph-
ics interfaces for nearly every piece 
of gear, but we are in the audio 
industry, not the computer indus-
try. Years ago, everybody talked 
about how good their gear 
sounded, but now they talk about 
how fast they can get from screen 
to screen. The analog portions of 
some of these systems sound awful, 
because everybody has forgotten 

how to design great-sounding 
analog. 
We are asking for an on-site 

demonstration of the Muse, but the 
one significant negative of the Muse 
and others like it, such as the Neve, 
is the price. A system can he the 
best thing in the world, but if there 
is no way you can realistically pay 
for it, then its a moot point. We are 
also expecting to evaluate the new 
Sony box to add to our analog 
room. Another thing we are look-
ing into is a true multi-user net-
worked system from Symetrix, a 
distributed processing, multitasking 

hard disk recorder that allows mul-
tiple projects to be on one common 
mainframe and be processed in dif-
ferent rooms simultaneously. It can 
he used as a 40-channel recorder 
or chopped up into smaller inde-
pendent groups of channels, acces-
sible from different workstations on 
the network. 

Phil De Lancie, a mastering engi-
neerat Fantasy Suidios in Berkeley, 
Calif, is our resident voice on for-
mats, trends and technologies in the 
u'orld ofprerecorded miisic master-
ing and manufacturing. 

SAMPLE 
PERFECTION. 

Sony's professional portable DAT recorder is a digital 
sampling musician's dream come true. About the size of a 
hardback book and weighing less than five pounds, the TCD-
D10 PRO delivers the extraordinary sound of DAT with a 
dynamic range exceeding 85dB. To find out where you can 
sample one, call 1-800-635-SONY. 

TCD-D10 PRO 
e Light weight: 4 lb. ' 7 oz. 
• Measures only 10"X 2 1 4" X 7 5/8" 
• Continuous operation of 1.5 hours 
on one rechargeable battery 

• Easy- to-read large back- lit LCD multi-function display 
• S/P and AES EBU digital I/0 
• Professional balanced MIC/Line XLR Input 

SONY 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

Sony Communcakons Products Company, 
1600 Queen Anne Rd Teaneck, NJ 07666, 

1989 Sony Corporakon of Amenca 
Sony Is a regIstered trademark of Sony 
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by Phil De Lande 

TAPE 
& DISC EWS 

The RIAA has released ligures 
showing a marked slowdown in the 
overall growth of sales of pre-
recorded music products during the 
first half of 1989. Record company 
shipments (net units after returns) 
were up a modest 4.5%, while the 
dollar value at list price of those 
shipments was essentially un-
changed from the same period in 
1988. Cassette singles performed 
strongly, registering unit gains of 
500%, while CD singles suffered 
a 61% decline. LPs and vinyl 
singles continued to wither as 
well, with drops of 60% and 40%, 
respectively. The CD showed a 
gain of 38% in units and 16% in 
value, reflecting a drop in aver-
age CD pricing. Sales of the in-
dustry's dominant configuration, 
the cassette album, held steady. 

The RIAA is also publicizing 
the contents of a report on home 
taping by the Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment. The report was 
commissioned by members of 
Congress in 1987 to aid in the ex-
ploration of policy options on copy-
rights and home taping. OTA 
maintains that more than 1 billion 
musical selections are taped annu-
ally, with 40% of the American 
public having engaged in the prac-
tice in the past year. The RIAA is 
pleased that the report supports its 
view that home taping is a serious 
threat to the economic health of 
copyright holders and the music 
industry in general. Congress, 
however, is most likely to be 
impressed with the part that shows 
93% of surveyed respondents find 
home taping acceptable for per-
sonal use or to give to friends. Some 
of those home tapers might even 
be registered to vote. 

NARAS has formed a National 
Archival Committee to encourage 

and aid the preservation of the 
nation's recorded musical heritage. 
Tens of thousands of aging master 
recordings stored in record com-
pany vaults are in danger of being 
lost forever if programs are not ini-
tiated soon to ensure their survival. 
The committee hopes to coordinate 
efforts, promulgate standards and 

sentatives. Under the direction of 
Dr. Peter Adelstein of the Image 
Permanency Institute in Rochester, 
N.Y., this group is charged with de-
veloping standards for the measure-
ment and classification of life ex-
pectancy for magnetic and optical 
storage media and systems, as well 
as standards for storage, handling 
and transfer techniques. The 
committee's work should aid 
archivists in the selection of ap-
propriate media and procedures, 
but Adelstein estimates that it may 
take as long as ten years before 
guidelines are finalized. 

• . 
Optical Disc Corporation (Cer-

ritos, Calif.) has appointed 18 U.S. 
and Canadian distributors for the 
ODC 610A, a recording system 
that produces LaserVision-com-
patible videodiscs for random-
access editing and other low-vol-
ume applications in post-produc-
tion and broadcast environments. 

. • • 
S-type, the new consumer noise 

reduction system from Dolby Labo-
ratories, has taken another step 
toward introduction with its recent 
unveiling to Dolby licensees at 
gatherings in London and Tokyo. 
The complex circuitry has been re-
duced to a set of three ICs, and the 
company hopes to have a single-
chip version by fall. A model 420 
S-type encoder for duplicators 
should be available this spring, 
followed by the appearance in early 
summer of the system on high-end 
consumer cassette decks. Dolby 
hopes eventually to convince major 
labels to switch from B-type to S-
type encoding for their prerecorded 
cassette releases. 

• • • 
Optical Disc Equipment, a joint 

venture of Canadian CD manufac-

OTA main-

tains that more than 

1 billion musical selec-

tions are taped annually, 

with 40% of the Ameri-

can public having en-

gaged in the practice 

in the past year. 

perhaps lead a drive to win federal 
assistance. Veteran jazz producer 
Orrin Keepnews, committee co-
chair, reports that the group's ini-
tial meeting, held during last Octo-
ber's AES show, was "very prelimi-
nary." The concerns of some par-
ticipants about the long-range sta-
bility of digital recording formats 
means that just agreeing on a stan-
dard archiving medium may turn 
out to be quite a challenge. 
(Comments and suggestions related 
to archiving may be sent to Tape & 
Disc, c/o Mix, for forwarding to the 
committee.) 

The specific issue of archival 
media is also being dealt with by 
another committee, one jointly 
formed by AES and the American 
National Standards Institute of New 
York, and including NARAS repre-
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turer Cinram and Vadeko Interna-
tional of Toronto, has completed 
the production design of its new 
CD Max 600, a $500,000 machine 
that integrates metalizing, spin-
coating and laser inspection into 
one compact, fully automated unit. 
The system operates with existing 
molding, printing and packaging 
machines in either an in-line or 
batch- processing environment. No 
clean room is required. Cinram is 
expected to order five to 15 of the 
units as part of a major expansion 
of capacity at its Scarborough, 
Ontario, plant, where a prototype 
has been in operation since last 
summer. CD Max 600 will also be 
available for order by outside CD 
manufacturers. 

• • • 
Final installation is now com-

plete in a third mastering room at 
Bernie Grundman Mastering in 
Hollywood. "Even though [vinyl] 
discs aren't as popular anymore, 
we've put a lathe in there because 
we want it to be a full-service 
room," Grundman says. Harmonia 
Mundi digital EQ and compression 
have been integrated into the 
room's custom console to facilitate 
simultaneous analog and digital sig-
nal processing. The cutting system 
features a Scully lathe driven by 
Compudisc, and a Westrex/Henkel 
cutting head. To reduce machine 
noise, the room's DMR-4000s have 
been built into the wall, with control 
panels "remoted" to the console. 

. • • 
Sony Classical (formerly CBS 

Masterworks) becomes the first 
major label to offer its wares on 
DAT, with the release of the last 
recording made by recently de-
ceased piano great Vladimir Hor-
owitz. Further DAT releases of both 
reissues and new product will 
follow, but a Sony representative 
was unable to say when. Other 
labels are certain to watch with 
interest, but until DAT machines are 
more widely available, it seems 
unlikely that DAT releases will 
become the norm. 

• • • 
Two U.S. subsidiaries of Pioneer 

Electronic Corporation have agreed 
to the purchase of DiscoVision As-
sociates from IBM and MCA for 
200 million DVA licenses 1,400 

patents and applications related to 
recording/reproducing technology 
for LaserVision and compact discs, 
as well as a number of newer 
optically based data storage and 
retrieval devices. 

The defunct Shape Optimedia 
plant in Sanford, Maine, has come 
back to life under the name U.S. 
Optical. The plant has been run-
ning three shifts, five days a week, 
with about 50% of its equipment in 
use while it continues personnel 
training. Output at 100% of capac-
ity is planned by spring. The 

company is set up to do 5- and 3-
inch CD-Audio, as well as CD-ROM. 

SPLICES 
San Francisco-based Reference 
Recordings has released what it 
calls the world's first "direct-to-CD" 
recording, "Dick Hyman Plays Fats 
Waller." The glass master for the 
project was cut at Disctronics 
Manufacturing from a microw ave 
transmission originating in a record-
ing studio where the artist's per-
formance was being played back 
from floppy disk on a Bosendorfer 
SE piano...The recent sale of three 

THE TRUCK 
FOR TRACKING 

• Neve 8068 Mk11 
• Multi-track Digital 

or Analog 
• Portable Packages 
Available 

PHONE 
(301) 628-7260 

REMOTE 
RECORDINGS 

FAX 
(301) 628-1977 
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It's not enough to study the "art" of recording. You simply must learn the technology of 
recording. That's the only way to insure your career for today and tomorrow! 
" IAR grads are the most highly motivated and 
best trained of anyone entering the engineering 
field. I give IAR my highest endorsement." NY, NJ, CT 212-777-8550 

Dan Healy, Chief Engineer Lic. by NYS Ed Dept / HS Diploma or GED Required 
The Grateful Dead Aop for Veterans Training / Financial Aid If Eligible 

Institute of Audio Research 
, 64 University Place, Greenwich Village, New York, NewYork 10003 

800-544-2501 
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ODC 610As to Spectra Image Sys-
tems of Burbank brings to six the 
number online in that facility's La-
ser Edit post-production rooms... 
Concept Design of Burlington, 
NC, has created a RAM version of 
DAAD, the company's "digital bin 
loop" for high-speed cassette 
duplication. DAAD H substitutes 
solid-state memory for the original 
version's hard drive storage. The 
company also has opened a new 
factory with a larger manufactur-
ing area to expedite delivery of 
DAAD systems... TDK has an-
nounced the selection of its SA tape 
by Rykodisc for the cassette release 
of David Bowie's Sound and Vision 
collection, duplicated using DAAD. 
The SA and DAAD combination has 
also been chosen by audiophile 
label Sheffield Lab for its first-ever 
series of cassette releases.. Otan  
is replacing its in-cassette duplica-
tion line with a new "E" series based 
on the DP-4050E-C2 (one master, 
two slaves). A three-slave unit (DP-
4050E-Z3) is also available. The 
companion DP-4050E-Z Buffer Unit 
increases the total number of slaves 
simultaneously recordable from a 
master to 65...Sunkyong Magnet-
ics has been licensed to use an 
interlocking hub design for cassette 
tape pancakes patented by El Mar 
Plastics of Carson, CA. JLP Manu-
facturing (Somerville, NJ) has in-
troduced the 0-2000, an 0-Card In-
sert Machine with varispeed cycling 
between 30 and 100 per minute...A 
line of Trans-Field Bulk Erasing 
Equipment is now available from 
R.B.Annis Company of Indianap-
olis. The units are designed for con-
tinuous operation at intensities up 
to 3,400 gauss for erasure of tape 
pancakes, audio and video cas-
settes and computer discs...TLW 
(Independence, OH) has com-
pleted its expansion with the 
opening of a clean room for load-
ing of custom-length broadcast VHS 
cassettes.. Martin Audio Group 
has added 12 new positions to its 
RABA real-time duplication system 
...KABA, meanwhile, has an-
nounced that Anne Baker and 
Lauraine Bacon have become as-
sistants to president Ken Bacon, 
and Bud Martin has been added to 
the Novato, CA, company's techni-
cal staff. 
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Digital Transfer of PCM-F1 Format 
Recordings to DAT 
by Jacques Verdier 

Since the introduction of Sony's PCM-
Fl digital audio processor a decade 
ago, many digital audio master record-
ings have been made using videotape 
as the storage medium. The Sony PCM-
Fl/Nakamichi DMP-100 and their 
successors, the PCM-701, 501 and 601, 
all used the EIAJ recording/encoding 
standard that provides for 14-bit reso-
lution or (optionally) the 16-bit reso-
lution mode developed by Sony. The 
format's cost, portability and sonic 
quality have made the Fl family a 
standard for digital audio location 
mastering. 

Yet this standard has some draw-
backs. Sixteen-bit operation is an 
option provided by Sony, but it is not 
supported in the EIAJ format. (F1 is, 
however, fully compatible with the 
EIAJ 14-bit resolution.) The trade-off 
resulting from this higher resolution 
option is reduced error-correcting 
power, with only 16 video lines of error 
correction instead of 32 lines. Added 
to this problem is the wide choice of 
videotape and videocassette trans-
ports, recording speeds, television 
formats (NTSC, PAL, SECAM) and 
recording options such as hi-fi audio 
and/or video bandwidth modes. The 
issue of tape interchangeability even 
within one video stand-
ard is still 

significant due to the loose tolerances 
of most consumer video transports. 

DAT's introduction as a digital 
recording format addresses many of 
these configuration issues. Variations 
still exist in the DAT format, such as 
different sampling rates and subcocle 
information, but with DAT transports 
the interchange compatibility prob-
lems are greatly resolved. Preliminary 
"tests" indicate that playback of re-
corded tapes on different DAT ma-
chines is quite consistent and error-
free from machine to machine. Inte-
grating the digital processor and tape 
transport, and settling on one cassette 
size, results in a recording format that 
successfully crosses geographic and 
technical boundaries. On top of that, 
with DAT there are no tracking or skew 
adjustments to make, and no color and 
dropout compensators to turn off. 

THE TRANSFER 
L I\ en the numerous possible Fl re-
cording modes, digital transfers to DAT 
must be done with caution. If the intent 
of the transfer is to use DAT as the 
final replay medium, several issues 
must be considered; and there are even 
more issues to look at if the DAT 
transfer takes place to provide a de-
livery format for transfer to CD. 

When transferring to DAT for replay 
on DAT, sampling frequencies must 
be consistent. When transferring to 
DAT for CD mastering, sampling fre-
quency, bit resolution, emphasis flag 
and copy prohibit flag issues all have 
to be addressed. 
Two methods have been shown to 

he successful when making digital 
transfers from Fl tapes to DAT. The 
first method involves the use of 
"professional" DAT machines such as 
the Sony PCM-2500, Sony TCD-
D1OPRO or Panasonic SV-3500, and 
the second method uses "consumer" 
DAT recorders such as the Sony DTC-
1000 or Aiwa XD-001. 
When the recording machine is a 

professional model, the sampling 
frequency of the Fl tape is normal-
ized to 44.1 kHz. The consumer video 
machines typically used in conjunc-
tion with Fl processors replay the 
encoded videotapes at a speed that 
conforms with the horizontal and 
vertical scanning rates appropriate to 
the particular television standard used. 
For example, the Fl tapes used with 
the North American and Japanese 
NTSC television standard actually 
record and replay at approximately 
44.056 kHz. In shifting from 44.056 to 
44.1kHz sampling frequency there is 
a pitch change of approximately 0.1%. 

To most listeners this pitch 
change is not 
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"AUDIOPHILE 
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Finest European HX PRO 
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for our brochure 
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significant; however, during post-pro-
duction editing, intercuts between 44.1 
and 44.056 material become evident 
and should be avoided. 

The following equipment is needed 
for transfer: a professional DAT re-
corder or AES/EBU-modified con-
sumer DAT recorder, a consumer or 
industrial video transport, and a Sony 
PCM-601 digital processor or a digital 
output-modified PCM-F1/701/501 
digital processor. 

The video output of the transport 
is routed to the video input of the digit-
al processor, and the digital output of 
the processor is connected to the 
digital input of the DAT recorder. 
While this setup will work, it is impor-
tant to note that there is still a pitch 
error of 0.1% unless the source EIAJ 
tape was made on a processor record-
ing at 44.1 kHz and the replay video 
transport is synched to the video 
output of the transfer digital proces-
sor, also running at 44.1 kHz. 
When the DAT recorder is a con-

sumer unit, the machine is inhibited 
from accepting data at 44.1 kHz. With 
machines such as the Sony DTC-1000, 
removing a simple diode jumper 
enables digital recording at 44.1 kHz. 
This however does not allow record-
ing at 44.056 kHz. In order to resolve 
the 44.056 to 44.1kHz problem, the 
videotape replay transport has to be 
an industrial or professional machine 
capable of accepting and locking to 
external sync from an EIAJ processor 
operating at 44.1 kHz. The replay 
sample rate is independent of record 
frequency, so the same pitch error of 
less than 0.1% also occurs if the master 
tape was recorded with a processor 
running at 44.056 kHz. 

In this case the equipment used for 
transfer consists of a consumer DAT 
(with the 44.1kHz inhibit diode re 
moved), an industrial Beta/VHS trans-
port (Sony SLO-420, or SLO 1800/ 
Panasonic AG 6300, or AG 7500), and 
a Sony PCM-601 digital processor or 
a digital output-modified PCM-F1/701/ 
501 digital processor. 

The digital processor video out-
put is connected to the sync/video 
input of the industrial transport and 
the tape machine set to external sync 
mode. The video output of the trans-
port is routed to the video input of the 
digital processor, and the digital out-
put of the processor is connected to 
the digital input of the DAT recorder. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
eral consumer s and at least 

one professional DAT need to see a 
continuous data stream at their digital 
input during the record/play and 
record set modes. If the data stream is 
interrupted, the DAT stops. This is ir-
ritating at best, and at worst causes 
the DAT to pop out of record when 
uncorrected dropouts occur during 
videotape replay. Putting an additional 
digital processor in the copy mode in 
series between the video transport and 
the transfer digital processor provides 
an idling data stream for the DAT 
during momentary, uncorrected drop-
outs. 

While the presence of a dropout or 
interruption during the program seg-
ment of the video replay is a cause for 
concern, it is common to have drop-
outs or discontinuities in the EIAJ mas-
ter tapes at the end of takes or seg-
ments. When assembling segments for 
subsequent editing, many discontinui-
ties can occur, and, needless to say, 
frequent DAT machine stops during 
transfer can be a nuisance. The inter-
posing PCM processor in the copy 
mode provides a "copy black" signal, 
allowing a benign transition during 
momentary dropouts. Most of the time 
this provides the continuous data 
needed by the recording DAT. 

It is recommended that an EIAJ/F1 
tape, with numerous (uncorrected) 
video edits, be copied to a second tape 
through the digital processor copy 
function to provide a safety and a copy 
master that does not have error-cor-
rection discontinuities. (The video 
edits on the master tape have a 2/3 

The heart of the Apogee Electron-
ics enhancement package for 
EIAJ ( Fl -type) digital processors 
includes the 924-GE input filter, 
which replaces the standard 
Murata filters and provides dra-
matically improved perform-
ance. 
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chance of error-correction discontinui-
ties that can exceed the correction 
range of the video-to-digital transfer 
processor.) An industrial video trans-
port, with its higher quality scanner 
mechanism and ability to lock to 
external sync, is the definite choice 
when setting up the EIAJ-to-DAT 
transfer procedure. The industrial 
machine allows for precise resolution 
of replay speeds (sampling fre-
quency), and the improved dropout 
performance gives greater assurance 
of successful transfers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CD 
MASTERING ON EIAJ MACHINES 
The following points should be con-
sidered when using EIAJ/F1 machines 
for producing master tapes intended 
for compact disc release: 

• Master at 44.1 kHz, not 44.056 kHz. 
PCM-F1/DMP-100 and PCM-701 
machines can have their crystals 
changed to 44.1 kHz. 
• Transfer to DAT using an industrial 
video transport whose external sync 
input is locked to 44.1 kHz. 
•The pre-emphasis circuit in the ana-
log input of the AID converter of the 
EIAJ processor should be switched out 
and the emphasis flag turned off (a 
simple modification). Most CDs pro-
duced today do not use pre-empha-
sis, and there is a chance that during 
digital transfer from one professional 
format to another the emphasis flag 
will be lost. 
*Adjust the DC offset of the recording 
processor as carefully as possible. 
While DC offset is not as big an issue 
as before because of the availability 
of digital highpass filters, considerable 
DC offset can cause later editing prob-
lems, and when severe, can reduce 
the dynamic range capability of the 
mastering processor. 
•The resolution of the digital proces-
sors ideally should be 16-bit to take 
full advantage of the CD delivery 
medium. However, a number of re-
cordists prefer to run at 14-bit resolu-
tion with its improved error-correction 
advantages. Some recordists use two 
processors simultaneously during 
mastering: one running at 16-bit and 
the other at 14-bit resolution. If all goes 
well, the 16-bit tape transfers success-
fully. If not, the 14-bit tape is there as 
a backup. In any case, it is recom-
mended that two transports be slaved 
to the mastering digital processor(s) 
for dropout redundancy. 
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MODIFICATION KITS 
Previous mention has been made of 
modifications to the line of EIAJ digit-
al processors and DAT machines. Sev-
eral lowpass filters have been devel-
oped by Apogee Electronics (of Santa 
Monica, Calif.) to enhance the sonic 
performance of consumer and profes-
sional digital audio products. In 
addition, a number of modification kits 
have been developed to increase the 
capability of EIAJ processors and DAT 
recorders. Among them are a digital 
output board that can be retrofitted 
into Sony PCM-F1/701/501 processors 
to allow digital transfers to DAT 
machines. Conversion of consumer 
DAT to professional standards is also 
supported in the form of sampling and 
emphasis switching kits. 

Hopefully, the preceding discus-
sion will provide the necessary guide-
lines for precise, painless digital audio 
transfers from Fl-type digital proces-
sors to the DAT recording format. • 

Jacques Verdier is a broadcast equip-
ment and facilities designer who has 
spent the past 25 years recording and 
mixing for broadcast, tape and CD. 

Write or Call 
for 

FREE 
CATALOG 

—FROM PAGE 118„5TEEL WHEELS 

integrated into the overall show," says 
Showco's vice president of field 
operations, Robin Magruder. "We've 
worked with the band since the "Some 
Girls" tour in '78, and became involved 
in the preliminary production discus-
sions for this tour. To fit the Prism 
Concert System into the scheme of 
things, we held a series of meetings in 
London, Dallas, New York and Con-
necticut to work out every detail of 
the logistics, from taking the system 
from the trucks to operating condi-
tions. Throughout the process, it was 
imperative that we maintain a correct 
relationship with the rest of the set, 
because in this case, the Prism arrays 
were actually a scenic element, and 
we didn't have the luxury of hiding 
everything behind scrims." 

Aesthetics aside, Showco's under-
lying performance philosophy was to 
achieve predictability and accuracy. 
To help obtain these goals and pre-
dict how the system would perform 
in a live environment, they used 
computer modeling. According to Clay 
Powers, one of the three Showco 
designers working on the project, they 
began their studies by defining the 
sound field in a model stadium. Next, 

the geometry of the seating area was 
considered and a radiation pattern 
specified. They then matched hard-
ware to that pattern, with other fac-
tors such as levels of distortion, relia-
bility and service taken into account. 

"We developed the modeling 
programs ourselves," Powers says. 
"But they aren't some sort of magic 
piece of software capable of doing 
something you couldn't calculate with 
pen and paper. They simply allow us 
to crank through many calculations at 
a very fast pace. Based upon our 
calculations, the system was optimally 
designed, constructed and verified 
with the aid of Techron's TEF tech-
nology." 

Bearing a price tag that is "more 
than you and I are going to make next 
year," Magruder jokes, the Stones' 
Prism Concert System was significantly 
different and somewhat radical in 
appearance compared to other con-
cert systems. It is Showco's policy to 
maintain a tight lip when it comes to 
questions about the Prism arrays' 
contents, and they would admit only 
to "using the very best professional 
sound reinforcement products avail-
able today." For each show on the tour 

—CON77NIIED ON PAGE 158 
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MUSIC & RECORDING NOTES 

NONA HENDRYX: 
MUCH MORE THAN 
SKIN DEEP 
Challenging music is nothing new to 
Nona Hendryx. Since her days as a 
singer and songwriter for the soulful 
trio LaBelle, she's played hard rock, 
fronted the tres moderne New York 
space-funk band Material, and cut 
solo albums dappled with a techno-
pop sheen and solid dance grooves. 
She's been all over the map stylisti-
cally, but it's safe to say she's never 
put out a disc quite like her latest, 
Skin Diver, on former Tangerine 
Dream member Peter Baumann's 
Private Music label. 

Appropriately enough, these two 
progressive musicians met at the 
New Music Seminar a few years ago. 
They collaborated on a track for 
Hendryx's last EMI IP, and that led to 
Baumann's offer to make an entire 
record with her for his fledgling 
label. "The name of the label is actu-

ally quite literal," Hendryx says from 
her Manhattan apartment. "He likes 
to take artists who do other kinds of 
music and let them do their personal 
music—the music they might not be 
able to do on a larger, more com-
mercial label." 

Skin Diver is an intensely personal 
project, brimming with Hendryx's 
dreams, longings, insecurities and, 
most of all, her inner strength. Hen-
dryx's lyrics are alternately confes-
sional, rawly emotional, abstract, 
metaphysical and surrealistic (she 
cites Dali as an influence), and the 
spare musical settings amply show-
case her powerful, emotive voice. 
This isn't likely to be a commercial 
smash, but as a revelatory work of 
art, it has to be considered one of 
her most successful works. "I write 
from inspiration," she comments, 
"from the inside. That's how I feel 
most comfortable. What's on there 
is me." 

It will no doubt surprise those 
who think of Hendryx only as an 
exotic chanteuse to learn that she's 
quite a tech-head, and has been for a 

number of years. "That probably 
started with Material, who were very 
techie," she says. 'Through them I 
got into sequencers, and eventually it 
was the drummer in Material who 
suggested I get into computers 
myself. At first I was reluctant, but 
eventually I saw how it could help 
me with my writing, so I wouldn't be 
dependent on getting together with 
a drummer and a guitarist to work 
out what I wanted to do." 

She co-produced Skin Diver with 
Baumann (who also helped her with 
synth programming), and she 
handled the computers, drum 
machine and percussion program-
ming herself, working things out in 
her home studio before tracks were 
laid down at Westlake Studios and 
John Tesh Studio in Los Angeles. Her 
personal studio arsenal includes a 
Tascam 8-track recorder and Ramsa 
mixing console, Tascam and Roland 
submixers, Yamaha RX-5 drum 
machine, Akai S900 sampler, Roland 
MKB-1000 master keyboard con-
troller, Roland MKS-20 and 30 synth 
modules, Roland Jupiter-8 retrofitted 
for MIDI, a Macintosh running Mark 
of the Unicorn's Performer and Pro-
fessional Composer sequencing/no-
tation software, and a Revox 2-track 
for mixdowns. 

"It's been so wonderful having a 
studio at home," she says. "So many 
times I've lost ideas because I didn't 
have a way to record them. Now, if I 
think of something at 2 in the 
morning I can get it down." When 
we spoke in the fall, she said she 
planned to move to Los Angeles and 
build a larger studio in her home 
there. "I need a break from New 
York," she says, "and I want to be 
someplace where the weather is bet-
ter. I'm a real tennis freak, and I'll be 
able to play all the time out there." 
When she's not baring her soul in 
the studio and onstage, that is. 

—Blair Jackson 

JOSEF ZAWINUL: 
A CHANGE 
IN THE WEATHER 
Although none of the records Josef 
Zawinul has made since Weather 
Report disbanded a few years ago 
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have gotten the attention they 
deserve in this country, he continues 
to be a significant international force, 
respected from Rio to Tokyo for his 
distinctive hybrid of jazz, rock, clas-
sical and Third World music forms. 
His most recent disc, Black Water, 
may be the best he's produced since 
his former group's late-'70s heyday; 
certainly it offers ample proof of his 
continuing vitality as a composer and 
keyboardist. 
The material on Black Water 

represents a natural evolution for 
Zawinul. Tunes like "Medicine Man" 
and the incendiary live version of 
"Camavalito" build and mutate like 
classic Weather Report constructions. 
"And So It Goes," written by Zawin-
ul's son Anthony, also has a warmly 
familiar feeling. "Little Rootie Tootie" 
is Monk with a twist—swinging and 
a little bit irreverent, like Monk him-
self. Where Zawinul shows the most 
growth is on the two vocal tunes, 
"Black Water," a subtle parable about 
South Africa, and the antiwar "Famil-
ial." Zawinul uses voices like instru-
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ments, and, conversely, his own 
synth playing frequently strives to 
capture a human sound. 

"I always liked vocal music, but it 
took me a long time to find singers 
who had the right qualities for the 
music I write," Zawinul says. "In 
Weather Report we tried things here 
and there, and I wasn't always 
pleased with how it came out. But 
with that band we did more chanting 
than singing. Carl Anderson [the 
main singer on "Black Water"] is so 
great and expressive, and I was very 
happy with the words Gerald [Veas-
ley, bassist for the Zawinul Syndicate 

band] came up with." 
While the Zawinul Syndicate is still 

primarily an instrumental group, and 
the majority of the vocal passages in 
the music are still produced by 
Zawinul through a distorting vo-
coder, he acknowledges that 
"spoken word and songs with words 
allow us to get to ideas a little 
quicker, which I like." And having 
songs in English has not proven to 
be a barrier between Zawinul and 
his international audience. "It seems 
like people all over the world speak 
enough English to understand our 
songs," he comments. "And even 
when they don't understand the 
words, they can still appreciate the 
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quality of the human voice as an 
element in the overall music." 
Another increasingly important 

element in Zawinul's music is Scott 
Henderson's jagged electric guitar. 
Henderson's angular, slightly de-
tached style provides an interesting 
contrast to Zawinul's warm, textural 
approach. He describes Henderson 
as "a brilliant player who brings 
some blues and R&B with him," not 
to mention such diverse influences 
as Jimi Hendrix and John McLaugh-
lin. The presence of the guitar marks 
the biggest change in approach from 
Zawinul's Weather Report days, and 
he freely admits that was a 
consideration. 

"You cannot replace [Weather 
Report saxophonist] Wayne Shorter; 
it's that simple," he says. "I didn't 
want to have another saxophone 
player that I'd have to tell everything 
to. Me and Wayne never had to talk 
about it. We knew what we wanted. 
It was our music and our vision. So I 
wanted to try another sound that was 
different from what we did in 
Weather Report." 

Zawinul still does the majority of 
his writing and recording at his 
Southern California home, and the 
last couple of years this process has 
become a family affair: His 20-year-
old son Ivan now works for him as a 
second engineer and programmer 
(Paul Erickson remains his primary 
tracking engineer); son Anthony is 
coming into his own as a composer; 
and Erich Zawinul designed the 
cover of Black Water. "I can't think 
of a better situation," the proud 57-
year-old dad says. "Not only do I like 
working here [ home], but if you 
have a good, relaxed home, you 
have a nice place to fall back to 
when you've been on the road. I like 
having a home where I can work, 
play and be with family." 

—Blair Jackson 
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GLENN S. ABBEY: Engineer & Producer, SOUND LOGIC 
STUDIO. 1840 Wake Forest Rd.; Raleigh, NC 27608; (919) 
856-1441. Credits & Services: Clients include Glaxo Phar-
maceuticals, Inc . and the North Carolina Humanities Council. 
Sound Logic Studio is a 16-track facility located in Raleigh. 
NC, the hub of the research triangle—one of the fastest-
growing areas in the US. Quality recording services for any 
application and budget; from local part-time bands to profes-
sional musicians. from small businesses to major corpora-
tions and advertising agencies. 

M. DAVID ACOSTA, GREGORY JAMES, J. DEON HILL; 
Engineer & Producer; SILENCE, INC. PO Box 710, Maple-
crest Stn.; Maplewood, NJ 07040; (201) 763-045a Credits & 
Services: Studio production: Nu Shooz, "I Can't Wait" Hot 
Tracks remis. Kool & the Gang, "I Sweat" remis. Frank* 
Castle. " It's So Hard" remis; Steve Washington/George Clin-
ton, Rosse Mixing and remixing. Live engineering: Dan Reed 
Network, Adrian Belew, Chuck Berry, Country Joe MacDon-
ald, Shadowfax, B B. King. Roomful of Blues, Buddy Rich, 
Dave Mason, Dan Siegal, Bonnie Rant, The Band, The Byrds, 
New Riders of the Purple Sage, John Lee Hooker, James 
Cotton Blues Band, Al Stewart. Services offered: we are an 
independent production establishment. Our experience em-
bodies audio, film, video and computer implementation. We 
specialize in forging accessibility from the latest in high-tech-
nology production tools, and we remain aggressive in their 
application. An extensive roster of skilled performers, com-
posers. arrangers, and technicians awaits your beck and call 
(Larry Fast, Joe Franco. Steve Washington, Jerry Ragavoy and 
more) Audio equipment includes Macintosh Ilci, Digidesign 
Sound Tools with DAT I/O. Mass Micro data cartridge, Super-
Mac Dataframe 600MB hard disk and much more 

RANDY ADAMS; Engineer & Producer, 7700 Carpenter Free-
way; Dallas, TX 75247; (214) 630-8889; FAX' (214) 630-
9433. 

RICHARD ADLER; Engineer, RICHARD ADLER RECORD-
ING SERVICES. PO Box 21272; Nashville, TN 37221; (615) 
646-4900. 

MICHAEL AMARON, Engineer & Producer; MICHAEL 
AHARON MUSIC. 705 Schell St.; Philadelphia, PA 19147; 
(215) 238-0918; FAX: (215) 248-9115. Credits & Services: 
Credits: producer, arranger and/or multi- instrumentalist for 
Fred Small (Flying Fish), John McCutcheon (Rounder), Tom 
Juravitch (Flying Fish). Trapezoid and other pop, rock, jazz 
and folk artists. Composed original music for the film Let the 
Door Be Made of Iron, winner of the CINE Golden Eagle and 
PhilaFilm gold awards and submitted for nomination for Acad-
emy Award for Best Documentary Film of 1988. Original 
music and sound F/X design for various industrial films and 
national TV ads. Clients include The National Educators As-
soc.. N.J. Educators Assoc, Heinz and Rosenbluth Travel. 
Services: album/demo production and arranging. Film scor-
ing. Performance on keyboards, fretless bass, guitar, cello 
and drum programming. Menton songwriters additional mu-

sicians are optional 8/16/24/32-track recording MIDI pre-
production cuts recording costs in half Production values to fit 
any budget 

MIKE ALVAREZ; Producer NOT RECORDS TAPES. PO 
Box 29161; Los Angeles, CA 90029; (213) 466-9683. 

TONY ALVAREZ. Engineer & Producer, BOOM SONIC MU-
SIC. PO Box 218, Cypress, CA 90630; (714) 995-7766. 

PAUL ANTONELL; Engineer, Box 373; Germantown, NY 
12526; (518) 537-6305. 

PHIL APPELBAUM; Engineer & Producer, BOGUS THUN-
DER. 5532 Amistad Rd. NE; Albuquerque, NM 87111; (505) 
822-8273. 

FRANK A RN; Engineer, BANTAM SOUND SERVICES. 4724 
Kester # 101; Sherman Oaks, CA 91403; (818) 907-5181. 
Credits & Services: Credits: staging, production and sound 
engineering since '74 on tours with Rare Earth, Bob Seger, 
Parliament/Funkadele, Tommy Bolin, Keith Carradine ("I'm 
Easy" tour), George Benson ("Breezin" and " In Flight" tours) 
etc. RIM gold and platinum awards include Night Moves— 
Bob Seger and In Flight—George Benson AA degree in 
electronic engineering, metallurgy, and certificate in record-
ing engineering Services consultation, design and wiring of 
complex signal processing/keyboard/guitar races including 
custom-built rack modules, live sound engineering with Zeta 
Sound and others Independent recording engineering dates 
and projects with producer Paul Sabu Recent sessions in-
clude albums for Only Child, Neil Henderson, Precious Metal, 
Little America, Douglas Miller (Grammy nominated live LP). 
Bridge-22, etc Recent concerts as production manager and 
FO H. engineer include heartland Jam II and III, Richard 
Marx. Jackson Browne, Tiffany, Restless Heart. Graffiti Band, 
Only Child. Neil Henderson, LA. Marathon and much more 
Thank you Mix magazine 

PATRICK ARNOLD; Engineer; PO Box 12; Charleston, WV 
25321; (304) 346-6964; (304) 744-5164. Credits & Services: 
Chief engineer. Soundtracs Recording. South Charleston, WV 
Studio demos and albums Trained at Recording Workshop. 
Chillicothe. Ohio, and Full Sail. Orlando. Florida Eleven years 
live sound reinforcement Services offered studio demos, 
remote recording, acoustic design, studio construction and 
installation, special FX; drum sounds, acoustic instrument, live 
sound mix 

DEAN BAILIN, Engineer & Producer; 4 CATS STUDIO. 325 
W. 52nd St.; New York, NY 10019: (212) 582-8663; FAX: 
(201) 327-5428. Credits & Services: 24-track 2" and 16-track 
I/2", extensive MIDI setup, pre-production/finished master re-
cordings Digital mixdown Producer/engineer/songwriter 
Vast experience in synth/drum programming to aid artist in 
arranging/crafting songs to meet today's standards SMPTE-
based synchronization of multilracks to computer allows for 
flexible arranging possibilities with virtually no track limitation 

Automation and specialized guitar preamps available 15 
synths with extensive sound library. Credits musical direction 
for Rupert Holmes. 3 years, featured guitarist on recording 
hits Pina Colada and Him, sound scoring for CBS-TV and Fox 
TV Master recordings: Erika Records, Tristan Shotgun, One 
World Records, Joe Voce California, Macola Records, Michael 
Christensen 100 Ways; MEG Records, Rich Contri Everything 
to Me Wrote and produced master recordings for new artist 
Jodi Bongiovi. Co-produced and mixed Mike Cataleno's Good 
Neighbors LP for CBS Brazil Produced and wrote songs for 
Police Academy—cartoon series aired 10/89 

KEVIN BEARISH; Engineer & Producer KEVIN BEAMISH 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 4615 Stark Ave.; Woodland Hills, CA 
91364; (818) 702-0265; FAX: (818)713-1629. Credits & Serv-
ices: 17 years experience as producer/engineer with interna-
tional multi-multiplatinum sucess: REO Speedwagon-4 al-
bums including Hi Infedelity, Jefferson Starship, Y&T, Saxon, 
Leather Wolf. etc. 

GEOF BENSON. Engineer & Producer, GEOF BENSON 
MUSIC. 233 E. Wacker Dr., Ste. 904; Chicago, IL 60601. (312) 
819-0432; FAX: (312) 649-0096. 

RAY BENSON: Producer, BISMEAUX PRODUCTIONS. PO 
Box 463. Austin, TX 78767; (512) 477-5556. 

GLENN E. BERKOVITZ; Engineer, SPINNING REEL SOUND 
SERVICES. 11929 Windward Ave.; Los Angeles, CA 90066; 
(213) 313-2776. Credits & Services: Specializing in audio— 
production and post-production—for film and television I 
bring to my work a thorough knowledge of all systems in use 
today I incorporate digital and time code technologies in my 
production recording equipment and techniques, and help 
create full MIDI/SMPTE recording and scoring studios Recent 
credits include Robocop 2, Less Than Zero and Miss Fire-
cracker Gathering of stereo digital effects. location and studio 
music recording and, of course, clean dialogue— its all worth 
the effort and I give it my best Large or small, it has to be good 
and, hopefully, fun 

JEFFREY BERNSTEIN; Producer; SOUND CHOICE. 125 
Bedford Ave #4L; Brooklyn, NY 11211; (718)963-0836; FAX: 
(718) 963-0836. 

DAVID BIENERT; Engineer & Producer; LO-KEY PRODUC-
TIONS. 16161 Ventura Blvd.; Encino, CA 91436; (818) 344-
0374: FAX: (818) 990-5078. Credits & Services: New audio 
engineer/producer Recent grad in audio engineering, sound 
reinforcement, videotape production and editing Work from 
tracking through video to tour with your band, your concept, 
your sound 

MICHAEL BITTERMAN. Engineer & Producer; MIDNIGHT 
MODULATION. 2211 Pine Ln.; Saugerties, NY 12477; (914) 
246-4761. Credits & Services: President of Wildlife Records 
Produced and engineered: Woodstock— Moods & Moments 

—CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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(Prism Records); Five After Eight (Original Cast Records); 
Company Wife Denise Finley, A Woodstock Sampler (Wild-
life), Oblivion Grin (Wildlife). Engineered Jean Redpath (Round-
er), Priscilla Herdman (Flying Fish), John Hall, The Band, John 
Sebastian, NRBO I own and operate Midnight Modulation, a 
fully loaded 16-track studio w/full MIDI setup. Located in 
Woodstock, NY, I have access to many of the fine musicians 
here. I have produced artists ranging from folk music to pop to 
cabaret to rock I can give you a state-of-the-art sound for a 
fraction of the price. I am extremely eclectic and will serve 
every project on its own high merits—from production through 
engineering the final mix 

STEVEN BLANE; Engineer & Producer, BLANE & DEROSA 
PRODS., INC. 109 W. 27th St., 4th Floor; New York, NY 
10001; (212) 633-1925. Credits & Services: Have produced 
and directed sessions with James Earl Jones, E G Marshall. 
Lynn Redgrave, Megan Follows, Frank LangeIla and others 
Specialize in voice-over recording to R-DAT, PCM/Beta, 2-
track Dolby A/SR or dbx, editing; sweetening; mixing and 
mastering; music composition; managing and production; 
fully equipped MIDI production and multitrack recording facil-
ity; casting services; script preparation and editing. 

ROBERT BLANK; Engineer & Producer, BLANK PRODUC-
TIONS. 1597 Hope St; Stamford, CT 06907; (203) 968-2420; 
FAX: [203) 329-7193. Credits & Services: Over 300 national 
TV spots. 3 Clio nominations. 15 gold and platinum records 
including Sting, Chaka Khan, Kid Creole. Complete digital and 
analog production facility including disk-based recording and 
Studer multitrack, all-digital automated mixing and $ 100,000 
synth setup in 100-year-old farmhouse 35 minutes from NYC 
Sync-to-pic, 48-track lockup. 2 MIDI production rooms, great 
atmosphere 

ROBERT BOTH; Engineer & Producer, TWAIN PRODUC-
TIONS 18 Hiawatha Pass, West Milford, NJ 07480; (201) 
697-7540. Credits & Services: James Brown, Lyn Collins, The 
J B s, Hank Ballard, Robert Kraft & The Ivory Coast, Mutha 
Records, T R Records, The Watch, Tom Storms, Tito Rodri-
guez Jr and others Three gold records for work with James 

Brown, Engineering and/or production services in own 24-
track studio or studio of your choice, will travel. Musical direc-
tions rock, pop, solo performers or groups Personal one-to-
one service. Listed in 1989/90 edition of Who's Who in Enter-
tainment. MIDI sequencing and drum programming. Special-
ty songwriter and solo artist productions 

JEFF BOYDSTUN; Engineer & Producer, ARTSONG MU-
SIC PRODUCTIONS. 4437 Finley Ave.; Los Angeles, CA 
90027; (213) 667-0726. 

GARY BOYLAN; Engineer & Producer, GARRISON SOUND. 
256 Woodbury Rd.; Hicksville, NY 11801; (516) 822-5562. 

RICHARD (RICK) BOYLE; Engineer & Producer, 2126 Ave-
nue J; Wichita Falls, TX 76309; (817) 761-6059. 

JAMIE BRIDGES; Engineer & Producer, 256 State St.; San 
Mateo, CA 94401; (415) 347-1186. Credits & Services: I've 
engineered and produced in the San Francisco Bay Area and 
L A for ten years, recording every style and sound imagin-
able—some famous, some not I can engineer and produce 
your project without getting in the way of your music, or work 
with your producer. I can also help you find a studio or studios 
that best suit your music and budget 

HARRY BROTMAN; Engineer & Producer, BROTMAN MU-
SICAL SERVICES. 19010 Avers Ave.; Flossmoor, IL 60422; 
(708) 799-7711. Credits & Services: Recent national airplay: 
Magnum Force Hang Out (Meltone), engineered and mixed; 
The Manhattans Hot Like an Oven, (Valley Vue), engineered 
and mixed Foreign chartings. Keyman Edwards Love's Got 
to Be Strong (Island), engineered and mixed; Nouveau Nation 
Partytime Lovers (Westside), mixed; Streetlife Keep on Mov-
ing (West side), engineered and mixed 10 cuts on CD. Track-
ing projects with LA-based producers: Michael White (Fam-
ily Members) and David Resnick (Bucketheads). Services: 
engineering, co-production, production, analog and digital 
synthesis, sampling. programming/sequencing. Lucky 13th 
year serving America's heartland. Requestable at many fine 
24-track facilities, including ARS Studio, RS. Recording, Sonic 
Art, Seagrape, Startrax and Pyramid. European near-field 
monitors/amplifier system goes everywhere Also. European 
condenser and ribbon microphones plus various outboards 
(18 channels of the good stuff!). Custom pre/post-production 
assistance on all projects is included 

FIL BROWN; Engineer & Producer, PO Box 61038, Pasa-
dena, CA 91106; (818) 440-0553. 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS 
are the best way to reach thousands of profes-
sionals in the audio-video industry! Find out 
why Mix Classifieds are the most cost-effective 
way to advertise—see the Classified section in 
the back of this issue for categories and com-
plete details. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
OR TO PLACE A MIX CLASSIFIED AD, 

CALL (415) 653-3307. DEADLINE: 15TH OF MONTH, 
SIX WEEKS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION. 

JEFF BRUGGER; Engineer & Producer; 1157 Briarcliff Rd., 
NE; Atlanta, GA 30306; (404) 875-0215. Credits & Services: 
Credits. Babble Mason & Shepherd's Staff. Addy Award-win-
ning radio production and audio-for-video pr oduction. Servic-
es all music and production engineering needs, including: 
extensive digital HD editing experience, video/audio post-
production, radio spot production, facility and equipment con-
sulting and installation. 

CHRIS BUBACZ; Engineer & Producer; ON TEN PRODUC-
TIONS. 87-86 116th St, Apt. D-5; Richmond Hill, NY 11418; 
(718) 441-5271; (914) 362-1620. Credits & Services: Engi-
neering, mixing and production for artists on labels such as 
Atlantic, Arista, Passport, Enigma, Megaforce. CBS, MCA, Pri-
vate Music, RCA and A8M 

ERICH T. BUCHOLTZ; Engineer, 2122 Wood St Latrobe, 
PA 15650; (412) 539-1075. 

RICHARD JAMES BURGESS; Engineer & Producer, 7095 
Hollywood Blvd. 1$106-345; Los Angeles, CA 90028; (213) 
850-7337; FAX: (213) 850-5302. Credits & Services: Pro-
grammer, drummer, engineer, producer Credits: Spandau 
Ballet, King, Adam Ant, Five Star, Living in a Box, Colonel 
Abrams, Shriekback, When In Rome 

SIDNEY BURTON, JR.; Engineer; BURTON SOUND ENGI-
NEERING. 28 Cunningham St; Boston, MA 02125; (617) 
427-4376. Credits & Services: Mix engineer. Maurice Starr 
Productions; New Kidds, Seiko; Omnimax; Perfect Gentle-
men; Michael Jonzun: Anna Rodriquez, CBS Critique. Mission 
Control; House of Hits. SSL. Amek, mix-to-picture 

KEN CAILLAT; Engineer & Producer, CAILLÂT PRODUC-
TIONS. PO Box 1064; Malibu, CA 90265; (213) 456-6047; 
FAX: (213) 456-5778. Credits & Services: Grammy Award-
winning producer, Grammy-nominated engineer —Fleetwood 
Mac Rumours. Album credits include Fleetwood Mac Ru-
mours, Tusk, Fleetwood Mac Live, Mirage, Chicago; David 
Becker Siberian Express; Lionel Richie Dancing on the Ceil-
ing; Tom Scott Streamlines Film or television credits include: 
52 Pick-up, Fire walker. RoboCop, Miami Vice and Universal 
Studio's Earthquake commercial (3-D audio). Spherical sound 
3-dimensional audio: Pink Floyd A Momentary Lapse of Rea-
son, Michael Jackson's Bad, Roger Waters live radio broad-
cast from Radio City Music Hall, Tom Scott's Streamlines and 
Lionel Richie's Dancing on the Ceiling. Electronic Design: 
Photon Game Centers. Services production, arranging, song 
reconstruction and evaluation, 3-dimensional audio, film scor-
ing, sound effects and mixing, and electronic design. 

DOMINIC P. CAMARDELLA; Engineer & Producer; SOUND 
DESIGN. 33 W. Haley; Santa Barbara, CA 93101; (805) 962-
8489. 

STEVE CAMPBELL; Engineer; AXSTUDIOS/ANYTHING 
AUDIO. 1551 Elmwood St; Clearwater, FL 34615; (813) 441-
8975. Credits & Services: Owned and ran Axstudios in Colum-
bus, Ohio, for 3Y: years (see Nov. 1989 Mix Directory). Owned 
and ran rental PA business for 15 years. Have done live/stu-
dio mixing for 22 years actively. Have done live sound for 
major concert tours (top- name national acts) 6 years steady 
Now moved my business to Clearwater, Florida, to set up 
shop. I am innovative, dependable and dedicated to always 
doing my best for my clients I also manufacture crossover 
(passive) networks for speaker systems High/low power I 
have ( 3) nice systems. 

CARL CANEDY; Engineer & Producer; NEON CITY PRO-
DUCTIONS, INC. 627 Main St; Simpson, PA 18407; (717) 
282-0863; (212) 877-6129. Credits & Services: Ra Pariah, 
Apollo Ra; Young Turk: Trained to Nowhere, Circus, Broken 
Dolls, Roxx Gang, Love 'em & Leave 'em, Chalice, Phil Accar-
di; Thrashin' Blues, Violent Playground; Spreading the Dis-
ease, Anthrax; Feel the Fire, Overkill; Heavier than Thou, The 
Rods; The Beast Is Back, Blue Cheer; Gone With the Wind, 
Rhett Forrester; Thrasher, Thrasher: Violence & Force, Excit-
er: Stricken by Might, E.X.E.; St James, Crimes of the Heart. 
World-class production; sensitive to artists' goals Publishing. 
Looking for the strong new artists Full in-house 24-track 
facility with lodging. Resume and studio brochure on request. 
Contact Gary R. Dollaire. 

CARMEN CARAMANICA; Producer; CARMAL PRODUC-
TIONS, INC. 453 Larchmont Ave.; Utica, NY 13502; (315) 
735-2737. Credits & Services: Musical director/arranger for 
Lou Rawls; featured soloist with Tony Orlando, Raquel Welch; 
numerous TV and recording credits, including MGM, Arista, 
CasaBlanca, Bell Records, Paramount Pictures, NBC, CBS, 
ABC, PBS; musical arranger for national U.S. Navy commer-
cial, original composition/production of 1990 "Leatherstock-
ingn Love New York" advertising campaign. Services offered: 
Carmal Productions, Inc., is a fully automated. MIDI-based 
production house. Studio Musicians and session singers avail-
able. Original composition and arrangement for film, video, 
industrial, documentaries, complete jingle production, voice-
over, demo and record production. Private, comfortable re-
cording studio provides 60 MIDI tracks, 16-track analog mas-
tered to DAT Demo tapes on request 

STEVE CARR; Engineer & Producer, HIT AND RUN STU-
DIOS. 18704 Muncaster Rd.; Rockville, MD 20855; (301) 
948-6715. Credits & Services: Platinum album for digitally 
remastenng Time Life Music's Classic Rock Series- 1989 
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Tommy Keene Places That Are Gone— Village Voice critics 
poll EP of the Year- 1984 Tommy Keane "Listen To Me" 
single B-side, Geffen Records 1987. Oho Yamaha Sound-
check winners Sept 1988 

KEVIN CASEY; Engineer & Producer. 208 Shorebird Circle; 
Redwood City, CA 94065; (415) 592-8706. 

MARK CHILDRESS; Engineer & Producer; ZACATAN PRO-
DUCTIONS. 42301 Carriage Cove Cir.; Canton, MI 48187; 
(313) 981-2504. 

ALEX CIMA; Engineer & Producer. 1501 E. Chapman Ave. 
#100; Fullerton, CA 92631; (714) 680-4959. Credits & Servic-
es: Credits include releases in domestic and international 
labels, all TV networks, independents, plus audio logos, com-
mercials, film trailers, music videos, and special projects for 
major entertainment companies Services include audio re-
cording/production, music synthesis, project troubleshooting, 
consulting and the use of a proprietary computer program for 
video/film footage-to-MIDI sequencer synchronization. 

SCOTT COCHRAN; Engineer & Producer, MIX'OR MATCH 
CO. 5117 Laurel Canyon, Ste. E; N. Hollywood, CA 91607: 
(818) 769-2584; (818) 953-0996 (beeper). 

ANDREW R. COHN. Producer; ARC NEW AGE MUSIC. 
2844 W. Eastwood Ave.; Chicago, IL 60625: (312) 478-3008; 
FAX (312) 346-9603. 

MICHAEL COLLINS; Engineer & Producer; THE COMMER-
CIAL REFINERY, INC. 2105 Maryland Ave.; Baltimore, MD 
21218; (301) 685-8500; FAX: (301) 685-0313. 

KEITH COMPTON; Engineer & Producer; Nashville, TN; 
(615) 646-5432. 

DAN CUBERT, MARC GODINO; Engineer & Producer; 0-
TECH PRODUCTIONS. 246 Morris Ave.; Summit, NJ 07901; 
(201) 277-1671. Credits & Services: Production group offer-
ing wide range of services arrangement. production, engi-
neering for jingles, demos, album projects, soundtracks, etc. 
In-house multitrack studio, access to variety of samplers, drum 
machines. synthesizers. In-house composers, musicians and 
superb coffee. Call or write for more information. 

JERRY CUPIT; Producer; JERRY CUPIT PRODUCTIONS. 
PO Box 121904. Nashville, TN 37212; (615) 731-0100. 

DAVID DACHINGER; Engineer & Producer; DEE PRODUC-
TIONS. 127 W. 78th St.; New York, NY 10024; (212) 496-
0049; (212) 645-1945 (Leslie Best, booking). Credits & Servic-

es: Was (Not Was). Roberta Flack, Keith Sweat, Michael Bol-
ton, Southside Johnny, Sly Stone, Ernie Isley, Isley-Jasper-
Isley, Third World, Mtume, The Barkays, Millie Jackson, The 
System, The Clark Sisters. Hugh Masekela, Jose Jose, Billy 
Newton Davis, Celene Done, Jane Fonda, Arnold Schwarze-
negger. Jingles include Burger King, Miller Beer, GTE, Pacific 
Bell, Hershey's, Pioneer Stereo. Services: tracking, mixing. 
programming and production. 

ROBIN DANAR. Engineer & Producer; SQUID PRODUC-
TIONS. 1689 1st Ave. $11; New York, NY 10128; (212) 289-
5868. Credits & Services: Suzanne Vega, The Church, Laurie 
Anderson, B-52s. Randy Newman, Linda Ronstadt.Ry Cooder, 
Buster Poindexter, Garland Jeffries, Reckless Sleepers, Gray-
son Hugh. Buckwheat Zydeco, Manhattan Transfer, Kids in 
the Kitchen, Uptown Horns, Crossfire Choir, Grace Pool. 
Shawn Colvin, Peregnns, Walkers, Circus of Power, Long-
house, Urban Blight, Lonesome Val. Joy Askew, Sylvain Syl-
vain, Richard Lloyd, Chris Stamey, Peter Holsapple, Velvet 
Rhythm Ranglers, OK Savant, Second Self, Saqqara Dogs, 
Anna Domino. Squid Productions provides both recording 
engineering and production services and live engineering 
and production services. Studio specialties have been high. 
quality demos and independent records, with several subse-
quent major label releases Live specialties have been coor-
dination of shows, live mixing and remote recording interna-
tionally. Live mixes and multitrack recording and mixing have 
also been done for MN, Showtime, Westwood One, WNEW-
FM and other international radio networks Will tour. 

JIM DEAN; Engineer & Producer, MUSIDEO PRODUCTION 
GROUP. PO Box 117008; Burlingame, CA 94010; (415(344-
4434. Credits & Services: Credit Hobo, Don't Panic, The 
Leaders, The Queen Bees, The Banana Slug String Band, 
Masters SME, Mara Miller, Linda Gauthier, World Zap Art, 
Chico Freeman, Patrick Winningham, Ronnie Montrose, Jon-
ne Lipps, The Uptones, Enigma, Profono/CBS, Blue Rockit 
Records, Blackhawk Records, Rear View Recordings, Music 
for Little People Recording Company. Services offered: Music 
production and engineering for albums, demos and sound-
tracks. I have 11 years' experience recording a variety of 
musical styles from all over the world. tam always listening for 
new talent and concentrate heavily on artist development 
while increasing my contacts with record labels. If you are 
trying to define your "sound" and get it on tape or disc. I can 
be of assistance. Send tapes to the address listed or write for 
further information. Tapes will not be returned without a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

PETER DENENBERG; Engineer & Producer, ACME RE-
CORDING STUDIOS. 112W. Boston Post Rd.; Mamaroneck, 

NY 10543; (914) 381-4141; FAX: (914) 381-4543. Credits & 
Services: Production and/or engineering available, complete 
24/48-track automated studios in a relaxed environment, 
complete day rate LP packages available Silent Running 
Deep LP Atlantic Records (production and engineering), Dev-
onsquare with Stephen Stills Straightaway remis Atlantic Rec-
ords (production and engineering), Company of Wolves Call 
of the Wild LP PolyGram Records (mix and additional record-
ing), Dirty Looks Turn of the Screw LP Atlantic Records (engi-
neering), Eastern Bloc Eastern Bloc LP Paradox-PolyGram 
(production and engineering), Atlantic Starr All in the Name of 
Love LP Warner Bros Records (additional engineering), Cor-
nell Dupree Coast to Coast LP Island Records (engineer). 
Nana Vasconcelos Rain Dance LP Island Records (engineer-
ing). Geri Allen Open On All Sides and Twylite LPs PolyGram/ 
Minor Music, SOS All Stars-2 LPs SOS Records (engineer-
ing and assoc. producer). Have Yourself a Merry Little Christ-
mas various artists Rhino Records (engineer and assoc pro-
ducer) 

EUMIR DEODATO, Producer; KENYA MUSIC, INC. 60 East 
End Ave. 2C; New York, NY 10028; (212) 472-2933; (212) 
334-8444. Credits & Services: Eleven platinum records (LP) 
including 2001, Kool & The Gang, among the older projects 
Contact the above numbers for more information Complete 
MIDI services including top-of-the- line sequencers and soft-
ware programs (Macintosh) Owner of one of the best studios 
in NY (Duplex), access to the best songs, never missed the 
charts, many keyboards, etc. 

MARK DERRYBERRY; Engineer & Producer; STARFLIGHT 
MUSIC PRODUCTIONS. 1848 S Reed Ct.; Lakewood, CO 
80226; (303) 986-7166. 

HANK DONIG; Engineer & Producer. WIZARD MUSIC 
GROUP. 8033 Sunset Blvd., Ste. 358; West Hollywood, CA 
90046; (818) 905-1703. Credits & Services: Kenny Rogers. 
Lionel Riche, Devo, Air Supply, Crusaders, Egyptian Lover, 
George Winston, Russ Parr, Kingston Trio. Kin Vassey. Lynda 
Carter, PP I, Star Search. GLOW (musical director for the 
national TV show). Knockouts (musical director of national 
cable TV show), Platinum Triangle (musical director for full-
length feature film) We also do full production cue sheets for 
full-length features and TV shows Total production package 
includes 48+ tracks of digital and analog in state-of-the-art 
studio, songwriting or publisher "A" drawer songs, arrange-
ments. double-scale musicians and BG vocals, all engineer-
ing and total package as well as shopping for contracts and/or 

—CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Hard Disk Recording ... Affordable Solutions. 
At Turtle Beach Softworks, the razor blades have vacated the studio 

and gone back to the medicine cabinet where they belong. Now 
you can record, playback, and edit CD-quality material on the hard 
disk of your IBM AT or 386 computer. 

Introducing the 56K Digital Audio Processor System, a powerful 

modular system with a logical attitude. Buy what you need. The 
56K-PC board is the heart of the system and the DSP gateway to 

your computer's hard disk. 

The 56K-D digital interface box provides ins and outs for AES/EBU 
and CD/DAT digital audio formats, as well as SMPTE and MIDI. Analog sound is dealt with using 
the 56K-A analog interface box which converts AES/EBU to analog and back using 64x 

oversampling technology. 

A great hardware system.. , but the software sets it apart. Our SoundstageTm stereo editing 
software sets new standards for graphic user interfaces and allows clean non-

destructive editing of your material. A powerful DSP 

toolkit, EDL type playlists, SMPTE lock, and MIDI trigger-

ing are a few of the many options available to you. 

How affordable is affordable? Call us and we'll tell you. 

LL[L.Lc_ 

SCILLUOf niS 
IBM AT, 56K, SoundStage are trademarks of the respective companies. 

Post Office Box 5074 • York • Pennsylvania • 174056717-757-2348 
FAX 717-755-9402 • Compuserve 70240,360 
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1020 N. Delaware Peenue. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 10125 

C215) 423-1022 / FAX: (215) 423-13020 

Circle #069 on Reader Service Card 

San Francisco's Full-Service 

Professional Audio Dealer 

AUDIO 
Images 
• SALES AND SERVICE 

• DESIGN AND INSTALLATION 

• AUDIO FOR FILM AND VIDEO 

• MULTI-TRACK RECORDING 

• DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS 

• SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

• COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEMS 

• TAPE AND ACCESSORIES 

70 Oak Grove Street 

San Francisco, California 94107 

Fax: (415) 957-1531 

(415) 957-9131 

INDEPENDENT 
E\GI\EERS & PRODUCERS 
—CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Wizard Music Group 
COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL 

MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES 

Film • Television • Commercials • Video 

(818)905-1703 

HANK DONIG 
West Hollywood, CA 

distribution of master done on a consultant basis, We produce 
master-quality, radio-ready tapes Audio post-production for 
film including all music cues and sound effects with premix-
to-digital format 

DAVID EDWARDS; Engineer & Producer, dB E PRODUC-
TIONS. 7221 Judson Ave.; Westminster, CA 92683; (714) 
892-0877. Credits & Services: Multitrack recording, live re-
cording. sound design, theater sound, installations Produc-
tion, co-production with artist or producer, pre-production 
planning and arrangement consultation Experienced in many 
different musical and voice-over styles Efficient, easy-going 
atmosphere dedicated to capturing and enhancing artist's 
sound Credits and references available upon request 

EFRAIN ENRIOUEZ; Producer, TO THE TOP PRODUC-
TIONS. 3260 NW 17 St; Miami, FL 33125; (305) 635-1033. 

DALE EVERINGHAM; Engineer & Producer, AUDIOVI-
SIONS. 6289 Clive Ave.; Oakland, CA 94611; (415) 482-
2338. Credits & Services: Complete audio production, engi-
neering and music services that can make your Audiovisions 
a reality. I provide the highest quality audio in analog and 
digital formats I am comfortable in any studio and offer expert 
digital editing, audio-to-video sync and automated mix sys-
tem operation I have extensive MIDI and computer produc-
tion skills including: project planning, consultation, sequenc-
ing and composition I have the experience necessary to 
complete your project successfully. Call me to discuss your 
next CD, album, corporate media or film project and find your 
Audiovisions. Labels Atlantic, Warners. Virgin, MCA, CBS. 
Epic, Wing, EMI, PoiyGram, Windham Hill, Intima, Rough 
Trade, Qwest, Tabu, Global Pacific, Music West, Teresa, 
Zebra Artists Thomas Dolby, Eddie Money, Tony!Toni!Tone!, 
Michael Cooper Lia. Will Ackerman. Curtis Ohlsen, David 
Gnsman, Pharoah Sanders Film/video : Lucasfilms, NBC, 
KPIX, KRON, Levis 501, Goodyear, Lotus. Longs, Colombo. 
Gallo, Capwell's, Dep, Anheiser Busch, 

SHANE FABER; Engineer & Producer, NOW.THEN MUSIC. 
412 E. 78th St tt 2A; New York, NY 10021; (212) 879-4667. 
Credits & Services: Now-Then Music is a full-service music 
production company with a simple philosophy: ears and ex-
perience make the difference! Musician/producer/engineer 
Shane Faber is the man behind the message and the "ears" in 
, particular. Equally at home on either side of the console, in live 
and MIDI-intensive situations A '60s pop melodic sense, a 
love of jazz (acquired with a degree from the Univ of Miami, 
1977). three albums of pop rock with his own band. Bad 
Sneakers, in the early '80s, and more recently his work with 
rap and R8B artists, are all elements of his dynamic musical 
sensitivity. Engineering and record production; original music 
for film, TV. Clients BT Express, De La Soul, Jungle Brothers, 
Queen Latifah, Biz Markie, DJ Mark the 45 King, Tommy Boy 
Records, Warner Bros Records, Soul to Soul, Virgin Records. 
Lisa Stansfield 

FRANK D. FAGNANO; Engineer; INTEGRATION DIGITAL 
MUSIC SERVICES. 413 Park Ave.; Fairview, NJ 07022; (201) 
941-8528. Credits & Services: Integration comes to your facil-
ity with a well- outfitted Macintosh lick equipped with Digide-
sign's Sound Tools System, Mark of the Unicorn's Performer, 
Opcode Librarians and a SMPTE/MIDI interface that provides 
state-of-the-art digital music services for a fraction of their 
usual cost These services include: disk-based stereo record-
ing at 44 1 kHz, nondestructive editing with variable cross-

fades and a virtually unlimited number of "remixes" from a 
single original pass, cue listing for flying in vocals or sound 
effects, stereo or mono sample extraction using the MIDI 
sample dump standard. SMPTE synchronization, time com-
pression for voice-overs. Fourier analysis and real-time digital 
EQ. custom synth programming and sound design with an 
available patch library for some popular synths, sequencing 
with SMPTE sync, and an operator We're just ten minutes 
outside of Manhattan Please call to discuss bookings, demos, 
special block rates, or just to chat about your specific needs 

DON FEINBERG; Engineer; 2011 Ocean Ave. IMB; Brooklyn, 
NY 11230; (718) 376-5776. Credits & Services: Five Top Ten 
singles last year, Debbie Gibson Out of the Blue and Electric 
Youth albums Singles and album cuts with Cover Girls. Five 
Star. Fat Boys, Brenda K Starr, Mac Band, Samantha Fox, 
Pretty Poison, Nona Hendryx, Miki Howard, Aftershock, The 
Family Stand, Marlena Shaw. Jonathan Butler. Arthur Baker. 
Tommy Page Marlon Jackson California calls welcome 

VITO FERA, Engineer & Producer; NETWORK SOUND 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 119 Peachwood Dr; Swedesboro, NJ 
08085; (609) 467-1682. 

RICK FISHER; Engineer; 560 W. 43rd St, 832E; New York. 
NY 10036; (212) 594-1990; FAX: (212) 594-1845. 

RICHARD J. FLORA; Engineer; 1049 Fairfax Dr.; Gretna, LA 
70056; (504) 393-1932. 

JAMES E. FOX; Engineer & Producer; LION & FOX RE-
CORDING, INC. 1905 Fairview Ave. NE; Washington, DC 
20002; (202) 832-7883. Credits & Services: Folk, reggae, 
rock. big band, jazz, country Full- service 24-track recording 
studio— Emulator II, DX7, LinnDrum, Hammond B-3, drums 
Complete MIDI system with computer sequencer and tone 
generators (Kurzweil. Alesis, Roland. Yamaha ) 

JERRELL L FREDERICK 
Detroit, MI 

1.1 

Sound— lit 
000000000000 

JERRELL L. FREDERICK; Engineer; MOTION PICTURE 
SOUND, INC. 3026 E. Grand Blvd.; Detroit, MI 48202; (313) 
873-4655. Credits & Services: Credits 40-plus years as a 
re-recording film mixer and recording engineer Have won 
many local, national and international awards (including 
Grammy 1987) for the mixing of thousands of motion picture 
soundtracks for industrial, documentary, training and theatri-
cal films Founded own company in 1986. Services offered: 
re-recording/mixing soundtracks for motion pictures This is 
the largest 35mm facility in the Midwest We can handle up to 
10 tracks of 16mm, 8 tracks of 3-track 35mm, and 17 tracks of 
35mm single track. (2) 16/35mm recorders, (2)35mm 3-track 
recorders 16/35mm transfers, sound effects and music. as 
well as custom effects and all new digital music Dialog re-
cording and replacement, foreign language dubbing. Pro-
duction recording and mixing. 16/35mm screening facilities. 
Soon to be added: the Midwest's first Foley stage and 30-
frame transfer and mixing 

ROB FREEMAN, Engineer & Producer; TITLEWAVE PRO-
DUCTIONS. 451 Conference Dr, W.; Boca Raton, FL 33486; 
(407) 367-0123. Credits & Services: Production credits in-
clude' Go-Go's double platinum LP Beauty and the Beat. 
Twisted Sister, Regina. Jailbait, Gowan, TIM Moore Engineer-
ing and remis credits include: Kiss, ABBA, Blondie. The Ra-
mones Full-service music production company with strong 
emphasis on songs and artist's performance — state- of -the-
art with a "human" touch Songwnting and arranging a spe-
cialty. Rob commands a cost-effective, racio-orented pro-
duction style 

ARTURO M.A. GARCIA; Engineer & Producer; MR. CAT 
PRODUCTIONS. 130 Roycroft, Ste. 307: Belmont Shore, CA 
90803; (213) 434-0469. 
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FRANK GARFI; Engineer & Producer, GARFI PRODUC-
TIONS. 4524 Tujunga Ave., Ste. ff4; N. Hollywood, CA 91602; 
(818) 769-7032. 

TOM GARTLAND; Engineer & Producer, 140 Parker Rd.: 
Elizabeth, NJ 07208; (201) 351-4522. Credits & Services: 
Technical coordinator, New Music America Tenth Anniver-
sary concert series. producer. Blue Blue Blue; engineer, Keith 
Richards, Randy Muller, John Patton. many others. sound 
reinforcement, live recording and advance work for tours and 
festivals a specialty 

CECIL GASPAR; Engineer & Producer; BREAKING REC-
ORDS. PO Box 50802; Montecito, CA 93108: (805) 969-
4589. 

BOB GERARDI: Producer; BOB GERARDI PROD. 160 W. 
73rd St.; New York, NY 10023; (212) 874-6436. 

PAUL GERRY; Engineer & Producer; THE CUTTING EDGE. 
Box 217; Ferndale, NY 12734; (914) 292-5965. 

BOB GIAMMARCO; SOUNDTRACK. 25 E. 21st; New York. 
NY 10010, (212) 420-6010; FAX: (212) 533-6758. 

LOU GIORDANO; Engineer & Producer; LG PRODUC-
TIONS. 312 Cambridge St.; Cambridge, MA 02141; (617) 
497-0647. Credits & Services: Records: Christmas Ultra-
Prophets LP (IRS), Bob Mould Workbook (Virgin), The Embar-
rassment Train of Thought (Bar None), Big Dipper Craps 
(Homestead), Mission of Burma Forget (Taang), Moving Tar-
gets Brave Noise (Taang), Jones Very Words and Days (Hawk-
er), Eleventh Dream Day Beet (Atlantic). Tours Bob Mould 
U.S. '89 (Oct. 1 to Nov. 14), Europe '89 (Nov. 19 to Dec. 5) 

VICTOR GIORDANO; Engineer & Producer; BIG ROOM 
MUSIC. 657 Bridgemann Terr.; Baltimore, MD 21204; (301) 
821-5084. 

TONY GIOVANNETTI, Engineer & Producer; DELTA PRO-
DUCTIONS 135 MacDougal St.; New York, NY 10012; (212) 
473-5385. Credits & Services: Specializing in total production 
services—sound reinforcement for large-scale events in alter-
native spaces Recent credits for site- specific work include 
Grand Central Terminal. The Brooklyn Bridge, Staten Island 
Ferry, New York City Parks including "Liberty Dances" in 
Battery Park Recently opened Wexner Center of Fine Arts in 
Columbus. Ohio 

DAVID GLASSER; Engineer & Producer; AIRSHOW, INC. 
7021 Woodland Dr.; Springfield, VA 22151; (703) 642-9035; 
FAX: (703) 642-9035. Credits & Services: Specializing in 
location mixing, technical direction and consulting for remote 
recording and broadcast projects We are pleased to an-
nounce the opening of the Affshow digital audio editing studio 
featuring a hard disk-based system by Digidesign with 1 hour 
of stereo online disk storage Digital transfer to/from F1 and 
R-DAT Ideal for music and sample editing. CD and album 
premastering. Recent projects and clients include Grammy-
nominated Sweet Honey in the Rock Live at Carnegie Hall 
(Flying Fish Records), New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festi-
val, Tribute to Thelonious Monk (PBS). New Music America 
Festival, Festival of American Folidife, Folkways Records, 
Rounder Records. Smithsonian Institution, National Public 
Radio. Our portable recording system includes AMS/Calrec 
console; Sony R-DAT; DEF/Bryston monitoring; API preamps, 
EQs and audio distribution, packaged for efficient on-site 
setup and transport SPARS member Please give us a call to 
discuss your next remote recording or broadcast project and 
for details on our digital editing and mastering services. 

JERRY GREEN: Producer; MR. WONDERFUL PRODUC-
TION, INC. 1520 Algonquin Pkwy. U.S.A.; Louisville, KY 
40210; (502) 637-1551; (502) 774-1066. Credits & Services: 
President: Ronald C. Lewis, exec. producer- James S. Baker, 
formerly of the RCA group New Birth. Gold credits Been Such 
a Long Time and Wild Flower. Audio recorder Akai MK-1214 

12-track. All mizclowns are done at the OCA studios in 
Cincinnati, OH. Label: Wonderful Records, marketed and dis-
tributed by Jewel— Paula Records in Shreveport, LA. Latest 
release by Jerry Green, Kiss and Say Good-Bye. old Manahan 
remake. Seeking finished masters for label. 

MARK G. GREGOR; Engineer; G&G MUSIC PRODUC-
TIONS. 5141 Fairway Lakes Dr.; Westerville, OH 43081; 
(614) 882-0752. Credits & Services: Bonny Durr (A). Grove-
port Apostolic (A), Nightmare (A), Overcomers (A), TEC (S), '88 
Posse (S), Brian Gregor (A), Bad Boys (A), among others Also 
provide video camera work and editing, computer graphics 
and A/V consulting. Video credits include Lennox, AT&T, Hal-
stead Industries, local TV show Heart Talk, among others 

THOMAS J. HALL; Engineer & Producer; TRIAD STUDIOS. 
4572 150th Ave. NE, Redmond, WA 98052; (206) 881-9322. 
Credits & Services: Credits UB40, Gueensryche, Heir Ap-
parent, Randy Meisner, Fifth Angel, Terry Brown, Kenny G. 
Mick Guzauski. Autograph, Michael Powers, Blcodgood, Roby 
Duke, Jim Stipech, Uncle Bonsai. Pop Mechanix, November. 
Dan Dean. Darkhorse Musemedia, Ralph Towner, Phantom. 
Bud Shank, Eric Tingstad, Paul Speer, Mark Lindsay, The 
Magical Strings, Rail, D.C. Lacroix, The Cedar Walton Trio and 
many others Services offered: all facets of demo and album 

production including pre-production. engineering, producing 
and watchdog supervision of disc mastering. I am sensitive to 
the artists' creative needs and strive for the best recorded 
performance possible in a comfortable, low-pressure atmos-
phere Best known for my rock records, I'm creative with all 
musical styles Am especially adept at bringing life to tracks in 
the mix. My rates are reasonable. Call. 

MARK HALLMAN; Engineer & Producer; SCEPTRE PRO-
DUCTIONS. 7308 S. Congress; Austin, TX 78745; (512) 462-
2209. Credits & Services: Carole King (Capitol. Atlantic), Na-
varro (Capitol), Ian Matthews (Windham Hill/A&M), Tish Hino-
lose (A&M), Eliza Gilkyson (Gold Castle/Capitol). Duke Jupiter. 
Water the Dog, Anneke, Robert McEntee Record and demo 
production, synthesis, composing, sequencing. arranging, 
16/24-track recording 

TERRY HAMMER, Engineer & Producer; HAMMER PRO-
DUCTIONS. 418 Fourth Ave.; Mansfield, OH 44905; (419) 
524-6968. Credits & Services: Credits Fabulous Thunder-
birds, Squeeze, Go-Go's, Toxic Reasons, Dead Kennedys, 
Earl Zero, Soul Syndicate. Robert Gordon, XTC, Husker Du. 
Gang of Four, Mutants. Flame Groovies, Pere Ubu. Dead 
Boys, Gong, Jim Carroll Band, Mark Naftalin, Charlie Mussel-
white, Romeo Void, Toots & the Maytals, Magazine, Shako' 
Street, Slits, SUT, many others Service offered While living in 
San Francisco from 1979 to 1982 have mixed and produced 
hundreds of live remote broadcasts for various Bay Area radio 
stations, commercial and college. Specializing in reggae and 
hard core, but mix most any kind of music Have done live 
remotes for all major record companies' up-and-coming new 
artists Specializing in raw direct 2-track mixes 

R. MARK HANSEN. Engineer & Producer; ART OF MUSIC 
PRODUCTIONS. 5531 S. Owensboro; West Jordan, UT 
84084; (801) 967-2993. Credits & Services: I have worked in 
many different genres Whatever the style you'd like to work in. 
I most enjoy projects with a message Most of all, I love the 
creative process and being in the studio Credits Points West 
Running Again (modern album), Sadistic Intent The Unveiling 
(speed metal extended play), BoHazard "Blood for Real Es-
tate" (hardcore EP) Currently in production Covenant Project 
(metal album), After the Thin Man (modern album), John Wil-
son (soft-rock album). Scar Strangled Banger (metal album) 

DAVE HARDY, ALEX LEDVIN; Engineer & Producer; UBI-
QUITY PRODUCTIONS, INC. PO Box 91; Lindenwold, NJ 
08021; (609) 783-7650. Credits & Services: Island Records. 
Select Records, Prudential Insurance Co. Pyramid. Pop Art, 
Muscle Majik. WDAS Radio Ubiquity Productions specializes 
in urban contemporary. House, club, rap and jingle produc-
tion (full- service) Full automation and a wide array of sound 
modules and outboard gear makes this facility production 
heaven Product can be cut in-house or production staff will 
travel for transfer. Minutes from Philadelphia. For information. 
call (609) 783-7650 or (215) 742-3067 

MALCOLM H. HARPER, JR., Engineer & Producer; REEL-
SOUND RECORDING CO. 2304 Sheri Oak Ln.; Austin, TX 
78748; (512)472-3325. Credits & Services: Credits: Live con-
cert, film, album and TV recording engineering The Who live 
broadcast, Def Leopard, James McMurtry, Tears for Fears. 
Journey, Genesis, Robert Plant, AC/DC, Judas Priest, Ted 
Nugent, The Fizz, Billy Squier, Tom Petty, Frankie Beverly and 
Maze, The Gap Band, Cool and the Gang, Bruce Hornsby and 
the Range, Amy Grant, Michael W. Smith, Rick Cua, Steve 
Taylor, George Strait. Willie Nelson, Ricky Skaggs, Westwood 
One, DIR, PBS, Budweiser. Four gold, one platinum record 
awards. Services offered Forty-two foot Tom Hidley-designed 
remote audio tractor-trailer 46-track automated with SMPTE 
lock, overdub room and lounge Concert recording for radio. 
film and TV audio support. Album and mixing in your favorite 
hideaway location. Twenty years experience. A second remote 
bus located in Nashville, TN, call (615) 385-0220 for info 

STEPHEN A. HART; Engineer & Producer; HART PRODUC-
TIONS. 1690 Creekview Circle; Petaluma, CA 94954; (707) 
762-2521; FAX: (707) 762-6479. Credits & Services: Exten-
sive background in digital multitrack recording and mixing. 
Engineering and production in 1988/89 has taken me around 
the world. Client list Windham Hill/A&M (ten albums), EMI 
International, Private Music, Island, Narada/MCA, Arista, Gef-
fen, CBS, EMI America, Pablo, Milestone, Capitol, Concord, 
Fantasy, MCA, Select, Nova, Musio West, Warner Bros Album 
credits include: Neville Brothers, Steve Smith/Vital Informa-
tion, Will Ackerman, Suzanne Cianni, Spinners, Vasco Rossi, 
Kanter/Balin/Cassady, Pete Escovedo, Stien/Walder, Melissa 
Etheridge, UZE13, Oscar Peterson/Joe Pass, Dynatones. Flora 
Purim/Airto, Marcos Silva, Jimmy Barnes, McCoy Tyner, Taxxi, 
Andy Narrell, Stephan Grappeli, Azymuth, Kingfish, Scott 
Cossu. Kenneth Nash, Ray Lynch. Video/film post credits 
include. The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Dead Poets, 
Amadeus, Weekend at Bernies, Blue Velvet, Wildcats, 
Whoop Goldberg, Huey Lewis, Rick Springfield, Evening 
Magazine. I have also worked with artists such as: Andy Sum-
mers. Joe Satriani, Branford Marsalis, Eddie Money and 
Sheila E 

WILLIAM OTTO HEATH; Engineer & Producer; OTTO STU-
DIO 120 Cimarron St.; Richland, WA 99352; (509) 376-0554. 

ENGINEER YOUR 
OWN FUTURE!! 

RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 
AUDIO/VIDEO 

ENGINEER PROGRAM 
Due to the recent success of MUSIC 
VIDEOS, MTV and other VIDEO PROMO-
TION SHOWS, a number of multitrack 
recording studios have been modified to 
use video equipment that can be inter-
faced with multitrack recording equip-
ment. This new development has cre-
ated a huge demand for a new type of 
AUDIO/VIDEO ENGINEER, one who can 
perform all the duties of a first Engineer 
as well as work with Automatic Dialogue 
Replacement (ADR) and video sweeten-
ing (audio mixing for video). University 
of Sound Arts fully qualifies its audio 
engineer for these modern job specifica-
tions. 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 

Video Sweetening Program 
Electronic Keyboard Program 
Adv, Recording Program 
Record Label Programs 
Adv. Audio/Video Engineer Programs 
Entertainment Industry Business 
Management Programs 

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS 

This school is authorized under 

federal law to enroll non- immi-

grant students by helping provide 

them with student visas. 

4/4,401 

Coll or write for cotologue 

University of Sound Arts 

1845 N. Vine Street 

3rd Floor, Hollywood Vine Plaza 

Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 467-5258 

Fax: (213) 982-337G 
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• CD PRESSING 

• DIGITAL EDITING 

• CHROME CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

• COMPLETE PACKAGING 

• 24-TRACK DIGITAL 
RECORDING 

AND MORE!! 

CALL FOR BROCHURE AND RATES 

FORGE RECORDING STUDIOS 
P.(1 BOX 861 
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19481 
215-935-1422 OR 644-3266 

1-800-331-0405 

Circle #065 on Reader Service Card 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or 
virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo 
record and leave most of the background untouched! 
Record with your voice or perform live with the 
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet 
connects easily to a home component stereo 
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over 
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo 
record. 

/vit-isten4i7a, 

4/Mie 
-41111 111110-
Before  You Buy! 

• Time Delay • Compressor/Limiters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
• Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
• Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll 
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct 
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and 
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure. 

LT Sound, Dept. MX-9,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724 

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (404)4132-2485 

!!MFMR!!!F,  
GARY HEDDEN, Engineer & Producer GHL. 2807 Azalea 
Pl.; Nashville, TN 37204; (615) 269-5183; FAX: (615) 385-
0204. Credits & Services: 27 years in professional audio 
recording Broad base of technical and musical knowledge 
and experience Greatest interest lies in pop-jazz fusion as a 
technical producer Services include vast inventory of porta-
ble equipment 

JAY HENRY; Engineer & Producer VISUAL MUSIC. 235 E. 
13th St. 93-D; New York, NY 10003; (212) 505-9281. Credits 
& Services: 16 years experience in recording and broadcast 
industries. Has 16 gold and platinum records on MCA, Warner 
Bros. Columbia. Def Jam, CBS, Epic, Arista. Profile and Atco 
Has worked on projects with Prince, Run-DMC, L L Cool J, Al 
B. Sure, Heavy-D, Slick Rick, Guy, Teddy Riley, Living Colour, 
Jeff Redd. Shannon, Whodini, BB&D, Public Enemy, Skyy. 
Defunkt, Alphonse Mouzon, Larry Coryell and Daniel Ponce 
Software-based, audio/video pre- and post-production. Com-
pleted soundtracks include national promo videos for Calvin 
Klein, Oscar de la Renta, Perry Ellis. Full music production 
services for albums, singles and master demos, including: 
digital recording and editing; arrangements and lyrics; music 
video packages; multimachine lockups; studio and location 
production services for video and film; MIDI/SMPTE interfac-
ing to video, film and live performance with MIDISCORE'''. 
featuring Macintosh Ilx computer. Sample library; sample edit-
ing; synthesizer and drum programming; custom signal proc-
essor software and unusual equipment rentals. 

MITCH HENSDALE; Engineer & Producer; NEW HORIZON 
RECORDING STUDIO. 1490 Union Cross Rd.; Kernersville, 
NC 27284; (919) 996-2633. Credits & Services: Mitch Hens-
dale — manager, engineer, producer Soundtrack music avail-
able Studio musician, composer. Producer's background— 
studied at Central Piedmont Community College, Recording 
Studio Tech. Teacher was Mark Williams at Reflections Studio 
in Charlotte, NC. Mitch has 15 years exp. in sound work and as 
a musician 

DENNIS HETZENDORFER; Engineer & Producer PRO-
FESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES. 8795 SW 57th St.; Cooper 
City, FL 33328-5930; (305) 434-1377. 

BOB HODAS, Engineer & Producer. PO Box 9485, Berkeley, 
CA 94709; (415) 649-9254. Credits & Services: Credits Bar-
bara Higbie, Doobie Brothers, Village People, Marty Balm, 
Amanda McBroom, Osamu, Mickey Hart, Will Ackerman, 
Casiopea, Schoenherz and Scott, Sayun Ishikawa, Good 
Sound Foundation, The Pope, Modern Mandolin Quartet 
Services: recording and concert engineering; album, film and 
demo production. consulting 

JEFF A. HOFFBERGER 
Newington, VA 

JEFF A. HOFFBERGER; Engineer & Producer; NATIONAL 
EVENTS INC. 12048 Mente Rd.; Lake Jackson, Manassas, 
VA 22111; (703) 330-0599; FAX: (703) 550-0521. Credits & 
Services: House engineer, monitor engineer, production 
manager, stage manager, tour bus driver. Clients include: 
Bluegrass— Laurel Blaydes, The Country Gentleman. Bill 
Harrell, Hobbs and partners, Johnson Mountain Boys Con-
temporary—Marvin Hamlisch, Henry Mancini Orchestra, 
Maureen McGovern. Country—Asleep at the Wheel, Sawyer 
Brown, Billy "Crash" Craddock, Rodney Crowell, John 
Schneider. Randy Travis Comedians—Danny Gans, Fred 
Travellina, Bill Cosby, Red Skelton, Wayland Flowers & 
Madame Jazz—Jean Carnes, Betty Carter, Jahmad Jahmat 
Al Johnson, Les McCann, CoCo Taylor, Joe Williams, Little 
Nowlin' Wolf. New wave/punk—The Call, Beat Farmers, Beat 

Rodeo, Tupelo Sex-Change, Screaming Blue Messiahs, Stan 
Ridgway. R&B/Go-Go—Atlantic Starr, Tony Terry, Johnny 
Kemp. Chuck Brown and the Soul Searchers, Starpoint Juicy 
Fruit, The Orioles, The Clovers, S.O.S. Band, Luther "Guitar" 
Johnson, The Uptown Rhythm Kings, Roy Buchannon, Expe-
rience Unlimited, Trouble Funk, The O'Jays, Sluggo, Regina 
Belle. Rock—Jon Carrot, BoDeans, Kix, Marti Jones, Motor-
head, Robin Trower, Megadeth, Flotsam & Jetsam, Leslie 
West & Friends, Blue Oyster Cult. 

FROSTY HORTON; Producer ROLLING ROAD PROD., INC. 
3960 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Ste. 434; Studio City, CA 91614-
3791, (818) 506-0050; FAX: (818) 506-0059. 

CHRIS HORVATH. Engineer & Producer: AIRPLAY PRO-
DUCTIONS. 940 NE 27th Ave.; Hallandale, FL 33009: (305) 
454-7044. 

IAN HUCKABEE, Producer CLAN HUCBABER PRODUC-
TIONS. PO Box 609; Albemarle, NC 28002; (704) 983-2526; 
FAX (704) 982-0546. 

CHRIS IVEY, Engineer & Producer; KINGDOM PRODUC-
TIONS. PO Box 500. Conyers, GA 30207; (404) 483-1533. 

JULIAN JACKSON; Engineer & Producer, FAZE FOR EN-
TERTAINMENT PRODUCTIONS. 1888 Century Park E., Ste. 
#10: Century City, CA 90067; (213) 301-2807; (213) 552-1517. 

ELI JANNEY, Engineer & Producer, E PRODUCTIONS 4000 
Massachusetts Ave., Ste. 1613; Washington, DC 20016; (202) 
362-0715. 

STEPHEN JARVIS; Producer; AKASHIC RECORDS 
GROUP PO Box 395, Danville, CA 94526; (415) 837-7959. 

DANNY JONES; Engineer & Producer; DANNY JONES 
PRODUCTIONS. 3252 Grenoble Ln.; Memphis, TN 38115; 
(901) 365-0021. Credits & Services: Credits. Beach Boys, 
Bobby "Blue" Bland. Jim Corcoran, Jim Dandy. DeGarmo & 
Key. The Ellisons, Farrell & Farrell, Flying Burrito Brothers, Etta 
James, Jean Knight, Patti LaBelle, Mylon Lefevre, Ramsey 
Lewis, Neville Brothers, Billy Joe Royal. Staple Singers, Diane 
Tell, Allen Toussaint, Irma Thomas, Rufus Thomas, Stevie Ray 
Vaughn, The Wallets Services offered procucing, engineer-
ing, arranging, music publishing, artist development, 24-track 
recording and mixing room, MIDI programming and sequenc-
ing, consulting, excellent studio musicians 

E. KEVIN JONES, Engineer & Producer SOUND & SOUND 
ALIKE. 790 Riverside Dr., Ste. MP; New York, NY 10032; 
(212) 926-8294. Credits & Services: Stephanie Mills, Najee, 
Chuck Stanley, Club m-rv. Palladium. Ashford & Simpson, Lillo 
Thomas, Eugene Wilde. Eddie Murphy, SOS Band, Harry 
Belafonte, Mikell's N.Y.C., D-Train, Atlantic Starr, Kashif, Dave 
Valentine, Noel Pointer, Johnathan Butler. George Howard, 
Eric Gable, Alex Bugnon. Services offered live sound engi-
neering, production management and full crew and technical 
contractor. Offering worldwide services and will fulfill all your 
production needs, including personal security, stage design 
and tour managing 

LOU JUDSON; Engineer & Producer INTUITIVE AUDIO. 
243 Flamingo Rd., Mill Valley, CA 94941; (415) 388-3702. 

GREG KAMMER; Engineer & Producer, REPLICANT RE-
CORDING, 325 North Rd.; Ashford, C7 06278; (203) 429-
4120. Credits & Services: Holiday Clocks. Bats ' n' Rabbits, Bill 
Mocarsky Eight-track analog, 2-track digita (PCM) mixes. A 
satisfactory demo or successful audition will yield production 
and engineering services on speculation. All modern musical 
styles accepted but good writing and originality is a must. 
Investment inquiries welcome For all others an hourly rate 
plus cost(s) will apply. 

KAREN KANE; Engineer & Producer: 396 Broadway: Somer-
ville, MA 02145; (617) 628-6469 (New England); (312) 769-
9009 (Midwest). Credits & Services: Over 85 album credits to 
date; many independent labels, plus artists cn Rounder Rec-
ords, Flying Fish, Folkways and Ladyslipper Records. Artists 
include Kay Gardner, Suede, Judy Fjell, Alit Dobkin, Betsy 
Rose, Fred Small, Willie Sordill, The Chicken Chokers, Charlie 
King, Marcia Taylor, Southern Rail, Linda Worster, Matt Glaser, 
Wes. I offer no-charge pre-production meetings and unbi-
ased advice about recording in the New England area. in 
which I've been working for the past 15 years I specialize in 
acoustic music as well as great acoustic drum sounds I am 
easy to work with—fast, efficient and patient Will travel to any 
city 

STEPHEN KAY; Producer TECHNISOUND, INC. 140 Madi-
son Ave.. Westfield, NJ 07090; (201) 233-2026. Credits & 
Services: Julius Hargett. Charlie Singleton Grand Master 
Flash, NBC (Olympics, Wimbledon, ROMA '87). Pepsi-Cola, 
Gonettmo & Meredith Advertising, Sid Woloshin Inc, Resorts 
International Casino, TKR & OK Cable, Gitano, Rock Video 
International, consultant for Sound Genesis Corporation. Rec-
ords, film scores, jingles, demos and session cork featuring a 
fully loaded Fairlight Series III Updated with REV8, the system 
now features 16MB RAM, 8-track disk-based digital record-
ing and over 400 MB of instant-access disk storage Gigabyte 
sound library, from orchestral to dance/pop/rap Fully 
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equipped 16-track studio/MIDI control center, 48-input TAC 
Scorpion, Tascam 1" MS- 16 w/dbx, UREI and E-V monitors, 
Tons O' Digital FX, DX71IFD w/1,500+ sounds. TX802 rack. 
Prophet-VS rack, 7'4" Yamaha grand, two vintage customized 
ARP 2600s, Macintosh Plus w/Passport and Opcode, digital 
mixdown. more. Complete your master-quality project in-
house (production, composition and arrangement available) 
or do pre-production for transfer at a larger facility. Will travel 
with Fairlight Ill and rack for session work. Sixteen years of 
professional experience—demo tape available. 

JOHN P. KAYNE, DAN SNYDER Engineer & Producer; 
PEPTUNE PRODUCTION SERVICES. 61 Old Bridge Tpk.; 
East Brunswick, NJ 08816; (291) 254-5583. Credits & Servic-
es: Providing broad-based production and consultation serv-
ices in music and sound for all media as well as solo and 
group projects. Our experience with all facets of audio, com-
position, recording, performance and hardcore technological 
know-how ensures professional-quality work from demos to 
full-blown multimedia productions Our MIDI/4-track studio 
with lockup to video. featuring synths like the Emulator 11+ HD, 
as well as various outboards, provides us with a cost-effective 
pre-production facility to keep budgets at a minimum while 
maintaining state-of-the-art sound. We have access to fully 
equipped 8/24-track studios only minutes away from our 
offices, as well as additional musicians, vocalists, songwriters 
and lyricists. Well-versed in musical idioms from avant-garde 
to classical to rock, there is no style that escapes us Besides 
our production work we are also technical specialists ri media 
electronics including multitrack audio, effects, synths, MIDI. 
video transports, camera and projection, as well as Comput-
ers "Not since the Manhattan Project has there been such a 
secret collaboration of sheer unknown genius; sound that will 
change your understanding of physics." 

HELEN KEANE, Producer, HELEN KEANE RECORD PRO-
DUCTION/ARTISTS MANAGEMENT. 49 E. 96th St; New 
York, NY 10128, (212) 722-2921; FAX: (212) 722-8121. 

KURT G. KELLISON; Engineer & Producer, ATAVISTIC 
VIDEO. PO Box 578266; Chicago, IL 60657-8266; (312) 935-
0081. FAX (312) 944-0925. 

PETER R. KELSEY; Engineer & Producer; 14874 Tyler St; 
Sylmar, CA 91342; (818) 367-4445. Credits & Services: Cred-
its include Bill Ward, Jean-Luc Ponly, Weather Report, Peb-
bles. Wall of Voodoo, The Fixx, Graham Parker, Michael Stan-
ley Band, Slayer, Linda Ronstadt, Elton John. Brian Eno, 
"Weird" AI Yankovic. Services: any variation on the producer/ 
engineer theme. 

JAMES L. KENNEDY; Engineer & Producer; HEART CON-
SORT MUSIC—BMI. 410 1st St West Mt. Vernon, IA 52314; 
(319) 895-8557. 

PITT KINSOLVING; Engineer & Producer; 686 Arroyo Pkwy., 
Ste. 260; Pasadena, CA 91105; (213) 303-5362. Credits & 
Services: Recording: affordable audiophile quality to bring 
out the best in your music I am especially skilled with acoustic 
(folk, jazz and classsical) music, on location or in the studio of 
your choice. Producer: a life-long involvement with music as 
listener, performer, promoter, sound reinforcement and re-
cording engineer has developed the experience to guide 
your record project through to a successful conclusion. I am 
available to work anywhere in the world at rates to fit your 
recording budget 

MICHAEL R. KOENIG, Engineer & Producer; CRYSTAL 
STUDIO RECORDING. 92 Kinderkamack; Park Ridge, NJ 
07656; (201) 391-0327; (201) 666-4365. 

MANNY KOUKOULAS 
Plainview Li., NY 

MANNY KOUKOULAS; Engineer & Producer; GENESIS 
SOUND EXPERIENCE. 134 Manetto Hill Rd.; Plainview LI., 
NY 11803; (516) 937-3667. Credits & Services: Full 8-track 
production facility with 64-track IBM sequencer software, MIDI 

equipment including Mirage, DSS1, DX11, DS8, TX81Z, Ya-
maha piano module, Alesis HR- 16. Digital mixdown available. 
Full guitar station with synths and Marshall. Credits include 
many Christian music recordings as well as lectures recorded 
for a Christian publishing company. 

BILL LACKEY; Engineer & Producer; PLH SOUND. 4140 
Gilbert St; Oakland, CA 94611; (415) 654-0180. 

GEORGE C. LANDRESS; Engineer & Producer; 6138 Glen 
Holly: Los Angeles, CA 90068; (213) 462-3220. 

ALAN LEININGER; Engineer & Producer; AIR LEININGER 
PRODUCTION SERVICES. 2506 Coolidge St.; Hollywood, 
FL 33020; (305) 920-2998. Credits & Services: Freelance 
record engineering/production Location or studio, analog 
and digital. Broadcast expert- 18-year industry vet. Written 
and produced thousands of local and national spots for radio 
and TV. Recording experience from gospel, country and rock 
to punk, rap and pop. Remis and edit specialist Low-budget 
challenges welcome For agencies and artists, my efficiency 
and protess,onalsm will get you more bang for your buck 

JEFFREY LESSER; Engineer & Producer; JET LASER PRO-
DUCTIONS. 232 Madison Ave.; Cresskill, NJ 07626; (201) 
816-9144. Credits & Services: Producer of The Roches, Ru-
pert Holmes. Barbra Streisand, Pat Travers, Head East. Sailor, 
Strawbs, Straight Lines. Sparks, Starcastle, Hounds. Vivabeat. 
Co-producer of Timbuk3, Kool & the Gang, Colourfield, Chiefs 
of Relief, Royal Crescent Mob, Will & the Bushmen, Richard 
Barone, Won Ton Ton, Louise Goffin, Mental as Anything, All 
About Eve, Earl Slick, Kids in the Kitchen Engineer and/or 
remis : Lou Reed, Debbie Harry, Missing Persons, Robert 
Palmer, Ric Ocasek, Ultravox. Oingo Boingo. Ouarterf lash, 
Renaissance. Blue Oyster Cult. Ruben Blades. House of 
Schock, Fernando Saunders, Climax Blues Band, Stylistics, 
Alice Cooper. Television: Playboy Candid Camera, Silver 
Spoons, Robert Klein Show, Ripley's Believe It or Not, Rock & 
Roll Tonight. Tech specs: producer/engineer/mixer, SSL E 
and G Series Auto, Neve, live recording, electronic and sam-
ple MIDI recording, songwriter, vocal and music arranger. 
Comments: reviews all submitted tapes, international reputa-
tion, travels extensively, expert in every aspect of records, film, 
video radio television and advertising 

PETER T. LEWIS; Engineer & Producer; LEWIS MUSIC 
PRODUCTIONS. 11911 Weddington St; North Hollywood, 
CA 91607; (818) 769-3334; (213) 281-7586 (service). Credits 
& Services: Fifteen years of experience including live rein-
forced sound, records, films, commercials, pre-recorded pro-
duction shows, television IATSE (Local 695). 

JOHN W. LINTON; Engineer & Producer; SANS-SERIF 
PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 492; Haverford, PA 19041; (215) 
449-1227; FAX: (215) 828-8879. Credits & Services: Voice-
over narration (technical and medical copy a specially); radio 
production, recording/P A. engineer/audio post 

EUGENE LO, SHARON LEA ERICKSEN; Engineer & Pro-
ducer; SECOND WIND PRODUCTIONS. 284 Sidney St; 
Cambridge, MA 02139; (617) 494-0214. Credits & Services: 
Together, we are a versatile team offering high-quality work in 
every aspect of record production including songwriting, ar-
ranging, producing and engineering. Past work include posi-
tions at HBO/Cinemax and Greene Street Recording Studios 
(NYC). Credits include many independent recordings, releas-
es for Arista. Virgin, Elektra, Geffen. Del Jam, and major artists 
such as Aretha Franklin and Ziggy Marley. Complementing 
our record production services are our work in film scoring, 
and sound design for TV, radio and film. We travel extensively 
and are constantly on the move, so please send all corres-
pondences and leave messages at our address in Cambridge. 
MA 

JESSE LOMBARDI; Engineer & Producer; FANTASY PRO-
DUCTIONS. 26 Westminster, Ste. 115; Venice Beach, CA 
90291; (213) 392-2344. 

NIKOS LYRAS; Engineer & Producer; NEW MEMPHIS MU-
SIC. 1503 Madison Ave.; Memphis, TN 38104; (901) 276-
8520; FAX: (901) 526-4237. 

JOSEPH MAGEE; Engineer & Producer; JOSEPH MAGEE 
AUDIO ENGINEERING. 4124 Vinton Ave.; Culver City, CA 
90232; (213) 840-6925. 

JOHN J. MANFREDI; Engineer & Producer; MEGA SOUND 
PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 3101; Elmira, NY 14905; (617) 
732-0913. Credits & Services: Barry Manilow, Congressman, 
Amory Houghton, United, Fund, Headstart, Attila, DIE Written 
over 300 compositions (all musical styles); commercial jingles 
being aired (on radio and TV) in upstate NY and Phil metro 
area. for political campaigns, retail businesses, car dealer-
ships, restaurants and national charitable organizations Pro-
duced and engineered: rock group projects, jazz. R&B, gos-
pel, bluegrass, contemporary C&W groups. 15th-century 
opera and instrumental music. I am comfortable working with 
musical projects large or small and musicians who play loudly 
or softly Music instructor at local private college Services 
offered: owner, engineer, producer. musician, composer, 
Mega Sound Productions 1-inch 16-track facility. Studio/en-
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This book is destined to become the 
audio industry's new "definitive" refer-
ence. Sound Recording Handbook, 
written by industry expert John Woram, 
is an in-depth treatment of everything 
from sound basics, microphones, and 
speakers, to studio recording sessions 
and mixing techniques. New topics such 
as time code, Dolby* SR, and digital 
audio are discussed in detail, making 
this 600-page reference the most up-
to-date and comprehensive source 
available today on recording studio 
technology. No. 22583, $49.95 
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gineering/production packages available/cassette duplica-
tion Professional musician for over 20 years on lead guitar/ 
keyboards/synthesizers and bass Fully equipped facility with 
guitars, amps and over 20 of the latest keyboards and drum 
computers 

ERIC J. MANNINO; Engineer & Producer, CIRE PRODUC-
TIONS. 14 Mark Ln.; Deer Park, NY 11729; (516) 667-2969. 

ERNIE MANSFIELD; Producer, MANSFIELD MUSIC GRAPH-
ICS WINDSAILOR MUSIC ( BMI). PO Box 737; Berkeley, CA 
94701; (415) 652-3647. Credits & Services: Produced Wind-

ColorDrops, on Catero Records, Aspen/Blackhawk 
Records and National Radio of Spain Also produced albums 
on CBS-France, Cathedral Records and Center for Growth in 
Wholeness Arranger/transcriber/copyist for many artists in-
cluding Narada Michael Walden, Herbie Hancock, Terry Riley, 
John Adams, Dan Kobalka, Landmark Records. San Fran-
cisco Symphony My specialty area is acoustic music jazz. 
folk, classical, new age, etc My skills include arranging-
composing, performing on a number of instruments (wood-
winds and keyboards) and start-to-finish production, includ-
ing rehearsing, recording, album art supervision and copy-
right administration I'm also a specialist al songbook produc-
tion Music-Graphics is a full-service music typesetter/song-
book designer, working on many book productions including 
The New "Legal" Real Book Send for brochure Through my 
recordings and performances I have received grants from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and the California Arts 
Council 

MICHAEL J. MANZO; Engineer, MANZO COMMUNICA-
TIONS, INC. 4 Granite Ave.; Paterson, NJ 07502-1105; (201) 
790-6112. Credits & Services: Multitrack production and mix-
ing services, location and remote recording services, editing 
services, studio maintenance and repair services 

DAVID MARSAC; Engineer & Producer; MARSAC AUDIO 
SERVICES. PO Box 77; Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510; (914) 
279-7945. 

SCOTT MATHEWS; Producer; PROUD PORK PRODUC-
TIONS. 230 Montcalm St.; San Francisco, CA 94110; (415) 
648-9099. Credits & Services: Producer, songwriter, multi-
instrumentalist and vocalist, Scott Mathews has worked with 
the likes of The Beach Boys, Rosanne Cash. Ry Cooder. Elvis 
Costello, Robert Cray, Sammy Hagar, John Hiatt, John Lee 
Hooker. Mick Jagger, Dr John, Patti LaBelle. Nick Lowe, 
Eddie Money. Roy Orbison. Bonnie Rant, Little Richard. Todd 
Rundgren, Boz Scaggs, Barbra Streisand, The Waterboys, 
Robin Williams, Bobby Womack and the list refuses to end 
Scott is currently accepting tapes from singer/songwriters 
and bands for production consideration 

ROBIN MCBRIDE; Producer, BIRD PRODUCTIONS. 1946 
N. Hudson Ave.; Chicago, IL 60614; (312) 787-6060. 

MICHAEL J. MCNAMEE; Engineer & Producer; MAC-AT-
TACK PROD., INC. 14699 NE 18th Ave. 6J; North Miami, FL 
33181; (305) 947-8315. 

FRANK MERWIN; Engineer & Producer; A&F MUSIC SERV-
ICES. 2834 Otsego; Pontiac, MI 48054; (313) 682-9025. 

COLOSSUS 
EMOTAL STEREO 

COLOSSUS 
DIGITAL STEREO 

BRAD S. MILLER 
Incline Village, NV 

BRAD S. MILLER; Engineer & Producer; MOBILE FIDELITY 
PRODUCTIONS OF NEVADA. PO Box 8359; Incline Village, 
NV 89450-8359; (702)831-4459; FAX: (702) 831-4485. Cred-

its & Services: Founder, Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, Mobile 
Fidelity Records and Productions, creator of The Mystic 
Moods Orchestra and producer/engineer of numerous spe-
cial effects recordings. Principal in development of Colossus 
digital audio system with Louis Dorren Location/studio re-
cording where accurate archival of live performance or final 
mix is required Production services include the Colossus 
(4-channel) PCM digital audio system with 1630 compact 
disc format compatibility, and/or 4-channel surround micro-
phone (MS-4). Recommend that interested parties inquire as 
to latest compact disc samples in release by clients utilizing 
Colossus. MS-4 or both Conversion of existing sound effects 
and music libraries into Colossus format and then to optical 
hard disk also available Written information package availa-

ble upon request 

JIMMY MILLER; Producer; MILLER VIGLIONE PRODUC-
TIONS. 5 Strathmore Rd.; Haverhill, MA 01832; (508) 373-
3686. Credits & Services: Producer with 24-track SSL record-
ing studio just outside of Boston. Credits include Traffic, Blind 
Faith. George Clinton, Motorhead, BBC Rock 'n Roll Circus 
with John Lennon, The Who, Jethro Tull and Led Zeppelin. 
Eighty-eight gold records Award for Eric Clapton's Cross-
roads, 12 albums with the Rolling Stones including Beggar's 
Banquet, Let It Bleed, Exile on Main Street, Sticky Fingers, 
Goat's Head Soup, Tattoo You, Hot Rocks and more. 

JOSEPH F. MIRAGLILO; Engineer & Producer; FISHBOWL 
PRODUCTIONS. 89 Clinton St., 3rd Floor; Everett, MA 02149; 
(617) 389-5816. 

PETER J. MOORE; Producer, M.D.I. PRODUCTIONS. 116 
Beaconsfield Ave.; Toronto, Ontario, MEJ 3J6 Canada; (416) 
533-1749; FAX: (416) 533-1749. Credits & Services: Pro-
duced Cowboy Junk es' first, second and third albums; SILOS 
for RCA debut release; all the music for 14-hour HDTV minis-
enes Chasing Rainbows: Gemstone Productions of Glory 
Enough for All 

1RODUCTIONS 

L1-1 

RANDY MOORE 
Madison, TN 

RANDY MOORE; Engineer & Producer; DEER VALLEY 
PRODUCTIONS. 122 W. Monticello Ave. 913; Madison, TN 
37115; (615) 868-6055. Credits & Services: Produced and 
recorded various jazz, classical and European new wave 
rock Also produced and directed many educational and 
industrial videos Services include full audio and video pro-
duction MIDI production and audio-for-video posting 

PAUL MOSER; Engineer & Producer; P.M. Ill PRODUC-
TIONS. Studio City, CA; (818) 763-3053. 

RUF • MIX PRODUCTIONS 

TAAVI MOTE 
Sherman Oaks, CA 

TA A VI MOTE; RUF-MIX PRODUCTIONS. 12966 La Maids 
St., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; (818) 760-0269; FAX: (818) 
905-7242. Credits & Services: Production. U2 Desire (Holly-
wood remis): Stacy Lan 'saw, 12"; Jeff Lorber Private Passion, 
Ralph Dudley, Helena Buscema and Gypsi Rose, various 
projects in the works Mixing/engineering. Smokey Robinson, 
Reggie and Vincent Calloway, Jimmy Somerville, Big Noise, 
Freaky Executives. Kenny G. Randy Jackson, Joyce Irby, Na-
tive. Jeffrey Osborne, Judson Spence. Ready for the World, El 
DeBarge, Five Star, Nu Shooz, Pebbles. Cool 'R. Jody Watley, 
Madonna. Natalie Cole, Beverly Hills Cop I and II sound-
tracks. Gladys Knight, James Ingram, Patti LaBelle The best in 
pre- and post-production, recording, overdubs, mixing, remix-
ing ( 12". LP and singles) Song publishing also available 
Using the best recording studios available, you get the most 
dynamic sound in analog or digital. Extensive variety of out-
board equipment available Call for further information 

WILLIAM P. MUELLER; Engineer & Producer, 13816 Sunny 
Brook Rd.; Phoenix, MD 21131; (301) 628-7260; (301) 666-
0196. Credits & Services: 1985 Grammy nomination— Best 
Engineered Album, Michael Hedges, Aerial Boundaries 1986 
Grammy-nominated album, Douglas Miller, Unspeakable Joy. 
Remote recordings'. Mr Mister, Barry Manilow, Ella Fitzgerald, 
Oscar Peterson, National Symphony, Charlie Pride, Chuck 
Brown. DIR Broadcasting. Audio-for-video ABC Sports, Mi-
chael Hedges, Will Ackerman, Shadowfax, Exile. MPT. Pro-
duction for Don Mark (Capitol Records), engineering for Kix 
(Atlantic Records). two albums for Vigil on Chrysalis. Services 
offered: 48-track digital, 48-track analog studio SSL 4000/ 
Sony or Studer. Remote: Trident/Sony or Otan. Sony 3202 
DASH, BTX Shadow, AMS 1580s, RMX-16, EMT Plate, Lex-
icon 224XL, Les 200, (3) SPX90, BBE 202, Sontec EQ. assort-
ed gates, DDL.5, compressors.etc. 

RICHARD A. MUSK; Producer; MUSK MUSIC, INC. 455 
Hope St.; Stamford, CT 06906; (203) 323-7022. Credits & 
Services: Credits' HBO, Cinemax, IBM, Armstrong Tire, Hueb-
line, GTE, Steuben Glass. Time magazine, Capitol Records, 
Universal Studios, Wyeth Laboratories. Ricoh, Fisher Price, 
Banner Industries, NeXT Computer Services original com-
position and arrangement for film, video, industrial, documen-
tary, jingles, logos. songs Fairlight CMI rental and program-
ming 

JOSEPH NICOLETTI; Producer, GLOBAL VILLAGE MUSIC 
AND NICOLETTI PRODUCTIONS, INC. PO Box 2818; New-
port Beach, CA 92663; (714) 494-0181; FAX: (714)494-0982. 

DAVE NODIFF; Engineer & Producer; NF X.158 Bishop Dr.; 
Framingham, MA 01701; (508) 872-6843. Credits & Services: 
Recent clients include: The Condition, O K Chorale, Linda 
Seraf in. Hellbent, Fender Benders, Newsong, Team Ministry. 
Beatniks Contact for complete track record and rates Offer-
ing experienced multitrack engineering and production in all 
formats and musical styles Large (501 x 25'W x 14'H) in-
house facility 16/8-track analog plus ( 2) Sony (PCM) digital 
2-track recorders. complete MIDI setup; guitar controller plus 
DX7. MKS-50, CZ- 1000, W-30 keyboards Additional serv-
ices include on-location recording, audio-for-video and pro 
audio rentals 

BILL NOLAND; Engineer & Producer; Pasadena, CA; (818) 
398-1417. Credits & Services: Produced the latest album for 
Field Trip (Slash Records, scheduled for release in February 
1990). co-produced "Salesman" from Stan Ridgway's album 
The Big Heat (I .R S Records), produced the Romans "Just By 
Chance" from Only 39,999,999 Behind Thriller (Restless Rec-
ords) Former co-founding member and songwriter in the 
band Human Hands, former member of Wall of Voodoo Co-
produced all Human Hands songs on Hereafter (Nate Stark-
man 8, Son Records), L.A F M S Darker Skratcher (Frizzbee 
Records) and Keats Rides a Harley (Happy Squid Records) 
Produced and engineered soundtracks for art videos and art 
installations such as Branda Miller's Auto Olympia for the 
American Film Institute's 1984 Olympic Arts Festival and May 
Sun's L.A. River/Chinatown at the Santa Monica Museum of 
Art Eight-track 1/2 " Tascam and 16-input Studio Master board 
MIDI studio suitable for quality demos in a comfortable and 
quiet setting 

RICHARD OLIVER; Engineer & Producer; 854 7th Ave. 89; 
New York, NY 10019; 37 W. 20th, 8th Floor; New York, NY 
10011; (212) 459-9643 (home); (212) 255-5313 (work). Cred-
its & Services: Engineering major projects including Rolling 
Stones. Orleans, Yes Producing and engineering rock, metal. 
pop. R&B. Major film, music video, television and even adver-
tising. Extremely large digital experience, multitrack to CD 
masters Also published songwriter. Also started NuArt Films 
with Vann' Stamas. Producing films, videos, records and CDs, 
and producing digital sound-to-film, music, voice, ADR, FX, all 
aspects (212) 627-7985 Extensive working knowledge and 
long-term experience recording and computer mixing on 
consoles such as SSL, Neve, Trident and MCl/Sony Many 
48-track projects Full working knowledge of synchronization, 
frame rates, pilot tones, 60Hz, 50 and 59 9. lock-to-picture, 
outboard equipment, digital projects, Mitsubishi and Sony 
machines Mixing to all formats Y." stereo. 1/2 " stereo, mono L 
pilot right, 1630. X-80, F1, DAT, 4-track, 6-track for Mag Also 
editing. Also unparalleled technical knowledge. And on and 
on and on And.. an acceptable. productive. responsible, 
nice guy people like to work with. 
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DAVE PALMER; Engineer, 1268 Cedar; Birmingham, MI 
48009; (313) 646-7532; (313) 540-8231. Credits & Services: 
Emmy Award—Best Sound Cinemax sessions: A Session 
with Chet Atkins; Gramy Award— Best Latin Recording, Eddie 
Palmieri The Sun of Latin Music, motion picture music—A 
Perfect Couple, Health, Robert Altman; Rich Kids Robert 
Benton. Partial album credits: Blood, Sweat & Tears Live, 
BS&T More than Ever; Jaco Pastonus Jaco Pastorius, Earl 
Klugh Solo Guitar, Whispers& Promises, Life Stories, Wishful 
Thinking, Low Ride, Night Songs, Late Night Guitar, Heart 
String, Soda Fountain Shuffle: Chet Atkins Sails, Street 
Dreams, Al Dimeola Land of the Midnight Sun, Elegant Gypsy, 
Casino, Splendido Hotel (co-produced); Alice Cooper Wel-
come to my Nightmare. Carly Simon Carly Simon, Michael 
Urburniak Fusion III; Lena Home Nature's Baby. Paul Winter 
Consort Icarus; Pattie Austin In My Life, Led Zeppelin IV and 
Jimi Hendrix Cry of Love (asst. eng.) Experience encom-
passes field recordings, live remote recordings, video record-
ings, advertisements; ex-director of recording— Electric Lady 
Studio, NY 

GENE PARCIASEPE; Engineer & Producer, 1011 River 
Renaissance; E. Rutherford, NJ 07073; (201) 777-7118; (201) 
441-5996 (beeper). 

MARK PAUL; Producer, PHUSION. 10120 SW Todd St.; 
Portland, OR 97225; (503) 297-8720. 

MARK S. PLATI; Engineer; M.P. MUSIC. 80 Montague St. 
n4F; Brooklyn. NY 11201; (718) 522-5812. 

JOE PODLESNY; Engineer & Producer, AUDIO PRODUC-
TION SERVICES. RR 3, Box 15; Bernardston, MA 01337; 
(413) 648-9071. Credits & Services: Credits Tim Moran and 
Tony Vacca, David Darling, Will Ackerman, National Public 
Radio, Connecticut National Bank, Digital Equipment Corp, 
Syracuse University: Black and Decker, World Book. Foxboro 
Raceway, Florentine Films, Richard Hartshorne (Apple Hill 
Chamber Players) Hound of the Baskervilles, Tonto DiPaolo. 
80-member Keene Pops Choir, Michael Haynes Ocean Blue/ 
Ocean Black, Lisa Smith Feel Like Running Away, Pat and Tex 
LaMountain Home, Complicated Bone Marrow Transplant. 
Peter Jones, Debbie Weyl, The 4 Zoas, John Manchester. 
Roger Tincknell, Molly Mason. Jay Ungar. Hollywood Doctors, 
Tom Pope, White Noise, Lisa McCormick Services complete 
custom production services, personal musicians' services 
and referrals, MIDI equipment, operation and consultation 
(complete arrangements); production and film music, studio/ 
acoustic and mechanical/hardware design, planning and con-
sultation. engineering; cassette duplication 

DOUG POMEROY; Engineer & Producer; POMEROY DIG-
ITAL AUDIO. 193 Baltic St.; Brooklyn, NY 11201; (718) 855-
2650. 

WILL RASCATI; Engineer & Producer; FOR THE RECORD 
MUSIC PRODS. PO Box 1685; Lombard, IL 60148; (708) 
932-1120. Credits & Services: Credits Styx Paradise Theater, 
Kilroy Was Here, Caught in the Act (album and video sound-
track), Dennis DeYoung Desert Moon, Peter Brown They Only 
Come Out at Night. Survivor Rebel Girl 1983 Grammy nomi-
nee for Best Engineered Recording Kilroy Was Here Over 20 
album credits. Services offered I produce excellent records 
and demo tapes at reasonable rates Specializing in main-
stream pop and hard rock My strong points include song 
arrangement and making your music sound "like a record." In 
addition to engineering and production I offer overall consult-
ing and record label shopping of our completed product 

JIM REEVES; Engineer & Producer; REEVES AUDIO RE-
CORDING. 21 Primrose Ave.; Yonkers, NY 10710; (914) 793-
6496. 

STEVEN REMOTE; Engineer & Producer; REMOTE MEN 
VISUAL MUSIC ENT. PO Box 791; Flushing, NY 11352; (718) 
886-6500; FAX: (718) 886-7214. 

JOHN M. ROBB; Engineer & Producer; HCR 1, Box 11-B; 
Walnut Shade, MO 65771; (417) 561-4182; FAX: (402) 592-

0997. 

ROB ROBERTS; Producer; OCEANHILLS MUSIC GROUP. 
522 Jones Pl.; Walnut Creek, CA 94596; (415) 932-0488. 
Credits & Services: Produced and recorded, separately and 
collectively, David Cochrane. Paulinho Da Costa. Ndugu 
Chancier, Paul Harris and Chuck Kirkpatrick, among other 
recording artists Recognizing and evaluating the uniqueness 
and potential of the artist and material within the current 
marketplace Producing: contemporary rock/pop-AOR cross-

over/contemporary Christian rock/jazz rock 

RICK ROONEY; Engineer & Producer; PLANET DALLAS 
STUDIOS. PO Box 191447; Dallas, TX 75219; (214) 521-
2216. Credits & Services: Russ Parr (Priority/Capitol Records), 
Nemesis (Profile Records), George Gimmarc's Rock and Roll 
Alternative syndicated radio program with the Smithereens, 
The Rainmakers, The BoDeans, Winter Hours. Mojo Nixon 
and XTC, Bang' Bang!, Shock Tu, Princess Tex (Horsehead 
Records: The Daylights ( 109 Records), The Uptown Girls 
(Oak Lawn Records), The Trees, Shallow Reign, Bone Circus, 
Look-See, Intimate Acts. The Man lddings Band, Lesson Seven 

RICK ROONEY PLANE T DALLAS 
Dallas, TX 

(Oak Lawn Records) 24-track MCI automated console witn 
analog or digital mixdown, studio design by Lakeside Asso-
ciates of Los Angeles 

BOB ROSA; Engineer & Producer; OUTLAW PRODUC-
TIONS. 143 Fingerboard Rd.; Staten Island, NY 10305; (718) 
448-1048. Credits & Services: All engineering services, includ-
ing production, mixing and remixirg Own full range of mobile 
state- or-the-art outboard gear Also own home MIDI studir., 
Drofourid Sound Credits include Bee Gees, Michael Bolton. 
Cneap Trick. Gavin Christopher. Cover Girls, D-Project (Ja-
unt Duran Duran. Sheena Easton, The can Club, The Fat 
Boys. Fleetwood Mac, Aretha Franxlin/Whi:ney Houston due:, 
David Grant. Debbie Gibson, James Ingram, Freddie Jack-

son Janet Jackson, LaToya Jackson, Mick Jagger. Grace 
Jones, Kane Gang. Lace, Latin Rascals, Madonna. Martika. 
Anne Murray, New Order. The Ocean Blue. Paul Pesco, Pr t 
Shop Boys. Rip Planet, Evan Rogers. Rur-DMC. Seduction, 
Seikima-Il (Japan), Shannon, Sly Fox, Starpoint, Donna Sum-
mer, The System, Pe Zadora, Zebra Management: Ms Lesle 
Best (212) 645-1945 

STEVEN ROSCH; Engineer & Producer; ROAR PRODUC-
TIONS. 6655 Dobbin Rd., Ste. H. Columbia, MD 21045; (301) 
596-2600; FAX: (301) 596-2601. Credits & Services: My own 
multitrack and MIDI studios and staff allow me to otter my 
dients"world-class" quality at " in-house" rates. Wth 25 years 
'of performance, arranging and productior experience, I have 
the skits and background to prov de a highly successful aid 
marketable product I specialize in producing/arranging pack-
ages fi ir rock. R&B and new music artists, also original soun.1-
tracks `or film and video, contemporary jingles for radio and 
TV Credits: upcoming Brad Sachs album. Benjamin Wool-
sor 1,2" single. Daniel Winans. Trash and Passion. United 
Chant., Campaign, FAA national jingle. l&M National Herit-
age Corridor soundtrack, 16mm film Reasonable Doubt na-
tiara! cable TV (ASE), Washington Homes jingle, O'Connor, 
Piper & Flynn radio and TV jingle Philosophy la ways listen 
before I speak. Want to talk? 

JAY ROSE; Engineer & Producer; JAY ROSE/SOUND DE-
SIGN 20 Marion St.; Brookline, MA 02146; (617) 277-004; 
FAX: (617) 232-8869. Credits & Services: Produces and engi-
neers- commercials and video films exclusively more than 
153 top awards as sound designer, director or editor: includ-
ing 1:4 Clios, Andy, One Show, Emmy, Hollywood Radio/TV 
Festival, other awards. Develops tracks in own studio: 4-
machine SMPTE editing, multitrack digital workstation, Kurz-
weil, ',to Also mixes and engineers at major New England 
24-track facilities; directs in NY and L.A Owns Negras and 
DAT for location recording. Expert CMX CASS and AKG DSE-
7000 editor. Credits include designing or directing thousands 

of sorts (McDonald's, NYNEX, Blue Cross). network promos 
and cipe,ngs (NBC, Showlime, Discovery). documentares 
and h • ›..,deos (MGM, Parker Brothers Digital Equipment). 

• - advertising writer 

MIKE ROSENMAN; Producer; SAUNA STUDIO. 4514 215th 
Pl. Bayside, NY 11361; (718) 229-4864; FAX: (718) 767-
1239..Credits & Services: Music production and composition 
for commercials, records, film and video Pre-production .14-
cluding MIDI programming and arrang ng Wide range of 
vocal talent available. Credits include pop records. TV docu-
mentaries, radio and TV commercials Musicianship w th tedt-
nology, custom-tailored to your project 

BARRY RUDOLPH; 5627 Irvine Ave.; North Hollywood, CA 
91601; (818) 985-1855. Credits & Services: Engineered tor 
Hall & Oates. Lynyrd Skynyrd, Rod Stewart, Waylon Jenninigs, 
Al Wilson, Johnny Mathis, Shalamar, Lakeside, C'Bryan, Don 
Cornelius, James Last, John Prine, Roy Buchanan. Stanley 
Clarke. Natalie Cole, Levon Helm. Steve Cropper, Duck Dunn, 
Robai Smith, The Rockmelons, Dazz Band. Parthenor Huxley, 
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INDEPENDENT 
ENGINEERS & PRODUCERS 
—CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

David Kahn, Maurice White, Juice Newton, Cher, Robbie Neva, 
Jermaine Stewart. Richard Scher, Ashley Maher, Steve Dia-
mond, Jeff Pescetto, Steve Dubin, Chris Bond, Josquin Des 
Pres, Fisc, Yves Chovard and Gary Stockdale 

JAMES SABELLA; Engineer & Producer, 49 Oakdale Rd.; 
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577; (516)484-0862. Credits & Servic-
es: Credits have worked with CBS/MCA recording artist, also 
many independent labels, with rap, R&B, pop, metal and 
thrash. Services offered: 24-track recording studio with Neve 
8068 Mk11 console, Studer tape machine, Puttees. Sony DAT 
machine, Lexicons, EMT and classic Neumann microphones. 
Offering complete production services including television, 
film scoring and narration, audio visual presentations, radio 
spots and jingles, editing and dubbing, high-speed duplica-
tion plus all mastering needs, Macintosh SE computer/MIDI 
workstation with complete array of keyboards and synthesiz-
ers. Also offering production packages, which include shop-
ping In malor recnrci labels 

JOSH SCHNEIDER, DEREK MARCIL, Engineer & Producer; 
MID-SIDE PRODUCTIONS. 11684 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 475; 
Studio City, CA 91604; (818) 763-2028; FAX: (818) 763-3977. 

DENNIS SCOTT 
Nashville, TN 

DENNIS SCOTT; Producer & Engineer, DENNIS SCOTT 
PRODUCTIONS. 2601 Hillsboro Rd., Ste. N3; Nashville, TN 
37212; (615) 292-9459 (Nashville); (516) 829-8747 (NY). Cred-
its & Services: Credits Recipient of the 1981 Grammy Award 
for Best Recording for Children. Dennis has produced artists 
such as Crystal Gayle, Loretta Lynn, Tanya Tucker, Glen 
Campbell and the Muppets. Directs and engineers Lee Arnold 
on a Country Road, a weekly syndicated radio show for the 
Mutual Broadcasting Network. Written and produced numer-
ous children's LPs for Sesame Street, Random House. Mac-
Millan, Troll Publications, Caedmon. Peter Pan and Wonder-
land Records. Created music for videos including Scholastic 
Magazine, New Zoo Review, Video Research and Select 
Video Work featured on Who's the Boss (performed by Ray 
Charles). Fame, Hee Haw, Richard Simmons Show, Muzak 
and others Has written material performed by Tina Yothers, 
Jimmy Osmond, Sandy Duncan and The New Christy Min-
strels Currently music director for the National Child Safety 
Council. Services: Specialize in creating and producing mu-
sic of many styles for records, TV, film, radio and jingles. 
Original songs and lyrics as well as underscoring and post-
production. Children's product is particular area of expertise. 
Own and operate 16-track studio with SMPTE hookup. Qual-
ity material written and produced according to creative and 
budgetary needs 

PAUL SETSER; Producer, PAUL SETSER CREATIVE. 2930 
N. Newhall St.; Milwaukee, WI 53211; (414) 962-9174. 

MARK S. SHEARER; Producer, HARD WAY RECORD CO. 
PO Box 540; Dearborn Heights, MI 48127; (313) 561-2134 
(home); (313) 278-6068 (office). 

BRADLEY SHELDON; Engineer; ENDLESS SUMMER PRO-
DUCTIONS. PO Box 120695; Arlington, TX 76012; (817) 
461-0533. 

ALAN SILVERMAN; Engineer & Producer, ARF PRODUC-
TIONS. 1 Tiffany Pl.; New York, NY 11231; (718) 237-4133. 
Credits & Services: Album: Bill Evans/John McLaughlin, Miki 
Howard, Judy Collins, Dory Preen. Film Score: David Mamet's 
House of Games and Things Change, Zelly and Me, The 

Muppets Take Manhattan, Strippers, Laserman. TV themes: 
CBS NY News, CBS This Morning, Sugar & Spice. Commer-
cials: CARE, Clearasil, Coke Classic, Coke Intl Coors Lite, 
Crisco, Downey, Duracell, Folger's, Good Seasons, Good-
rich, Hasbro, Johnson & Johnson, Kodak, Lufthansa, Martini & 
Rossi, Mercedes, Milton Bradley, Nabisco, Nickelodeon, Ny-
Ouil, Prudential, Saab, Scope, State Farm, Subaru, Thomas-
ville Furniture, Tide, Trump Plaza. Services Freelance record-
ing/mixing/production/co-production. Recording and syn-
chronization consultant for film/video. 

BERESFORD SINCLAIR; Engineer & Producer, SINCLAIR 
BROS. PRODUCTION. 13441 Tobiasson Rd.; San Diego, CA 
92064; (619) 748-6771. 

JERRY SKORA; Engineer, PRODUCERS VIDEO/ON SITE 
VIDEO SYSTEMS. PO Box 1865; Palatine, IL 60078; (708) 
934-0999. 

MATTHEW W. SMITH; Engineer & Producer; 3334 Durkin 
Cir.; Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-0995. Credits & Services: 
AN production, advertising, consultation, talent direction, mu-
sic composition, interior A/V, systems design, product spe-
cialism. Progressive, professional, experienced. 

MARK S. STOCKER; Producer. LITTLE APPLE PRODUC-
TIONS. c/o Creative Sound Studios; 601 N. 6th St; Allen-
town, PA 18102; (215) 250-6261. Credits & Services: We 
specialize in custom music production and are the leader in 
that field in our area. From radio and television commercials, 
audio post-production for video, radio station I.D.s, song 
demos to finished album projects, film scores, and musical 
signature pieces, we deliver quality production, digital tech-
nology, and exquisite expertise with a relentless desire to 
deliver the product you envision and deserve, at a price that 
won't crimp your style. Call us for rates and times A demo 
package will be delivered at your request. We can also pro-
vide you with video and recording facilities if you like. We are 
your complete one-stop shopping production house. Call 
today! 

BOB STONE; Engineer & Producer; BOBCO MUSIC. PO 
Box 27728; Los Angeles, CA 90027; (213) 250-7625; FAX: 
(213) 482-3683. Credits & Services: Produced: Beverly 
D'Angelo, Dweezil Zappa, Normal Life theme (CBS). Platinum 
awards: The Whispers, Thank God It's Friday, Mickey Mouse 
Disco. Gold awards Big Fun (Shalamar), The Two of Us 
(Yarbrough and Peoples). Grammys to the Artist- Last Dance 
Donna Summer, Jazz From Hell Frank Zappa Singles: "Sec-
ond Time Around," "Valley Girl," "Love and Desire." Albums: 
London Symphony Orchestra, Shut Up 'N' Play Y er Guitar, 
Broadway the Hard Way, Pattie Brooks, D.C. LaRue, Noel 
(produced by Sparks). Music for film/video: Pee Wee's Play-
house, Uncle Meat, Batman (TV cartoon series), Tarzan, Isis. 
Chief engineer for UMRK, Larrabee Sound. All productions 
done with top arrangers, studios, engineers and mastering 
facilities Call or FAX for current info. 

RON STREICHER; Engineer & Producer; PACIFIC AUDIO-
VISUAL ENTERPRISES. 545 Cloverleaf Way; Monrovia, CA 
91016; (818) 359-8012; FAX: (818) 357-W02. Credits & Serv-
ices: Services: Ron Streicher has an international reputation 
for " live-to-stereo" audio projects on location as well as in the 
studio As owner of Pacific Audio-Visual Enterprises, he pro-
vides cost-effective, quality-oriented services by specializing 
in basic, time-proven production techniques—without unnec-
essary fuss or gimmickry. The result: a successful job. on time 
and within budget. Ron is qualif ied to serve as a music consul-
tant as well as engineer on any project: location or studio 
recording or broadcast; live concert sound reinforcement; 
music and performance coordination; audio systems design 
and consultation; lectures and seminars on recording tech-
niques. Credits: Audio consultant to the Mann Music Center 
productions of the Philadelphia Orchestra. the Metropolitan 
Opera, New York City Opera; on-location recording of the 
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra for the U.S. tour of the Moscow 
Ballet; staff engineer and faculty member at the Aspen Music 
Festival and Recording Arts Institute; audio consultant to the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art; recording and produc-
tion of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra and numer-
ous other broadcasts over National Public Radio, American 
Public Radio and PBS networks; record projects for Angel, 
RCA, CMS Desto, Discovery, CRI, SAZ and others. 

BILL THOMAS; Engineer & Producer, AVALANCHE RE-
CORDING STUDIO. 10650 Irma Dr., Ste. 27; Northglenn, CO 
80233; (303) 452-0498; (303) 494-6927. Credits & Services: 
Asa 10-year veteran of the LA session scene I've engineered 
for top acts such as Manhattan Transfer, George Benson, 
Seals & Crofts, Autograph, Robert Tepper and numerous 
Others . I recently relocated to Denver. CO, to become involved 
in the emerging Rocky Mtn music scene. The past year I've 
been producing and engineering for some of Colorado's 
finest acts including Dick & the Chicks, Zadex, The Gathering. 
Hat Trick and several others. My direction for the '90s will be 
producing, engineering and exposing Colorado's artists to 
the national airwaves! 

THOMAS TOMASELLO; TOM TOM PRODUCTIONS, 478 
El Cajon Dr.; San Jose, CA 95111; (408) 578-6901. Credits & 
Services: As musicians with ten years production experience, 
we have produced, arranged and engineered a wide variety 

of album and jingle projects. Musical styles range from gospel 
(including contemporary Christian), pop, rock and country to 
Broadway. easy listening. Latin and big band swing. We have 
also produced many sound tracks for various shows, touring 
productions, musical groups and solo artists MIDI production 
and pre-production services employing Macintosh computer, 
Emax digital sampler, Yamaha DX7 (mode s I and IID), Korg 
SG- 1D (sampled grand piano and master controller) and 
Roland Octapads are also offered. With extensive experience 
in conventional production, arranging and scoring services. 
we cover the full production range from electronic to acoustic 
music. Finally, professional yet budget-conscious demo pro-
duction services are available for both active and aspiring 
artists and composers. 

J. BURKE TRIESCHPAANN; Engineer & Producer; OPEN 
DOOR PRODUCTIONS. PO Box 8556; Berkeley, CA 94707; 
(415) 527-9311. 

MATT TUCKER; Engineer & Producer; MCM GROUP. 7808 
Green Lake Rd.; Fayetteville, NY 13066; (315) 637-6656. 

ELLIS B. TURNER; Producer; TURNOUT PRODUCTIONS, 
INC. 205-24 Murdock Ave.; St. Albans, NY 11412; (718) 217-
0080. 

DAN VAGANEK; Engineer & Producer; 74 West St; Colonia, 
NJ 07067; (201) 381-1861. 

GARY M. VANDY; Engineer & Producer; GARY M. VANDY 
PRODUCTIONS. 6920 Manasota Key Rd.; Englewood, FL 
34223; (813) 475-6125. 

CECIL VAN HOUTEN; Engineer & Producer, MUSIC-
WORKS. 704 Walnut St; Earlham, IA 50072; (515)7U-2677. 

BRIAN A. VESSA; Engineer & Producer; By PRODUC-
TIONS. PO Box 3272; Santa Monica, CA 90403; (213) 826-
5902. Credits & Services: Credits: four gold albums, including 
Jose Jose and Juan Gabriel; Michel Rubini Secret Dreams, 
Brett Perkins New Accelerated World. Disney Not Quite 
Human II, HBO The Edge, USA Cable The Haunting of Sarah 
Hardy, NBC movie Crossing the Mob, Moving Target, Hands 
of a Stranger, CBS Too Good To Be True, Unholy Matrimony. 
Don Johnson video feature Heartbeat, Michael Mann films 
Band of the Hand and Manhunter. Commercials and indus-
trials for Porsche, Disney, Del Monte, etc. Electronic sound 
effects supervisor on Friday the 13th Part VIII. Services: music 
production and engineering, Synclavier, music editing, sound 
effects and studio electronics. I have well over 20 years expe-
rience as a musician, 15 years in the professional audio field, 
and a degree in electronics. I enjoy being involved with the 
creative process of music in all styles and capacities, being 
equally comfortable with microphones, computers, synthe-
sizers and synchronizers. 

JAY VIGNEAU; Engineer & Producer; ON VER TOES PRO-
DUCTIONS. 63 Etna St; Brighton, MA 02135; (617) 783-
3593 

DUSTY WAKEMAN; Engineer & Producer; MAD DOG STU-
DIO. 1717 Lincoln Blvd.; Venice, CA 90291; (213) 306-0950. 
Credits & Services: Michelle Shocked Captain Swing Poly-
Gram LP, Dwight Yoakam Greatest Hits Warner Bros. LP, 
Darden Smith CBS LP, Martin Stephenson London LP, La Ya 
Ya R&B compilation LP, Black Velvet Band Elektra LP, Dad-
dy's Dying Propaganda Films soundtrack. Lucinda Williams 
Rough Trade LP, Bone Daddys Chameleon LP. Buck Owens 
Capitol LP. Services: music recording for albums, film, IV, 
advertising Co-owner of Mad Dog Studio, a full- service 24-
track with Neve 8108 w/Necam, Studio A800, great mica and 
tons of outboard gear. Emulator EIII. 

DENNIS WALL; Engineer; OFF THE WALL PRODUCTIONS. 
10 Howland Cir.; West Caldwell, NJ 07006; (201) 228-4099. 
Credits & Services: Anthony and the Camp. Ashford and 
Simpson, Brenda K Starr, Alex Bugnon, Chad. EG. Daily, 
Sarah Dash, The Doobie Brothers, Elisa Fiorrlo, Billy George, 
Freddie Jackson, The Jets, Melba Moore, Mr Spats, Najee, 
Tommy Page, Nelson Rangell, Ronnie Spector, John Waite, 
Scott White Audio-for-video and film: ABC, CBS, Disney Chan-
nel, ESPN, HBO, MSG, NBC, Showtime, TBS, WOR, WPIX, 
USA The Chair, This Evening, Fun House, Lifestyles of the 
Rich and Famous. Monsters, Shagg, She Devil. AT&T, A&W, 
B.F. Goodrich, Cannon, Chef Boyardee. Chloe Perfume, Crest, 
Color Tile, Digital Equipment Corporation, Hershey's, London 
Fog, March of Dimes, Metropolitan Life, Minute Rice, Mitsubi-
shi, Newmark and Lewis, New York Transit Authority, PC 
Richards, Radio City Music Hall, Seamans, United Methodist 
Church, Westinghouse, Xerox. Services audio engineering 
and mixing. MIDI systems design and setup Computer-based 
sequencer programming and pre-production SMPTE/audio/ 
video/MIDI synchronization. 

SCOTT WARNER; Engineer & Producer; FLAGRANT UN-
DERGROUND STUDIOS/RECORD COMPANY. RI Casey 
Industrial Park; Pittsburgh, PA 15223; (412) 322-8001. 

ALAN WATTS. Engineer & Producer, TTS PRODUCTIONS. 
300 West End Ave. #613; New York, NY 10023; (212) 595-
3908. Credits & Services: Credits: Living Colour, Aerosmith, 
De La Soul, Fine Young Cannibals, EPMD, George Clinton, 
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Newkick, Big Daddy Kane, 3rd Base, Latifa, Marshall Jones, 
The Black Flames, London, Cookie Crew. Services: high-
quality engineering and producing with great concern for the 
artist and performance 

DAVE WAY; Engineer & Producer, eo Soundworks; 254 W. 
54th St.; New York, NY 10019; (212) 247-3690. Credits & 
Services: Services include all aspects of engineering plus 
production, remixes, programming and songwriting. Exten-
sive work as engineer on projects for Teddy Riley & Guy, Boy 
George. Blondie. Aretha Franklin/Whitney Houston, George 
Benson, Club Nouveau. Soul It Soul, David Peaston, Big Daddy 
Kane, Jasmine Guy, Starpoint, Zan, The Redhead Kingpin. 
Bachelor's degree in music production and engineering from 
Berklee College of Music 

JOE WEED; Engineer & Producer, HIGHLAND RECORDS. 
PO Box 554; Los Gatos, CA 95031; (408) 353-3952. Credits & 
Services: Two albums received "Inde" nominations from the 
National Association of Independent Record Distributors 
(NARD) for best album of the year, 1988, New Age category 
Joe Weed produces, engineers, writes and arranges material 
in most styles, but concentrates on acoustic instruments 
Working principally in his own Highland Studio in the Santa 
Cruz mountains, Joe Weed achieves clear, accurate, beautiful 
recordings of acoustic instruments by employing world-class 
microphones and using mic placement and ambience to 
portray each instrument to its best advantage. Joe Weed also 
travels to other studios for project work. Recent releases on 
CD include The Waltz of the Whippoorwill, Oktober County 
and The Dream of the Manatee 

JOHN WIDOFF; Engineer, JOHN WIDOFF, AUDIO. 2888 S. 
Buchanan St. SC-2; Arlington, VA 22206; (703) 931-9233. 

SANDY WILBUR; Producer, SANDY WILBUR MUSIC, INC. 
48 E. 43rd St., 7th Fl.; New York, NY 10017; (212) 949-1190. 

DARLEEN WILSON; Producer, BROWNESTONE PRODUC-
TIONS, 20 Clare Ave.; Roslindale, MA 02131; (617) 325-
8904. 

SUSAN WINTHROP; Engineer & Producer, AUDIO ANTICS 
WEST. 156 W. 94th St.; New York, NY 10025; (212) 662-
8685. 

GEOFFREY WORKMAN 
Denver, CO 

GEOFFREY WORKMAN; Engineer & Producer, ORIGINAL 
PROJECTS UNLIMITED, INC. 36 W. 3rd Ave.; Denver, CO 
80223; (303) 722-9653. Credits & Services: 26 platinum al-
bum certifications Credits include Journey, Queen, The Cars, 
Motley Crue, Twisted Sister. Toto, Foreigner, Dokken, Sammy 
Hagar, Ron Wood. Tommy Tutone, Gary Myrick, Roxanne. 
Salty Dog, Warnorsoul and more. Mr. Workman is available for 
production and engineering services on major label projects 
and independents alike, and is also very active in seminars. 
lecturing and panels Original Projects Unlimited is a full-
service personal and business management firm as well as a 
production company. Consultations are available and bands 
may feel free to submit material. Original Projects Unlimited 
also produces the annual Songwriters Association of Ameri-
ca's Music Fair held in Denver, Colorada Studios feel free to 
submit brochures. 

RORY YOUNG; Engineer & Producer ACME RECORDING 

STUDIOS. 112 W. Boston Post Rd.; Mamaroneck, NY 10543; 
(914) 381-4141; FAX: (914) 381-4543. Credits & Services: 
Complete 24/48-track, automated studios and MIDI program-
ming facility with vast experience. Album projects, scoring, 
producing and/or programming available in a relaxed environ-
ment. Atlantic Starr As the Band Turns LP A&M Records (gold 
record) (engineer and programmer). Atlantic Starr All in the 
Name of Love LP Warner Bros Records (gold record) (engi-
neer and programmer), Torn Stacy Nu- View Christmas LP 
PolyGram/London (associate producer, engineer and pro-
grammer), Willie Colon Contrabando and Especial Na 5 LPs 

EMI distributed, SOS All Stars Iwo LPs SOS Records (engi-
neer and production), Gen Allen Open on All Sides and 
Twylite LPs (programming), Have Yourself a Very Merry Christ-
mas various artists, Dr John, Nicolette Larson. etc.. Real Live 
Records/Rhino (engineer and programming), Samuel Zyman 
Quintet for Winds, Strings and Piano Island Records (engi-
neer). Soldier String Quartet Sequence Girls independent 
(engineer and production) 

BRITISH/FOREIGN 

GEORGE ACOGNY; Producer, ESTA MGMT. 16A Iliffe Yard, 
off Crampton St.; Walworth, London, SE17 3QA U.K.; (01) 
708-3744. 

MARTIN ADAM; LOE ENTERTAINMENT. 159 Broadhurst 
Gardens; London, NW6 3AU U.K.; (01) 328-6100. 

DAVE ALLEN; Producer, FICTION RECORDS. 28 Ivor Place; 
London, NW1 U.K.; (01) 723-9269; (01) 724-9294; E-Mail: 
DGS1936 (IMC). 

DAVID M. ALLEN; 4A Palace Rd., East Moseey; Surrey, 
U.K.: (01) 941-3790. 

TIMMY ALLEN; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. Zomba 
House; 165-67 High Rd., Willesden; London, NW10 2SG 
U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

CHRIS ALLISON; YOUNG PRODUCERS STABLES. 65 
Colet Gdns., St. Paul's Ct.; London, W14 9DN U.K.; (01) 
741-3284. 

PETER ALLISON; LINKLINE. 72 Oakley Sq.; London, NW1 
U.K.; (01) 908-6262. 

JEREMY ALLOM; Engineer & Producer, SCARLETT MAN-
AGEMENT LTD. 169-171 High Rd.; Willesden, London, NW10 
2SE U.K.; (01) 451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 

GEORGE ALTHAUS; Engineer, POST HOUSE MUSIC. 
Snoll Hatch Rd.; East Peckham, Kent, TN12 5DX U.K.; (0622) 
871201. 

CHRIS & EDDY AMOO; MANOR ENTERTAINMENTS & 
MANAGEMENT LTD. 3rd Floor, 9 Carnaby St.; London, W1V 
1PG U.K.; (01) 437-1958. 

AMOS ANDERSON; Engineer & Producer, GLASSHOUSE 
PRODUCTIONS, LTD. Unit 19, Perry St; Coventry, CV1 3BY 
U.K.; (0203) 223892. 

DAVE ANDERSON; Engineer, SCARLETT MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 169-171 High Rd.; Willesden, London, NW10 2SE U.K.; 
(01) 451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 

CHRIS ANDREWS; NEGUS FANCEY CO. 15 Ossington St; 
London, W2 412 U.K.; (01) 727-2063. 

DAVID ANFIELD; ANFIELD MUSIC LTD. 276 Monument 
Rd., Edgbaston; Birmingham, B16 8XF U.K.; (021) 454 4671. 

ROB ANTSREY; Producer, RECLUSE PRODUCTIONS. 
Brooklands, Landford; Wilts, SP5 2AA U.K.; (0794) 390837; 
FAX: (0794) 390816. 

ART OF NOISE; POLAR UNION LTD. 119-121 Feston Rd.; 
London, W11 4BD U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: (8954780) 
POLAR G; FAX: (01) 221-2722. 

TONY ATKINS; Producer, VILLAGE RECORDERS. 4 Midas 
Business Centre; Wants Rd., Dagenham; Essex, RM10 8PS 
U.K.; (01) 517-1072. 

KEVIN BACON; AXIS STUDIOS. 50 Sheldon St., Sheffield; 
Yorks, Si 4S0 U.K.; (0742) 750283. 

PHILIP BAGENAL; Producer& Engineer, EASTCOTE PRO-
DUCTIONS LTD. 249 Kensal Rd.; London, W10 U.K.; (01) 
969-3739. 

SIMON BAISLEY; Producer, EQUATOR MUSIC. 17 Here-
ford Mansions, Hereford Rd.; London, W2 SBA U.K.; (01) 
727-5858. 

DAVID BAKER; JOHN TROU MANAGEMENT. 214 Ingrave 
Rd., Brentwood; Essex, CM13 2AG U.K.; (0277) 217667. 

MICHAEL BAKER/AXEL KROELL; MALCOLM MELLOWS 
MANAGEMENT. 102 Woodfield Rd., New Barnet; Hens, ENS 
5NJ U.K.; (01) 440-3005. 

TIM BALDWIN; GENETIC MGMT., GENETIC STUDIOS. 
Wood Cottage, Streatley Hill; Streatly, Nr. Reading; Berkshire, 
U.K.; (0491) 873042; FAX: (0491) 873112. 

DENNY BALL MUSIC; 16-24 Brewery Rd., London, N7 9NH 
U.K.; (01) 609-5161. 

RUSS BALLARD; JOHN STANLEY MEDIA MANAGEMENT. 
112 Park Rd., Hampton Hill; Middlesex, TW12 1HR U.K.; (01) 
979-4189. 

MIKE BANKS; Engineer, PICNIC RECORDING STUDIOS. 
Court Lodge Farm, West Peckham; Kent, ME18 5JN U.K.; 
(0622) 813741. 

BOB BARRATT; 62 Pont St Mews; London, SW1X OEF U.K.; 
(01) 584-9765. 

STUART BARRY; NO-NONSENSE PRODUCTIONS. Cun-
nington House, 14 Cunnington St; Chiswick; London, W4 
U.K.; (01) 994-1956; Telex: 934384 BMS G; FAX: (01) 
747-0778. 

JAMES "JIMBO" BARTON; DREAM ABOUT IT PROD. 38 
Kendal St.; London, W2 2BU U.K.; (01) 258-3891. 

DAVE BASCOMBE; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 2nd 
Floor, 145 Oxford St; London, W1 U.K.; (01)437-2777; Telex: 
8951182; FAX: (01) 318-1439; E-Mail: DGS-1117 (IMC). 

FREDDY BASTONE; ROAR MANAGEMENT. 67 Gloucester 
Ave.; London, NW1 8LD U.K.; (01) 603-1345; Telex: 5688223; 
FAX (01) 603-9880. 

DAVID BATCHELOR; SARM PRODUCTIONS. 42-46 St. 
Luke's Mews; London, W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 221-5101; FAX: 
(01) 221-3374. 

MIKE BATT; MIKE DOLAN, BELFRY PRODUCTIONS. 19 
Draycott Place; London, SW3 2SJ U.K.; (01) 225-2521. 

CHRIS BAYLESS; Producer, V.M. RECORDS LTD. 46 High 
St, Cumnor; Oxford, OX2 90D U.K.; (0865) 863566. 

GARY BEARD; Engineer, POPOV RECORDING STUDIOS. 
159 Commercial Rd., Newport; Gwent, NP9 2PJ U.K.; (0633) 
216163. 

BEAT REGARDS; 10-11 Cleveland Sq.; London, W2 6DH 
U.K.; (01) 724-7058. 

L. VAN BEATHOVEN; 1 MACDONALD. 14 Laurel Pl., Flat 9; 
Glasgow, G11 7RH U.K.; (041) 334-6340. 

CARL BEATTYL; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES MANAGE-
MENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NW1 6TO U.K.; (01) 724-
5962. 

ROGER BECHIRIAN; POLAR UNION LTD. 119-121 Freston 
Rd.; London, W11 4BD U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: 8954780 
POLAR G; FAX: (01) 221-2722. 

DICK BEETHAM; Engineer, THE SOL RECORDING STU-
DIOS. Mill Lane, Cookham; Berks., U.K.; (06285) 20286. 

GARRY BELL; 19 MANAGEMENT LTD. Unit 32, Ransomes 
Dock; 35-37 Parkgate Rd.; London, SW11 4NP U.K.; (01) 
228-4000; Telex: 893991 CMO G; FAX: (01) 924-1608. 

HAYDN BENDALL; ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS. 3 Abbey Rd.; 
London, NW8 9AY U.K.; (01) 286-1161. 

DOUG BENNETT; 9 Fir Lodge, Gipsy Lane, Barnes; London, 

SW15 U.K.; (01) 8784587. 

ROGER BENOY; THE MONROE PRODUCTION CO. Break-
shear House, 164 High St.; Barnet; Herts, EN5 U.K.; (01) 
441-7732. 

M. BERGKAMP, MUSIC METHOD. 1 Christopher PI, Chal-
ton St.; London, NW1 1JF U.K.; (01) 388-7826. 

BERT BEVANS; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES MANAGE-
MENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NW1 70Z U.K.; (01) 724-
5962. 

BIDDU; COMPLEX MANAGEMENT/LLOYD BEINY. 45-53 
Sinclair Rd.; London, W14 UNS U.K.; (01) W2-6351. 

GUY BIDMEAD; 5 Arlington Ct., Arlington Rd.; Twickenham; 
Middlesex, TW1 2AU U.K.; (01) 892-2521. 

BIG NOTE MUSIC PRODUCTIONS; Comforts Pl., Tandridge 
Ln.: Lingfield; Surrey, U.K.; (034289) 3046; (034289) 2538. 

MIKE BIGWOOD; FIONA SAUNDERS-REECE MGMT. 46 
Dyne Road; London, NW6 7XE U.K.; (01) 625-9484; (01) 
328-3527. 

MARTIN BIRCH; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT. Zomba House; 
165-7 High Rd., Willesden; London, NW10 3SG U.K.; (01) 
459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

ROBIN BLACK; BLACK BARN STUDIOS. 3 The Green; 
Dawsborough Cottages, Ripley; Surrey, GU23 6AL U.K.; 
(0483) 222600. 
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BARRY BLUE; BLUEYTUNES PROD./AOSIS STUDIOS. 
10a Belmont St., Chalk Farm; London, NW1 8HH U.K.; (01) 
267-4680; (01) 278-6954; FAX: (01) 485-4810. 

ANDY BLYTHE; SWALLOW STUDIOS. Conaleton Rd., 
Smallwood; Sand Beach, U.K.; (04775) 201. 

PHIL BODGER; INSIDE MANAGEMENT. 10 Olaf Street, Olaf 
Centre; London, W11 4BE U.K.; (01) 727-1469; FAX: (01) 
727-0008. 

SIMON BOHANNON; 41 Manly Dixon Dr., Enfield Lock; 
Middx., EN3 6B0 U.K.; (0992) 763795. 

CARSTEN BOHN; Engineer & Producer, BIG NOTE PRO-
DUCTION. Schuetzenstrasse 89; 2000 Hamburg 50, D-2000 
West Germany; (49) (40) 850-1589 (from U.S.); (040) 850-
1589 (from Europe); FAX: (49) (40) 850-9490 (from U.S.); 
FAX: (040) 850-9490 (from Europe). Credits 8. Services: Sev-
eral major releases in Europe, 20 years of experience. Own 
publishing company administered by Warner Chappel Ham-
burg. Own studio and production facilities in Hamburg. Con-
nection to all major German record companies Current 
release: Frumpy Now-worldwide release on Phonogram/ 
Mercury 

PAUL BORG. GERRY BRON. 100 Chalk Farm Rd.; London, 
NW1 8EH U.K.; (01) 485-0131. 

STEPHEN BOYCE-BUCKLEY; SQUARE ONE RECORD-
ING STUDIOS. Alexander House, Phoenix St.; Bury, BL9 
OHS U.K.; (061) 797-2908. 

JERRY BOYS; LIVINGSTON STUDIOS. Brook Rd., off Nayes 
Rd., Woodgreen. London, N22 U.K.; (01) 899-6558; FAX: (01) 
888-2698 

WAYNE BRATH WA ITE; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. Zom-
ba House, 165-67 High Rd., Willesden; London, NW10 2SG 
U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

DEREK BRAMBLE, FRESHER MGMT. 81 Harley House, 
Marylebone Rd., London, NW1 5HT U.K.; (01) 486-8794. 

JOHN BRAND; SEARCH. Forest Lodge, Hatch Ln.; Chapel 
Row, Bucklebury; Berkshire, RG7 6NX U.K.; (0734) 712269; 
(01) 724-2471 (Search). 

MICHAEL BRAUER; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES MANAGE-
MENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NW1 70Z U.K.; (01) 724-
5962; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

STUART BREED; POLAR UNION LTD. 119/121 Freston 
Rd.; London, W11 4B0 U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: 8954789 
POLAR G; FAX (01) 221-2722. 

DENNY BRIDGES. Producer & Engineer 151A White Hart 
Ln., Barnes. London, SW13 U.K.; (01) 878-9762. 

TERRY BRITTEN; Producer, Yew Tree Cottage, Sudbrook 
Ln; Petersham, Surrey, U.K.: 

CHRIS BRODERICK; Producer, MATINEE MUSIC. 132 Ox-
ford Rd.; Reading; Berkshire, U.K.; (0734) 584934. 

JERRY BRON; Producer, ROUNDHOUSE RECORDING 
STUDIOS. 100 Chalk Farm Rd.; London, NW1 8EH U.K.; (01) 
485-0131; Telex. 261653; FAX: (01) 485-0494. 

MICHAEL BROOK, OPAL LTD. 330 Harrow Rd.; London, W9 
2HP U.K., (01) 286-9532; FAX: (01) 289-3494; E-Mail: DOS 
1094 (IMC). 

IAN BROUDIE; Producer, WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT. 
134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; FAX: 
(01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

RIC BROWDE; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT. 134 Lots 
Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; FAX: (01) 351-
5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

PETE BROWN; Producer, SCARLETT MANAGEMENT LTD. 
169-171 High Rd.; Willesden, London, NW10 2SE U.K.; (01) 
451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 

LIVINGSTONE BROWN; PEPPERMINT PRODUCTIONS. 
83 Copers Cope Rd., Beckenham; Kent, BR3 1NR U.K.; (01) 
658-9058. 

TERRY BROWN; Producen ROUNDHOUSE RECORDING 
STUDIOS. 100 Chalk Farm Rd.; London, NW1 8EH U.K.; (01) 
485-0131; Telex: 261653; FAX: (01) 485-0494. 

ROBERT BRUCE; Producen RITCH BITCH STUDIOS. 505 
Bristol Rd., Selly Oak; Birmingham, B29 6AM U.K.; (021) 
471-1339. 

BILL BUCHANAN; Producer, REDLAW MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 363-365 Hanow Rd.; London, W9 3NA U.K.; (01) 968-
7858. 

DAVID BUCKLEY; Producer, WEST 3 STUDIOS. Impress 
House, Marsell Rd.; London, W3 U.K.; (01) 740-6060. 

PAUL BUCKMASTER; MANNA ENT. E. MGMT. 3rd Floor, 9 
Carnaby St, London, W1V 1PG U.K.; (01) 437-1958; FAX: 
(01) 437-3852. 

ALEX BURAK; Producer & Engineer 49 W. Combe Hill; 
London, SE3 U.K.; (01) 858-0555. 

JAY BURNETT; ROAR MANAGEMENT. 61 Gloucester Ave.; 
London, NW1 8LD U.K.; (01) 438-2251; FAX: (01) 586-9880. 

JOHN BURNS; Producer & Engineer, BRIAN ADAMS 5 
STUDIO HOME. Gaston Ln., Wraysbury; Middx., U.K.; 
(078481) 2162; FAX: (078481) 2203. 

JEFF CALVERT; Producen SILVERDOWN STUDIOS. 19 
Stamford Hill; London, N16 5TU U.K.: (01) 802-9262. 

DUNCAN CAMERON; Engineer & Producer, LOADED 
PRODUCTIONS EVENLOAD STUDIOS. West Fieldhead 
Auldhouse; E. Kilbride, G75 9DR U.K; (03552) 36721; (03552) 
21146. 

IAN CAPLE; Producer & Engineer NO-NONSENSE PROD. 
Cunnington House, 14 Cunnington St.; Chiswick; London, W4 
U.K.; (01) 994-1956; Telex: 934386 BMS G; FAX: (01) 
747-0778. 

LINCOLN CLAPP; MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT LTD. 2nd 
Floor, 202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 352-
4564; (01) 351-5167; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

TONY CLARK; Producen OLAV WYPER, BURCE COURT 
WEST. Otterden, Faversham; Kent, ME130BY U.K.; (079589) 
739; FAX: (079589) 738. 

PAUL COBBOLD; Producer & Engineer, ROCKFIELD STU-
DIOS. Amberley CI., Rockfield Rd.; Monmouth; Gwent, NP5 
4ET U.K.; (0600) 5291; (0600) 2449. 

PAT COLLIER; Producer, 19 MANAGEMENT. Unit 32; Ran-
somes Dock, 35-37 Parkgate Rd.; London, SW11 4NP U.K; 
(01) 228-4000. 

NICK COOK; Producer & Engineer 70 Chesterton Rd., Lon-
don, W10 U.K.; (01) 960-4047. 

VIC COPPERSMITH-HEAVEN; Producer, PO Box 92; Glou-
cester, GL4 8HW U.K.; (0452) 812442. 

CROYDON; MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT LTD. 202 Fulham 
Rd., London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 351-5167; (01) 352-4564; 
FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

ROSS CULLUM; Producer & Engineer DATHURST LTD. 4 
Marlborough Crsnt.; London, W4 1HF U.K.; (01) 994-7556; 
FAX: (01) 747-8208. 

DAVID CUMMINGS; Producen HOTHEADS MANAGE-
MENT, MARCUS RECORDING STUDIO. 17-21 Wyford Rd.; 
London, SW6 6SE U.K.; (01) 385-3366; FAX: (01) 381-2680. 

JASMINE DAINES; MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT LTD. 202 
Fulham Rd., Chelsea; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 352-
4564, (01) 351-5167; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

DANCIN' DANNY D; 19 MANAGEMENT LTD. Unit 32; Ran-
somes Dock, 35-37 Parkgate Rd.; London, SW11 4NP U.K.; 
(01) 228-4000. 

JOHN DAVID; ROCKMASTERS LTD. 110 Westbourne 
Grove; London, W2 U.K.; (01) 727-8636; Telex: 94016455 
ROCK G; FAX: (01) 229-4061. 

OWEN DAVIES; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES MANAGE-
MENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NW1 70Z U.K.; (01) 724-
5962; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

RHETT DAVIES; Producen EG MANAGEMENT. 63a Kings 
Rd.; London, SW3 4NT U.K.; (01) 730-2162; Telex: 919205 
EGMAN G. 

BRAD DAVIS; Producer & Engineer The Rope Walk, Sea 
Ilminster; Somerset, TA11 OSB U.K.; (0460) 57876. 

M. DAWSON; Engineer & Producer, GOLDUST STUDIOS. 
14 Cromwell Ave.; Bromley, Kent, BR2 °ACT U.K.; (01) 460-
7435. 

MARK DEARNLEY; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT LTD. 
134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; Telex: 
893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044. 

DODGY PRODUCTIONS; 1 Prince of Wales Passage; 117 
Hampstead Rd.; London, NW1 3EF U.K.; (01) 388-8635. 

JULIA DOWNES, ROAR MANAGEMENT. 67 Gloucester 
Ave.; London, NW1 8LD U.K.; (01) 438-2251; FAX: (01) 58E-
9880. 

BILL DRESCHER; Producen WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 
351-4333; Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044. 

GUS DUDGEON; Producen ROCKET RECORD CO. LTD. 
32 Galena Rd.; London, W6 OLT U.K.; (01) 741-9933. 

ANNE DUDLEY; Producen POLAR UNION LTD. 119-121 
Freston Rd.; London, W11 4BD U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: 
8954780 POLAR G; FAX: (01) 221-2722. 

ROS EARLS; 140 DB. 35 Cavendish Mansions, Mill Ln.; West 
Hampstead; London, NW6 1TE U.K.; (01) 794-5838; (01) 
435-6480. 

JOHN EDEN; Producen Brook House, Woolpit Rd.; Drink-
stone, Bury St., Edmunds; Suffolk, 1P3D 95P U.K.; (0359) 
70593; (0860) 516829. 

DAVE EDMUNDS; Producer, POLAR UNION LTD. 119-121 
Freston Rd.; London, W11 4BD U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: 
8954780 POLAR G; FAX: (01) 221-2722. 

GEOFF EMERICK, JOHN BURGESS; Producer, 12/13 Strat-
ford PI, London, WIN 9AF U.K.; (01) 408-2355. 

BRIAN ENO; OPAL MANAGEMENT. 330 Harrow Rd.; Lon-
don, W9 2HP U.K.; (01) 286-9532; FAX: (01) 289-3494; E-
Mail: DGS1094. 

ESTA MANAGEMENT; 16A Illiffe Yard, off Crampton St; 
London, SE17 30A U.K.; (01) 708-3744; (01) 708-0630. 

REYNARD FALCONER; FALCONER STUDIOS. 17 Ferdi-
nand St.; London, NW1 8EU U.K.; (011 267-7777. 

BENEDICT TOBIAS FENNER; Producer& Engineer. INSIDE 
MANAGEMENT. Olaf Centre, 10 Olaf St; London, W11 4BE 
U.K.; (01) 717-1469; FAX: (01) 727-0008. 

MARK FERDA; Producen WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 132 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K. (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044. 

KEITH FINNEY; Engineer ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The 
Powerhouse, 70 High Rd.; Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K.: 
(01) 994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

DAVE FORMULA; Producer, THE STRONGROOM STU-
DIOS. 120 Curtain Rd.; London, EC2A 3PJ U.K.; (01) 729-
E165. 

STEVE FORWARD; Producer & Engineer, SEARCH. Oliver 
House, 8-9 Ivory Pl.; London, NW1 EBY U.K.; (01) 724-2471; 
Telex 261324 TLYST; FAX: (01) 724-6245. 

MARK FREEGARD, Producer & Engineer, 140 DB. 35 Cav-
endish Mansions, Mill Ln.; London, NW6 1NB U.K.; (01) 435-
E480: (01) 794-5838. 

NICK FROOME, Producer & Engineer, SARM PRODUC-
TIONS. 42-46 St. Luke's Mews; London, W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 
221-5101; Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

JOHN FRYER; Producer & Engineer, BLACKWING RE-
CORDING STUDIOS. All Hallows Church; 10 Copperfield St; 
London, SEI U.K.; (01) 261-0118. 

PETE GAGE; Producer& Engineer, 47 Prout Grove; London, 
NW10 1PU U.K.; (01) 450-5789. 

JOHN GALLEN; Producer & Engineer BLUEPRINT MAN-
AGEMENT. 134 Lots Rd., Chelsea; London, SW10 ORT U.K; 
(01) 351-4333; FAX: (01) 351-5044. 

STEVE ROBERT GLEN; Producer, The Chateau, 1 Teign-
mouth Rd.; The Mapesbury Estate; London, NW2 4HR U.K.; 
(01) 450-4040. 

MICK GLOSSOP; Producer, SMOOTHSIDE MANAGE-
MENT. 150 Goldhawk Rd.; London, W12 U.K; (01)743-9313. 

STEVE BROWN; Producer, SOLO MANAGEMENT LTD. 55 
Fulham High St.; London, SW6 3.1.1 U.K.; (01) 736-5925: 
Telex: 919946; FAX: (01)731-6021; E-Mail: DGS 1062 ()MC). 
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NICK DAVIS; INSIDE MANAGEMENT. Olaf Centre, 10 Olaf 
St.; London, W11 4BE U.K.; (01) 727-1469; FAX: (01) 727-
0008. 

HOWARD GRAY; XL TALENT. Studio 7, 27A Pembridge 
Villas; London, W11 3EP U.K.; (01) 938-1917: FAX: (01) 229-
7511: E-Mail: DGS1059 (IMC). 



NIGEL GREEN; Producer, BATTERY STUDIOS. 14-16 
Chaplin Rd.; London, NW2 5PN U.K.; (01) 459-8899; FAX: 
(01) 451-3900. 

B. GUARD; BAZZA PRODUCTIONS. 116 Ember Ln., Esher; 
Surrey, KT10 BEL U.K.; (01) 398-1274. 

STEPHEN HAGUE; Producer, 21A Chalcot Sq. Primrose 
H111; London, NW1 8JA U.K.; (01) 722-3217. 

ANDREW J.J. HALL; Producer, NORTHERN LIGHT MUSIC 
LTD. Aurora Studios, Grindleton; Clitheroe; Lancs., BB7 4RL 
U.K.; (0200) 41027. 

PETE HAMMOND; Producer; PWL RECORDS LTD. 4/7 The 
Vineyard, Sanctuary St.; London, SE1 10L U.K.; (01) 403-
0007; FAX: (01) 403-3390. 

SIMON HANHART; Producer & Engineer, ZOMBA MAN-
AGEMENT LTD. Zomba House 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; 
London. NW10 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 
ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

MARTIN HANNETT; Producer; MARTIN HANNETT MUSIC 
MANAGEMENT. 6 Barlow Moor Cl., West Didsbury; Man-
chester, M20 8UU U.K.; (061) 445-3337. 

PAUL HARDCASTLE; Producer; 19 MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Unit 32, Ransomes Dock.; 35-37 Parkgate Rd.; London, 
SW11 4NP U.K.; (01) 228-4000; Telex: 893991 CM0 G; FAX: 
(01) 924-1608. 

PHIL HARDING; Producer; THE BOROUGH. 4/7 The Vine-
yard, Sanctuary St.; London, SEI 10L U.K.; (01) 403-0007; 
FAX: (01) 403-3390. 

J. HARDMAN; SWAMP PRODUCTIONS. 6 Chieveley Mews, 
London Rd.; Sunningdale; Berkshire, SL5 OUD U.K.; (0990) 
26425; Telex: 848445 WINSER G. 

PETE HARRIS; Producer; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NW10 
2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

MIKE HEDGES; Producer, PETER HEDGES. 4 Warrenwood 
Cottages, Warren Way; N. Chailey; E. Sussex, BN8 4JA U.K.; 
(082572) 3881; FAX: (0444) 457524. 

ZEUS B. HELD; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK (IMC). 

ROSS HEMS WORTH; Producer & Engineer; FREEWAY REC-
ORDS 4 Klapsbury Gardens, Dunstable; Beds, LUS 4PX 
U.K.; (0582) 605591. 

PETER HENDERSON; Producer & Engineer; THE SANC-
TUARY GROUP, PLC. The Colonnades; 82 Bishops Bridge 
Rd.; London, W2 6BB U.K.; (01) 243-0640. 

LIAM HENSHALL; Producer, HYPER KINETICS. 53 Park 
Rd.; London, N8 8SY U.K.; (01) 348-0036. 

ANDY HILL; Producer; BIG NOTE MUSIC PRODUCTIONS. 
Comforts Pl., Tandridge Ln.; Lingfield; Surrey, U.K.; (034289) 
2538; (034289) 3046. 

STEVE HILLAGE; Producer; VIRGIN MUSIC PUBLISHING. 
101-109 Ladbroke Grove; London, W11 1PG U.K.; (01) 727-
6660; Telex: 25593; FAX: (01) 221-0773. 

RUPERT HINE; Producer; JUKES PRODUCTIONS. 330 Har-
row Rd.; London, W9 2HP U.K.; (01) 286-9532; Telex: 
8955398 PAN G; E-Mail: DGS1340 (IMC). 

PETE HINTON; Producer; 9 Hill Ct., Wimbledon Hill Rd.; 
London, SW19 U.K; (01) 946-6489. 

GRAEME HOLDAWAY; Engineer & Producer; THE MUSIC 
METHOD. 1 Christopher Pl., Chalton St.; London, NW1 1JF 
U.K.; (01) 388-7826. 

TREVOR HORN; Producer; SARM PRODUCTIONS. 42-40 
St. Luke's Mews; London, W11 IDO U.K.; (01) 221-5101; 
Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

MIKE HOWLETT; Producer, ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NW10 
2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

ROGER HOWARTH; Engineer; 71a Flaxman Rd.; London, 
SE5 9DN U.K., ( 01) 737-5301. 

JOHN HUDSON; Producer & Engineer; MAYFAIR RECORD-
ING STUDIOS, 11a Sharpleshall St.; London, NW1 8YN U.K.; 
(01) 586-7746. 

CHRIS HUGHES; Producer, AMUSEMENTS LTD. 4 Marlbor-
ough Crst.; London, W4 1HF U.K.; (01) 994-7556; FAX: (01) 
747-8208; E-Mail: DGS2322 (IMC). 

DANNY HYDE; Producer & Engineer; POINT RECORDING 
STUDIOS. 9 Eccleston St; London, SW1W 9LX U.K.; (01) 
730-9777. 

GREGG JACKMAN; Engineer; ADVISION STUDIOS. 23 
Gosfield St. London, W1 P 7HB U.K.; (01) 580-6707. 

ANDY JACKSON. Producer & Engineer; LINDEN HARLEY. 
86 Denton Rd., London, N8 U.K. (01) 348-0120. 

SISSY JACKSON; Producer & Engineer; THE STUDIO. Yew 
Tree Farm, Charing Heath; Kent, TN26 OAU U.K.; (0233) 
713341; Telex: 965147; FAX: (0233) 45727. 

DAVID JACOB; Producer & Engineer; 29 Drayton Rd.; Lon-
don, Ell 4AR U.K.; (01) 556-9940. 

ANDRE JACOUEMIN; REDWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS. 
68a Delancey St.; London, NW1 7RY U.K.; (01) 485-3733; 
FAX: (01) 284-1004. 

STEVE JAMES; MULTI MEDIA LTD. 22 St. Peter's Sq., Ham-
mersmith; London, W6 U.K.; (01) 741-1511; Telex: 27789; 
FAX: (01) 741-0206. 

CHAZ JANKEL; Producer; EASTCOTE PRODUCTIONS. 
249 Kensal Rd., London, W1 U.K.; (01) 969 3739. 

MIKE JARRATT, Producer; ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS. 3 Ab-
bey Rd., London, NW8 9AY U.K.; (01) 286-1161. 

J.J. JECZALIK; Producer; POLAR UNION LTD. 119-121 
Feston Rd.; London, W11 4BD U.K.; (01) 243-0011; Telex: 
8954780 POLAR G; FAX: (01) 221-2722. 

FEMI JIYA; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT LTD. 134 Lots 
Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; Telex: 893851; 
FAX (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

GERARD JOHNSON; Engineer, ORINOCO STUDIOS. 36 
Leroy St, London, SEI 4SS U.K.; (01) 232-0008. 

HUGH JONES; Producer; ROCKMASTERS LTD. 110 West-
bourne Grove; London, W2 5RU U.K.; (01) 727-8636; Telex: 
94016455 ROCK G; FAX: (01) 229-4061. 

JOHN-PAUL JONES; Producer; OPAL MANAGEMENT. 330 
Harrow Rd.; London, W9 2HP U.K.; (01) 286-9532; FAX: (01) 
289-3494; E-Mail: DGS1094 (IMC). 

DON'T MISS YOUR 
MIX DIRECTORY 
LISTING! 
Mix Directories are the most authoritative 

guides to facilities and services for the audio and video 
production industries. When production professionals 
need equipment, studios or other services, they consult 
Mix first. 

To receive a free questionnaire for your Di-
rectory listing and to get the details on placing low-cost 
advertising in these special issues, call us - now! 

Toll-free Mix Directories number: 
(800)344-LIST. 

UPCOMING ISSUES & 
QUESTIONNAIRE DEADLINES 

MAY 

Northeast Recording Studios 
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 16 

JUNE 

Remote/Location Recording; 
Sound Reinforcement 
DEADLINE: MARCH 15 

JULY 

Recording Schools; 
Pacific Rim Facilities 
DEADLINE: APRIL 17 
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KENNY JONES; Engineer, STUDIO TIMEUNE. Lamb House, 
Church St., Chiswick; London, W4 2PD U.K.; (01) 994-4433; 
E-Mail: DGS2555 (IMC). 

JO JULIAN; MUSIC WORKS STUDIOS. 23 Benwell Rd.; 
London, N7 7BL U.K.; (01) 607-9495. 

HARRY KAKOULLI; ABBEY SOUNDS LTD. 83 Coper Cope 
Rd, Beckenham; Kent, U.K.; (01) 658-9058. 

LENNY KAYE; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 2nd Floor, 145 
OxtOrd St , London, WI R I TB U.K.; (01) 437-2777; Telex: 
8951182. FAX: (01) 318-1439; E-Mail: DGSII 17 (IMC). 

JON KELLY, ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The Powerhouse; 70 
High Rd., Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K.; (01) 994-4422; 
FAX: 101) 994-1930. 

DAVID KENNY; Producer & Engineer, 20 Riverview Gdns., 
Barnes, London, SW13 9AY U.K.; (01) 741-1154; (01) 263-
6403; FAX (01) 271-5671. 

DAVID KERSHENBAUM; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK (IMC). 

CHRIS KIMSEY; Producer; ROBERT HORSFALL, LONDON 
RECORDS. 1 Sussex Pl.; London, W6 9SG U.K.; (01) 748-
9998; FAX: (01) 741-2600. 

BOB KRAUSHAAR; Engineer, SARM PRODUCTIONS. 42-
46 St. Luke's Mews; London, W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 221-5101; 
Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

JOHN KURLANDER; Producer; ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS. 3 
Abbey Rd; London, NW8 8AY U.K.; (01) 286-1161. 

JAMIE LANE; Producer, ROAR MANAGEMENT LTD. 18 
Ravenswood Rd.; London, SW12 9PJ U.K.; (01) 673-0135. 

GARY LANGAN; Producer, ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The 
Powerhouse; 70 High Rd., Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K; 
(01) 994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

ROBERT JOHN "MUTT" LANGE; Producer; ZOMBA 
MANAGEMENT LTD. Zomba House, 165-7 High Rd.; Wil-
lesden; London, NW10 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 
919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

CLIVE LANGER; Producer; RIVIERA GLOBAL 5 Barb Mews; 
London, W6 7PA U.K.; (01) 603-1345; Telex: 5688223; FAX: 
(01) 603-3043. 

DANIEL LAWNS; OPAL MANAGEMENT LTD. 330 Harrow 
Rd.; London, W9 2HP U.K.; (01) 286-9532; FAX: (01) 289-
3494; E-Mail: DGS1094 (IMC). 

MARTIN LASCELLES, GEOFF GURD; Producer; DE-MIX 
PRODUCTIONS LTD. 7 Croxley Rd.; London, W9 3HH U.K.; 
(01) 960-1115. 

LAURIE LATHAM, Producer; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 
2nd Floor, 145 Oxford St; London, WI U.K.; (01) 437-2777; 
Telex: 8951185; FAX: (01) 318-1439; E-Mail: DGS 1117 (IMC). 

NICK LAUNAY; Producer; ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The Pow-
erhouse; 70 High Rd., Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K.; (01) 
994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

JOHN LECKIE; DODGY PRODUCTIONS. 1 Prince of Wales, 
117 Hampstead Rd; London, NWI 3EF U.K.; (01) 388-8635 
(office); (01) 435-2932 (work). 

PHIL LEGG; Engineer & Producer; POWERPLANT MAN-
AGEMENT 169-171 High Rd., Willesden; London, NW10 
2SE U.K.; (01) 451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 

CRAIG LEON; Producer; MALCOLM MELLOWS MANAGE-
MENT. 102 Woodville Rd., New Barnet; Hertfordshire, EN5 
5NJ U.K.; (01) 440-3005; FAX: (01) 441-1873. 

STEVE LEVINE; Producer; DO NOT ERASE PRODUC-
TIONS, LTD. Unit 18B, 101 Farm Ln., Fulham; London, SW6 
10J U.K.; (01) 381-6298; (213) 852-1100 (U.S.). 

STEWART LEVINE; Producer; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES 
MANAGEMENT). 27 Daventry St; London, NWI U.K.; (01) 
724-5962, FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

STEVE LILLYWHITE; XL TALENT. Studio 7, 27a Pembridge 
Villas; London, W11 3EP U.K.; (01) 938-1917; FAX: (01) 229-
7511; E-Mail: DGSI 059 (IMC). 

WARNE LIVESEY; ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The Power-
house; 70 High Rd., Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K.; (01) 
994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

DAVID LORD; Producer; ECCENTRIC DIRECT. 81 Harley 
House, Marylebone Rd.; London, NWI U.K.; (01) 486-8794; 
Telex: 947718; FAX: (01) 221-0538. 

ANDY LOVELL; MARQUEE STUDIOS. 45 Broadwick St; 
London, WI U.K.;101) 437-6731; Telex: 28781 GAFF G; FAX: 
(01) 434-1651. 

STEVE LOVELL. ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. Zomba 
House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NW10 2SG 
U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

NIGEL LUBY; Producer; N.L PRODUCTIONS. 49A Kensing-
ton Mansions; Trebovir Rd.; London, SW5 9TE U.K.; (01) 
373-7897. 

GORDON LYON; Producer & Engineer; C.B.M. (CATRINA 
BARNES MANAGEMENT). 27 Daventry St; London, NWI 
702 U.K.; (01) 724-0772; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

GARY LYONS; Producer& Engineer; AXIS WORLD WORKS 
LTD. 7 Gower St; London, WCI E 6HA U.K.; (01) 580-2182. 

GAVIN MACKILLOP; Producer & Engineer, MUIRHEAD 
MANAGEMENT LTD. 202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT 
U.K.; (01) 352-4564; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

ANDY MACPHEFISON; Producer; REVOLUTION STUDIOS. 
11 Church Rd., Cheadle Hulme; Cheadle; Cheshire, U.K.; 
(061) 485-8942 

MAJOR PRODUCTION COMPANY, ORINOCO STUDIOS. 
36 Leroy St., London, SEI 4SS U.K.; (01) 232-0008. 

TONY MANSFIELD; Producer; ANDREW MILLER MAN-
AGEMENT. 52 Musard Rd.; London, W6 U.K.; (01)381-3971. 

RICHARD MANWARING; BLUEPRINT MANAGEMENT. 81 
Harley House, Marylebone Rd.; London, NWI 5HT U.K; (01) 
486-8794. 

CLIVE MAFMN; Engineer; MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT LTD. 
202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 351-5167; 
(01) 352-4564; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

NICK MARTINELLI; Producer; TONY HALL 4th Floor, 9 
Cam aby St, London, W1V 1PG U.K; (01) 437-1958. 

PAUL MCKENNA; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K; (01) 
351-4333; Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: 
WORLDSEND-UK. 

RAFE MCKENNA; Producer & Engineer, 81A Queens Dr.; 
London, N4 2BE U.K.; (01) 809-7239; (01)809-4713 (IMC). 

STEVE MCNEIL; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES MANAGE-
MENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NWI 70Z U.K.; (01) 724-
5962; (01) 609-0246; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

DAVE MEEGAN; Engineer; VANDA RAWLINS. 2IA Chalcot 
Sq., Primrose Hill; London, NWI 8JA U.K.; (01) 722-3217. 

JULIAN MENDELSOHN; Producer& Engineer; SARM PRO-
DUCTIONS. 42-46 St Luke's Mews; London, WillDG U.K.; 
(01) 221-5101; Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

ROBIN MILLAR; Producer; MULTI MEDIA LTD. 22 St Peter's 
Sq.; London, W6 9NW U.K.; (01) 741-1511; Telex: 27789; 
FAX (01) 741-0206 

PAT MORAN. Producer; ROCKMASTERS LTD. 110 West-
bourne Grove; London, W2 5RU U.K.; (01) 727-8636; Telex: 
94016455 ROCK G; FAX: (01) 229-4061. 

ADAM MOSELEY; Producer & Engineer; C.B.M. (CATRINA 
BARNES MANAGEMENT). 27 Daventry St.; London, NW7 
U.K.; (01) 724-5962; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

DAVID MOTION; Producer; PARTISAN MANAGEMENT. 39 
Great Windmill St.; London, WI V 7PA U.K.; (01) 434-0851; 
E-Mail: DGSI 552 (IMC). 

MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT LTD.; 202 Fulham Rd., Chel-
sea; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 351-5167; (01) 352-4564, 
FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

MARK NARAYN; Producer & Engineer, HATCHET MUSIC 
PRODUCTIONS. 209 Brompton Rd.; London, SW3 2EJ U.K.; 
(01) 589-5644. 

BLAD NASLAS; Producer; OVAL RECORDS. 326 Broxton 
Rd., London, SW9 7M U.K.; (01) 326-4907. 

BILL NELSON; Producer; Unit 15, Littleton House; Littleton 
Rd., Ashford; Middlesex, TWI 5 1 UU U.K.; (0784) 247176; 
FAX: (0784) 241168. 

BRYAN "CHUCK" NEW; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NWI 0 
2SG U.K.; (01)459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

DAVE NEWSOM; Producer & Engineer; MARK AMPELO 
RECORDING STUDIOS. 27 Britton St.; London, ECI U.K.; 
(01) 251-2376. 

PHIL NICHOLAS; Producer; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NWI 0 
2SG U.K.; (01)459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

RICHARD NILES; Producer; NILES SMILES LTD. 34 Beau-
mont Rd.; London, W4 5AP U.K.; (01) 747-0946. 

NO-NONSENSE PRODUCTIONS; Cunnington House, 14 
Cunnington St.; Chiswick; London, W4 U.K.; (01) 994-1956; 
Telex: 934386 BMS G; FAX: (01) 747-0778. 

PAUL NORTHFIELD; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 
351-4333; Telex: 893851, FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: 
WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

GIL NORTON; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 2nd Floor, 145 
Oxford St; London, WI R 1TB U.K.; (01) 437-2777; Telex: 
8951182; FAX: (01) 318-1439; E-Mail: DGS1117 (IMC). 

STEVE NYE; Producer; J. BURGESS. 12/13 Stratford Pl.; 
London, W1 N 9AF U.K.; (01) 408-2355. 

ALLAN O'DUFFY; Producer; THE POINT RECORDING 
STUDIO. 9 Eccleston St; London, SW1X 9LX U.K.; (01) 730-
9777; E-Mail: DGS1750 (IMC). 

PAUL STAVELEY O'DUFFY; Producer; JOHN NOEL PER-
SONAL MANAGEMENT. 49 Regent Rd., Altrincham; Chesh-
ire, WA14 IRU U.K.; (061) 928-7131; FAX: (061) 926-9197. 

EDDY OFFORD; Producer & Engineer; MUIRHEAD MAN-
AGEMENT LTD. 202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; 
(01) 351-5167; (01) 352-4564; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

IAN O'HIGGINS; Producer & Engineer, TRANSGALACTIC 
MANAGEMENT. Greenhouse Studios; 34-38 Provost St; 
London, N1 7NG U.K.; (01) 253-7101. 

ONE MANAGEMENT; 9 The Powerhouse; 70 High Rd.. Chis-
wick; London, W4 U.K.; (01) 994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

OPAL LTD.; 330 Harrow Rd.; London, W9 2HP U.K.; (01) 
286-9532; FAX: (01) 289-3494; E-Mail: DGSI 094. 

WILLIAM ORBIT; Producer; O'DELL ARTIST MANAGE-
MENT. 10 Sutherland Ave.; London, W9 2H0 U.K.; (01) 286-
5487; FAX: (01) 266-3283. 

STEVE OWEN; Producer; EBONY STUDIOS. Hemingbor-
ough Hall, Hemingborough; N. Yorks, YO8 70E U.K.; (0757) 
638812. 

HUGH PADGHAM; Producer & Engineer; MUIRHEAD MAN-
AGEMENT LTD. 202 Fulham Rd., Chelsea; London, SW10 
9PT U.K.; (01) 351-5167; (01)352-4564; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

BILL PADLEY, GRANT MITCHELL; JASMINE DARNES. 
2nd Floor, 202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 
352-4564; FAX: (01) 352-1514. 

TIM PALMER; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT LTD. 134 
Lots Rd., London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; Telex: 
893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-UK 
(IMC). 

NICK PATRICK; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK (IMC) 

JERRY PEAL; Producer & Engineer; ZOMBA MANAGE-
MENT LTD. Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; 
London, NW10 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 
ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

JEREMY LEWIS; SIMON DAVIES MANAGEMENT. 76 High 
St. Marylbone. London, W1M 3AR U.K.; (01) 935-1588. 
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MULTI MEDIA LTD.. 22 St Peter's Sq., Hammersmith; Lon-
don, W6 9NW U.K.; (01) 741-1511; Telex: 27789; FAX: (01) 
741-0206. 

MIKE PELA; Engineer & Producer; SCARLETT MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 169-171 High Rd.; Willesden, London, NWI 0 
2SE U.K.; (01) 451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 



IAN PENMAN; LONDON BRIDGE MANAGEMENT. 1 Clink 
St.; London, SE1 9DG U.K.; (01) 403-1917; (01) 403-1918. 

MARTYN PHILLIPS; Producer & Engineer, 52 Brounker Rd.; 
London, W3 MO U.K.; (01) 993-3544. 

SIMON PHILLIPS; Producer, THE WHITE HOUSE. Station 
Hill, Bures; Suffolk, CO8 5DD U.K.; (0787) 227770. 

PHIL PICKETT; Producer; SARM PRODUCTIONS. 42-46 
St. Luke's Mews; London, W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 221-5101; 
Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

STEVE PIGOTT; Producer, TONY HALL 4th Floor, 9 Car-
naby St, London, W1V 1PG U.K.; (01) 437-1958. 

TONY PLATT.; Producer & Engineer; ZOMBA MANAGE-
MENT LTD. Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; 
London, NW10 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 
ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

GRAEME PLEETH: Producer; U.K.; (01452) 7072. 

POLAR UNION LTD., 119-121 Freston Rd.; London, W11 
480 U.K., (01) 243-0011; Telex: 8954780 POLAR G; FAX: 
(01) 221-2722. 

JOHN PORTER. Producer; ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD. 
Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden; London, NW10 
2SG U.K.; (01)459-8899; Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 
451-3900. 

STEVE POWER; Producer & Engineer, ZOMBA MANAGE-
MENT LTD. Zomba House, 165-167 High Rd.; Willesden: 
London, NW10 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; Telex: 919884 
ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

BILL PRICE; Engineer; WESSEX MANAGEMENT SERVIC-
ES. 106 Highbury New Park; London, N5 2DW U.K.; (01) 
359-0051; Telex: 265871 MONOES G. 

JOHN PUNTER; Producer; JOHN BURGESS. 12/13 Strat-
ford Pl.; London, W1N 9AF U.K.; (01) 408-2355. 

ROLAND A. RADAELLI; Producer, THE CLUB STUDIOS. 
127 Aldersgate St.; London, EC1A 4J0 U.K.; (01) 250-1910. 

TERI REED; JOHN TROU. 34A Grosvenor Rd., Hanwell; 
London, W7 1HJ U.K.; (01) 840-0034. 

JOHN REID; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 145 Oxford St; 
London, W1 U.K.; (01) 437-2777; Telex: 8951182; FAX: (01) 
318-1439; E-Mail: DGS1117 (IMC). 

WILL REID-DICK; Producer & Engineer; FLYING ACE PRO-
DUCTIONS. 22a Montpelier Row, Blackheath; London, SE3 
ORL U.K.; (01) 318-5747. 

ANDY REILLY; ABBEY SOUNDS. 83 Copers Cope Rd., 
Beckerham; Kent, U.K.; (01) 658-9058. 

IAN RITCHIE; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK. 

JOHN A. RIVERS; Producer & Engineer; ALAN MCGEE, 
CREATION RECORDS. 83 Clerkenwell Rd.; London, EC1R 
5AR U.K.; (01) 831-7132; (0926) 38971. 

RIVIERA GLOBAL PRODUCTIONS; 5 Barb Mews; London, 
W6 7PA U.K.; (01) 603-1345; Telex: 5688223; FAX: (01) 
603-3043. 

ROAR MANAGEMENT; 67 Gloucester Ave.; London, NW1 
8LD U.K.; (01) 438-2251; FAX: (01) 586-9880. 

STEVE ROD WAY; Producer; Chanty Mews, Upper High St; 
Seven Oaks; Kent TN13 1HZ U.K.; (0732) 460515. 

BEN ROGAN; Producer, WORLDCHIEF LTD. 132 Liverpool 
Rd.; London, N1 1LA U.K.; (01) 607-5863; FAX: (01) 700-
4680. 

NICK ROGERS, Engineer, WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK (IMC). 

SIMON ROGERS; Producer; C.B.M. (CATRINA BARNES 
MANAGEMENT). 27 Daventry St; London, NW1 702 U.K.; 
(01) 724-5962; FAX: (01) 724-0772. 

ANDY ROSE; Engineer; FLEETWOOD MOBILE STUDIO. 
The Sutton Business Centre; Bestmore Way (off Harkbridge 
Rd.) Wallington; Surrey, SM6 7AH U.K.; (01) 669-0226. 

RALPH P. RUPERT; Producer & Engineer; PARC MUSIC 
LTD. Church Works, N. Villas; London, NW1 9RY U.K.; (01) 
482-4868; FAX: (01) 485-1819. 

MARTIN RUSHENT; Producer, WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 
351-4333; Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: 
WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

BARRY SAGE, Producer & Engineer; RICHARD HOUSE. 
30-32 Mortimer St; London, W1 7RA U.K.; (01) 580-0557; 
Telex: 291014. 

PAUL SAMUELSON; Producer & Engineer SAM THERAPY 
STUDIO. Canalot 222 Kensal Rd.; London, W10 SBN U.K.; 
(01) 960-1336. 

SARM PRODUCTIONS; 42-46 St Luke's Mews; London, 
W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 221-5101; Telex: 297314 HITTZG; FAX: 
(01) 221-3374. 

DIETMAR SCHILLINGER; Engineer; WESSEX MANAGE-
MENT SERVICES. 106 Highbury New Park; London, N5 
2DW U.K.; (01) 359-0051; Telex: 265871 MONOES G. 

PETE SCHWIER; Engineer; SARM PRODUCTIONS. 42-46 
St Luke's Mews; London, W11 1DG U.K.; (01) 221-5101; 
Telex: 297314 HITTZ G; FAX: (01) 221-3374. 

GRAHAM SCLATER; Producer; THE SPACE PLACE. Alphin 
Brook Rd., Marsh Barton; Exeter, EX2 8RG U.K.; (0392) 
413453. 

SEARCH; Oliver House, 8-9 Ivor Place; London, NW1 6BY 
U.K.; (01) 724-2471; Telex: 261324 TLSYT G; FAX: (01) 724-
6245. 

ALAN SHACKLOCK; Producer; MULTI MEDIA LTD. 22 St 
Peter's Sq., Hammersmith; London, W6 9NW U.K.; (01) 741-
1511; Telex: 27789; FAX: (01) 741-0206. 

RAINE SHINE; Producer; SEARCH. Oliver House, 8-9 Ivor 
Pl.; London, NW1 6BY U.K.; (01) 724-2471; Telex: 261324 
TLSYT G; FAX: (01) 724-6245. 

MIKE SHIPLEY; Producer, ISISGLOW LTD. 4 Marlborough 
Crsct.; London, W4 3 DT U.K.; (01) 994-7556; FAX: (01) 
747-8208. 

ADAM SIEFF; Producer; DTE, THE COTTAGE. Reading Rd., 
Lower Basildon; Berkshire, RG8 9NL U.K.; (0491) 671789; 
FAX: (0491) 671443. 

GLENN SKINNER; Producer; ARTIST MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES. 10 Inchmery Rd.; London, SE6 2NE U.K.; (01) 
461-1563; FAX: (01) 318-7711. 

WILF SMARTIES; Producer & Engineer; PLANET STUDIO. 
36A Broughton St; Edinburgh, U.K.; (031) 556-1707. 

PETE SMITH; RENEGADE PRODUCTIONS. 2nd Floor, 145 
Oxford St; London, W1 U.K.; (01) 437-2777; Telex: 8951182; 
FAX: (01) 318-1439; E-Mail: DGS1117 (IMC). 

ROBYN SMITH; Producer; ROAR MANAGEMENT. 67 
Gloucester Ave.; London, NW1 8LD U.K.; (01) 438-2251; 
FAX: (01) 586-9880. 

SAM SMITH; Producer; UNIQUE RECORDS. 3 Richmond 
Buildings, Dean St; London, W1V 5AE U.K.; (01) 439-1060; 
FAX: (01) 437-5504. 

PAUL "GROUCHO" SMYKLE; Producer; ISLAND REC-
ORDS. 22 St Peter's Sq.; London, W6 9NW U.K.; (01) 
741-1511. 

JOHN SPENCE; Producer; CUE RAIN RECORDS AND 
PRODUCTIONS. 20 Churchside, Appleby; Nr. Scunthorpe; 
Humberside, DN15 OM U.K.; (0742) 73062. 

IAN STANLEY; Producer, KINCHURST LTD. 4 Marlborough 
Crst; London, W4 1HF U.K.; (01) 994-7556; FAX: (01) 747-
8208. 

STUART STAWMAN; WESSEX MANAGEMENT SERVIC-
ES. 106 Highbury New Park; London, N5 2DW U.K.; (01) 
359-0051; Telex: 265871 MONOES G. 

MARK STENT; Engineer; 140 DB. 35 Cavendish Mansions, 
Mill Ln.; London, NW6 U.K.; (01) 435-6480; (01) 794-5838. 

GARY STEVENSON; Producer; BLUEPRINT MANAGE-
MENT. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01)351-4333; 
FAX: (01) 351-5044. 

PAUL "DOC" STEWART; ONE ELEVEN MUSIC. 111 Shack-
lewell Ln.; London, E8 2E6 U.K.; (01) 254-6543; E-Mail: 
75:MUS169. 

STEPHEN STEWART-SHORT; Producer; MAGIC MUSIC. 
too Dean St. London, W1 U.K.; (01) 437-2642. 

ED STRATTON; Producer; OVAL RECORDS. 326 Brixton 
Rd.; London, SW9 7M UK; (01) 326-4907. 

PAUL SUTIN; Producer; DINEMEC SOUND SWITZERLAND 
SA. 17 Boulevard Helvetique; Case Postale 585; Geneva 3, 
1211 Switzerland; (022) 356320. 

TONY SWAIN; Producer; RET. J.C. WELLINGTON HOUSE. 
6/9 Upper St, Martins Ln.; London, WC2H 9DF U.K.; (01) 
379-6080; (01) 938-3466; Telex: 22698; FAX: (01)936-3173. 

NICK SYKES; Producer & Engineer; ROOSTER RECORD-
ING STUDIOS. 117 Sinclair Rd., W. Kensington; London, 
W14 ONP U.K.; (01) 602-2881 (bookings); (01) 603-7305 
(artists); FAX: (01) 603-1273. 

NICK TAUBER; Producer; ESTA MANAGEMENT. 16A trifle 
Yard, Off Crampton St; London, SE17 30A U.K.; (01) 708-
3744; (01) 708-0630. 

TONY TAVERNER; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 
351-4333; Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: 
WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

CAREY TAYLOR; Producer; ONE MANAGEMENT. 9 The 
Powerhouse; 70 High Rd., Chiswick; London, W4 1SY U.K.; 
(01) 994-4422; FAX: (01) 994-1930. 

IAN TAYLOR; Engineer; WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: WORLDSEND-
UK (IMC). 

STEVE TAYLOR; Producer & Engineer; STRONMAN LTD. 
120 Curtain Rd.; London, EC2A 3PJ U.K.; (01) 729-6165; 
Telex: 265451 MONREF G; FAX: (01) 739-1973; E-Mail: 
87:SQQ453. 

BRIAN TENCH; Producer; BIG NOTE MUSIC PRODUC-
TIONS. Comforts Pl., Tandridge Ln.; Lingheld; Surrey, U.K.; 
(034289) 2538; (034289) 3046. 

CHRIS THOMAS; Producer; EMKA PRODUCTIONS. 43 
Portland Rd.; London, W11 4JL U.K.; (01) 221-2046; Telex: 
263226; FAX: (01) 229-5445; E-Mail: DGS1108 (IMC). 

KEN THOMAS; Producer ORINOCO STUDIOS. 36 Leroy 
St.: London, SE1 4SS U.K.; (01) 232-0008 (IMC). 

CRAIG A. THOMSON; Producer & Engineer, NO-NON-
SENSE PRODUCTIONS. Cunnington House, 14 Cunnington 
St; Chiswick; London, W4 5HP U.K.; (01) 994-1956; Telex: 
934386 BMS G; FAX: (01) 747-0778. 

PHIL THORNALLY; Producer; WORLD'S END MANAGE-
MENT LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 
351-4333; Telei: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail: 
WORLDSEND-UK (IMC). 

ARPAD TOTH; Producer & Engineer, TONE DEAF STU-
DIOS. The Lane, Gangsdown Hill, Elveline; Wallingford; 
Oxon, OX9 60E U.K.; (0491) 641942. 

CHRIS TSANGARIDES; Producer & Engineer; BATTERY 
STUDIOS. 14-16 Chaplin Rd.; London, NW2 5PN U.K.; (01) 
459-8899; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

TREVOR VALLIS; Stubblefield Farm House, Olterden; Nr. 
Faversham; Kent, ME13 OB2 U.K.; (0622) 859948; (079589) 
739 (Olav Wyper). 

MIKE VERNON, Producer, BRAND NEW RECORDS LTD. 
154 Burwood Rd., Walton-on-Thames; Surrey, KT12 4AS 
U.K.; (0932) 221727. 

SIMON VINESTOCK; Engineer; 88 Hillfield Rd., W. Hamp-
stead, London, NW6 10A U.K.; (01) 794-6544. 

TONY VISCONTI; Producer; UNIQUE RECORDS. 3 Rich-
mond Buildings, Dean St; London, WI V 5AE U.K.; (01) 439-
1060; FAX- (01) 437-5504. 

PHIL WAINMAN; Producer; UTOPIA RECORDS LTD. Uto-
pia Village, 7 Chalcot Rd.; London, NW1 8LH U.K.; (01) 586-
3434; Telex: 298701 UTOPIA G. 

MARK WALLIS; Producer; SMOOTHSIDE MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 150 Goldhawk Rd.; London, W12 U.K.; (01) 743-9313. 

JOHN L. WALTERS; Producer; LIAISON PROMO. CO. 70 
Gloucester Pl.; London, W1 U.K.; (01) 935-5988; E-Mail: 
DGS1881 (IMC). 

ANDY WARWICK; Engineer, F.S.R. MANAGEMENT. 46 
Dyne Rd.; London, NW6 7XE U.K.; (01) 625-9484; (01) 328-
3527 

PETER WATERMAN, Producer; 4/7 The Vineyard; Sanctu-
ary St, London, SE1 101_ U.K.; (01) 403-0007; FAX: (01) 
403-3390. 

BLUE WEAVER, BLUE WEAVER STUDIO. 12 S. Parade, 
Bedford Park London, W4 1JU U.K.; (01) 994-1284. 
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ONE STEP AHEAD 

Coming in Mix: 

March 1990 

Southeast 
Recording 

DAT Survey 
• Special Feature: Nashville's 
New Breed of Producer—a 
forum with Wendy Waldman, 
James Stroud, Barry Beckett 
and Josh Leo 

• Special Feature The Athens 
Music Scene 

.DAT Focus: A DAT Buyer's 
Guide; and a forum of DAT 
cassette manufactures 

• Equipment Rental Roundup: 
Southeast studios on what 
they rent; national rental com-
panies on what they supply 

• Field Test Soundcraft Delta 
Console, by George Petersen 

*Spatial Imaging 3-D Audio, 
Part 2, by Dan Daley 

*Directories: Southeast U.S. 
Recording Studios 

PLUS! 

Fleetwod Mac in The Complex, Herbie 
Hancock, John Cougar Mellencamp's 
Belmont Mall, Australian/American 
Recording and more! 

A1TENTION ADVERTISERS: 

Deadline for ad placement is the seventh 
of the month, two months prior to publica-
tion. Call (415) 653-3307 for a 1989 Mix 
Editorial Calendar, space reservations and 
complete advertising information. 

Mix THE RECORDING 
INDUSTRY 
MAGAZINE 

—FROM PAGE 138, STEW. WHEELS 

(with the exception of the Alpine 
Valley [East Troy, Wis.] performance, 
which, due to spatial considerations, 
had to use a scaled-down version of 
the system), two main Prism arrays 
were constructed on each side of the 
stage. They covered the entire audio 
spectrum, ranging from bass through 
frequencies in excess of 15 kHz. The 
gray-black cylindrical arrays were 
composed of 84 enclosures. A rigging 
scheme allowed the cabinets to be 
interlocked in a flush fashion that also 
left them aligned for optimum per-
formance. Each side contained 32 
subwoofers, and five more enclosures 
were mounted in frontfill positions to 
provide coverage for fans seated in 
front of the stage. 

To further realize Lefevre's vision 
of an intimate atmosphere in a large 
stadium, they added custom-made 
delay towers to the scheme. In stadi-
ums where the structures couldn't be 
flown, they were placed 200 feet out 
from the main P.A. and proved effec-
tive in reaching even the most remote 
seats. 

As might be expected, power dis-
tribution for the tour was extremely 
complex. Provided by a company 
called Show Power, two 300-kilowatt, 
diesel-fueled generators mounted on 
trailers—essentially a small power 
station—drove the entire sound sys-
tem ( house and monitor). Snakes and 
cables were also given careful consid-
eration, using the hest components 
available for the more than 2,000 
interlocks. 

Newsweek succinctly described a 
concert on the Stones tour by writing, 
"The volume level was properly deaf-
ening, fireworks properly blinding, the 
band sounded fine." For Benji Lefevre 
and Showco, the last part of the re-
view was probably the best compli-
ment. As for that nagging question as 
to whether this will be the band's last 
outing, no one can say for sure. 
"Personally, I see them playing for-
ever," Lefevre states. "They are a band 
that really enjoys playing together, and 
that means that they will probably be 
making music for a very long time." 

Okay. So maybe I'll he back 40 
years from now to write the sequel to 
this story. My grandchildren will 
probably be getting ready for college 
by then, and I'll need the money. See 
you then. 

Gregory A Derogne is a publicist/free-
lance writer based in the Chicago area. 

BRITISH/F 

SID WELLS; Producer & Engineer, ROAR MANAGEMENT. 
67 Gloucester Ave.; London, NWI 8LD U.K.; (01) 438-2251; 
FAX (01) 586-9880. 

DON WERSHBA; Engineer, MUIRHEAD MANAGEMENT. 
2nd Floor, 202 Fulham Rd.; London, SW10 9PT U.K.; (01) 
352-4564: (01) 351-5167; FAX (01) 352-1514. 

WESSEX MANAGEMENT SERVICES; 106 Highbury New 
Park, London, N5 20W U.K., (01) 359-0051; Telex: 265871 
MONOES G. 

RICHARD WHALEY; STUDIO TIMELINE. Lamb House, 
Church St, Chiswick; London, W4 2PD U.K.; (01) 994-4433. 

JULIAN P. WHEATLEY; Engineer, 12 Strathray Gardens; 
Swiss Cottage; London, NW3 4NY U.K.; (01) 435-3397. 

RICKY WILDE; Producer, BIG M PRODUCTIONS. Big M 
House, 1 Stevenage Rd.; Knebworth; Herts, SG3 6AN U.K.; 
(0438) 814433; E-Mail: OGS2128 (IMC). 

GARY WILKINSON; Engineer; SCARLETT MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 169-171 High Rd.; Willesden, London, NWIO 2SE U.K.; 
(01) 451-3727; FAX: (01) 451-4600. 

JOHN WILLIAMS; Engineer, 20 Victoria Rd., Teddupton; 
Middlesex, TW1 1 OBE U.K.; (01) 977-1426. 

PIP WILLIAMS; Producer; HANDLE ARTISTS. 19 Upper 
Brook St; London, WI Y 6PD U.K; (01) 493-9637; Telex: 
892756 HANDLE G; FAX: (01) 629-6360. 

PETER WILSON; Producer, WORLD'S END MANAGEMENT 
LTD. 134 Lots Rd.; London, SW10 ORJ U.K.; (01) 351-4333; 
Telex: 893851; FAX: (01) 351-5044; E-Mail WORLDSEND-
UK. 

ALAN WINSTANLEY; Producer, INSIDE MANAGEMENT. 
The Olaf Centre, 10 Olaf St; London, WI 1 4BE U.K.; (01) 
221-9494; FAX: (01) 727-0008. 

PETER WOODROFFE; Engineer; 57 Wensleydale Rd.; 
Hampton; Middlesex, TW12 2LP U.K.; (01) 979-1005. 

KIT WOOLVEN; Producer & Engineer; 47 Green Ln.; Lon-
don, W7 2PA U.K.; (01) 579-6520; Telex: 23817 ALWAYS G; 
E-Mail: DGS1588 (IMC). 

DAVID YORATH; SURREY SOUND STUDIOS. 70 Tunston 
Rd., Leatherhead; Surrey, KT22 7BW U.K.; (0372) 379444. 

KENNY YOUNG; Producer, NEGUS-FANCEY CO., LTD. 15 
Ossington St; London, W2 4LZ U.K.; (01) 727-2063; FAX: (01) 
229-4188. 

YOUNG PRODUCERS STABLE; 65 Colet Gardens; St 
Paul's Cl,London, Et 4 9DN U.K; (01) 741-3284. 

ZEBRA PRODUCTIONS; Greyhound House, 23-24 George 
St; Richmond, Surrey, TW9 IJY U.K.; (01) 948-5771; Telex: 
928940 RICHBI G; FAX: (01) 940-6208. 

ZOMBA MANAGEMENT LTD.; Zomba House; 165-167 High 
Rd., Willesden; London, NWIO 2SG U.K.; (01) 459-8899; 
Telex: 919884 ZOMBA G; FAX: (01) 451-3900. 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS 

Where Supply 
Meets Demand. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Employment 
Offered 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of Music 
and Sound Recording, tenure track, 
beginning September 1, 1990. Re-
sponsibilities include teaching sound 
recording and music theory and his-
tory courses, supervising and main-
taining on-campus recording studio, 
student advising, curriculum devel-
opment and seeking of corporate 
support for program. Candidates 
should possess, at minimum, a mas-
ter's degree in audio engineering, a 
significant academic background in 
music theory and history, a strong 
technical background in audio tech-
nology, and experience in the main-
tenance and repair of audio equip-
ment A background in musical per-
formance is also desirable. Salary 
competitive and commensurate with 
experience. Application deadline: 
February 28, 1990. Please submit 
letter of application, resume, letters 
of recommendation and any sup-
porting materials to Dr. Michael G. 
Kaloyanides, Department of Visual 
& Performing Arts and Philosophy, 
University of New Haven, 300 
Orange Ave., VVest Haven, CT 06516. 
The University of New Haven is an 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 

Equipment 
For Sale 

eerel-nwei hulk, 

New digital workstation & recorder/ 
editors. Serious consoles: Sound-
craft 3200, DDA, Neotek. Synchro-
nizer specialists: Lynx & Zeta. Otan: 
DTR900. . . et al. Tannoy, JBL, Dyna-
cord, dbx, Lex, KT, Neumann, DATs 
...and USED stuff too. 

(312) 339-8014 

USED EQUIPMENT 
Bought 8( Sold 

Summit 

erétik Audio 

Inc 
P 0 Box 1678 
Los Gatos 
CA 95031 
408-395-2448 

FAX (408) 395-1403 

II THE LAST CALL 

YOU WILL 

EVER HAVE TO 

MAKE FOR 

THE BEST 

DEAL ON 

%PRO 

AUDIO 

GEAR 

TekCom carries a full line of profes-
sional sound reinforcement, recording 
and midi equipment by ()tari, Crown, 
IBL Fostex, Tascam, Kurzweil and 
Roland among others. Our qualified 
sales staff and factory trained 
technicians are waiting to assist you. 

TekCom Corporation 
Im20 N. Delaware Me. 'hill . t'A 14125 

WE HAVE IT ALL 
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR 

CALL NOW 
800-477-6874 

4416 Johnston St, Bldg. it9A 
Lafayette, LA 70503 

NEW, USED, DEMO SALE 
RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT 

Trident consoles, Neve V Series 
32-input, Sound Workshop, Otani 
MIR-90 24-trk, MX-70 16-trk, 
Panasonic SV-3500, SV-255, 

dbx 900, Akai MG1212, Eventide 
H3000, Dyaxis 320-meg, Roland 

samplers, Tascam 8/16-trk 
recorders, Dolby 363 SR. 

Equipment leasing specialists— 
experienced staff/ 
unequaled service. 

E.A.R. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(602) 267-0600 

VINTAGE MICS 
C-24, C-12, U67, SM2, etc. I build 
new power supplies for old mics. 

Call or FAX: Bill Bradley 
(312) 751-1216 

FAX (312) 751-1217 

THE RECORDING CENTER 
HOUSTON, TX 

We have most brands of recording 
equipment and can offer you the best 
deal nationwide from our complete 
selection of keyboards, MIDI devices, 

computers & software. 
(800) 624-2347 

PHOTON MIDI 
CONVERTOR SYSTEMS 

Guitar, bass, nylon string applica-
tions; infrared optical pickup; fast, 
accurate tracking; open architecture, 
unparalleled MIDI implementation; 
sequencer, arpeggiator, footcontrol-
ler. Used by top artists, for more 
information call 1-(800) 346-3744.  

Chung King Equipment Exchange. 
36 x 24 Neve rebuilt, $52k. Neve 
racks, $ 10k. Studer A80, 24-trk Mk4, 
$28k. Tascam AIR 24-trk recorder 
(like new), $25k. Neve V60 w/without 
Necam automation, $210k up. ( 1) 
32-ch. Mega mix system with/1F8 & 
cables, $3,900. ( 1) Fostex 16x2, 
$1,000. ( 1) Garvin 16x4, $1,000. 
Equipment wanted. Call John King 
or Todd Solberg at (212) 219-8485.  

Necam I moving fader auto system 
w/2nd Necam computer, 40 Necam 
faders, spare parts. 100 new Aphex 
500A VCAs. Studer A80 1" 8-trk. 
24-ch Dolby A CAT-22/24 cards in 
MH-16 and MH-8 racks. BTX Cypher. 
Studer A710 cassette machine; 
Prophet 600, 6-trk, Pro-1. Mac II set-
up. Soundcraft 400B console. Pana-
sonic SV-3500 DAT machine. (212) 
645-6319. 

Demonstrator ORS room simulator 
available from Marshall Electronic 
with new warranty. (301) 484-2220. 

SSL CITY!!! 
4048E/G recall, $ 165k; 4056E, 

$220k; more available, call; 4000E 
modules, $3k. 

WANTED: YOUR USED 
CLEAN 24-TRK! 
db ENGINEERING 
(617) 782-4838 

AMEX 2520, 36 in, Auto, $40k 
Lexicon 480L, $8.7k; Necam II, 40 
ch. $18k; Studer A800, $45k; Stu-
der A80 MkIV, $31k; MCI JH-24s, 
several, call. Processing spe-
cials: Neve 4-band, $ 1.2k; 3-band 
1073s, $900; ITI/Massenburg 3-
band console parametrics, $550; 
EMT 250, $14k. LIST YOUR FOR-
SALE ITEMS W/US FREE! The 
only broker w,OTARI & TASCAM 
authorized service. Add time code 
to your 2-track for under $2k. 
Otan i TC-50 kits, now for Studer, 

MCI & others. 
214 Lincoln St., Ste. 103C 

Boston, MA 02134 
FAX: ( 617) 782-4935 

SEE OUR AD FOR NEW 
SPECIALS! 

BLOWOUT: Adams-Smith Zeta-III, 
$2,500; AKG C-414EB, $550; MCI 
JH-110C Y2" 2-trk, $4k; Neumann 
KM84, mint, $300; Otan i MX-5050, 

$1.4k; Sony PCM-F1, $1k. 

AVR 
106 Main St. 

Watertown, MA 02172 
(617) 924-0660 

The widest selection of used gear. 
The best prices on new equipment. 
In stock: Panasonic DATs; Sony 
PCM-501 '601; DIC/DAT tapes; 
Tannoy PBM-8; Eventide H3000: 
in stock. Ampex ATR-102 (many 
available): $5.5k to $7.5k; Ampex 
AG440: call; Otan MIR-90: $28k; 
dbx 900 frame: call; dbx 900 mod-
ules: call; Lang PEQ-2: $750; 
Sennheiser 441:$350; Crown PZM 
31 w/X18: $200; AKG 460/CK22: 
$400; Orban 672A para EQ: $450; 
Orban 526: $250; Ashly SC66A 
para EQ: $400; McIntosh MC40 
tube amp: call; Orban 516C de-
esser: $325; Fainight 2X w/MIDI, 
SMPTE, Voicetracker, cases: $8k. 
Otan MX-70/16: $13k; Otan i MX-
80 24: $22k; Otani MX-5050 Mk111-
4: $2k; MCI JH-24: $18k; Trident A 
Range 40/ 24/32: call; Neotek Se-
ries I 24x8: $9k; Harrison 3232: 
$22k; Telefunken Elam 250 
(matched pair): call; Neumann U67 
(tube): $2,500; Neumann U87: 
$1,200; AKG C-451/C- K1: $300; 
AKG C-414BULS: $600; Sennheis-
er MD-421: $250; Lexicon Prime 
Time: $325; Sound Workshop Se-
ries 30 16x16: $6k; Beyer Dynamic 
M260x2: $400; URE1 565 " Little 
Dipper" x 2. Pultec EQP-1, EQI-5, 
MEQ-5, EQH-2: call. 

WE BUY AND TRADE!!! 
We list your items for free. All used 
equip. warrantied and calib. to fac-

tory spec. or your $ back. 
(617) 924-0660 

AVR 

American Pro Audio 

• Sony/MCI • Trident • 
• Tannoy • Eventide • 
• Yamaha • Tubetech • 
• Fostex • Soundtracs • 
• Beyer • Roland • Akai • 
• Ramsa • Panasonic • 

Mini Lease Program 

New or used, trade-ins 24-60 
months with buyout option 
S5K-25K no financials 
required min. 2 vrs in business. 

1-800-333-2172 
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Custom Acoustic Custom Studio 
Cases Foam Stands Furniture 

Iii  • 
Request Cat lope 800-343-1433. 516-563-0633 

Island Cases 1121-20 Lincoln Ave Holbrook NY 11741 

VELCRO CABLE WRAPS 

6 Sizes, 10 Colors 
Custom logo printing available 

,ffliTrech 
(415) 861-6011 
P.O. Box 77394 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

\••,, 

All rights reserved. Patent I4700432 

SYNCLAVIER 
New velocity keyboard, giant rack 
system, 16-voice poly sampling, 32 
stereo voice FM synthesis, 2 hard 
disks: 80- & 15-meg, 2 floppy: reg & 
high-dens. Music printer, software, 
sampling, 8-meg RAM, 8 MIDI outs, 
SMPTE, stereo outs & custom sound 
library. Ready for upgrade to Direct-
to-Disk. Worth $120,000. Sacrifice at 
$50,000. Also, Audioarts console, 
8x24, $8k. Call Howard at (212) 353-
2000. 

• • R-DATS IN STOCK** 
E.A.R.S., Inc. 
Boston-Orlando 

• Acoustical Design • Installation 
• Pro Audio Sales • Service 

Studio design and consultation 
High-quality complete installation 
services including wiring design 
and fabrication, patch bays, and 
qualified audio technicians to 
complete your studios installa-
tion Over 100 brands of pro audio 
equipment including DDA, Neo-
tek, AMS, Tubetech, Westlake 
monitors, Drawmer, Tannoy, Crest, 
Dynacord, Klark-Teknik, Sony, 
Otan, AKG, Sennheiser, Akai, Pan-
asonic, BSS, Turbosound, Aphex, 
QSC, AHB, Milab, Eventide, Ram-
sa, BBE, CD players, cassette 
decks, cases, cables, connectors, 
computers, test equipment and 
much more Leasing packages 
available immediately! Call for our 
brochure and ask about our month-
ly special Visa & MasterCard 
accepted 

Call, write or FAX today 
Boston, MA ( 617) 783-5229 
Orlando, FL ( 407) 380-EARS 

FAX: ( 617) 254-8781 
Electronic Acoustic Research 

Systems, 90 Windom St, Boston, 
MA 02134 

TIMELINE SYNCHRONIZERS 
Drawmer Gates & Compressors 

Audio Kinetics Automation 
Tape Machine Rentals 

Lots of used equipment available 
Call for free list 
SG AUDIO 

(312) 266-1901 
FAX (312) 266-1904 

Fairlight Series III-16 voices, 14 
megabytes with 140-megabyte hard 
disk. Light pen needs repair. $10k 
o.b.o. Call Bill at (813) 577-4007. 

Mobile Recording Truck. 22' Winne-
bago converted w/Air; B&W mon; 
TAS & Elco Patch bays; 300' 27 pr. 
split; 9 pr. Elco; 8-trk, Otan/Sound 
Workshop pkg; AKG 414s, 460s; 
SM57s; 421s; REV7; SPX90; dbx 
160, 162, 166s; Crown 150; E-V 
100A; Yamaha 2031. Call for com-
plete inventory: (214) 637-9311, Fax 
214) 637-9314. 

Mitsubishi X-80, digital 2-track 
recorder. Low hours. $10,000. Mark 
Patrick, (601) 895-4877. 

BGW750B STEREO MONITOR 
AMP XLNT COND/RECENT SERV-
ICE $575. (415) 783-8818.  

Otan MTR-12 1/2" 2-track, exc. con-
dition $8,000; B&K 1560 60 MHz 
Triple Trace Scope $750; Tannoy 
NFM-8 spkrs $500; Yamaha RX11 
drum mach $250; Mellotron Model 
M400S $900. Call * George: (916) 
392-5640, Sacramento, CA. 

Soundcraft TS-12 36-channel, in-
line console with patch bay and 
stand, new (still in crate), $29,995; 
Otan MX-80 32-channel recorder 
with remote, like new, $29,000. (813) 
238-6485. 

LEASE/BUY/SELL 
Great prices and great service on 
over 200 lines including Otan, Har-
rison, Soundcraft, Tascam, JBL, 
Lexicon, AMS, Akai, Trident, KT, 
dbx and all the rest for the best in 
new or used. AVC SYSTEMS, call 
(612) 832-3232. 

BUY-SELL-TRADE 
NEW & USED EQUIPMENT 

• RECORDERS 
• CONSOLES 
• DIGITAL RECORDERS 
• MICROPHONES 
• MONITORS 
• TAPE & ACCESSORIES 

CALL FOR THE LATEST 
LIST & FREE 
CATALOGS. 

OPUS 
Recording & Equipment Co. 

4262 Grand Ave. 
Gurnee, IL 60031 

1-(800) 522-(OPUS)-6787 
FAX: (708) 336-6895 

Sounds Incredible, Inc. 
PO Box 796054, Dallas, TX 75379-
6054. Sound & recording gear deliv-
ered to your doorstep. From cables 
to mics and power amps to tape 
decks: all major brands. Write for 
catalog & monthly mailer or call (214) 
612-0533. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
NEW SONTECIII 

EQs, COMPRESSORS 
MIC-PREs 

and the usual collection of 
CONSOLES-MULTITRACKS 
OUTBOARD-REVERB-ETC. 

in stock. 
LA-2As 
NEVE 2254Es 
NEUMANN 47s, 67s, 87s 
AKG C- 12B, C-414EB 
SONY C-37 FET 
RCA 77-DXs 

"this is not a problem" 
(617) 784-7610 TEL 
(617) 784-9244 FAX 

AVR 
Audio Video Research 

The Studio Store 
(617) 924-0660 

The only call you have to make for: 
Adams-Smith • Agfa • Akai • Akai 
(Digital-ADAM) • AKG • Allen & 
Heath • Ampex Tape • Aphex Sys-
tems • API • Aries • ART • Ashly 
• Atari Computers • BBE • Beyer 
Dynamic • Biamp-Legend • Bose 
• Brainstorm Electronics • BSS 
• Calzone • Canare Cable • Casio 
• Crown • dbx • DIC/DAT Tape 
• EAW • Eventide • Fostex Digital 
• Four Design • Furman • Gentner 
• Goldline • Harrison (by GLW) • 
HOSA • Hybrid Arts • Hybrid Cases 
• imagine Music Software • lntra-
clean • Josephson Engineering • 
Klark-Teknik • Klipsch • Lexicon 
• Littlite • Mark of the Unicorn • 
Middle Atlantic • Milab • Mogami 
Cable • Monster Cable • MRL • 
Nady • Nakamichi • Nakamichi-DAT 
• Numark • Omnimount • Opcode 
Systems • Orban • Otan i • Pana-
sonic • Panasonic DAT • Perreaux 
• Proco • Ramsa • Sennheiser 
• Shure • Simon Systems • Sony 
• Soundcraft • Sound Workshop/ 
Otan i • Studiomaster • Summit Audio 
• Symetrix • Tannoy • TC Electronic 
• Telex • 3M • Threshold • Timeline 
*Trident Audio • Twelve Tone Sys-
tems • USAudio • uitimate support 
• Valley International • Whirlwind • 

& many others! 
Exclusivamente para o Brasil, 

ofercendo instalaçâo e 
assistencia tecnica: 

dbx Lexicon 
Harrison Otan 
JBLUREI Trident 
Kurzweil 

Audio Video Research 
106 Main St., Watertown, MA 02172. 

FAX: (617) 924-0497 
(See this month s specials in classrheds) 

STUDIO WORKS 
Sony used and demo sale. 

Sony 3036 loaded 32/non-auto, 
$57.7k. Full manufacturer 

warranty. Sony 3036 loaded 36 
w/auto, $81k. Sony JH-24, well-

maintained, $25k. 
(800) 438-5921, (704) 375-1053. 
STUDIOWORKS sells over 
70 pro lines: AKG, E-V, 

Eventide, Hafler, JBL, Lexicon, 
Neumann, Otan, Ramsa, Sony, 
UREI, Tube-Tech, Valley and 

many others. 
Factory direct prices for 3M 

and Ampex. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Harrison MR-3, Soundcraft 600, 24 
Dolby A (M16/M8), Eventide SP2016, 
Steinway M, Ecoplate II, UREI 539s, 
RX5, DPX1, MSB+, Masterbeat, 
Sentry 100As, JBL 4401s, AKG 451, 
Crown PZM, Ampex 350/Inovonics 
2-trk, Ashly SC66, Orange County 
comp/mks, Bel BD80 and more! 
(212) 362-7840.  

TAC Scorpion console 28/12/24/2 
w/4 patch bays wired w/Mogami ca-
ble in custom desk w/12 single rack 
spaces equally spaced above meter 
bridge. Otan MX-80 and Otan MTR-
10. Less than 50 hrs., Fx & more. 
Call Bob, (805) 251-2599. 

WE EXPORT 
BUY • SELL • NEW • USED 

Recording gear • P A Equipment 
Music Instruments 

MOST MAJOR LINES 
Bruce S Yarock, Inc 

9810 NW 80 Ave Bay ft8D 
Hialeah Gardens, FL 33016 

Call (305) 558-3345 
FAX (305) 558-0791 
Wanted Pultec, Neve, 
Neumann tube equip 

NEVE 801412x4 console $15k; TAS-
CAM MS-16 1" 30 ips 16-track re-
corder w/stand $7k; SONY BVT-800 
time base corrector $3k; (3) CMX 
modules for BVU-800 $1k; MCI 500 
series producer's desk $300; OR-
BAN and MASTER-ROOM spring 
reverbs best offer. Rolling video 
racks $250 each; Video Trumpeter, 
patch panels, $300 each; Runford 
baby legs and Runford rolling tripod 
$200 each; 12 Sony component TV 
$300. Six-plate Steenbeck $5k. ( 1) 
Sony Betacam BVP-3 $10k. Call 
Leon (212) 581-2305. 

db ENGINEERING 
The oldest used broker on 
the East Coast now offers 

new specials! 
db is your source for: Adams-
Smith, AKG, Aphex, Beyer, Even-
tide, Klipsch, Sennheiser, Studio-
master & many more db wants 
to sell more TANNOY PBMS, 
NFM-8s, LGM1Os & 12s than any 
other dealer this year! Call for 
quote! Boston, MA (617) 782-
4838. 
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MCI 24-CHANNEL MIXING CONSOLES FOR SALE 
BOARD, MCI 24-TRACK Sphere Eclipse 20x16 $6,000. Midas 

RECORDER AND MCI 2-TRACK PRO Custom Recording $10,500. 
RECORDER. PLEASE CALL Hank (916) 284-6929. 

(416) 855-2370. 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
Buys, Sells and Trades 

Used professional recording 
equipment of all types. 
2944 San Pablo Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94702 

Phone: (415) 644-2363 
TELEX 650 291 8567 MCI 

FAX (415) 644-1848 

LOOK NO FURTHER! NEW & USED 
GUITARS—KEYBOARDS—MIDI— 
P.A.—RECORDING. Hard to find 
items—incredible selection—best 
service—MORRISON BROTHERS 
MUSIC—Call George or Delia (601) 
352-0135. 

Your studio or AN Co. needs Synth-
Effexx. This all-digital CD is packed 
with the hottest laser shots, explo-
sions, bings, bongs, bleeps, beds, 
phone sounds & more! All indexed 
by track # for fast location & cueing. 
Impeccably clean & noise-free. Save 
hrs. & $. For free demo, call (415) 
686-9141. 

GREAT DEAL! 
ACES 32x24 recording console and 
24-track recorder; includes all wir-
ing, cable and patch bay. One year 
old and in excellent condition. Com-
plete package $39.5k. Call Gene at 
(216) 845-1937. 

Tascam Mod-15 mixing console-
16-24-trk—$3,500; custom patch 
bay for Mod-15 —$1,000; much 
more. (602) 746-2561. 

IF YOU'RE NOT USING IT 
—SELL IT! 

Your national clearinghouse for 
used audio and video! Call for 
free copy of our latest listings, 
or to list your used gear free. 
The Bertech Organization 

Call toll free: (800) 992-2272 
In Calif. call: (818) 909-0262 
THINK BERTECH FIRST! 

OTARI MX7800 1" 8-TRACK RE-
CORDER WITH REMOTE AND 
TAPE TIMER. EXCELLENT MAIN-
TENANCE. $4,000 OR BEST OF-
FER. MILLS COLLEGE (415) 430-
2191. 

AMEK/TAC MATCHLESS 36x24 
console, patch bay, floor stand, 72 
inputs in remix, 8 aux sends & 8 
returns, custom features, extra mod-
ules & spare parts, like new, home 
studio use only. Call Vince 1-(514) 
254-4120, after 7 p.m. (Montreal, 
Canada). 

FOR OVER 10 YEARS 
YOUR BEST BUY IS USED 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
SYE MITCHELL SOUND 

22301 CASS AVE. 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364 

(818) 348-4977 
FAX: (818) 704-7031 

SYNCLAVIER II 
32 FM stereo voices, MIDI, SMPTE, 
velocity keyboard, monophonic 
sampling, release "M" software, 
music printing. $15k U.S. McGill 
University, Montreal, Eric John-
stone, (514) 398-4535, FAX: (514) 
398-8061. 

Ideal for upgrade! 32-voice FM sys-
tem w/SMPTE MIDI Kennedy tape, 
Winchester drive, floppy drive, Mor-
ley pedal, manuals and much more. 
Retail: $82k. Give it away for $46k. 
Mack Willis Company, 1236 Via Del 
Mar, Winter Park, FL 32789. (407) 
628-8664. 

PRO CABLE PRODUCTS 
TECHMAT 

"the missing link" 
Audio—Video—MIDI 
FACTORY DIRECT 

(special orders welcome) 
(800) 446-3146 
Ask for " Link." 

CONSOLE FOR SALE. MCI JH-528: 
28x28x4, Valley People preamps 
(16) & VCAs (28), JH-50 automation, 
plasma meters, full patch bay, excel-
lent condition, $18k. (313) 561-7489. 

FOR SALE: Suzanne Ciani's Syn-
clavier: 10 megs RAM, 32 FM, 80/20 
Winchester, etc. Amek "Angela" 
console w/MasterMix. Call Roselynn 
at (212) 777-7755. 

16-track Tascam 90-16, 1, built-in 
dbx, excel. cond., $7,500/60; Sound 
Ideas SFX library on tape $600, 
excel. cond. (201) 635-0140. 

FOR OVER 10 YEARS 
YOUR BEST BUY IS USED 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
SYE MITCHELL SOUND 

22301 CASS AVE. 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364 

(818) 348-4977 
FAX: (818) 704-7031 

Rhodes Chroma and expander, 
good condition; Yamaha CS80. Call 
(215) 536-2076, ask for Dr. Sharp. 

Equipment 
Rental 

DESIGN FX 
AUDIO 
, 

DIGITAL AUDIO RENTALS 
Specializing in digital tape 

machines, reverbs and effects 
processors Technical 
consultation included. 
213/838-6555 
800 441-4415 
PO Box 491087 

Los Angeles CA 90049 

1 

Rack Attack 
- Audio Processing Systems - 

AMS 1 58 OS 
AMS RMX-1 6 
Lexicon 480L 

Lexicon PCM-70 
Lexicon PCM-42 
Quantec ORS 
Quantec XL 

Eventide SP-201 6 
Eventide H-3000 

Publison Infernal 90 
T.C. Electronics 2290 

Yamaha REV-5 

Systems include 
remote patchbay 

All 12 devices 

as low as $285/day 

70% 
Savings 

other combinations available 

Outboard Rentals 

(818) 998-1024 
Hollywood, CA 

Pro Sound Reinforcement 
Mixing Console Rentals: 

Gamble, Yamaha, 
Soundcraft, Audioarts, 

Studiomaster, 
Ramsa, Toa. 

Hi-Tech Audio Systems Inc. 
Long- and short-term rentals 
Good Rates—New Equipment 

(415) 726-2428 

PRO AUDIO RENTALS 
MITSUBISHI X-850 ( Apogee Enhanced 
$500/per day $2,000/ per week 
REVERB RACK EC1 RACK 
2 AMS RMX16 
AMS DMX 15 
2 4801 Lemon 
1-Lex PCM70 
1 T C Elecl 
2 Yamaha SPX 9011 

$225/day 

ALSO VINTAGE 
TUBE GEAR 

Focusnie 115 
Massenburg E0 
(2)Pultec EOP 1A3 
(2) LA 29 
(4)•Aphex E 0 
(6) Aphex Comp 
L T Sound 
(2) DBX 160 urn 
D89-Boom Box 

$195/day 

', Kett ttt tee,. elm, • P, ,Iteft tu ( he, 

PHONE: (615) 347-0243 
(615) 367-4726 Nashville. TN 

Equipment 
Wanted 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
NEEDS YOUR 
MICROPHONES 

NEUMANN AKG SCHOEPS 
COMPRESSORS 

NE VE FAIRCHILD/UREI 
EQUALIZERS 

NEVE/ITI/API/PULTEC 
—ANYTHING— 

Of Exceptional Audio Quality 
"this is not a problem" 
(617) 784-7610 TEL 
(617) 784-9244 FAX 

WE WANT 24-TRACK MCIs. 
(818) 842-6300. 

Instruction 

INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICA-
TION ARTS. Commercial Music 
Performance, Audio Engineering/ 
Prod., Video Prod., Sound Rein-
forcement Entertainment Bus., Mu-
sic Theory and Arrang. Instrument 
& Voc. Study, Electronic Music & 
MIDI One/Two Year Cert. Progs. 
ICA is Recognized By U.S. Dept 
of Ed./Eligible for Guar. Std. Loans. 
I.C.A. Institute, 34 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 1M7, (604) 
876-0451. 

The NEW 1990 Mix Bookshelf Cata-
og is now available! We've added 
over 150 new products to the world's 
most complete collection of books, 
tape courses, videos, sounds and 
software for audio professionals. 
Write or call now for your FREE copy 

MIX BOOKSHELF 
6400 HOLLIS STREET #12 
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608 

Call Toll- Free: (800) 233-9604 
or (415) 653-3307 

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS 
12- hour sound mixing/recording 
course: $239, 2-hour course: $39; 
2-hour MIDI course $39; plus ship-
ping/handling. Visa/ MC/check. For 
brochure: RECORDING ASSOCI-
ATES, 5821 SE POWELL, PORT-
LAND, OR 97206, (503) 777-4621.  

RECORDING INSTITUTE 
School for recording engineers. 
L.A./Hollywood area Program em-
phasizes 24-track recording and 
mixing and includes video. Hands-
on! Free catalog. 14511 Delano St, 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 (818) 994-9976. 

HOME-STUDY SERIES 

3 Levels of study, based on 2 College 

texts, back up 36 hours of cassettes, 

providing all the procedures you need 

to handle sessions wlth confidence. 

Call: SKE Audio Publishing 
(800) 284-1258 or 

MIX Bookshelf (800) 233-9604. 

Maintenance 
Services 
& Repair 

Tim ELECTRONICS INC 
343 MANVILLE RD 
PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570 

Pt*4dce Sezegiee 

• Consoles • Multi-Trax 
• Amplifiers • FX equip 

—Repairs 
—Modifications 
— Performance Testing 

(914) 769-6423 
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HEADS-NEW & USED 
New Tascam 80-8 heads; 

$436.15 each 
Otani 1/2" 8-trk; $509.90 each. 

Will rebuild your tape recorder to 
new or better specifications. 

Parts & service for 3M M79 and 
ATR-100. Head relapping. 

Optical alignment 
Bob Yauger: (315) 733-7237. 

FAX: (315) 733-3097. 

RCA MICROPHONES - Repair 
service on all models. Complete 
sound and cosmetic restoration. 35 
yrs. experience with RCA. ENAK Mi-
crophone Repair, 420 Carew Ave-
nue, Pitman, NJ 08071. (609) 589-
E186. 

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS 
- RELAP/REPLACEMENT for 
Audio, Video, Time Code, Duplica-
tion. 30 years of head design expe-
rience. IEM, 350 N. Eric Dr, Palatine, 
IL 60067; tel. (708) 358-4622. 

Music Products/ 
Software 

IBM PC MUSIC FEATURE! 
Option card with 8-voice, multitim-
bral MIDI synthesizer on board. In-
cludes 240 pre-programmed Yama-
ha sounds, 96 programmable patch-
es and a MIDI in/out/thru interface. 
Use two cards to double capacities. 
An all-in-one MIDI studio for IBM 
and compatibles for only $425. Soft-
ware available for recording, arrang-
ing and educational needs. Pack-
ages recommended. Dealers, cata-
logers & VARs call for discount 
schedule. Distributed by Mix Book-
shelf 6400 Hollis St # 12, Emeryville, 
CA 94608, (415) 653-3307, (800) 
233-9604. 

Recording 
Services 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

CD MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION 

db PLUS 
DIGITAL SERVICES INC. 

BOX 694 LYNBROOK, N.Y. 11563 

(516) 872-2325 

TAPE DUPLICATION 

1/4„REAL TIME 8, HIGH SPEED 
DISTRIBUTION 

& RUSH 
SERVICE 

DUPLICATION SPECIALISTS 
(N.Y.) 516-432-7107 

Records, Tapes 
Ek CD Services 
and Supplies 

Disc Mastering and Record 
Production CDs, LPs, 45s. 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
THE CUTTING EDGE 

Box 217M 
Ferndale, NY 12734 

(914) 292-5965 

REAL TIME 
Best Quality Cassettes using Naka-
michi decks only. Custom-loaded 
Agfa or BASF Chrome. Label and in-
sert printing, shrinkwrap, blank tapes. 

SUPERB QUALITY 
AT LOW PRICES 
Uni-Sette, Inc. 

1852 Fulton Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95825 

(916) 485-9534. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
SUPPLIES 

We are a major wholesale distribu-
tor of Ampex, Agfa & 3M reel-to-
reel mastering tape (1/4" to 2"). We 
also stock broadcast videotape, 
assorted reels and boxes, splic-
ing/leader tape and pre-packaged 
cassettes. We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths using a variety 
of tape brands. Please call or write 
for our FREE catalog. 
Advance Recording Products 
7190 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 

San Diego, CA 92111 
(619) 277-2540 

Inside CA: (800) 858-1061 
Outside CA: (800) 854-1061 

Visa/MC Accepted 

TDK- AUDIO CASSETTES 
Custom-length cassettes for your 
duplication and mastering needs. 
SAX C-30 $ .95 SAX C-45 $1.19 
SAX C-60 $1.44 SAX C-90 $1.98 

Call for prices on other brands. 
We GUARANTEE our tapes! 

LUNA TAPES LTD. 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387 

(513) 767-7354 

AAPEX  
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 

system. Full service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
-Call AAPEX today! 

3M AGFA AMPEX SONY 
Audio, video & digital tapes 

Full line of accessories 
DAT recorders. 

Orders shipped within 24 hours. 
R & M PRO AUDIO 

1080 Pacheco, S.F., CA 94116 
(415) 665-8480 

When only the best will do! 
Blanks w on-cassette printing. 
Mastering quality cassettes for 
real-time/recording studio use. 
TDK "SA" or BASF "Chrome" in 
Shape Mark-10 Shells (the best!) 
AUDIO-VIDEOGRAPHICS 

(800) 322-2832 
FAX (816)254-0045 

CHROME BLANK TAPES 
Clear Shells 

100 250 
30 min. .82 .77 
60 min. .98 .93 
90 min. $1.18 $1.13 
Custom lengths available. 
FLOPPY DISK 
DS/DD 100% Error-Free 

20 50 
31/2 .99 .92 

31/2HD $2.35 $2.30 
51/4 .55 .52 
51/4HD .89 .84 
Great for keyboards & computers. 
BEST SERVICES UNLIMITED 
Call for free samples. VISA/MC. 
(415) 547-5272 or (800) 627-7365 

DISC MAKERS 
MONEY SAYING PACKAGES 

COMPLETE MANUFACTURING 

Iwo- CD ' 5 
- ( i, , Lp Es , 

disc 
e‘ t• CASSETTES 

PROPEAOTONAL PES/ON  pPt 
ALL FOR CATALOG 

1 -800-468-9353 

500 
.72 
88 

$1.08 

100 
84 

$2.25 
.48 
.79 

TRAXX RECORDING PRODUCTS 
24 Crestway - KC 

New Fairfield, CT 06812 
• Real-time dup. & full-svc. pkg. 
• Custom-loaded cassettes & sup. 
• High quality, fast turnaround 
For Free Catalog call: (203) 746-3561. 

"STATE-OF-THE-ART" 
"Cassette Duplication Service" 
We offer the highest quality cas-
sette duplication available on fer-
ric, chrome or metal tape. Compet-
itive prices and fast turnaround. 
When you're ready for the best 
call: ( 219) 936-2015 or write: Cup 
Of Water Productions, 13780 12th 

Rd., Plymouth, IN 46563. 

A U D o 

Cassettes 
AS EASY AS 

II 
El 
El 
ESP MEANS (DUALITY FULL SERVICE 

PRINTING AND PACKAGING, FRIENDLY 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. COMPETITIVE 

PRICES FAST TURN-AROUND AND HIGHEST 

QUALITY RAVE MATERIALS. 

1E MI EASTERN STANDARD 
-eu, - PRODUCTIONS. INC. 

X Sam« St NV 11107 

1.71AINaleM 

CALL TOLL FREE: 

REAL TIME DUPLICATION 

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION 

CUSTOM BLANKS 

1-800-527-9225 

V D E o 

- CRYSTAL INC.  
C ustom Phone 
Duplicated Toll 
CASSETTES Free: 

e, 1 
800-
826-
6540 

In Tenn: 
1-
615 
843-
0717 

• DLILIM HA .0 • 
ELECTROSOUND 

• Clem Shells and Boxes 
• Prenlurn Tape 
• Ow., or Analog Maslen 
• Owe. Cassette 

IrnpuntInp. Color 
InserlA Teal Tapes and 
Pure Gluon. also 
avedelale 
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Studios For Sale 
Producers-Engineers-Bands 

Own a month or a week of 
World Class Studio Time 
For the next 5-10 years! 

High Return on Investment 
Quality Acoustical Design 

Comfortable Mountain Setting 
Time Packages Now Available 

(206) 793-2614 

Manhattan Studio 
Best location. Two 24-track 
studios plus editing suite, 
Svnclavier room, 4 offices and 
storage.. .6000 sq. ft.! Perfect 
for music production com-
pany, video post or jingle 
house. Loaded with latest 
equipment and features in-
novative studio design. Availa-
ble well below cost. Creative 
financing possible. 

Call (212)410;7197 
and leave message. 

RECORDING STUDIO FOR SALE. 
A 24-TRACK PROFESSIONAL RE-
CORDING STUDIO LOCATED IN 
CENTRAL BROOKLYN'S BUSI-
NESS DISTRICT. For further infor-
mation, please call (718) 636-6923.  

Complete 16-track mobile studio for 
sale. Ampex MM1000, Tangent 3216 
board, Ampex 440B mastering deck, 
snake, mics, outboard gear. Installed 
in '79 Dodge cube van. Total pack-
age $14,500. Call Phil (406) 721-
0181. 

STUDIO/OFFICE COMPLEX. Heart 
of Nashville's Music Row Large, con-
temporary studio, control room, 16 
offices, completely remodeled. His-
tory of hits. Parking, storage, secur-
ity, high-profile. Dick Patrick, Cold-
well Bankers (615) 383-3142.  

LEASE: two large, beautiful, 100% 
soundproof recording studios and 
offices. 3,400 sq.ft. Controlled air, 
dedicated wiring, freeway access, 
parking, downtown area, grnd fl., 
inexpensive. Call Mr. V or Mn. Z (800) 
321-9482 or (216) 696-1460 (Ohio). 
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Audio/video studio on private, se-
cure, 6+ acre country estate. 3,000+ 
sq.ft. studio, four-bedroom home, 
barn with stable and apartment. 
$875,000. Newtown, CT-1 Y2 hours 
to NYC. Owner/broker (203) 426-
5385. 

24-track " Musician's Fantasy" 
Private world class studio. Unique, 
large w/lovely home, many sky-
lights/temple-like, in residential, 
exclusive Alpine, NJ, 9 mins. from 
NYC/GW brdg. Asking $1.4-$1.65 
million. Possible finance/brokers 
OK. (201) RN7-8453. 

Country studio available in Western 
Conn. 1-hr. to mid-Manhtn. 3-years 
new. Studio includes: (2) 24-trk Stu-
der A80s and an API console. Stu-
dio in lovely home set in lush nature 
setting. Call for details. (516) 821-
9836. 

MUST SELL 
NYC STUDIO LEASE 
& EQUIPMENT 

Manhattan. Acoustically accurate 
24+ trk control room/studio, MIDI 
control room, office, lounge, shop, 
storage. Newly renovated, aesthetical-
ly beautiful. Wired for audio, phone, 
and alarm systems. Central air-con-
ditioning. With or without equipment. 
Convenient location. Great lease. 
(212) 362-7840. 

Miscellaneous 

POP 
FILTERS 

An absolute necessity 
for every studio 

$49.95 includes screen. 
clamp, gooseneck and shipping 

Call or Write for ene Brochure 
Outside CA (800( 446-7677 
Inside CA (8181788-3635 

POPPER STOPPERS 
P.O. Box 6010-6513. Shaman Oaks. CA 91113 

DEALER INQUIRli t WELCOME 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
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Store your DAT tapes in a 
beautiful solid oak, 

wall/table mountable unit 
that holds up to 60 tapes. 

FOR INFORMATION ON 
DATRAX ' 60 

CALL (818)783-9133 

MASTERING 
Ill REPLICATION • PRINTING MI 
COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE PRODUCTION 
nirri-1-11 Hest si-r 
siCis I i-sug 

FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE DIFFERENCE 

CIAMC IMCN MT SUM IBM 
MAL MIA= 

MISMALIM BIRO SEIMCEIMI 
212-333-5950 

101 WEST 57th STREET. NEW YORK N Y 10019 

Best Prices 
Best Service 
Best Names. 

efe 
AN1 

aXell 
eCee)( switchcrati T.,Ftitc- JtD Re% 1u-r 

Call for our FREE Catalog 
filled with Professional 

Tape, Equipment, 
Accessories and Supplies. 

309 Power Ave., I ludson, NY 12534 
800-999-HAVE • 518-828-2000 (NYS) 

Want More 
Information? 
The advertisers in Mix 
are happy to supply 

readers with 
additional infor-
mation about the 

products and services 
advertised in this 

issue. To receive more 
information, just circle 

the appropriate 

numbers on the 
Reader Service card 

on page 157. 
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How to Place a Mix Classified 
Please print or type in CANTAL LETTERS and lowercase. There are 8 lines to the inch 
and approximately 24 CAPITAL letters per line or 32 lowercase letters. $80 per inch-1" 
minimum. Additional lines $10 per line. BOLD TYPE or Black Border $10 per line. Gray 
screen $15 extra. Logos or display advertising up to 4" will be charged at $100/inch. Logos or 
display advertising must be camera-ready (width is 1-5/8" or 10 picas). Frequency discount 
rates available. Call for information. Payment by check, money order or charge must 
accompany ad. DEADLINE is the 15th of the month, 6 weeks prior to publication. 

Categories Available (check one) 
D Acoustic Consulting 
D Business Opportunities 
ID Employment Offered 
El Employment Wanted 
D Equipment for Sale 

El Equipment Rentals 
El Equipment Wanted 
ID Instruction 
E Maintenance Services 
D Music Products/Software 

El Records, Tapes & CD 
Services and Supplies 

ID Recording Services 
D Studios for Sale 
ID Miscellaneous 

I am paying by (check one): CI VISA D MASTERCARD D AMERICAN EXPRESS 

Card #:  Expiration Date.  

Signature.   

ID Check or Money Order #: Amount Enclose& $  

MAIL TO: 
Mix Classifieds, Attn: Robin Boyce, 6400 Hollis St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

Toll-Free Order Line: 1-(800) 747-3703, (415) 653-3307, FAX: (415) 653-5142 
Please attach your classified ad copy on a separate sheet, typed double-spaced or printed out clearly. 
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129 A & R Record & Tape Mfg. 

149 Advance Recording Products 

27 Agfa 

63 Agfa Forum 

50 Akai/IMC 

IBC Allen & Heath (203) 795-6814 

45 AMP Services 

8 Ampex 

41, 128 AMS Industries 

105 Antex Electronics 

110 Anvil Cases 

90 Apex Machine Company  (305) 563-2844 

33 Aphex Systems 

39 API Audio Products 

67 Apogee Electronics 

35 Applied Research 

& Technology (ART) (716) 436-3942 
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20 Cipher Digital 
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127 Imperial Tape Company 

134 Institute of Audio Research (212) 677-6549 

32 Intelix 
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26 Josephson Engineering (408) 238-6022 

70 JRF Magnetic Sciences (201) 579-6021 

79 KABA Research & Development 

119 Lone Wolf 

148 LT Sound 
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28 New England Digital (NED) 
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60 Schoeps 
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82 Shure  (312) 866-2279 

11, 58 Solid State Logic (SSL) 

91 Soma Sync Studios 
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38 Soundtracs 
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52 Studio Consultants 
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134 Summit Audio 
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83 Tannoy (519) 745-2364 

91 Tarpan Studios 
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81 Thoroughbred Music 
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Saber series 

16-track systems 
24, 32 and 40-channel versions, 
16-track monitoring and metering. 
MIDI muting as standard. 40 remix 
inputs witn E0 and fader in a 24:16:16 
console orly 1.25m wide. 
Patchbay ontion. 

24-track systems 
28 and 36-channel versions, 
24-track monitoring and metering. 
MIDI muting as standard. 60 remix 
inputs with EQ and fader in a 36:16:24 
console only 1.75m wide. 
atchbay option. 

PA/Theatre Systems 
24, 32 and 40-channel versions. ce 

Saber Recording Version 8 x 8 Matrix Output system. MIDI le 
including patchbay and muting as standard Compact, low 4 S 
Bargraph meters. profle console, easily flightcased. 0.) NZ Ç.7 

çie cliD 
32:16:16 LBGPB. All Saber consoles feature : 

ço, • Mudular construct on 
• 16 bus routing 
• 6 auxiliary sends ‘0"5 
• MIDI 'mute memory system 
• Stereo input module cption 

For In-line recording le Excellent audio performance 
consoles we offer • High quality appearance and finish 
our Sigma series. • High reliability and technical support 

Saber and Sigma-the 

multi-track consoles from... ...the total sound spectrum. 

cle # 176 on Reader Service Card Allen & Heath 
UK 69 Ship Street, Brighton, BN11AE. England. Tel; (0273) 23346 Fax; (0273) 821767 
USA 5 Connair Road, Orange, Connecticut 06477, USA Tel; (203) 795 3594 Fax; (203) 795 6814 
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Small Monitor. Big Difference. 

In the recording business, little things can 
often make big differences. Studio monitors, 
highly sophisticated critical listening devices, are 
certainly no exception. Our Control Series" 
compact personal monitoring systems each pro-
vide the performance characteristics demanded 
in today's recording environments. 

Take our Control 5- for example. You get 
power handling capacity of 175 watts, outstanding 
dynamic range, smooth frequency response 
and excellent clarity 
and imaging. This high 
power, low distortion 
system is housed in a 
non-resonant poly-
propylene structural 
foam enclosure. 
Today you can find 

Control IS in home 
studios and midi work-
stations; Control 5's 
in major recording 
and teleproduc-
tion facilities; 
Control 10's in 
foreground and 
background systems, 
corporate boardrooms 
and teleconferencing 
facilities. And the 
two-way horn loaded 
Control 12SR, a logical extension of the technology, 
in sound reinforcement applications from supper 

Control Series. Compact high 
performance monitors designed 
to meet a broad range of-fixed 
and mobile applications. 

clubs and discotheques to small tour sound systems. 
Control Series meets such diverse applications because 
they are, above all else, powerfully honest. 

Versatility, the Other Advantage. 
Designed to accommodate a NA, ide variety of spe-
cialized mounting brackets, Control Series monitors 
can go virtually anywhere. On the console, on 
the wall, on the ceiling, in a rack, on a tripod, 
keyboard or mic stand. Control 10's and 12SR's 
even come with a built-in handle so they travel 

like a seasoned professional. 
Next time you're looking for a super compact high 

performance loudspeaker system, remember Control 
Series then go see your JBL dealer. Look at the specs, 
then listen to the big difference. 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA 
H A Harman International Company Circle # 177 on Reader Service Card 




